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Abstract

This thesis investigates translation problems in translating from English to Arabic.

Despite the fact that there are some taxonomies available, none is based on empirical

research; moreover, none can be considered comprehensive. The present study provides

a ranked taxonomy of problems in translating from English to Arabic that was

developed through two empirical studies. The first is a case-study of the researcher

translating a published corpus of short translation-class texts. Since the aim of this

project is pedagogical, students of translation were the target population of the second

multi-subject study. Here, 56 undergraduate and 18 postgraduate students in Arabic —+

English translation classes at Al-Fateh University and the Academy of Graduate Studies

in Libya translated a sub-set of the same texts. By comparing the two groups'

performance, the researcher could also find out the effects of translation

experience/proficiency on the type and severity of problems.

The taxonomy consists of four levels: supra, main, sub and sub-sub categories. The

supra category includes problems of ST Comprehension and TT Production and

problems of Transfer Process. The main category includes Micro-Language problems,

Macro-Text level problems and Strategies and Techniques problems. The sub-category

includes problems of Grammar, Vocabulary, Spelling, Rhetorical and stylistic devices,

Cohesion, Register and style, Background Knowledge and Culture. The sub-sub

categories include forty seven categories such as problems of Word order, Fixed

Expressions, Spelling Slips, Irony, Omission and Additions. A tentative ranking of the

difficulty of problems is based on three factors: perceived difficulty, error count and

error severity. What distinguishes the taxonomy formulated in the present study from
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existing ones is comprehensiveness, e.g. in combining problems of ST comprehension,

TT production and problems of transfer process, or in combining problems of the

language system and extra-textual problems; and the ranking adds another dimension.

The thesis consists of six chapters: Chapter One outlines the theme of the project and

presents the research questions. Chapter Two reviews the relevant literature with an

emphasis on translation problems and errors. Chapter Three presents the researcher

case-study which sets the ground for the multi-subject main-study in Chapter Four.

Chapter Five provides a model of English —* Arabic translation problems as

exemplified by the taxonomy of translation problems and discusses the ranking system

used and its outcome.

Chapter Six, Conclusion, evaluates the outcome of the study, assesses the methodology

that has been used to investigate the issues set in the research questions and discusses

implications for further research.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

1.1. This project

As its title implies, this study classifies and investigates translation problems in

translating from English into Arabic and finds out which of such problems are the

most prominent and difficult to tackle for students. The decision to work on this

diverse topic was motivated by the desire to tackle head on the practical problems

confronted by students of translation, which are all too often glossed over by writers

on translation theory. While the immediate aim of generating a taxonomy of

translation problems - as a prime aim of this study - is mainly a pedagogical one, its

outcome - as a whole - is hoped to offer a humble contribution to translation studies in

general. This study would thus shed some light on the nature of such problem areas

translators might encounter and would offer some insights about what might go wrong

in dealing with them.

1.2. Background

The whole idea of researching in the area of translation problems started and

crystallized during some years of experience in teaching translation to undergraduate

students majoring in English at the Faculty of Languages Al Fateh University, Tripoli

Libya. One particular observation during the period of teaching translation to

undergraduate students that triggered a lot of questioning on my part was that students

often seem to have higher expectations of their performance than how they actually

perform in practice, namely exams. Similarly, Masoud (1988: 10) emphasizes:
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More often than not, new translators dive into translation work

thinking that because they speak two languages, they are qualified

for the task.

From the researcher's experience as a translation trainer, students and novice

translators are, generally, not aware of the requirements of the task of translation they

are assigned. More importantly they seem unable to realise many of the problems

related to the task in hand. This leads to the gap that exists in translation training

programs which is the lack of a detailed classification of problems of translation per

se on one hand, and of the translation requirements of particular texts on the other.

Moreover, most translation training programs are targeting post-graduate students

who are preparing themselves toward this profession as their future career. Even at the

level of post-graduate, such programs are not based on an analytic practice. However,

we know from experience that in real life the market of translation is packed with

translation practitioners who never studied translation as a discipline of its own but

merely as a language learning exercise at undergraduate level, i.e. without a coherent

approach to translation problems, strategies and solutions with which to tackle them.

Graduates from language departments often take translation as their life vocation or

happen to find themselves practicing the profession in one way or another. So, this

category (language students) at both undergraduate and graduate level should be

targeted for more focused translation training before they engage in a practice of

which they are unaware and in which they are under-skilled in the case of

undergraduates and relying on lots of practice rather than an analytical approach to

problems in the case of post-graduates. In order to fill this gap, the intention of this

study is to do extensive research involving experimentation in translating different

types of texts, and this is the intention of the present study.
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1.3. Translation problems

There is hardly a study, either an article or book on translation that does not mention

the word "problem" at least several times. Yet translation problems have not been

exhaustively investigated. While studying these translation problems would

eventually benefit trainees, trainers should be enlightened about what is a problem in

the first place because:

Trainers must be able to point out specific problems rather than

relying on vague impressions, and they must be able to back up their

decisions with more than just instinct or gut feeling, (Bowker 2000:

186).

Moreover, identifying problems is a first step towards positive evaluation and analysis

of successful solutions. Though some apply to most or even all language pairs, some

can be very specific and even unique to that pair. So, what is a translation problem?

As translation problems are the core of investigation in this study, a full section is

allocated to discuss this concept in Chapter Two (Literature review). For now, a

simple definition could be that a translation problem is whatever presents obstacles in

transferring the content of one piece of language into another whether the latter be an

element (word), string of elements (clause), a phrase, a grammatical pattern or even a

whole text. Of course, the degree of obstacle varies in intensity, leading one to the

assumption that translation problems fall under different ranks in terms of challenge.

In defining a translation problem we need a distinction between, on the one hand, a

problem as a source of puzzlement to the translator, i.e. a process difficulty and, on

the other, a defect in performance, i.e. a product "error". Such a distinction is crucial

in the present study.
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Employers and translation agencies often cite "poor mother tongue/TL" as the main

difficulty faced by novice translators just out of university, implying that poor

translation tends to be inaccurate and stylistically awkward. This leads to the fact that

standards of translation should be promoted to high criteria, and in this TL standards

are crucial here. The broad aim of this study, however, is double: by investigating

translation problems in translating from English into Arabic, it aims at catering for

both the ST and the TT. Commitment towards the ST in translation is an ethic

professional translators should have towards the SL and the author, catering for the

IT too is an obligation towards the TL and the translation user or client in order to

give a linguistically and stylistically better product.

1.4. Why research in translation problems?

While the purpose of this study is unreservedly academic, the need to accelerate

investigation in translation research in general is becoming a must, as translating from

other languages in the modern era, with information flooding from every comer in the

globe, is increasingly in demand.

Because translation studies as an autonomous discipline has only evolved during the

last decades (Doorslaer, 1995: 245), scientific research in the area is only very recent

phenomenon, as stressed by Gile (1994: 39). The call for research in translation is

overwhelming as "a whole range of issues seemed to be waiting for examination, and

inquiry is overdue", Simon (1996: 1). Calls for conducting systematic comparative

studies of translated and original texts (Broeck 1986: 36), and those for research

focusing more upon what Krings (1986: 263) has termed "the acquisition of

translation competence", still have not been heeded.
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In translating between English and Arabic, for example, there is a shortage of research

in translation problems that may be encountered by Arabic-speaking translators of

English, (see for example Khalil, 1993: 169-179 and Khafaji, 1996). Furthermore,

most of the available studies deal with translation problems from a contrastive

linguistics perspective in isolation from other problems. Those which deal with

various problems at once, (Gazala 1995/2000), do not extend beyond the basic

problems that only beginners sometimes, and not always, encounter. Moreover, most

examples Gazala used for illustration are fabricated, isolated and out of context.

1.5. Aims and research questions

The broad aim of this project therefore, is to carry out an empirical study of

problematic areas in written translation for language students and novice translators;

empirical in the sense of adopting a practical approach to investigating real texts and

pointing at specific problematic instances found in errors committed by trainee

students particularly at undergraduate level. By analyzing students' errors, this study

hopes to categorize and to reach conclusions on the patterns of errors in students'

translations when translating from English into Arabic. The outcome of this study

should alert those responsible in the field of translation training to translation

problems that students frequently encounter, which of these problems are easily

handled, which are more difficult and whether any of them are particularly intractable.

In practical terms, this study intends to provide translation course designers, schools

of translation and freelance training programmers as well as syllabus designers at both

undergraduate and postgraduate level with a graded checklist of problems

encountered by Arab students translating from English into Arabic.

The broad research questions of this PhD project as a whole are as follows:
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I. What are the main problems faced by learners or novice translators in

translating from English into Arabic as reflected in common errors?

2. What is the nature of such errors? How can they be classified?

3. What role does process difficulty play in classifying problems, i.e. on a scale

of difficulty, which of these problems can be ranked as very difficult (difficult

to get a satisfactory solution/ untranslatable), and which are merely difficult

(problematic but eventually manageable) and how can errors be ranked in

terms of commonness of occurrence ("frequency") and severity?

4. What difference does degree of translating experience make in terms of a

problem ranking?

1.6. Methods

This project consists of two studies: The researcher case-study as a pre-study (Chapter

Three) and the multi-subject main-study (Chapter Four). Methodology used to elicit

data and procedures to analyze and evaluate subjects' products are discussed in detail

in their respective sections to follow (Chapter Four). Here, however, a brief account

of the general methods used in both studies is given.

The present study, therefore, uses a multi-method approach for the collection and

triangulation of data. This approach aims at narrowing down the possibility of

invalidity due to reliance on one single method (Creswell 2003).

Preliminary answers to questions 1, 2 and 3 are obtained by generating translation

problems through carrying out the task of translation myself on as many varied texts

as possible (Chapter Three: Researcher Case -Study). As a translation teacher with
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some professional translating experience, I played the role of the translator who, when

translating a collection of texts in common use in English/Arabic translation is

confronted with translation problems that are diverse in nature and have to be solved.

The source material used in the case-study — and also in the multi-subject study - was

the collection of pedagogic translation texts in Duff (1989), see 3.1.4. Using the

available resources such as bilingual and monolingual dictionaries and resorting to

different strategies, the problems were identified and classified. The aim of this case-

study was to generate a list of translation problems that can be used as a hypothetical

model to be tested in the second multi-subject study.

To avoid basing conclusions on personal intuition alone, the hypotheses related to the

translation problems generated in the researcher case-study were tested against

students and novice translators in the main multi-subject study (Chapter Four: Main

Study). In the main study, using only a representative sample of texts from the

collection, the provisional checklist generated in the case-study is then tested against

the translation performance of 74 subjects who are students of English and translation

at Al Fateh University and the Academy of Graduate Studies in Libya.

Question 4 is answered by the use of various types of informants: in the case-study

the researcher (a translation teacher) and professional translators are consulted for

feedback; and in the main study, students including post-graduates vs. undergraduates

and novice translators. Although it is minor compared to the first three questions, this

question addresses the relationship between the researcher's insights and those of

students. Thus the main purpose of the researcher case-study (pre-study phase 1) is to

generate a provisional taxonomy of problems for inexperienced translators but

particularly translation students, subsequently some particular problems encountered
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by students translators are highlighted by comparing their performance with that of

the trainer and feedback/performance from the professionals respectively.

The list of problems generated in the researcher-case-study plus other problems that

emerged in the multi-subject study, combined to form the tentative classification

model of translation problems presented in Chapter Five. This model is intended to

fill the gap that initially triggered this study.

This study does consider itself as more comprehensive than others in translating

between Arabic and English in that it deals with a wide range of translation problems

at once, whereas other studies usually focus on certain translation problems for

investigation and omit others. Nevertheless, I can by no means claim to put forward

an exhaustive checklist. Translation problems investigated in this study, though

numerous, are only those thrown up by the texts in question (short texts, extracts).

These do represent the range of genres typically encountered by students of the texts —

especially language students.

1.7. The thesis: overview

This study is also inevitably limited in scope. While it commits itself to identify

translation problems and investigate their difficulties, it does not attempt to fully

prescribe solutions. When analyzing subjects' translations, suggestions will

occasionally be offered to mend defects, but I will not attempt to provide remedies for

every single problem. Nevertheless, while this study acknowledges that presenting

translation problems and displaying them in their context of occurrence cannot be an

ultimate aim in itself (see Wilss 1995: 857 - 858), the cornerstone for finding a system

to tackle such problems is, undoubtedly to first establish what these problems are.
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Moreover, although this study recognizes that both product and process studies have a

role to play in describing the work of the trainee translator, and assigns measures for

process difficulty, its focus remains on investigating product rather than process.

One reason why the focus of the present study is in one direction (translating from

English into Arabic) is that the problems of translation discussed are those

encountered by Arabic native users who usually translate to Arabic and is mainly for

the sake of conciseness. Yet a lot of what can be said about translating from English

into Arabic, theoretically and practically, can indeed be applicable to the reverse

direction, i.e. Arabic into English translation.

It is also important to draw attention to the fact that the principal concern here is to

translate into modern standard Arabic, the language of public literature, i.e. any

printed document (business letter, newspaper, books etc.) rather than the spoken

regional varieties. Since this study aims to address issues that concern all Arab trainee

translators and not only a particular speech community, the common shared language

that serves this purpose is standard Arabic.

Besides the present chapter, the thesis consists of six chapters:

Chapter Two is a literature review consisting of two sections. Section One,

Translation Concepts and Translation Teaching, surveys theoretical aspects and issues

of translation in terms of different views and trends that are relevant to the present

study. Section Two, Translation: Competence, Performance, Assessment and

Problems, discusses in some detail the issue of translation assessment on the bases of

students' performance and translation problems in relation to errors in translation.
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Chapter Three presents the researcher case-study, whose aim is to generate a list of

translation problems that can work as hypotheses for the multi-subject main study and

enable an evaluation of the suitability of the textual material selected.

In Chapter Four the hypotheses of translation problems derived from the pre-study are

tested in a multi-subject study. In Section One, Experiment Design and Data

Collection and Data Analysis, the process of sampling of population and criteria for

material selection are discussed and procedures for the actual collection and analysis

of data are described. Section Two, Findings and Results, is a presentation of the

results of the quantitative and qualitative data assessment.

Chapter Five, Discussion, analyses the results and discusses the findings of the multi-

subject study while incorporating findings from the researcher-case study and

reference to the literature, and presents a model for the classification of translation

problems. The final taxonomy of translation problems presented in Chapter Five

evolved over time based on the to taxonomies previously derived in Chapter Three

and Chapter Four. The three taxonomies reflect three phases of increasingly

sophisticated analysis.

Chapter Six, Conclusion, gives a summary of the outcome of the study as a whole, an

assessment of what it has achieved and a review of the key methodology issues that

have been used to investigate the issues raised in the research questions. The

conclusion chapter ends with an outline of implications for further research.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1. Section One:

Translation Concepts and Translation Teaching

2.1.0.	 Introduction

This literature review chapter consists of two sections. The introductory section is a

review of background concepts relevant to this study, namely translation theories,

methods, approaches, translation strategies and problem solving as well as current

views of teaching translation. Section Two discusses in some detail the central issues

of this study, these being the concepts of translation competence, translation

performance and translation assessment and the core topic of this study: translation

problems and errors in students' translation performance.

In the present section, we start by introducing the key notion of translation

equivalence and definitions of translation.

2.1.1.	 Translation and equivalence

To translate is defined in Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary as "to change sth.

spoken or esp. written into another language". This definition, although accurate, does

not tell us much about the process of change from one language into another or about

the conditions which govern such a change. Similarly, the definition of the task of the

translator as being "to replace the language of the other by a native language" (Brisset

2000: 346), although true, lacks precision: what about mismatches between languages

for example?

The implicit focus in all translation definitions is upon the concept of equivalence. For

example:
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Translation may be defined as follows: the replacement of textual material in one

language (SL) by equivalent textual material in another language (TL), (Catford 1965:

20).

Nida (1969: 12) defines translation as:

Reproducing in the receptor language the closest natural equivalent

of the source language message, first in terms of meaning and,

secondly in terms of style.

House (1982: 29-30) introduces a definition that adds a pragmatic aspect to translating

when looking at textual equivalence:

Translation is the replacement of a text in the source language by a

semantically and pragmatically equivalent text in the target

language.

The key aspect in the above definitions is the concept of equivalence between a unit

of text in one language, and a unit of text in another. The problem is; however, that

while all agree that the word equivalence designates some sort of correspondence, it is

recognized that correspondence is a relative concept when it comes to translation. In

solving a translation problem, Newmark (1993: 2) says:

Even after arriving at a preferred solution, however, there may well

be approximately synonymous solutions of equal merit. ... For this

reason alone, the concept of translation equivalence, while it is

useful operationally, cannot be defined without a series of provisos

and qualifications.

Many theorists and practitioners focus on a specific aspect of equivalence as a central

aspect in their concept of translation, e.g. cultural equivalence (Casagrande, 1954),

situational equivalence (Vinay and Darbelnet, 1958), formal equivalence i.e.
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correspondence between linguistic form (Catford, 1965), textual equivalence, i.e.

correspondence of message (van Dijk, 1972) functional equivalence i.e.

correspondence between communicative actions (Kachru, 1982; De Waard and Nida,

1986), and so on. Moreover, Nida's (1964) concept of 'dynamic equivalence' as

opposed to 'formal equivalence' has gained such popularity that it has been adopted

by others, though in such subtly different forms as from an 'equivalent effect' (Koller,

1972) 1 , 'communicative translation' (Newmark, 1981) and 'cultural translation'

(Catford, 1965). For De Beaugrande and Dressler (1981: 216), the equivalence of a

translation with its original can only be equivalence in the experience of the

participants, a view very close to that of Nida.

Among all the above types, formal equivalence stands out against all the rest, which

are essentially functional. This leads to the two concepts of literal translation 2 (word

for word) versus free translation' (sense for sense translation) and their theme of

looking at equivalence. These two types of translation are well rooted in history. In

describing literal translation and free translation, De Beaugrande and Dressler (1981:

216) say,

The "literal" translator decomposes the text into single elements (or

small groups of elements) and replaces each with a corresponding

element (or group) in the goal language. The "free" translator judges

the function of the whole text in discourse and searches for elements

that could fulfill that function in a goal-language situation.

l More recently, Koller (1997) adopts a denotative, connotative, pragmatic, textual and formal-aesthetic
equivalence.
2 "A translation made on a level lower than is sufficient to convey the content unchanged while
observing TL norms", Barkhudarov (1969: 10) in Shuttleworth and Cowie (1997: 95).
3 Instead of the traditional labels of "literal and "free", Vinay and Darbelnet (2000: 84-93) use two
different labels "direct" and "oblique" respectively.
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In practical terms, the above dichotomy applies to the two alternative approaches,

namely, ST/TT oriented translation or author/reader oriented translation. The

following quotation from Friedrich Schliermacher (1813) 4 tells us about the

orientation of each approach:

There are only two methods of translation. Either the translator

leaves the author in peace as much as possible, and moves the

reader towards him; or he leaves the reader in peace, as much as

possible, and moves the author towards him.

The two contemporary terms foreignization and domestication (Venuti 1995:17) are

rooted in the distinction mentioned in the above quotation. "Foreignization" means

"retaining something of the foreignness of the original" (Shuttleworth and M. Cowie,

1997: 59), domestication, on the other hand, is 'a term used by Venuti (1995) to

describe the translation strategy in which transparent, fluent style is adopted in order

to minimize the strangeness of the foreign text for TL readers' (Shuttleworth and

Cowie, 1997: 43-44).

"Domestication" is similar to what some, e.g. Klyukanov (1995), call 'pragmatic

adaptation', or PA for short. In Klyukanov's words PA bridges the gap between two

cultures or messages, inserting a filter in order to balance their pragmatic differences

and ensure the 'successful' interpretation of the text by interpreters of the target

culture within their familiar frame of reference. 'Basically', she says,

PA consists in sacrificing semantic meanings in favor of pragmatic

through a process that adds, deletes, or uses different semantic

information. Semantic changes in translation can involve any level,

from word to narrative structures, (Klyukanov 1995: 23).

4 Quoted in Venuti (1995:19) after Lefevere (1977: 74).
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Klyukanov restricts PA to certain text types (i.e. texts where intercultural

communication is a key aspect).

The phenomenon of PA has been given some attention in the theory of translation

(Engelbert, 1990; Reiss, 1987; Weizman and Blum-Kulka, 1987), see also Bassnett-

McGuire (1980) 5 . PA is a target-centred pattern of information processing, as opposed

to the foreignizing or 'resistive translation' (RT) proposed by Venuti (1986) which

resists dominant target cultural meanings and highlights the 'foreignness' of the

source text (Klyukanov, 1995: 24). However, Cohen (1962: 35) 6 noted that

domestication involves:

The risk of reducing individual authors' styles and national tricks of

speech to a plain prose uniformity.

One form of domestication is discussed in the skopos theory formulated by Vermeer

(1978), and presented as 'the Foundation of a General Theory of Translation' in Reiss

and Vermeer (1984) 7. Skopos is the "purpose" of the translated text, which is seen as

determining the translation process. In this model, the recipient for whom the target

text (Ti') is intended is the crucial factor in any translation process (Nord 1991: 93).

Nord introduces the principle of 'loyalty' into the framework of the skopos model. By

'loyalty', she means that the translator is committed bilaterally to the source text and

the target situations and responsible to both the ST sender and the T1' recipient.

5 Quoted in Klyulcanov (1995).
6 Quoted in Venuti (1995: 6)
7 Quoted in Munday (2001)
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As a mediation between the two dichotomies of formal versus functional equivalence,

Farghal (1994) suggests the notion of ideational equivalence (correspondence

between ideas).

2.1.2.	 Translation models

Two translation models or approaches will be discussed below as being particularly

relevant to this study, namely the 'text linguistics model' and the 'text-type model'.

Most relevant to this study are the notions of communicative translation, efficiency,

effectiveness and appropriateness referred to by the text linguistics model. However,

although, text-type oriented translation was not adopted as a model of investigation

here, nevertheless it might, ostensibly, seem a useful concept in an error investigation

study.

2.1.2.1. Text linguistics model

De Beaugrande and Dressler (1981: 14-29) refer to 'text linguistics' as a science of

texts that describes or explains both the shared features and the distinctions between

texts or text types. They define text as essentially 'communicative occurrence', that

carries a message venturing beyond the domain of 'linguistics proper' (Leinonen-

Davies 1988: 55). In order for a text to be communicative, De Beaugrande and

Dressler outline seven standards of textuality: cohesion (relations of meaning within

the text), coherence (agreement of a text with its situation), informativity (conveying

message), intentionality (purpose), acceptability (observing norms), situationality

(conformity with situation), and intertextuality (relations between text components).

They also recommend after Searle (1969) three principles for a text: efficiency (the

running of operations with a light load on resources of attention and access),

effectiveness (intense use of resources of attention and access on materials removed
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from the explicit surface presentation) and appropriateness (correlation between the

current occasion and the standards of textuality), (ibid. 34).

Text linguistics theory looks at the text in terms of more than merely linguistic

elements such as vocabulary and grammar. The psychological background and the

social context of the message are also crucial to understanding of language structure.

Also, with the emergence of text linguistics theory in the seventies, the idea of the

'unit of translation' emerged with the text as the highest-level unit instead of merely

the word and sentence, the norm previously.

One area of text linguistics which has flourished rapidly in the last two or three

decades, is discourse analysis (the study of the functions of linguistic categories in

making texture). Hatim (1987) used a text linguistics model for the analysis of

discourse errors and (1988) he used a text linguistics approach to investigate discourse

awareness in decision-making within the translation process (cf. Chapter Three,

Section Two: text level features). Also, Rosenhouse (1989) used a text linguistics

approach (a discourse analysis model) to analyze 'micro-level' and 'macro-level'

mistranslations in students' errors at small units within the text and errors at the level

of the text as a whole respectively. In short, text linguistics' contribution to translation

studies in recent years has been overwhelming.

2.1.2.2. Text-type oriented translation

In this approach texts are classified according to typology, where each text-type is

assumed to have its different methods of translating. Werlich (1975: 71) lists five text

types: descriptive, narrative, expository, argumentational and instructive (cf.

2.2.3.2.1). Text-type analysts look for typical features such as lexical signals and

structural formations that can identify a text as belonging to a certain text type (John
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1988). Discussing text-type oriented translation, Nord (1991) refers to the distinction

which German linguists and translation scholars (Reiss & Vermeer, 1984, for

example) make between 'text type' and 'text class'. According to this distinction,

'text type', as she says, is a functional classification (e.g. informative vs. expressive

vs. persuasive texts, or descriptive vs. narrative vs. argumentative text); alternatively,

'text class' is a category that refers to the occurrence of texts in standard situations

(e.g. weather report, prayer, recipe, folk-ballad, operating instructions). British

authors, she points out, normally seem to use the term "text type" for both

classifications (cf. De Beaugrande 1980: 197; De Beaugrande & Dressler 1981:

183ff.; or House 1981a: 35 and Nord 1991: 18). Similarly, Mason (1982: 23) uses the

'domain' of the text and Crystal and Davy (1969) use the term 'province' to classify

the text as scientific, administrative, political, religious, literary, journalistic, legal,

etc

The fact that text typology, though based on features such as topic, intention, mode of

expression and situational factors - mainly concerned with the social and knowledge

relationships between writer and intended reader - is of little use for translation, is

also emphasized by Sager (1993: 84):

These general categories are pre-scientific, and there is no single

generally agreed and established classification of text types that is

usable in discussions of translation.

As used by Mason, these domains only give the vaguest clue as to the kind of

language used. The fact that classifying texts in translation according to text type

tends only to be used to show the general emphasis or "thrust" of a text is also

emphasized by Lie (1995) due to the fact that only a few texts are purely 'expressive',

'informative', 'vocative' or others. Indeed, a crucial problem with applying the text
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typology approach to translation is the hybrid nature of texts, as texts tend to manifest

different features that are difficult to attribute to a certain text type (see Hatim 1997:

41) and Danielson (1988: 4), (see Chapter Three: Researcher Case-Study).

However, Shaheen (1997: 9) holds a different view, stressing the superiority of a text

typological model of translating, owing to its ability to provide objective and

systematic translation techniques required in effective TT. 8 Furthermore, Shaheen

points out that the text-typology approach necessitates text analysis as a preliminary

step to translating. As far as this study is concerned however, the text-type approach

to translation ultimately proved impractical (see Chapter Three, Section One

"researcher case-study").

2.13.	 Translation strategies and problem solving

As far as the present study is concerned, the importance of translation process views

of strategies to solve translation problems lies in their relevance to the notion of

process difficulty addressed in this study. With regard to product-based views of

techniques in taking actions with the task in hand it lies in committing errors in the

translation product.

I following Faerch and Kasper's (1983a: 36) definition of communication strategies

as potential conscious plans for solving what to an individual presents itself as a

problem in reaching a particular communicative goal. When analyzing data to

investigate translation processes, (Krings 1986: 268), found, the absence of a

translation problem coincides with the absence of translational strategies, i.e. a

source-language, text item is directly transformed into a target language text item. In

8 See Shaheen (1997: 50-60) for details for the text typological model.
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this case, he says, the translation process is highly automatized. In his investigation of

data collected by means of the think aloud technique' to investigate translation

processes in students' performance, Krings found that there are five main sets of

strategies involved in the handling of translation problems:

• Strategies of comprehension.

• Strategies of equivalent retrieval.

• Strategies of equivalent monitoring.

• Strategies of decision-making.

• Strategies of reduction.

An encounter of a comprehension problem leads to the emergence of the

comprehension strategy, which is manifested in inferring meaning and use of

reference books (e.g. dictionaries). Retrieval strategies refer to the recall of a known

lexical item. Monitoring strategies . are employed to check items for correctness or

appropriateness. Decision-making happens subsequent to both processes and is

particularly concerned with choosing between alternatives. The strategy of reduction

is a specific one that refers to those cases where the translation problem can be solved

only by means of formal or functional reduction (e.g. giving up the markedness or

metaphorical character of a source-language text item and replacing it by a non-

marked or non-metaphorical equivalent).

LOrscher (1986: 282) classifies strategies for problem solving in the process of oral

translation of written texts as follows:

9 Think aloud technique involves verbalizing what goes in the mind of the subject to report orally to the
researcher about the process s/he is engaged while performing a cognitive or linguistic task (Cohen,
1996; O'Malley and Chamot, 1990).
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• Monitoring of SL text segments.

• Rephrasing of SL text segments.

• Monitoring of TL text segments.

• Rephrasing of TL text segments.

• Leaving a problem aside.

• Setting up and testing of hypotheses.

• Verbalizing of a problem to focus on problem solving strategies.

By comparing activities performed in the translation processes in human translation

and those involved in machine translation, Sager (1993, 246-247) provides a model of

problem solving in human translation. His model assumes that the process from

identifying a problem to reaching a solution takes these stages:

• SL linguistic decomposition;

• problem identification at the SL linguistic and cognitive level;

• problem solution at the cognitive and TL linguistic level with reference to

a knowledge base;

• TL linguistic re-composition.

Toury (1986: 67) focuses on the difference between strategies used by the novice

translator or, as he calls him, the infant translator, and those used by the experienced

translator. He distinguishes between two types: to execute the plan by means of which

his communicative intention will (hopefully) be realised or to overcome problems that

he may encounter during the execution of his plan.
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What are relevant to this study are the process strategies of monitoring (revision) and

self-correction. Hence subjects judge the quality of their work and identify their

errors. If they are able to identify and specify the nature of their errors, they will

presumably be more able to correct them and provide a more satisfactory translation.

Hieke (1980) found from his experimentation on German students translating into

English that students were able to identify 18% of their errors. Such a percentage he

considers significant remembering that the students' judgements were made

immediately after completing the translation task.

The above were strategies in terms of the translator's own psychological/physical

process (deliberate problem-solving activities while translating, LOrscher 1995),

however strategies also differ according to the nature of the translation problem, i.e. in

terms of what happens to the text (textual solutions to the problem chosen during

strategies, Fawcett 1997). These latter procedures are usually called techniques, and

refer to decisions taken about the action that would be taken for the translation of a

particular translation problem. They include:

• Equation (literal translation/transference): a literal equivalent is chosen.

• Selection: one of several possible TL equivalents is chosen.

• Concretization (differentiation): a general/class term is translated by a

more specific item.

• Antonymic translation: a negative expression is translated by a positive

one, or vice versa.

• Borrowing (transference): the ST expression is used untranslated in the TT

• Calque (loan translation): an expression is translated by literally translating

its individual parts.
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• Transposition: the grammar class changes.

• Reordering: the order of elements changes.

• Logical modulation: one aspect of a process/situation is replaced by

another aspect.

• Compensation (improvisation): a similar effect is either given elsewhere

(e.g. a pun) or by using a different means.

• Equivalence (dynamic equivalence): a ST idiom, etc. is replaced by a TL

idiom with different propositional content (literal meaning) but similar

illocutionary force (interpersonal meaning).

• Adaptation: a source-culture item is replaced by a target-culture equivalent

• Amplification (explicitation): information is added.

• Reduction: information is omitted.

• Diffusion: the same information is given, but TT is longer than the ST.

• Concentration (condensation): give the same information, but TT is

shorter than the ST.

• Abandonment: to decide to drop some of the ST items or features (e.g.

miss out an expression, or translate the sense but not the rhyme of a

poem).

However, some do not differentiate between strategies and techniques as indeed the

terms of categories above vary, see for example, Jones (1989a), Fawcett (1997) and

Munday (2001).

To take an example, in the case of unmatched elements of culture, Ivir (1987: 35)

emphasizes that the translator's strategy in choosing a particular procedure or a
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combination of procedures such as borrowing, definition, literal translation,

substitution, lexical creation, omission, or deletion is:

governed by the nature of the cultural term to be translated (its

semantic content and linguistic expression in the source language

and its contrastive relationship to the possible correspondents in the

target language) and the nature of the communicative process in

which it appears (the function of that term in the particular act of

communication).

Accordingly, successful strategies (process decisions) can be a result of more than one

of the above mentioned factors and the selection of a particular technique (text

alterations) depends on the translator's assessment of the requirement of the text in

hand.

2.1.4.	 Teaching translation

As the ultimate aim of this study is pedagogical, it is hoped the findings will address

crucial aspects of teaching translation such as those discussed below.

Although some early voices expressed skepticism about the usefulness of training

programs (e.g. Pilley, 1962) and those who are in favour of self-taught translators

(e.g. Schmitt, 1966), recently most consider formal training indispensable as

translation gradually becomes a discipline in its own right. This study tends to echo

the latter point of view. In terms of what to include in the course and what to exclude,

teaching translation has always been surrounded by debate though there seem to be an

agreement about including a representative cross-section of subject areas and text

types (Fraser 1996: 246; Snell-Homby 1992:17). Chau (1989: 29) summarizes

controversies surrounding teaching translation as follows:
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• the justification of the training of translators in an institutional context,

• the level at which teaching translation should take place,

• the objectives of such training,

• the language competence of candidates,

• translation to the native language or into the foreign language,

• the qualifications needed for translators and interpreters.

However, teaching translation established most of its main principles in the seventies

as the whole notion of applied linguisticswas transformed. For example, Wilss's

(19 6a) five-step operation approach (source text analysis, evaluation of translation

difficulties, elimination of difficulties, assessment of equivalence, and back-

translation) for teaching translation is considered insightful for what it offers. One of

the principles of teaching translation courses is that content should progress from the

general to the particular, and from easy to difficult (Rieser 1978)°. Another tenet

which seems to be shared by many, is that teaching translation courses should include

portions of language teaching particularly in the foreign language; thus Nida (1979:

213) proposes the inclusion of Li training too. Conversely, some (e.g. Keiser, 1969:

3) believe that teaching translation programs should not be crammed by language

components which lead to translation classes becoming a mere exercise in language,

not translating. While the place of linguistics studies in teaching translation is facing

even more objections (Hendricks 1975: 102), some still believe that translating can

gain insights from linguistics, see for example Coveney (1982: 4) and Napthine

(1983: 22-23). The issue of whether or not to introduce translation theory has also

10 1n Dressler ed, (1978).
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encouraged some debate; with Keiser (1969: 5) proposing theory as an important

element in the syllabus; an opinion echoed in more recent studies (Chau, 1984b;

Napthine, 1983; Wills, 1982). What is problematic, however, is the balance between

theory and practice; Frerk (1963: 365-66) suggests a separation between the two -

theory at school and practice afterwards.

Another area of concern in designing syllabuses for teaching translation is the

teaching of specialized language, i.e. subject matter language (technical, scientific,

medical.. .etc). Among those in favour of this trend are Napthine (1983) and Reiss

(1976). Citroen (1966a: 141-142) even draws attention to the fact of the shift from the

linguistic competence of the translator to the knowledge of subject matter. Yet it is

still debatable how much knowledge of various fields should be included in a teaching

translation course and how much left to on-the-job training. This study hopes to reach

conclusions that provide an answer to this issue (cf. Chapter Six: Conclusion).

In the nineties, there is a quite large body of writing on teaching translation (e.g.

Critchley et al, 1996; Pym, 1993 and Kiraly, 1995), though Campbell (1998: 9) argues

that among the hallmarks of many of these writings is that the advice offered is not

arrived at through strictly empirical procedures.

For teaching translation in the Arab world, Shaheen's (1997: 7) complaint is that

many translation syllabuses at the undergraduate level are characterized as being

subjective, while at postgraduate level, the few courses available are of the `do-it-

yourself type'. By subjective, Shaheen probably means teacher-based teaching

material, i.e. material based on the trainer's subjective whims or intuitions not on any

objective analysis of learner needs. Surveying translation problems in the way

conducted in this study is hoped to fill this gap in the existing translation teaching
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courses. By do-it-yourself type, he probably means they do not allow much

opportunity to students for feedback. Moreover, in his view teachers' preoccupations

with sentence-based approaches is the cause of what he considers the deplorable state

of teaching translation at Arab universities (ibid. 9-10). What is lacking - as Shaheen

points out - is a translation course with a clear linguistic approach that combines

translation theory and practice (ibid.). Sa'adeddin (1987: 138-155) sums up what

should be tackled in teaching translation to Arab literates in three points:

• The translation-teaching situation. In this context, he emphasizes that

"students are inadvertently made to believe that translating is no more than

stringing together what is envisaged and has been translated as words and

sentences, and that translated sentences are simply joined together by means of

formal ties which take the text-receiver from one chunk to another".

• The linkage systems. Here he particularly focuses on the difference in

preference for morphology and punctuation between Arabic and Western

languages.

• Text strategies in translation. Here, he focuses on culture and norm of writing

in both of the languages concerned: the source language and the target

language.

While Sa'adeddin's model is praised by Campbell (1998: 10) as one of only a few

recent works that explicitly discusses interference, most studies that survey the state

of teaching translation in the Arab world seem to criticize the present situation.

However, teaching translation in the Arab world has benefited hugely from

internationally recognized Arab and Arabist figures whose works in translation and in
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teaching translation, comprising impressive arrays of examples from Arabic and

practical exercises, became well established. These luminaries include Hatim and

Mason (1990), Aziz (1993), Baker (1998) and Dickins et al (2002) in translating from

Arabic to English.

2.1.5. Summary

To sum up, this section of the literature review addressed issues in translation theory,

outlining the methods and aims of this study and giving a background base. Chief

among them are the notion of translation equivalence, types of translation, models of

translation (such as ST/TT oriented translation), the text linguistics model, the text

type oriented translation, translation strategies and teaching translation. The next

section will deal with more specific issues that touch directly upon the questions

raised in this study, the more important being translation problems and errors in

translation which will be allocated an ample space for discussion. Other issues of a

comparable impact that will be discussed in Section Two are translation competence,

translation performance and translation assessment.
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2.2. TRANSLATION: PERFORMANCE, COMPETENCE,

ASSESSMENT AND PROBLEMS

2.2.0.	 Introduction

The focus in this section of the literature review chapter is upon two issues of direct

relevance not only to this study, but to translation in general and teaching translation

in particular: translation assessment and translation problems and errors. However, as

a start, I present the two notions of translation performance and translation

competence as a background to what will follow.

2.2.1. Translator competence and translation performance

Van Den Broeck (1980: 86) describes what he calls a 'basic' translator competence as

the ability to deal with texts as a translator, that is to transfer the texts in the most

appropriate way from one language to another, from one culture to another and from

one system of textual conventions to another. Alternatively, Pym (1992: 281) defines

translation competence as the union of three skills:

The ability to generate a target text series of more than one viable

term and the ability to select only one target text from this series,

quickly and with justified confidence, and to propose this target text

as a replacement of source text for a specified purpose and reader.

Both definitions refer to the competence of the translator as an 'ability' which

demands skill. Hatim and Mason (1997: 205) provide what they call a taxonomy of

translator abilities consisting of a set of ST and Ti' processing skills and transferring

skills. Their analysis is comparable to Bachman's et al (1990) analysis of

communicative language ability based on three broad categories of knowledge and
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skills: organizational competence (including grammatical competence and textual

competence); pragmatic competence (including illocutionary competence and

sociolinguistic competence); strategic competence (including relevance, effectiveness

and efficiency; forming plans for the achievement of communicative goals).

Here we need to differentiate between 'bilingual' competence which develops at the

same rate as, and parallel to, their competence in the two languages involved, and the

translation competence per se which builds up through training in which students are

exposed to material particularly selected to serve this purpose (cf. Harris 1977;

LOrscher 1990; Jones 1995).

Both competences can manifest themselves in ST Comprehension and TT Production.

The hypothesis set by this study is that while failure to comprehend the ST

(incompetence in the SL) inevitably leads to incorrect translation, the opposite is not

necessarily always true: comprehension of the ST does not necessarily lead to correct

translation. Many scholars in translation studies devoted in depth analyses to

comprehension and its intra - and extra textual factors (e.g. Nord 1991), but what

Dancette (1995) in Bastin (2000: 232) calls the re-expression phase process has been

under-examined. As for the TL and its linguistic system, command and knowledge of

its cultural aspects, textual production skills in the TL, as well as awareness and skill

of how to manipulate the language idiomatically, are prime factors leading to high

quality translation. However, the validity of the assumption that "what is well

conceived can be clearly expressed, and the necessary words come easily", (Boileau

1952 in Bastin 2000: 232) is questionable. This last point is related to the third key
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skill which is translation per se or the ability to render the ST into good" but

maximally faithful TL style and content.

What reflects the level of translation competence is translation performance.

Performance in translation is a term often used, though rarely defined. According to

Shuttleworth and Cowie (1999: 124):

Following Chomsky's dichotomy, Toury (1980) uses the term

performance to describe instances of actual translation (i.e. existing

TTs) as opposed to the system of translational possibilities which

exist between any potential SL and TL (known as translation

competence).

Performance in translation tasks results in a translation product that can be judged as

either acceptable or unacceptable; hence performance can be used to assess translation

quality which in turn is assumed to reflect competence, as will be explained below.

2.2.2.	 Translation quality assessment

The quality of a translated text as realised in performance is a reflection of the

translator's competence (Campbell 1998: 8). While translation competence is

measured through performance, translation performance is judged through criteria of

assessment. Lauscher (2000:162) describes translation assessment as:

II What counts as "good" translation will be tackled in the next section (2.2.2. Translation Quality
assessment).
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A procedure in which an evaluating person compares an actual

target text to a more or less explicit, 'ideal' version of the target text

in terms of which the actual target text is rated and judged. The

evaluation procedure consists of three elements which influence

judgement: the evaluating subject, the object and the model target

text.

Campbell (1998: 140) emphasizes that although there does not seem to be an agreed

definition of quality and assessment in translation, earlier definitions of quality are

criticized for being general and source bound. Accordingly, definitions that focus on

the correspondence of the TT to the ST while the TT represents the same value as the

ST, such as those proposed by Reiss (1971: 2000) and Nord (1996) replaced earlier

definitions.

However, debate around translation quality assessment centres on four main areas: the

notion of acceptability; criteria for translation quality assessment; models of

translation quality assessment and criticism of the existing models of translation

quality assessment.

2.2.2.1. The notion of acceptability

Because of the nature of translation as a discipline where 'correct' or 'incorrect' is

often not absolute, and because translation assessment often deals with middle

grounds, acceptable and unacceptable are often used instead of correct and incorrect

in assessing translation. This clinal nature of acceptability is what presents challenges

and makes translation assessment hard to conduct. Newmark (1991) points out:

A good translation is easy to identify but equally problematic to

define.
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House's definition of "good" translation is "one that does not read like one", (1997: 1-

2). To Lauscher (2000: 151), a translation is "deemed good if it achieves optimum

equivalence".' 2 However, Maier (2000: 139) argues that a definition of what

constitutes "good" translation, whether as admirable as House's model or not, is

perhaps a more abiding concern when approaching literary, rather than non-literary

translations.

"Good" translation entails high quality translation, which is a concept nearer to what

Rose (1987) calls 'translation excellence'. According to Rose, 'excellence' - in an

ideal world at least - would aim at optimum translation, which in reality can hardly be

attainable if it exists at all. 'Translation excellence', she explains, entails appropriate

or adequate rendering of a source language text for a target language audience, where

appropriate or adequate, she adds, means suitable, both for the text in question and for

the audience. To Nida and Taber (1969: 1), the question is this a correct translation?

'must be answered in terms of another question: for whom?' Correctness must be

determined by the extent to which the average reader for which a translation is

intended will be likely to understand it correctly.

In Lib ya's (1987) terms, "Good translation" could also be 'perfect translation', a

concept which, as she says, has varied in many aspects from one period of history to

another. When the prevailing ideal of translation differs so do the criteria of its

evaluation. The fact that quite often in translation choices are made between less-

than-perfect possibilities leads to the conclusion that there will always be a degree of

imperfection in a translation.

12 
By "optimum equivalence" Lauscher (2000: 151) refers to all Reiss's (1971: 11) levels of

equivalence: linguistic and situational context, the linguistic and stylistic level and the intention of the
author, target text and target text units having the same the same 'value' as the text and the text unit in
the source language.
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2.2.2.2. Criteria for translation quality assessment

Translation quality assessment models differ in their details but generally agree about

two broad criteria: 'grammatical accuracy' and 'thought conveyance'. According to

Brunette (2000: 174), 'assessment criteria' or 'assessment parameters', 'evaluation

standards' should be easy to understand, practical, limited in number and verifiable

(based on the successful use of an assessment procedure).

Masoud (1988: 19-24) lists eight criteria for a good translation:

• A good translation is easily understood.

• A good translation is fluent and smooth.

• A good translation is idiomatic.

• A good translation conveys, to some extent, the literary subtleties of the

original.

• A good translation distinguishes between the metaphorical and the literal.

• A good translation reconstructs the cultural/historical context of the original.

• A good translation makes explicit what is implicit in abbreviations, and in

allusions to sayings, songs, and nursery rhymes.

• Above all, a good translation will convey as much as possible the meaning of

the original.

The above criteria Masoud suggests can be applied as tests to distinguish between a

translation that communicates and one that is incomprehensible or misleading.

The above criteria can be applied to both students' translation and professional

translation. For students' translation, Mason (1987: 80) suggests using criteria from

translation criticism, but does not specify what exactly those criteria are.
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There is everything to be gained from applying the same criteria to

assessment of student work as those applied in the exercise of

translation criticism; that is, the evaluation of a (published) target

language text compared to its source language text.

However, Fawcett (2000: 295-305) uncovers what he calls 'parameters' defining the

usually implicit framework within which translation criticism is conducted. These he

extracted by means of examining a sample of reviews of some literary translations in

the following: preference for transparent translation; strong dislike of source-oriented

modes of translation; paucity of evidence to back up criticism; a tendency to offer no

analysis to justify a criticism; criticism made on the basis of undefined authority; the

non-provision of information that to academics is standard; very infrequent attempts

to provide the reader with the original text and a remarkable degree of frankness in

negative criticism.

Adopting Mason's approach in students' translations conflicts with the concept of

purpose that many consider as a crucial aspect iri any translation quality assessment,

e.g. Sager (1989: 91):

Appropriate translations for the purpose for which they are intended.

Hatim and Mason (1997: 197) stress the need to distinguish between the activities of

assessing the quality of translations (e.g. House 1982), translation criticism and

translation quality control on the one hand and those of assessing performance (e.g.

Nord 1991: 160-3) on the other. Their distinctions can be clarified by Hartley's (1991:

56) own differentiation between translation for professional purposes and academic

purposes. This distinction is drawn on the grounds that:
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One outcome of professional translation' is that the translated text

enters into a network of existing texts and at the same time creates

the possibility for the extension of the network through the writing

of other texts in reaction to it.

On the other hand, translation for academic purposes is, in his view, an ill-defined

activity in which students are instructed to translate into the target language a short

extract of text for an unspecified purpose or person (ibid.)

The present study is preoccupied by performance evaluation looking at errors

committed by students both at the level of individual items and beyond the sentence.

As Hatim and Mason (1997: 200) make clear, one challenge in translation

performance assessment is to define levels of mastery of criteria in sufficiently

objective terms for them to be usable by different testers in different situations. The

issue of standardizing criteria for assessing students' translations will be addressed in

Chapter Four: Section One in which the raters' guide (see Appendix 2) is tested in

inter- and intra- reliability tests.

2.2.2.3. Existing models of translation assessment

Lauscher (2000: 150-158) summarizes models of translation quality assessment in

two groups: equivalence-based approaches (e.g. Reiss 1971; House 1977 and 1997)

and functional approaches (Reiss & Vermeer 1984; Vermeer 1989a, 1996; Nord

1993). Equivalence-based translation theories (cf. 2.1.1.), as Lauscher (2000: 151)

states, view translation as the attempt to reproduce the source text at all levels (e.g.

Reiss 1971), or at the semantic and pragmatic level (House (1977 and 1997) as

closely as possible. Functional approaches see translation "as a process of text

13 Hartley (1991: 55) adopts Hatim and Mason's (1990: 2-3) view of translation for professional
purpose "as a process, involving the negotiation of meaning between producer and receivers of texts".
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production on the basis of a source text, and the target text is considered as a text in

its own right", (Lauscher 2000: 156).

Most existing evaluative approaches in translation quality assessment are error-based,

a preponderance challenged by Bastin (2000: 236) who suggests looking for passes in

a student's translation which can be evaluated positively and offers what he calls the

positive approach. He argues that while error analysis might have relevant impact on

teaching, in that trainees learn what not to do, it provides them with little help in the

way of what should and must be done. The view of a pragmatic model for evaluating

the degree to which a translation has succeeded (Fawcett (1987) besides being flexible

and practical, also adopts a positive approach. To Wills (1982: 216) too, translation

assessment should take into account both positive and negative factors.

Among the works that propose schemes for translation quality assessment and

methods of grading translated texts for professional certification or student assessment

are Hosington and Horguelin (1980), Fau (1990) and Cascallar et al. (1996). For

example, Cascallar et al. (1996: 294-311), who also provide an overview of different

guidelines for translation assessment from early 80s onwards, propose scalar

guidelines of five levels referring to different qualities and quantities of ability as

levels are compared. The evaluator can use the guidelines from both directions: from

level 5 down to level 0 as well as vice versa to assess the translator's reading

proficiency in the donor language, the translator's writing proficiency in the receptor

language, and the translator's ability measured on the congruity scale.

Sager (1989) distinguishes between what he calls macro evaluation, and micro

evaluation. The first he explains, aims at assessing the value of the product

(summative assessing value) while the second aims at improving the product
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(formative, comparing values). This distinction can serve the objectives of the

teachers of translation; they can use the first to assess examinations while they

implement the latter during the course to guide students toward better performance.

2.2.2.4. Criticism

One criticism about translation assessment in general is that it is under-researched

(Cao 1996: 525 and Hatim and Mason 1997: 197). Another criticism targeted at most

translation quality systems is that:

They are not underpinned by theory at all, at least in any principled

or even conscious way on the part of their designers (Campbell

1998: 8).

Translation quality assessment is further militated against for being unsystematic,

subjective and based on undefined standards. Following Nord's model, Hu1st (1997)

adopts text analysis in the context of translation assessment of both ST and TT,

though the first step according to Hu1st is the analysis of the target text (ibid. 103).

Still, this model, in which she focuses on the translated text as an independent product

rather than as a derivative one (ibid. 103) came under criticism for its focus on the IT

when making quality judgements despite the ST still providing the starting point. For

example, Hartley (1991) argues that the quality of the target language cannot be the

only criterion of assessment. He also claims that the notion of appropriateness

evaporates when it is a question of applying translation for the purpose of assessing

comprehension. In her model, Hu1st concentrates on what she calls texts for specific

purposes, written for a broad audience, such as tourist brochures, information leaflets

and advertisements because when this kind of text is translated, the effect is the
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'functional equivalence' (ibid. 102). However, others consider criteria for "quality"

may well depend on the purpose of the translation.

In other words, while the first view is looking at texts that have to serve a real-world

purpose (i.e. where skopos is important, cf. Section One of this chapter), the latter

looks at translation as a language-testing tool. Moreover, assessing students'

translations (as in the present study) adds a further academic purpose, which is

research in translation and translating for training.

Hatim and Mason (1997: 198) are also opposed to translation performance assessment

in translation training programs to test students' achievement, primarily because they

are difficulty-based tests in which all skills involved in translating are tested at once.

In their opinion, errors-based translation performance tests do not necessarily show

which skill is deficient; Nord (1991: 160-1) is also critical of translation assessment

based on difficulty alone.

In the present study, evaluation of students' performance in translation tasks was

conducted according to criteria elicited from the data itself (Chapter Four: Section

One). After being tested for reliability (inter-rater reliability test and intra-reliability

test), a rater-guide (see Appendix 2) was used in evaluating students' translation

products.

One area that is directly associated with translation assessment, "errors in translation",

will now be discussed.

2.2.3.	 Errors in translation

A recurrent flaw in each of the systems of assessments, Hatim and Mason (1997: 203)

say, is their use of the term 'error', an unhelpful description for the majority of
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instances in which some measurable, distinguishing feature might occur in a test

response and when making judgements about the relative acceptability of the range of

options from which the translator chooses. Discussion below will be devoted to

exploring different definitions of errors in translations and classification and

description of errors.

2.2.3.1. Errors: definitions and dimensions

Errors in translation are also referred to as defects (Pym 1991), mistranslations

(Lauscher 2000) and mismatches (Hatim and Mason 1997). Pym (1992: 281) defines

errors as a manifestation of a defect in any of the factors entering into the two skills

of:

• The ability to generate a target-text series of more than one viable term (targe

text ' , target text2, ... target text3) for a source text.

• The ability to select only one target text from this series.

However, the more than one alternative is not always a necessary factor in

translating.

Hatim and Mason's (1997: 203) definition of what they call "overt errors'

differentiates between two categories: (1) significant (unmotivated) mismatches of

denotational meaning between source and target text (subdivided into omissions,

additions and substitutions); and (2) breaches of the target-language system (e.g.

orthography, grammar).

Thus Newmark's (1993: 128) definition of an error as:

14 As the term is used in House (1981).
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A case where a back translation or a segment of the translator's

version would indisputably produce a segment of text differing from

the original segment. If this were due to the translator's ignorance or

incompetence, the result would be a poor translation,

addresses only the first category of an error referred to by Hatim and Mason above.

In the field of error analysis in language teaching a distinction is often made between

errors and mistakes. Errors are defined by Enkvist (1973: 19) as breaches against

linguistic structure proper related to competence, whereas mistakes are casual slips,

breaches of normal patterns of performance. In translation, Pym (1993: 102-103)

differentiates between mistakes and errors, the former occurring where a particular

choice is wrong when it should have been right, and there are no shades in between,

there are no dines. "Properly translation errors", he says, "result from situations

where there is no clear-cut separation of right from wrong" (ibid).

Brunette (2000: 179) suggests that language errors which can be detected and

corrected by computerized tools should not be included in quality assessment. This

perspective is certainly open to dispute: why not employ this software if it can reveal

poor translation, particularly when she herself suspects that at its most advanced it can

detect the sort of linguistic interference which she deems to be one of the most

dangerous pitfalls for translators?

Holmes (1988: 60) also distinguishes between errors and mistakes from his own

experience in translating poetry. He says incidental mistakes - those which do not

make logical or poetic nonsense out of the poem as a whole - are not really as

important as they are often made out to be. Given this distinction, errors in this study

must be seen as the more severe of the two since they have to do with underlying

competence rather than performance.
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Newmark (1993: 29-30) seems to use mistakes as the more generic term. Mistakes are

differentiated into two further types depending on their severity: "misleading" or

"nuanced". In the case of misleading mistakes:

The degree of seriousness of these mistakes is a function of their

functional or intrinsic importance in the text (ibid.).

They can be (a) referential — that is misstatements of fact, or (b) linguistic. The

'nuanced' mistakes are either (a) stylistic - mistakes of usage or of register, or (b)

lexical, where unnecessary synonyms or paraphrases are used. He goes on to refer to

the category of what he calls nuanced mistakes as errors;

I think these errors should be avoided, but they only become

mistakes in authoritative' s or expressive texts (ibid.).

This is explained as follows:

Errors may be personal, harmless, make little difference either way

(not to the author, not to the reader), are sometimes in the taste area

(ibid.).

Nord (1991: 94) emphasizes the concept of conventions' in translation (or norms' ? in

Hermans' (1999) terms:

No matter whether the translator has violated the convention

intentionally or inadvertently, the reader will be deceived without

realizing it.

16 Hermans (1999: 81) gives Lewis' (1975) definition of conventions as quoted in Foldcema (1989:4):
conventions are regularities in behaviour which have emerged as arbitrary but effective solutions to
recurrent problems of interpersonal coordination.
17 Hermans (1999: 81) argues that conventions are not norms. While he agrees with the definition of
conventions given by Lewis (1975) as quoted in Foldcema (1989:4), he thinks that norms are stronger,
perspective versions of social conventions.

15 See discussion on authoritative texts in this chapter: Section One, 7. Methods of Translations.
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What counts in teaching translation and research alike, is when errors are recurrent in

students' translations, an approach this study also adopts, i.e. what is alarming is

when errors form a pattern or a spreading phenomenon:

An error analysis should be based primarily on recurrent, systematic

errors that are made by a number of learners and that can be readily

traced to their sources, no matter whether they reflect defects in

knowledge or whether they result from inadequate habit formation.

We therefore suggest that the catalogue outlined above should only

be applied to recurrent mistakes (Duskova 1969: 16)18.

But, for the purpose of the present study, mistakes will form a sub-type of (not

serious) errors in the overall classification of errors in the subjects' translations.

Mistakes are defined as inappropriate output which can be judged as performance

"slips" and which subjects identify as such during revision or when directly asked

about their intentions. However, statistically they will be included in the analysis,

although, in terms of ranking they will be regarded as minor.

As to what meant by the term 'error', this study adopts Hatim and Mason's (1997:

203) definition of error as mismatches of propositional meaning or breaches of the

target language code (see above). It also adopts Hatim and Mason's (1997: 165)

differentiation between language and textual errors, when they refer to language

errors as mismatches of propositional meaning or breaches of the target language code

and to textual errors as mismatches of text and context. While the former may be due

to inadequate language competence on the part of the translator, the latter may be due

to problems of textual competence.

18 Quoted in Steinbach (1981).
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2.2.3.2. Classification and description of errors

A two-distinction categorization division seems to be common in classifying errors in

translation. According to Pym (1991), errors fall into two categories; 'binary' and

'non-binary'. A binary error, he explains, opposes a wrong answer to the right answer,

whereas non-binary errors can be judged as correct with some weakness, not

demonstrably right or wrong. Binary errors, as Pym puts it, belong to the level of

grammar, morphology, system, and lexis, i.e. language features. Non-binary errors are

more translation-based phenomena, based on the misapplication of strategies such as

addition, omission, selection and ordering. Kussmaul (1995:129) also distinguishes

between binary and non-binary errors in the same way.

In assessing his own translation from Swedish to English, Weinstock (1988) says he

makes two categories of error: intellectual errors and dictionary errors. Under the

former he says, "are included errors of comprehension, portions of text that I have

simply misunderstood. By dictionary errors I mean cases where I have been led astray

by my reference materials".

Although in the field of teaching translation lists of descriptions of errors in

translation are more detailed, from a different perspective the two distinction

categorization is also common. For example, Steinbach (1981) and Sager (1983)

adopt the two distinction approach, dividing them according to the type of error and

the level of error. Following the traditional levels of linguistic description, Steinbach

(1981: 251) classifies errors in orthography, grammar (morphology and syntax) and

lexis according to established criteria such as non-acceptable spelling, grammatical or

lexical choice. Classifying by type involves the following: addition, omission,

selection, ordering. Steinbach adopts a rating from, what he describes as two parallel
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viewpoint, in classifying and describing translation errors: one level of analysis (lexis)

is constituted by the given meaning in Li and the related choice in L2, whilst a

second level (grammar) covers acceptability in L2 independent of the meaning in Li

(ibid. 250). What is problematic about this system of classification is the exclusive

distinction between Li and L2 errors as the case is not always either/or.

Alternatively, Sager's (1983) model involves five categories, each working at a

linguistic, semantic or pragmatic level. The five types of errors are:

1. Invention of meaning.

2. Omission.

3. Addition.

4. Deviation.

5. Modification.

On the other hand, Mauriello (1992: 64) proposes what she calls a taxonomical list of

abbreviations denoting the most frequent errors in translations at university level.
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1. Nonsense (N)

2. Misunderstanding (M)

3. Tense (T)

4. Structure (Str)

5. Grammar (G)

6. Topology (Top)

7. Overtranslation (Un)

8. Omission (V)

9. Word (W)

10. Form (F)

11. Style (St)

She adds another dimension by assigning a rating to each error, from 10 down to 1. At

a lower, secondary school level, Heltai (1996: 78) classifies students' errors by

following a scheme developed on the basis of Lado (1964), Arabski (1979) and

Laufer (1989):

1. Errors related to form:

> Similar-sounding forms.

> False cognates.

> False transparency.

2. Errors related to meaning:

> Polysemy.

> Field differences.
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• Hyponymy.

• Undifferentiated meaning.

o Lexical gap.

o Culturally bound terms.

• Synonymy (TL).

• Collocations.

o Habitual.

o Creative.

o Idiomatic.

3. Errors not related to linguistic competence:

• Lack of translation skills (translation of proper names, etc).

• Lack of background knowledge.

• Lack of dictionary using skills.

• Does not find in dictionary and cannot

determine from context.

• Cannot adjust meaning found in dictionary to

context.

No doubt there is an overlap between the categories in all the above models of

classifying translation errors, whether at the level of pre-university education,

university level, translation schools, or special translation training programs.

Furthermore, while certain errors appear only at a lower level, others could persist

even at higher levels and some might still manifest themselves in the product of the

professional translator.
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With reference to English-Arabic translation experiments involving evaluating

students' translation, Rosenhouse (1989) constructed a model for what she calls

"mistranslation categories" on the basis of "macro-structures" and "micro-structures".

The macro-structures include propositional content, and communicative function

while the communicative function includes two sub-groups, explicit and implicit

communicative functions. The micro-structures include elements at the level of words

(vocabulary and expressions), parts of speech/verb tense, reference, cohesion

elements, and register. This latter category includes unacceptable translations in

native language when it is the TL, e.g. grammatical errors in Arabic.

What is most striking about the above classifications is that they are different. As for

errors per se, however, there does seem to be agreement about the existence of two

main categories of errors: meaning-based errors and language-based (Bastin 2000:

236). Bastin attributes the first to faulty analysis of the source text and the second to

inadequate mastery of the target language and/or of the source language.

As far as this study is concerned, the two label division used with such variety by

many, has proved useful. It also adopts a two-division approach in classifying errors

as language errors and text level errors (see Chapter Four, Section Two). The former

includes errors in grammar, vocabulary and spelling; the latter includes errors of

'sequences' and 'text' at the level of discourse, i.e. errors beyond individual items or

phrases which cover rhetorical and stylistic devices (e.g. irony and repetition),

cohesion, background knowledge, register and culture. This classification includes

both those 'binary' and 'non-binary' errors referred to by Pym (1992: 282) and does

not single out what he calls the `so-so' errors: "it's correct, but ...".
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Since errors in translation are looked at in this study as a result of translation

problems and considered as a reflection of them, the rest of this chapter will be

devoted to discussing translation problems: their definition, description, classification

and ranking.

2.2.4. Translation problems

While a translation problem should be defined in its wider concept as anything in a

text that does not translate straightforwardly or unaided, in this study they are defined

largely in the context of the outcome of the translation (i.e. in relation to what result in

errors).

Translation problems are allocated various titles in the literature, such as 'challenges'

and 'pitfalls' (Clark 2000: 20 9. Others alternate between 'difficulties' and

'problems' (Pontiero 1992; Mauriello 1992). Newmark (1980) also uses problems and

difficulties together, without differentiating between the two labels.

A translation problem which Newmark (1993: 2) characterizes as "a stretch of text of

any length which is not readily amenable to literal or word for word translation" is

looked at in this study from different perspectives. As for the more general question

of what a translation problem actually is, the definition given by De Beaugrande and

Dressler (1981: 37) to a problem and its ranking and solving is highly relevant to the

way we look at a translation problem and its ranking in terms of difficulty in the

present study:

19 Clark here refers to the difficulties confronted by Rana Kabbani in translating Malunud Darwish's
poetry from Arabic to English.
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A PROBLEM is defined as a pair of states whose connecting

pathway is subject to FAILURE (not being traversed) because it

can't be found or identified. A SERIOUS PROBLEM would obtain

if the chances of failure significantly outweigh those of success. The

problem is said to be SOLVED when a pathway is found leading

without interruption from the INITIAL STATE to the GOAL

STATE. If a point is reached where the problem-solver cannot

advance at all toward the goal, a BLOCK has occurred.

While the above quote relates more to perceived process difficulty, the focus in this

study is mainly on product error when 'error' means failure to solve a problem.

More relevant to the present study is Nord's (1987 a, 1991: 151) distinction between

what she calls translation problems and translation difficulties:

A translation problem is an objective problem which every

translator (irrespective of his level of competence and of the

technical conditions of the work) has to solve during a particular

translation task ... translation difficulties, on the other hand, are

subjective and have to do with the translator himself and his specific

working conditions".

In her distinction - as I understand it - Nord states that while a problem may exist that

the translator is aware of, the term 'difficulty' describes a problem regarding the type

of the trouble it creates and the ease with which the translator overcomes it.

Regarding translation difficulties, Nord says,

A particular translation problem which seems very difficult to the

beginner will remain a translation problem, even when the student

has learned to cope with it. It can turn into difficulty again, though,

if the translator has to solve it without the necessary technical

resources (ibid.).
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In this study, although my use of problem subsumes difficulties, difficulty is not used

as a substitute for problem. This study adopts Nord's distinction and develops it

further to the following model:

A translation problem is a potential obstacle due to lack of skill or/and language

difference and difficulty is a consciously perceived problem; a problem can be difficult

(i.e. takes trouble to solve) or can be easy (takes no trouble to solve). The outcome, if

a translation problem is solved, is correct translation (acceptable Ti'). If not solved,

the result is incorrect translation (unacceptable TT), or, an error (defective translation

resulted from unsuccessfully solved problem). An error can be severe (blocks

communication or conveys wrong information) or mild (does not block

communication).

Our definition of translation problems in this study has more than one dimension:

difficulties, which are likely to occupy the mind of the trainee student carrying out the

task of translation, are what we call consciously perceived problems. Others,

however, might not be consciously perceived by the translator (student), but may still

result in error.

What determines the hierarchy of the problem is the outcome, or product translation.

Some of the consciously perceived problems might only lead to hesitation but

eventually are solved while some might indeed result in a defective translation or

sometimes completely impede the process. Here we have a process/product

distinction: What occupies the translator's mind would naturally refer to the "process"

of translation, which would potentially involve hesitation when looking for translation

strategies. Defective translation, on the other hand, has to do with "product", the type
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of error with which this study is concerned (for product/process oriented

expenmentation in translation studies, see Section One of this chapter).

2.2.4.1. Classification of translation problems

In the field of empirical research in translation, translation problems have been

classified in two categories: comprehension problems and production problems (Lam

1995: 912-913). Comprehension problems are related to understanding the ST. They

refer to a word, phrase or sentence with which the translator got stuck and had to

comprehend or to think of an appropriate equivalent. Production problems are

concerned with the production of proper equivalents.

Fang (1959: 110) looks at handling what he calls the 'problem of translation' from

three angles:

Adequate comprehension of the translated text, adequate

manipulation of the language translated into, and what happens in

between.

The last aspect in the above quotation is what is termed nowadays the 'translation

process'. As far as this study is concerned, these three comprise other sub-categories

of problems (cf. Chapter Five: Discussion).

By contrast, Wilss (1995: 858) differentiates between problems at two levels:

macrocontext and microcontext (cf. 2.2.3.2 Rosenhouse's classification of errors). For

macrocontextual problem-solving operations, she explains, the translator needs a plan

that is oriented toward the totality of the text to be translated. Here the attention is

focused on what the content implies, i.e. the communicative purpose and the intended

readership. Microcontextual matters, on the other hand, include words and phrases.
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Under 'translation problems', Nord (191: 151) proposes four categories: (a) text-

specific translation problems; these problems arise from the particular features of the

source text, e.g. a play on words. (b) pragmatic translation problems; these problems

anse from the nature of the translation task itself, e.g. the recipient orientation of the

text; (c) cultural translation problems; these problems arise from the differences in

norms and conventions between the source and the target culture, e.g. text -type

conventions; (d) linguistic translation problems; these problems arise from the

structural differences between source and target language. Nida (1976) sums up

translation problems under two categories: problems of content and problems of form.

In the context of teaching translation, Newmark (1980: 128) refers to what he calls

typical translation problems as:

The most common equivalent grammatical structures and their

variants in each language in relation to English; the various methods

of rendering institutional terms, including couplets and triplets; the

methods of normalizing idiolect, including the reduction of

wayward or stock metaphors to sense; ... when to distinguish SL

synonyms; how to deal with neologisms, acronyms, eponyms,

proper names, statistics; how to do a quick practical componential

analysis, etc.

What Newmark seems to mean by typical translation problems above is the most

frequent problems related to both language features and strategies of transfer.

Nida and Taber (1969) add to the list their own notion of personal problems. Included

among these problems, are those such as too much knowledge of the subject matter,

taking translationese for granted insecurity about one's own language, a desire to
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preserve the mystery of language'"°, wrong theological presuppositions'', ignorance of

the nature of translation. Masoud (1988: 36-38) makes her own addition to these

'personal problems', which she calls problems related to the translator among them

are too much interest in linguistic subtleties and too little respect for the reader, wrong

focus, too little respect for the source text, too little knowledge of words that are

identical but have different meanings. Those problems which lead to translations -

comprehensible or not — that convey a meaning that is quite different from the one

originally intended are mainly due to insufficient knowledge of the second language

(SL) or lack of writing skills in one's own language (ibid. 10-11). Here, Newmark

(1981: 9) also states that all translation problems resolve themselves into problems of

how to write well in the target language, which is usually one's own language. Other

problems Masoud refers to and which come under 'personal problems' are

insufficient knowledge of the culture (SL), lack of awareness of historical changes in

the meaning of words, or unsophisticated understanding of a language (SL),

especially where metaphors and idioms are concerned. She identifies two parlous

errors that result from the above mentioned problems Firstly, although translators can

give a literal, lexical rendering of the text, their translations are often

incomprehensible. Worse, they can be comprehensible but convey a meaning that is

quite different from the one originally intended (Masoud 1988:10).

The above models share many aspects but differ in the labeling. For example, some

people's personal problems (e.g. Masoud's poor SL understanding) are other people's

20 Quite genre/purpose-specific. For an evangeligical Christian who is dedicated to spreading
Christianity, clear communication of the message would be more important than reproducing the ST's
mysticism and poetry.
21 This is because Nida focuses on religious Bible translation, which might not be relevant to
translating other texts. However„ a secular equivalent might be "wrong world-knowledge
assumptions".
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comprehension problems. Moreover, Wilss's classification of problems is

Rosenhouse's classification of errors (see above) while, as explained earlier, this

study distinguishes between the two as potential/process/cause vs.

outcome/text/effect.

However, in a more structured collection of what he calls Translation Problems from

A to Z, Blight (1992) lists translation problems alphabetically and arrange them into

nine topics, each including a number of sub-categories. Below I show the latter list.
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TABLE (1): TOPICAL LISTING OF CATEGORIES

DISCOURSE
Chiasmus
Chronological order of events
Cohesion/transition
Discourse unit
Formula
Genre
Information load
Participant reference
Perspective /direction
Poetry
Prominence
Relationship between proposition
Speech question
Theme

EXEGESIS AND TEXT
Double meaning (author intended ambiguity)
Interpretation of source text
Old testament quotation
Textual variant

COMMUNICATION
Accuracy in translation
Ambiguity in translation
Assumed information
Clarity in translation
Emotive focus
Illocutionary force
Implicature
Naturalness in translation
Omission of information in translation
Sociolinguistic setting

GRAMMAR
Comparative relation
Condition
Ellipsis
Genitive in source text
Negation
Other grammatical relationships
Passive voice
Pronominal reference
Relative clause
Skewing between grammar and semantics
Tense and aspect

CULTURE
Anachronism
Cross-cultural mismatch
Cultural substitute

Symbolism
Unknown idea

LEXICON
Collocation
Connotation
Idiom
Key biblical term
Lexical correspondence
Proper name

RHETORIC AND HIGHLIGHTING
Apostrophe
Doublet
Euphemism
Figurative extension
Form
Hendiadys
Hyperbole
Irony
Litotes (rhetoric and highlighting)
Metaphor
Metonomy
Parable and allegory
Parallelism
Personification
Repetition
Rhetorical question
Simile
Sound symbolism
Synecdoche
Vocative
Zeugma

RECEPTOR LANGUAGE AND SETTING
Book introduction
Book title
Cross reference
Footnote
Front and back matter
Glossary
Influence
Layout in receptive language
Numbering
Orthography issues
Parallel passage
Picture selection
Section Heading

MISCELLANEOUS

Some of the terms in the above taxonomy are similar to Nida's relating specifically to

Bible translation, e.g. 'Old testament quotation' and 'Key biblical term'.
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Mauriello (1992: 64) sets what she calls reference measures for assessing the

difficulty level of how problematic a text is based on 'typology' criteria, enabling her

to classify the degree of difficulty of a text. This, she claims, can also identify the

types of difficulties contained in the text. According to this 'typology' of difficulty, a

problem can be placed as:

1. Lexicon, semantics, idioms.

2. Syntax, structure.

3. Terminology.

4. Concepts, logic.

5. Style, register, tone.

6. Language for special purposes (phraseology).

She suggests that teachers create rating scales to classify various types of difficulties

accordingly, ranging from minimum to maximum.

However, Duff (personal communication) said, "I would not agree with this rigid

division. The above division into syntactic, semantic, and stylistic seems to be quite

impossible" (see also his view on how translation problems should be introduced in a

translation course in the introduction). For the second he says, "I have tried to make

similar convenient distinctions, but they rarely work because the 'difficulties' — e.g.

word order, register, style/ emphasis, punctuation — can rarely be separable!"

In relation to translating into Arabic, Gazala (1995) provides a relatively

comprehensive three way classification list of translation problems: grammatical,
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lexical and stylistic, and offers some suggestions to solve those problems.

Nonetheless, many of his examples to illustrate problems are fabricated, out of

context and often are stating the obvious, besides the omission of other, high ranking

problems. Below is the list as shown in the table of contents in the book.
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TABLE (2): TABLE OF CONTENTS (TRANSLATION PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS

Grammatical Problems Lexical Problems Stylistic Problems
Verb "Be" Literal translation Formality vs. informality
Verb "Do" The translation of synonyms Fronting
Verb "Have" Polysemy and monosemy Parallelism
Modals The translation of collocations Ambiguity
Questions Special fixed phrases: idioms & proverbs Simple style
Negation Figurative language: metaphors Short sentences
Nominal sentences vs. verbal
sentences

Technical translation: Arabization Long sentences

Word order Proper names 
Titles

Repetition and variation
RedundancyPersonal pronouns

Present participle vs. gerund Political establishments Expressivity
Past participle Geographical terms Nominalization vs. verbalization
Adjectives UN acronyms
Tenses
Conditional sentences
Word classes
Articles
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Although Gazala mentions in his introduction phonological problems, he proceeds to

evade discussion about them in the main corpus in his book on the basis - as he claims

- they are quite complicated for students of translation at the early stages and are

limited to advertising and literature, especially poetry.

Turning to teaching translation in the Arab world, Shaheen (1997) devotes his study

to three problematic areas that he calls text-related problematical areas, which are

expected to occur in the TT situation, namely connectivity, punctuation and paragraph

organization rather than lexis and syntax. This, in fact, complements Gazala's list.

All the above taxonomies rely on the trainer's intuition — they do not have a basis in

empirical research. Taxonomies based on empirical research, such as Al Kenai

(1985), Alghussain (2003)22 and the present one, would be more useful in giving a

clearer picture, both in identifying problems and assigning them to their causes.

Moreover, most existing taxonomies are only two level hierarchies, with items

appearing unordered and random within the larger categories. The added level to the

taxonomy in this study is to sort problems further.

In this study, the focus is on problems related to SL features and TL/TT features, and

as I use texts in Duff (1989), the starting point is the problems listed in his

classification.

Below is a copy of the table of contents as it appears in the book.

22 Both investigate linguistic and cultural problems of English-Arabic translation.
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TABLE (3): TABLE OF CONTENTS FROM DUFF (1989) TRANSLATION

I Context and register Context clues
Matching pairs
Implication
Alternatives
Transformation
Odd man out
Colloquial expressions
Word play

2 Word order and reference Stress and emphasis
Word order: opening words
Reformation and repetition
Articles
Compounds
Reference and meaning
Short cuts: contractions and substitutes

3 Time: tense, mood, and aspect The —mg, -ed, and -en forms
Passive forms
Conditionals
Time: tense, adverbs, and prepositions

4 Concepts and notions Choice of words: Call my bluff
Choice of words: definitions and distinctions
Choice of words: word play
Possibility and ability
Causality: consequence, effect, and result
Perception: seeing and understanding

5 Idiom: from one culture to
another

The text: defective and ambiguous sentences,
Choice of words, familiar expressions, colloquialism,
Variation on theme: reformulations, reverse translation
Spoken language: written language: speech in writing,
subtitles and synchronization

The present study adopts a two distinction classification to differentiate between two

types of translation problems: language problems and text-level problems that

accordingly result in language errors and text-level errors respectively (Hatim and

Mason: 1997). Since this study focuses on text related problems and its analytical

framework is based on language features, personal problems as referred to by Nida

and Taber (1969) and Masoud (1988) are of very little relevance here, though they

may help to explain the language features-related problems investigated in the present

study. Moreover, they could relate to the variable of translator experience (e.g.

undergraduate vs. postgraduate; investigating group "personal" effects) (cf. Chapter

Five: Discussion and Chapter Six: Conclusion; suggestions for further research).
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2.2.4.2. Ranking translation problems

The ranking of translation problems enables one to design translation training

programs accordingly. One of the principles of many teaching translation programs is

that progress should be from easy to difficult (cf. 2.2.1.), which implies taking into

consideration the order of the types of the texts selected for training and the degree of

complexity within these types of text (Shaheen 1997: 105). However, this is by no

means an absolute fact and remains an assumption as authentic teaching material

would naturally include various language features that vary in difficulty.

Nevertheless, a ranking could help to detect which problems require more teaching

and/or practice time to solve and those which need relatively little or which only

advanced trainees could tackle successfully. In ranking translation problems there

seem to be three different approaches: ranking according to text type, the inter-textual

level approach and translation training approach.

2.2.4.2.1.Text type approach

In a rough ranking of translation problems within the context of degrees of

translatability, Sager (1993) classifies translation problems on a scale ranging from

what he calls maximum uncertainty to greatest ease of translation. Difficulty of

translation results from what he calls conflicting demands, while ease of translation he

sees as deriving from maximum restriction and prescription of tasks, thus leading to

the use of pre-established equivalents. His criteria for such a classification is based on

the concept of the existence or absence of units of equivalence between linguistic

items of two languages which, he says, may be established according to text type (cf.

2.1.3.3), sub-language, text segments or whatever other criteria may be considered to

be relevant (Sager 1993: 131). At the top of the difficulty scale Sager places puns,
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anagrams, palindromes and other plays on words which he says cannot be translated,

i.e. are untranslatable. These forms of word play, he explains, have to be 'recreated'

in a target language, because they are entirely text-bound. Despite this fact, he

maintains that degrees of translatability can be established relatively easily at the level

of text types. According to this, Sager deems it possible to classify texts on a scale

which ranges from maximum uncertainty to greatest ease of translation. On such a

scale, poetry, texts of songs, jokes and film scripts rank among the most difficult

because of their need to balance content with requirements of form; less problematic

would be advertising texts such as tourist brochures and guide books, as well as plays,

novels and religious texts. Even further down the scale fewer problems are

encountered, as in journalistic, legal, economic and sociological texts, because of the

numerous precedents which serve as models. Considerably less complex would be

legal documents and court proceedings, which need to fit into established patterns and

to conform to the existence of precise models. Official documents and scientific and

technical texts offer still fewer problems as they are considered less context-

dependent, and therefore less culture-bound.

By employing these criteria, Sager is confident that few if any obstacles should be

encountered with such specific texts as cookery recipes and weather reports. This, he

explains, is due to the fact that circumstances of use and readership are the same in

the source and target language, and fixed models determine the accepted modes of

expression. At the bottom of the scale - what he calls the extreme of translatability -

such text forms as nomenclature lists, part lists, technical specifications and

measurements, and labels can be translated as long as they already have precise

equivalents in terms of text form and lexical items (ibid. 131-132).
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Snell-Hornby (1988: 41) proposes:

A continuum of text type and relevant criteria where literary texts,

especially those embedded in a culture of distant past, tend to be

less easily translatable than those texts dealing with the "universals"

of modern science.

To avoid generalization in this respect, for example, Pontiero (1992: 300) states that:

A seemingly artless tale for young children can throw up as many

difficulties as lines from Dante or a particularly obscure passage

from Racine, Cervantes or Quevedo.

This implies that broad notions of text-type are not very reliable indicators of

difficulty, what is more reliable perhaps is specific features within the text whether

language features (e.g. vocabulary and grammar) or textual feature (e.g. cohesion and

register). Classifying texts according to text type is usually based on more prominent

language features such as lexis or syntax. As texts are often of a hybrid nature when it

comes to such features (i.e. a mix of features) (cf. Chapter Three, Section One), text

type is almost certainly insufficient as an index of difficulty.

2.2.4.2.2. Macro/ micro-textual level approach

Macro-textual level refers to the totality of the text (e.g. text-type) and micro-textual

level refers to details in the text (e.g. content). Problems at the level of macrocontext

Wills (1998: 58) says are only minor, whereas handling microcontextual problems

often necessitates time-consuming, formulation and reformulation, with frequent

leaping efforts of back and forth between the source text and the emerging target text.

For Wills, these obstructions include: semantic vagueness, syntactic complexity and

syntactic ellipses, the distribution of thematic and rhematic information in sentence
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relationships, metaphorical expressions, ironic incongruities, distorted or ineffective

formulations, morphological idiosyncrasies, adjectival-substantive collocations,

gerundial and participial constructions, etc'. Some of these problems can cause

severe or even almost insurmountable difficulties, for even the experienced translator

and hence are more difficult (Wills 1998: 58). Yet, Wills's ranking still takes text type

into consideration; domain-specific texts such as technical reports or academic articles

raise only minor problems at the level of macrocontext while literary texts are more

difficult at the microcontextual level.

Triandis (1976: 229) classifies what one is to translate into two categories: universal

or culture specific. The first concept such as fire, noon, and sun, he says produce

fewer translation difficulties than the latter concepts, such as the Greek concept of

philotimia or the Anglo-American concept of fairness.

By contrast, Nida (1976) considers problems of form to be generally more difficult to

translate than problems of content:

One can much more easily analyze and describe the cognitive

equivalences of content than the formal equivalences of language.

That is to say, the componential features of cognitive meaning can

be more readily transferred and, if necessary, redistributed from

source to receptor language than the corresponding features of

discourse structure, Nida (1976: 51).24

23 As far as this study is concerned, most of these problems are sub-categories belong to text-level
problems, hence macro-problems as opposed to language problems exemplified by vocabulary and
small units of grammar.
24 For a continuation of this discussion, see Chapter Three, Section Two: Translation Problems in
Context: Rhetorical and stylistic devices.
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In the context of translation equivalence, where pairs of languages are compared in

search for correspondence Farghal (1994:57) emphasizes that:

Comparing words or grammatical forms between languages looks

simpler than comparing metaphors or proverbs, which is still

simpler than comparing condolences at funeral or festivities at

weddings. Moving from 'micro-levels' like words and phrases to

'macro-levels' like whole discourse transactions is always

complicated and soon spills beyond the borders of the 'purely

linguistic'.

Examining lexis, Saraireh (1994: 79) classifies technical terms in translating between

English and Arabic as belonging to three categories: the first includes lexical items of

the source language which have straightforward equivalents, the second items which

have only partial equivalents, and the third items which do not have equivalents, so

that the translator must coin or borrow terms.' In terms of ranking, he labels the first

as fairly easy, with more effort being needed for the second type and the real

problems coming from the third. A similar ranking system was initially proposed for

the main categories and their immediate sub-categories in the present study.

2.2.5. Translation training approaches

A tendency of ordering progressively from easier to more difficult seems to be

common in most translation training programs (e.g. Mauriello, 1992: 64). Shaheen

(1997) proposes a course model of basic, intermediate and advanced stages:

25 With regard to translating from English to Arabic, Saraireh focuses his discussion on the problem of
lack of standardization across different Arab countries or even inside one country. In this respect, he
presents three types: alternating between synonyms, e.g. 'vaccination' as tatiim or talqiih,
inconsistency whether to Arabise or borrow, e.g. 'telephone' as haatif or tilifoon and different
derivations from the same Arabic stem alternate for the same English concept, e.g. 'chemical' as
kiimaawiyy or kimiyy.
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• First year: syntactic structures.

• Second year: semantic aspects.

• Third year: style, language for special purposes, and terminology.

To conclude this section on ranking translation problems the discussion above has

shown that while a translation problem might be easy to define, ranking problems on

a scale of difficulty is not something that can easily be agreed upon. However, as

most, or maybe all, published classification scales have been based on intuition rather

than on empirical data, empirical research on novice/student translators translating

texts might well help to clarify things.

2.2.6. Summary

Section One in this literature review chapter has discussed translation theories,

methods, models and strategies and techniques. In Section Two the main issues

discussed are translation competence and translation performance, translation

assessment, errors in translation and translation problems. Translation performance as

a reflection of translation competence simply refers to the activity of translating. The

acceptability of the product of such an activity is decided through translation

assessment which applies certain criteria that signal identify errors. Among the

various models for translation assessment, none seems to be comprehensive. For this

reason this study devises its own system of assessment based on detailed

classification, not only at the level of the main categories, but also at the level of sub-

categories and the sub-sub-categories. Although a few models call for investigation

into positive signals in student's translation performance, like the overwhelming

majority of models, this study embarks on the analysis of errors. Though varying in

severity, errors in this study are considered as symptoms of translation problems,
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which themselves vary in the intensity of difficulty. Translation problems - a core

issue in the above discussion and particularly as manifested by errors - will be the

focus of the remainder of this study. In Chapter Three, translation problems will be

investigated by translating a number of short texts representing a variety of English

text-types.
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CHAPTER THREE: RESEARCHER CASE-STUDY

3.1. Section One: Aims, Methods and Procedures

3.1.0. Introduction

Many of the issues in the previous chapter (Literature Review) are relevant to the

discussion explored in this chapter which is a presentation of the researcher case-

study. This first section discusses the procedures followed in the case-study. In

Section Two (Translation Problems in Context) an account of the results of the case-

study will be presented where problems which have appeared in authentic texts that

proved to be challenging to the translator will be discussed in various categories.

These problems will not be discussed in isolation, as links to the literature and

references to any precedents will be made in each instance.

Before discussing the actual procedures, as this study has its specific aims and

objectives, these are first enumerated. Then, a discussion of the value of the case-

study, citing the methods and giving a full description of the data used in this study

will follow. This section then concludes with a summary taxonomy of problems

generated by the study. It is given here rather than after the data section to structure

the discussion of the various problem categories in Section Two.

3.1.1. Aims and objectives of the pre-study

The aim of this preliminary case-study is to generate a taxonomy of translation

problems as experienced or anticipated by the researcher that can work as an initial

checklist of translation problems in translating from English into Arabic. Through

translating the texts (cf. 1.6.) I, as the researcher, tried to find out about what
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translation problem/s each text exhibits. The list put forward during this stage will

subsequently act as a set of hypotheses for the main study, that is, the multi-subject

study (Chapter Four). However, the idea of actually translating the texts has more

than one precise objective:

Firstly, it is aimed at testing the suitability of the material selected in Duff's book

Translation (1989) as a generator of English-Arabic translation problems for the

purpose of this project. The fact that the texts were originally intended as translation

activities to improve command of the English source language meant that their value

for testing translation skills per se has to be established.

Secondly, it is hoped that translating the texts and looking through them closely will

assist in the selection of those which are most representative of a range of problems

with a view to testing them later with students, and to determine whether

supplementary material is needed to fill any vacuum that exists in the chosen material.

Thirdly, with the experience of translating the texts myself I hope to gain an explicit

insight into the nature of the translation problems posed by the texts under

examination that will widen the scope in which I can analyze the actual data collected

in the main multi-subject experiment.

3.1.2. The value of the initial case-study

Since the project as a whole is not based on prior hypotheses, this pre-study is used to

lay the ground for the main study, where the data generated in the pre-study will be

tested under more rigorous research conditions with a much larger group of learners.

The pre-study findings, therefore, are not intended to be generalizable in isolation, but
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they are intended to complement the raw data from the later study, by the depth of

insight which the case-study research method provides.

This project as a whole is dependent on assumptions that in translating from English

into Arabic some problems are encountered that will vary in degree. These

assumptions first need to be substantiated by going through the experience of

translating a selection of a wide range of texts. The value of the data generated in this

case-study therefore lies in the fact that it is the product of a genuine, long-term

personal experience, although personal intuition remains a major factor in generating

and interpreting data. Even so, as Roberts (1992, 1995) points out, it is impossible to

avoid total subjectivity in checklists both in terms of what one includes and in what

one omits. It would also be erroneous to suggest that the checklist of problems

generated by this case-study is exhaustive since it is to a certain extent restricted by

the text-types in Duff (1989), but it is intended to be as wide ranging as possible. In

terms of what is excluded (e.g. problems related to translating poetry, drama,

subtitling and synchronization, etc) these are excluded on the basis that they form

distinctive categories that are not usually included either in general or in

undergraduate English-major translation modules.

3.1.3. Methods

The pre-study is a study in which I played the role of the subject. It is based on a

written diary record of translation problems I came across whilst translating the texts

in Duff (1989), plus language/cultural features that I felt might contribute to the

presence of such problems. The method adopted in this study may, therefore, be

characterized as an introspective researcher-based case-study. This method is not

infrequent in applied linguistics research. Jones (1996) used self-observation in
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foreign language self-learning where he (the learner) subjected himself to learning

Hungarian for eleven months and used a learner's diary to record the process of

learning during that period. Self-experiment in the use of introspective data in

translation is also used by Krings (1987), who applied the 'think aloud' technique

himself before his subjects undertook the translation task. Similarly, Mauriello (1992)

used herself (in her terms) as a "guinea-pig" during the translation process. (For a full

list of similar narratives of self-experiments in the field of social science, see

Richardson, 1994: 521). My purpose here, however, is slightly different from the

studies just mentioned. Self-experiment in the present study is not aimed at recording

the process of translation itself, or measuring progress in learning or acquiring the

skill of translation, it is rather an exploration tool by which translation problems are

identified.

Besides the translator's diary, small scale questionnaires and semi-structured

interviews were also used with native speakers of English who were approached as a

human resource to supply information about the ST. Opinion and suggestions about

the TTs were also obtained from professional translators via ordinary mail or

telephone conversations. The actual procedures used in conducting the research are

discussed in detail below (cf. 3.1.5.).

3.1.4. The material

The idea of researching this area of translation problems was inspired by the

collection of texts in Alan Duff's book Translation (1989). Duff provides a variety of

texts exhibiting language features that are assumed by the author to be problematic for

students of different linguistic backgrounds translating from English into their own

languages. It is thus an attempt by the author within the context of post-
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communicative foreign language learning methodology to bring back translation into

language teaching. What best describes the book is the following quotation:

Alan Duff s new book, Translation, OUP, is admirably suited for

teachers and students of EFL at undergraduate level as a course in

language enrichment. It could also be profitably used in professional

translation courses where English is the target language. Duff

provides an abundant variety of short extracts from well-written

contemporary English texts, and draws attention to the richness of

English styles and vocabulary, as well as its peculiar grammatical

features which force choices on the translator (Newmark, 1993: 62).

The researcher had already used quite a number of the texts as translation exercises in

actual classes with Libyan undergraduates for whom they proved challenging. The

fact that numerous students experienced serious difficulties in translating the texts

highlights the fact that the texts do exhibit a variety of translation problems that vary

widely in difficulty and categorization, making them highly suitable when finding

examples for the present study.

While the texts used proved to be useful in generating translation problems in actual

teaching, the value of the rest had also to be tested. Moreover, it was useful to test

under research conditions even those that were used with undergraduates. Therefore

in the present pre-study, all texts were subjected to evaluation and assessment to

determine how comprehensive they would be in providing us with the widest possible

range of translation problems.

It still remains to elaborate on this quotation by further description of the way the

book is formatted, and by giving more details about text features.
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3.1.4.1. Organization

The book is divided into five sections of roughly equal length, each section

concentrating on a particular area of language (see Table 3, Chapter Two, Section

Two). They are:

• Context and register.

• Word order and reference.

• Time: tense, mood, and aspect.

• Concepts and notions.

• Idioms: from one culture to another.

The advantage for both the teacher and the researcher here is that we find in this book

ready-made and pre-sorted sets of texts focusing on various aspect of language.

Furthermore, each aspect is represented by a variety of texts from which we can select

for testing. Also, the fact that the texts are chosen as being representative of features

which characterize English fits in with our aim of focusing on problems specifically

related to translating from English into Arabic. For research purposes, however, we

need a finer classification of the problems raised by Duff s rough-and ready division.

This is what prompted the pre-study, the aim of its investigation being to show the

actual problems generated by the texts, which may or may not coincide with Duff's

organization.

3.1.4.2.Text features

The texts are selected by the author to demonstrate certain grammatical, conceptual or

idiomatic features of English writing. With regard to choice of texts, Duff (1989: 9-

10) states that the idea behind his book was to offer a wide range of material which

would most reliably reflect those aspects of English language which are both most
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characteristic of the English language, and also most challenging to translate. If the

material is used for translation training, it introduces the learners to an invaluable

wide range of literary and non-literary discourse types and translation challenges.

Being student—friendly26 (range of topics, accessible, interesting, short, manageable,

etc), the texts were suitable for both teaching and as material for experiment, for my

target students (English majors taking translation modules rather than trainees taking

a specialist translation degree), for whom highly technical and/or lengthy texts would

be very daunting (cf. Chapter Four, Section One, Experiment Design, Material: Texts

Selection).

Duff's criteria for material selection (pp 9-11) can be summed up as follows:

Difficulty: Texts are not chosen just because they contain linguistic traps. In fact they

represent different language features, some of which can be tricky to translate, but the

texts in general are claimed to represent characteristics of general English.

Suitability: Since the texts chosen should be of the kind which it would be natural to

translate in everyday working life, most texts are extracts published for the general

public, though some are chosen specially for their specialized register.'

Style/ register: Texts are chosen on the basis of register (colloquial, semi-formal,

formal, official, etc.), though with some texts there is a mixture of register and the line

is not strictly drawn between one register and another.

26 In assigning the different tasks related to the study that involved texts from the book, the nature of
the texts being short and interesting helped in encouraging subjects to carry out the tasks. Some
expressed that verbally.
27 It can be counter argued on the basis that most real translators, in their working life, have to translate
highly specialist texts, rather than just texts for the general public, though this does not invalidate them
in training terms.
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Text Length: While the majority of texts are short, there are a few longer texts which

consist of more than two paragraphs, and so are helpful in investigating problems

such as paragraph boundaries and punctuation. Moreover, one has to acknowledge

that shorter texts are more manageable especially by over-worked students.

Context: The author (Duff) appreciates that in translation it is important to know from

what context a particular passage has been drawn. The author has:

• provided the source/ title for every extract, however short,

• made no alteration to the original wording, though any cuts for the sake of

brevity are indicated by (...),

• given as much of the surrounding context as seemed necessary for accurate

translation.

To advocate the brevity of these texts, while short/ long enough to represent a certain

problem with minimal surrounding context, they are not totally out of context. The

phrases and words focused on are all presented in what we might call co-text (text

surrounding a single word or phrase or sentence). Here Lang (1995: 151-52) says:

In attempting to interpret a text when contextual details concerning

time, place or purpose are not available, the translator may from the

co-text be able to reconstruct some part of the original context.

Moreover, what compensates for the lack of context is the large number of texts,

which means greater coverage of more translation problems thereby enabling the

investigation of a wide range of potential problem-types.
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The exercises are presented in the form of activities in task sheets. In each task sheet

the same language feature in focus is represented by various text extracts in different

contexts (see Appendix 3 for an example).

What has to be emphasized, however, is that Duff has organized the texts with

translation problems according to his own conceptualization of the characteristics of

the English language irrespective of the TT. Thus because Duff's classification

system is not based on English-Arabic, it cannot provide more than a very sketchy

initial orientation as to what problems may be generated by the texts. Hence, this

pilot/case-study is both to test a research-design hypothesis (how best to approach the

task), and to generate hypotheses of what problems students translating from English

into Arabic might encounter. Problems to be identified in this case-study, while

interacting with Duff's categories, would have to be modified if necessary.

3.1.5. Procedures of exploring translation problems

As explained earlier, two key purposes of assessing the collection of texts are to

generate problems related to translating from English into Arabic and thus to ascertain

how many potential problematic areas the texts can cover in this respect. This can

only be done by examining the texts for more problems than those specified in the

original task sheets.

The actual process of generating a taxonomy of translation problems involved two

main procedures: Text Translation and Source Text Analysis. Text translation and text

analysis, though theoretically two separate activities, were often dealt with in the

actual study hand in hand with little time between them. With some texts, I even

wavered to and fro between the process of translation and analysis — as is often the
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case in real life translation. Since text analysis was only reverted to when needed

during text translation, I begin with text translation.

3.1.5.1.Text translation

The main method I used to answer the research questions in this first study was

through the process of translating the texts, which were subjected to a close

investigation.

Initially, in the process of translation I recorded the problems personally experienced

text by text in a note-book, under headings referring to the nature of the problem

(terminology, expression, metaphor, word order, etc.). I also wrote down notes in

diary form, about those elements of the text in question which I anticipated might

prove problematic for a trainee translator (if not always for myself) on the bases of

differences between the two languages or the cultures of these languages, etc.

All problems which appeared to belong to the same category were subsequently

grouped together with the examples illustrating them as extracted from the texts, and

were listed separately in different sheets. Problems were recorded in English, some

listed with a commentary elaborating on the nature of the problem in hand. A labeling

system was created to identify the type of potential problem, e.g. cultural,

grammatical, stylistic, pragmatic and so on. Problems were sometimes listed with

their possible solutions, and commentaries also offered suitable solutions for the

selection of the best solutions. The process of text translation was aimed not so much

at providing solutions to translation problems as identifying as many potential

problems as possible and exploring their nature. Searching for solutions, however,
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helped in the process of determining what exactly a problem was and which were

likely to be less severe.

Below is an example of a note sheet that illustrates a typical problem listing (first

point) and commentary (second point). Collectively they represent stage one of the

three stages mentioned above:
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(Text 1: 80)28 One of the words which to an Englishman conjures up the

quintessence of embarrassment is a 'scene'. But in the Middle

East and elsewhere in the South, 'scenes' between people

explode continually in public and in private. They die down

again just as quickly, leaving behind no 'atmosphere'.

(Anthony Parsons in The Listener)

Vocabulary: the words scene and atmosphere cannot be translated literally

(problem). They need to be more elaborated upon (look for strategy).

(Solution) add a preposition and a relevant noun to the meaning; a scene of...

(an argument, a tiff or outbursts) and an atmosphere of... (tense feeling). Also,

the two words "public" and "private" do not translate straightforwardly

(problem). The word "public" translates in different ways in different texts.

Here, the most appropriate would probably be (=9.-All Ls-3=-), i.e. in front of all For

private as used above the translation would probably better be Y 1 .9441 1 L-.21&)

(Zili-.11 , i.e. behind closed doors.

Cultural aspects (comment): this text is negotiating a cultural aspect where

different cultures look at things differently; how scenes are perceived by an

Englishman and how they are perceived further south and particularly in the

Middle East. The implicit message in this text is about the reserved English

pride and the concept of genteel behaviour relating to manners in public. That

we should never air an argument as implied in the original might not sound so

in the translation in a target culture in which free expression and verbal

repartee are embraced as a natural part of life.

Besides the notes of categories of problems and commentaries recorded per text, some

of the notes are researcher memos. Researcher memos are notes about checking the

translation with a professional translator or coming back to the text. For example,

28 As an organizational procedure and for convenience of referring back to texts, texts are numbered
sequentially according to their order to each other and page location: e.g. Text 1: 80 means the first text
appears in the thesis on page 80.
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sometimes in the case of consulting a particular professional translator, I note down

the name of the translator. In addition, memos were useful reminders for taking

certain actions concerning specific aspects such as consulting a native speaker or

turning to different resources.

Texts were translated in the order in which they are listed in the book. So as not to

disrupt translation, problems which proved to be stubborn in one way or another were

skipped or provided with a temporary solution at the time, but marked in for revision

and another attempt at a later stage. If other solutions proved unsatisfactory, the

preliminary one might become ultimate (see Shih 2000: 40-41). When the effort

became strenuous, for the sake of continuity the task of translation was still carried

out while activities accompanying the process of translation - such as recording the

problems, writing commentary or resorting to resources for help - were postponed.

These were then completed later at the revision stage. Suspect target texts (when there

was uncertainty as to whether acceptable or not) were marked for more revision and

editing or consulting professional translators.

However, text translation was not always a straightforward process, as texts

occasionally entailed an extra effort, or source text analysis with the aim of better

understanding the ST. This will be discussed in the next section.

3.1.5.2. Source text analysis

Before making decisions about the requirements of the text in hand in terms of

strategies and resources, I found that the first reading usually gave me the chance to

"get the feel" of the text. Source texts which were straightforward and posed no

problems beyond the surface were translated directly. Others, which invited some
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questioning at first glance or proved to be stubborn to translate, were subjected to a

detailed analysis'. The aim of the analysis was to explore more about the text so that

its features could be identified; hence problems analyzed/specified are closely

detected.

Text-analysis is intended to:

• check cultural issues,

• elaborate upon textual ambiguities,

• clarify the intention of the writer from the point of view of the recipient of
the ST,

• find out how far readers perceive texts similarly or differently.

Some texts required a special knowledge of subject matter, as with texts in

archaeology or science; here, it was thought wiser to approach professionals in the

field.

The above were the procedures followed during text translation and text analysis. As

far as resources are concerned, texts in both stages varied in their requirements, as

will be explained below.

3.1.5.3. Resources

Besides dictionaries, resources included professional translators, native speakers of

English - including subject matter experts — and native speakers of Arabic.

Professional translators were consulted about the reliability of the translation and the

accuracy of the assumed translation problems. Native speakers of Arabic were also

29 Source text analysis used here is not in the sense of componential analysis at all levels but more in
the sense described by Mason (1982: 23) that involves eliciting from the text as much information as
possible about form and content together with, if possible, information concerning origin, authorship,
and purpose.
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consulted as second readers of the TT. Each of these human resources will be

discussed below in some detail, along with examples which demonstrate the

contribution they made to the study.

3.1.5.1. Professional translators (PT)

Almost all initial contacts with professional translators were through telephone calls

using names and telephone numbers provided by the Institute of Translators and

Interpreters (ITI) in London. The aim of calling them up was to ask them if they were

willing to participate in the research. Those who expressed their willingness, fifteen

based in London, Birmingham, and Bristol, were sent formal letters in which more

details were included and in which the task was enclosed. Out of the fifteen, twelve

subjects actually participated: ten Arabs of four Arab nationalities (Libyan, Lebanese,

Egyptian, and Iraqi), one English Arabist, and one Pakistani.

The opinion of professional translators was consulted to check the TT accuracy.

Corrections made by the professional translators were taken as indications of assumed

problems. In other cases their opinions were sought for preference between different

versions, as in the case of problems related to thematic preference in Arabic (see

example below). Sometimes PTs were directly asked about the problem/s in the ST to

assess their difficulty. This was done by providing PT with either:

• ST and one version of translation,

• ST and two different target versions for comparison and preference,

• ST for translation without providing a translation for it.

Professional translators' corrections, alterations and commentaries were of immense

help in identifying problems.
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Details of the professional translators' contribution to this study and the nature of

their task in relation to particular translation instances will be discussed later in this

chapter in Section Two: Translation Problems in Context. However, it is worth citing

one example that shows how a professional translator's opinion did not correlate with

mine in what would be a problematic text for a student translator. Text 2: 84 below

was sent to a professional translator as demonstrating a problem of assumed

background knowledge between the writer and the reader centering around the

question 'what's it all about', but the main problem as identified by the professional

translator was the idiom 'got an eye'.

Text 2: 84 My husband T. S. Eliot, loved to recount how late one

evening he stopped a taxi. As he got in, the driver

said: `Ah. I've got an eye for a celebrity. Only the

other evening I picked up Bertrand Russell and I said

to him: Well, Lord Russell, what's it all about?-and,

do you know, he couldn't tell me.'

(Valerie Eliot, letters to The Times)

Interestingly, in the main study, both expressions proved to be problematic for the

learners. (See finding in Chapter Four, Section Three: Findings and Results).

Moreover, with regard to the severity of problems there were frequent disagreements

between researcher and informants: technical terminology, for example, was not

considered as highly problematic by professional translators but was considered so by

the researcher.
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3.1.5.2. Native speakers of English

Researching the background knowledge of English native speakers was most helpful

in detecting presupposed information which might prove a potential source of

problems (see Baker 1992).

For example, Text 2: 85 cited above was one of those checked to find out what

difference the presence or lack of background knowledge makes for the translator in

decoding the ST and hence in decision making.. It was first checked with two native

speakers of English and later with two non-native post-graduates, who were fairly

competent in the English language but not necessarily fully knowledgeable about the

culture. The method was through asking the participants questions such as:

1. Do you know who T. S. Eliot and Lord Russell are?

2. Do you know what the question "what's it all about?" refers to?

In the example above no difficulty was experienced by the two native speakers in

telling who T. S. Eliot or Lord Russell were, whereas the absence of such knowledge

in the case of the non native speakers led to inability to decode the whole text and

understand the joke intended by the expression "what's it all about?" The only

previously unknown piece of information to one of the native speakers was the fact

that Russell was a Lord, which has no relevance to the translation of the text as such.

The nature of the texts meant that the subjects approached needed to enjoy a certain

level of education and literacy. Also, the diversity of topics required good general

knowledge on the part of the participants. In total, the people approached were twelve

native speakers of English, some of whom were consulted more often than others. The

informants were well known to the researcher - university staff members, friends, or
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post graduate students. The response was always good, some actually commenting

that they found the task enjoyable and the texts interesting.

Consultation of native speakers of English was conducted in two ways, questionnaires

and interviews. Questionnaires were standard in the sense that all were given the same

questions about the same text; each text, however, had its own set of questions related

to the particular aspect/s it manifested. Instances which raised personal opinions or

individual attitudes - such as what one might find amusing - were subjected to testing

with more than one subject. A few texts were subsequently re-presented with a

different set of questions, which were triggered from the initial survey. Some

questionnaires were returned with written answers, and were answered in an informal

interview, in which written notes were recorded.

In general the technique of investigating the texts through questioning native speakers

proved to be useful and benefited the task of text translation in detecting some

problems.

3.1.5.3. Native speakers of Arabic

Reader's perception rates high in translation assessment, as Nida and Taber (1969: 1)

have confirmed:

Correctness must be determined by the extent to which the average

reader for whom a translation is intended will be likely to

understand it correctly.

Apart from the professional translators, native speakers of Arabic were used as second

readers of the Ti'. The five contacted either spoke very little or no English. In order to

detect the level of clarity, and its correlation with norms of an Arabic piece of writing,
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the respondents were consulted about the TTs with no reference to the STs. This

process of translation assessment in which the translated text is considered an

independent text and assessed according to the standards of monolingual editing and

writing Brunette (2000: 172) calls 'fresh look procedure', one among five translation

quality assessment procedures she discusses. The opinions of native speakers of

Arabic count in assessing how far the translator succeeded in overcoming the

problem. When the TT reader, who has no access to the ST, spots the error, it means a

transfer of an ST problem to a TT. The suggestions of Arabic native speakers were

most useful in highlighting the opaqueness of presupposed signals in the target text.

For example:

In the translation of Text 1: 80 cited above, the effort done to explicitate "elsewhere in

the South" by translating it to C.)-4 c.53 elsewhere in the south of the

continent still did not help much the reader, for whom the question became "which

continent"? instead of "which South"? An important semantic element carried

implicitly in the source language required an explicit identification in the receptor

language which was only detected after checking with the recipient of the TT.

3.1.6. Generating a taxonomy of problems

The categorization of problems in this study is based on language and discourse

features. An initial attempt was also made to use these features as a device for

discovering what text conventions typically occur in specific text-types, i.e. to relate

certain translation problems to certain text types. My approach was based on using

vocabulary items and prominent grammatical features as well as pragmatic and

rhetorical devices to place the text in what Mason (1982: 23) calls the domain of the

text, or in Crystal & Davy's (1969) terms, its 'province' (scientific, administrative,
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political, religious, literary, journalistic, legal, etc)." Ultimately, as far as this study is

concerned, it proved not to be viable because of the hybrid nature of many texts,

problems tending to be more a question of certain language features than of text type.

In support of this argument, for example, I find many of the translation problems -

e.g. cultural, linguistic inadequacies in the ST (cited by Lie, 1995) - related to

commercial texts also apply to other types of texts in my sample. Accordingly, though

there is certain degree of correlation between text-type and language features, the

latter was the choice.

It was, therefore, decided to study texts according to what seem to be problematic

features regardless of the type of text to which they belong. However, for studies

which do investigate translation problems in translating into and from Arabic

according to text type, see, for example, Ibrahim (1988).

The following procedures were used to build up the initial taxonomy of text features

resulting from the pre-study:

• The original problems as specified by the author in the book

Translation were used as a starting-point to compose the taxonomy.

• Problems generated and listed during the text analysis and the text

translation case-study itself were added. Many of these problems were

specifically related to translating into Arabic.

After the categories were revised and modified to minimize overlap, the resulting list

(see Table 4 below) was then checked against problems discussed in the literature and

any obvious missing problems were added (cf. Chapter Two, Section Two).

30 
Cf. Chapter Two, Section One: Literature Review: Text type Oriented Techniques.
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Below, Table 4 lists the categories of found problems as they appear in Section Two.

It is given here because the presentation of Study One data is arranged according to

the taxonomy.

Table (4): translation problems as found in the researcher case-study
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Connotative meaning
Synonyms and Polysemy

Vocabulary

Lexical voids
Arabization
Compounds
Collocations
Phrasal verbs
Fixed expressions
Technical terminology

Grammar
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Cataphora/anaphora
Word Order
Passive forms
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Metaphor and simile
Repetition and Parallelism

lWordpay
Irony
Puns

gGraphic
Cohesion

Cohesive Devices
Theme and rheme

Devices
Punctuation
Acronyms
Emphasis markers

Register and style
Background knowledge

Culture

Humour
Religion
Politics
Taboos

This categorisation is similar to Rosenhouse's (1989) model of micro-level and

macro-level mistranslations in students' translations, consisting of errors at small

units within the text and errors at the level of the text as a whole respectively. It

differs from Blight's (1992) list (cf. Table 1, Chapter Two, Section Two), and

Gazala's (1995) (cf. Table 2, Chapter Two, Section Two), in that it consists of only

two main categories: problems related to language features and problems related to

textual features inclusive of sub-categories which correlate with one or both of the
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lists mentioned above. Others, however, fall under different main/sub-categories; in

the next section (Section Two) of this chapter an explanation is given as to why sub-

categories are placed under certain category heads and not others. Thus 'euphemism',

listed in Blight (1992) under the main category 'rhetoric', is referred to in this study in

the sub-category, 'culture'. In the following section (Translation Problems in

Context), translation problems, as experienced in the case-study, will be discussed in

detail.
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3.2. Translation Problems in Context

3.2.0. Introduction

Methods and procedures used to generate the preliminary taxonomy of translation

problems during the researcher case-study were discussed in Section One of this

chapter. In this section, problems anticipated and those actually encountered and

experienced by the researcher in the case-study translating from English into Arabic

(with reference to the literature and definitions of the terms are given when

necessary), will be discussed. The examples given here are representative of a larger

list recorded during the case-study.

Inclusive of their sub categories, problems are grouped into two main sections:

problems related to language features and problems related to text-level features (see

Table 4 Section One, this chapter). This does not imply an exclusive separation

between the two categories and the same goes for the sub-categories (especially those

under "textual features"). On the contrary, the two are interrelated and the two-

division categorization of translation problems here is predominantly for

organizational purposes.

3.2.1. Problems related to language features

As opposed to the textual problems discussed later, problems related to language

features include those of vocabulary and grammar inclusive of their sub-categories.
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3.2.1.1.Vocabulary

Problematic vocabulary items are here taken to include both individual words and

phrases. Included in the vocabulary problems related to single words discussed below,

are words with connotative meaning, synonyms and polysemic items, lexical voids

and Arabization. At the level of combination of words the following will be

discussed: compounds, collocations, phrasal verbs and fixed expressions. Finally,

problems related to the sub-category of medical terminology include both single items

and a combination of vocabulary items.

3.2.1.1. Connotative meaning

A major problem related to individual vocabulary is when words carry a connotative

meaning beside their referential meaning as in the case of the words "scene" and

"atmosphere" in Text 1: 80 above (Section One this chapter), recited here for

convenience:

One of the words which to an Englishman conjures up the

quintessence of embarrassment is a 'scene'. But in the Middle

East and elsewhere in the South, 'scenes' between people

explode continually in public and in private. They die down

again just as quickly, leaving behind no 'atmosphere'.

A preliminary translation of the two words "scene" and "atmosphere" - the main

causes of the problem in the whole text because of the added meanings they carry, as

the apostrophes would indicate - was not adequate because the Arabic dictionary

equivalents supply too little connotative information. The connotations would be

wholly absent without paraphrasing. The problem, however, is that paraphrasing

"scene" as ..1-4.. .'AS ,111.11-.14 heated arguments (noisy quarrels), (:)-Zt-is " tiffs or ,A11 ..)-c- .141-1-4
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outbursts to show the display of emotion and exploding anger the word connotes, and

"atmosphere" as ,,L.-6. ..)=-1-1-.. TA:). 1_9÷1 congested atmospheres/angry (tense) feeling

to reflect the suggestion of an unpleasant mood, would not carry the power of the

original.

3.2.1.2. Synonyms and polysemy

While with synonyms one meaning is given by two words or more, polysemy denotes

a word that has more than one meaning (cf. Yule 1996: 118-123). Near or identical

meaning between or among words in the ST can sometimes be problematic in

translation, though in our case it was only an occasional obstacle. In Text 3: 93

(below), for example, the "tiredness" and "fatigue" are near synonyms as the

difference between their meaning is slight. Both words have equivalents in Arabic

that illustrate this slight difference.

Text 3:93 Sleep is a necessary result of excessive fatigue.

Tiredness and fatigue are not by any means

synonymous. We may feel tired and sleepy

without being unduly fatigued, and we may be

excessively fatigued without being in any way

sleepy.

(C. J. Adcock: Fundamentals of psychology)

The problem is that while the three common equivalents for fatigue and tiredness in

Arabic ,,1,67 31-4 _)) and 1-..1=-1 all refer to exertion, exhaustion, lack of strength and loss of

energy with varying degrees (6 1-A .J) and cl-p) are slightly more intense), these are by all

means exchangeable in Arabic, contrary to the English synonyms, none has to do with
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sleep ("fatigue" in the text and "tiredness" in the Oxford Dictionary) 31 . The subtle

difference in Arabic does not replicate the subtle difference in English.

As for polysemy, SL polysemous words usually have more than one equivalent in the

TL. For example, the word "great" in the two texts below translates into different

forms in Arabic: 1...)-..14/(s_)-.6 Text 4: 94 and , - 1:-. Text 5: 95. The problem is that there

are no fixed rules as to what exactly the word "great" translates into, though it roughly

translates to ,,,--Jac, or one of its variants (e.g. ;.4 -.: 1:-- ) when it refers to status, and to

is.)4 or one of its variants (e.g. sJ-..34) when it refers to size. In all cases, it has to be

used with some sensitivity to allow for the slight difference between the variants.

In Text 4: 94 below, "great" translates to sJ-..4 because the reference here is to size,

though (s_)4, the intensified form, can also do.

Text 4: 94	 In great cities men are like a lot of stones thrown

together in a bag;

(Somerset Maugham: A Writer's Notebook)

In Text 5: 95 below, it translates to 	

31
One of the meanings of 'to tire' in the Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary, (1995: 1254-55) is 'to

become in need to sleep or rest'.
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Text 5: 95	 If any real unity is to be ascribed to the Victorian

era in England, it must be found in two governing

conditions: first, there was no great war, and

secondly, the whole period was marked by interest

in religious questions.

(G. M. Trevelyan: Illustrated English Social

History)

SL polysemy implies choosing from a set of TL variants, which is often a stylistic

rather than a linguistic matter. The problem, however, is when at times this becomes a

notion of convention. For example, "Good Friday", in reference to the peace

agreement for Northern Ireland is conventionally translated in Arabic to :t -.! 1:. - 11 A-.-441

great Friday. "Good" is polysemous here maybe because within collocation it means

holy, a potential problem for a trainee translator who is unfamiliar with the

conventional equivalent.

3.2.1.3.	 Lexical voids

While most categories of vocabulary have been studied extensively, the category

which Dagut (1981) refers to as voids in the context of lexical non-equivalence, has

not. Text 6: 96 below exhibits two void words but from different perspectives: voids

as just a chance fact that there is no Arabic word that matches the English word, e.g.

"gazumping" and where the social/ real world concept does not exist in the target

society, e.g. "couples" when it means partners.
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Text 6: 96	 It is high time the Government implemented its

plan to stop gazumping. How many families

have suffered as a result of this dishonest and

frustrating practice? Our own editor has

received hundreds of distressed letters from

disappointed couples ...

(Property News)

In the translation we probably could translate "gazumping" to ..)1-=--.11,..ri s..).-.-.4t.

cheatinebrokage in prices but the problem is that the exact concept, that of raising

the price of properties after accepting an offer or reaching an agreement, is still not

conveyed. With the word "couples", since its nearest equivalent c 1.3i 1 refers to two

people who are married, we are faced with the problem of a lexical void because in

English language the word couples can also refer to partners who share life but are not

married. In Dagut's (1981) words, there is no single designator in the TL - Arabic in

our case - that provides the equivalent encapsulation of the situational features of the

term. The nearest linguistic term for partner in Arabic is sl-.. 4.. y 1 partner of one's life.

sl-..1,4)...)-,I in Arabic is, in fact, another word for conventional marriage. Of course, as

explained above, the meaning of "partner", can be periphrastically' rendered into

Arabic in a string of phrases but there is no single Arabic word which conveys the

semantic content of the English word "couples" which is becoming more and more

synonymous with "partners", a term that can also designate same-sex married

couples. For similar examples of 'voids' where much is left unsaid when translated,

resulting in translation loss, see Nida and Taber (1969: 5).

32 See Miremadi (1992: 139) for possible strategies to handle non-equivalence in the TL.
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3.2.1.4.	 Arabization 

Arabization is the process of converting a new foreign word into an equivalent that is

formed from Arabic roots. Because of the link between Arabization and nationhood,

`Arabhood' in other words, decisions as to whether or not to Arabize are likely to be

taken for ideological reasons not only consideration regarding which form is more

current. Hence the problem is whether or not to Arabize before merely finding a

problem or coining an equivalent."

Anyway, Arabization as a translation problem is a TL production and not a SL

problem. In the examples presented in Text 7: 97 and Text 8: 98 below, many

translators would not contemplate even bothering to transfer "films", "hotel" and

"radio" into their Arabic equivalents, as all three words are widely used not only in

regional dialects but also in print.

Text 7: 97
	

In south India, the Madras studios, which turn

out films in a dozen languages, have been

involved since independence in politics.

(Trevor Fishlock: India File).

In Text 7: 97 above, while some would advocate retaining the original word "films"

in its Arabic form of the plural `aflam' ,.-=131 34, others would propose the use of the

Arabic equivalent of the compound word ArA :U...0.

While the problem in Text 7: 97 is not knowing whether to choose the borrowed or

the Arabized version, Text 8: 98 raises a conflict, as the translator is caught between

33 For examples relevant to Arabic in terms of language and nationalism, see Fishman (1973).
34 The presence of an Arabic plural implies that what was once a foreign import has now become
Arabic. Since these things often do not stay fixed, it would be much harder to say it is non-Arabic.
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the need to be consistent (to Arabize hotel to and radio to t i,t1-.), and the pressure

of wanting to give a normal form that would retain the English word radio, an every

day expression, with all the intimacy it conjures up in the text.

Text 8: 98 (The author is stuck in a remote hotel in E.

Africa). I am not by nature a restless or volatile

person, forever demanding diversion, yet I do

not think I was ever so desperate in my life: no

books, no radio, no argument, no pictures, no

news. I have a temperament ill-adjusted to

contemplation. Nobody turned up. Until, on the

fourth day, somebody did.

(James Cameron: Point of Departure)

When a once-foreign word has been widely accepted, it is the researcher's view that

using an Arabizing equivalent would raise the register, i.e. to substitute the word

"radio" .3,3.AJ as used in the context, where the person is expressing an emphatic

internal feeling, with t 14.3-4 or Zay.--%-. Za1:1) il-64 would result in elevating the register

and consequently affecting the meaning.

To test the tendency among translators to adopt Arabization, however, the above text

was sent to a professional translator for translation. The findings were inconsistent:

radio was translated to e-..6-4 but "hotel" was transliterated to (.34_, :b instead of

translating it to in other words, Arabization is often a matter of individual

preference and intuition.
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3.2.1.5. Compounds

Compounds are two words combined together to give one meaning; they can be

merged into one word, separated by a hyphen, or remain separated. One of the

problems related to the translation of compounds arises from the fact they are not

always composed so transparently that syntactic-semantic relations between their

components can be interpreted or predicted from rules (Jalcobsen 1992: 129). The

reason that compounds are seen in the present research as a separate translation area

between English and Arabic is because compound formation is not parallel in the two

languages. Besides, compounds are more extensively used in English than in Arabic.

While some compounds such as "footprint", "sound-absorbing", "oil resistance", "far-

reaching" etc. were translated straightforwardly in the case-study, others such as those

that appear in the form of a string when the structure becomes complex, such as "two-

volume, leather-bound early eighteenth-century collection of French poetry" and a

"damp, slack, small-boned hand" did yield difficulty, as in both cases the structure

needed to be reformulated.

To translate English compounds into Arabic, genitive forms and paraphrasing may be

used as in the following two examples from my versions: "free-market traders", J-,,:i

k)...11 (35-21 in Text 9: 100 below and "drought-affected regions",‘-1-0-1s..).);=,"-WICiLlia,

areas harmed by drought in the same text below, yet the problem of how to work out

a phrasal solution of one's own in unprecedented instances still persists.
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Text 9: 100	 Farmers in Ethiopia are to be given greater

freedom to sell any additional surplus to the

highest bidder, and the government plans to

establish a system of licensed free-market

traders in order to move crops from the areas of

surplus to drought-affected regions more easily.

(The Farmer's Gazette)

However, the problem in translating the set of compound words italicized in Text 10:

100 below lies in how to render them as compressed as they are in the ST.

Text 10: 100 We knew him vaguely. He was usually invited

to our embassy parties. He was, somehow, on

the permanent guest list. But he was seldom a

guest. I had seen him once, but only long

enough to shake his hand — a damp, slack,

small-boned hand. The only other thing that I

could remember was that he had been wearing

evening-dress of an old-fashioned kind. He

looked uncomfortable in this stiff and slightly

ill-fitting suit, and it also looked forty years out

of date.

(Paul Theroux: The London Embassy)

As it proved in the multi-subject study (cf. Chapter Four, Section Two), all the

compound words in Text 10: 100 above are clear in the ST but some are hard to

handle in the translation. In the case of "guest list", it translates literally in isolation,

as a genitive construction could give a near equivalent, i.e.Cr l....9=-1-411 A-4:31-1 but the

translation becomes awkward when translated together with "permanent" Z- 4:31a . In the

case of "small-boned hand", the problem is that neither ki...1.—�, weak nor 46-..k. tiny, the
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nearest equivalents, would be adequate and paraphrasing does not help. With

"evening-dress of an old-fashioned kind" paraphrasing can render the compounds,

i.e.4i11 .31 )=.11 C.)A	0.-.1N-0, while in the case of "ill-fitting suit" the nearest translation

is 4,,,LIA j .A-13:. not suitable suit.

3.2.1.6.	 Collocations

Collocations are usually two or more words assembled together to give a brief

expression. The problem of translating collocations arises because they are bound to

convention, and, as highlighted by Heliel (1997: 286) that they are language specific

or culture-bound."

During the case-study most of the familiar collocations, which have known

conventional equivalents such as 'falling in love', 'turning point', 'pass sentence',

'come to conclusion', 'convey information', 'raise a point', 'raise emotion', posed no

problem. Others formed of the verb 'make' and a noun, varied in difficulty. While

'make an attempt' and 'make complaint' translate straightforwardly to and

(siLl e4. respectively, 'make fun of' was problematic, as I know its meaning in

English (subject to ridicule) is more than that given in the dictionary, i.e. 1344..

(Almawrid) or C.)-. (Golden Al-wafi Translator). The same applies to collocations

formed using adjectives such as low/high with nouns such as 'low results'/ 'low

words'/ 'low opinion', and 'high speed'/ 'high places'/ 'high degree'. While 'high

speed', for example, translates straightforwardly to :61-1-i the fact that 'high

places' referred to prestigious social settings needed to be overcome. With other cases

the presence of a phrasal verb 'give off' meaning to emanate did make the problem

35 For a comparison between collocations in English and Arabic, see Abu-Saydeh (1995: 19).
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more difficult. For example, while 'give impressions' and 'expressions given' in Text

11: 102 below were translated with no difficulty, 'give an expression off and

'expressions given off proved to be problematic because none of the meanings given

for emanate in the dictionary (e.g. Almawrid 6-19. , C34:3. ,,=3-.-.6:3.) would make sense in

Arabic with "impression" e-.16 1 or "expression"

Text 11: 102 The expressiveness of the individual, and

therefore his capacity to give impressions,

appears to involve two radically different kinds

of sign activity: the expression that he gives and

the expression that he gives off. The first

involves verbal symbols which he uses solely to

convey information ... The second involves a

wide range of action that others can treat as

symptomatic of the actor. As we shall see, this

distinction has only an initial validity. The

individual does of course intentionally convey

misinformation by means of both of these types

of communication, the first involving deceit, the

second feigning. Of the two types of

communication-expressions given and

expressions given off-this report will be

primarily concerned with the latter.

(Erving Goffman: The Presentation of Self in

Everyday Life)

Some collocations may be so fixed as to become idioms. An example of this kind of

collocation that proved problematic is 'set his heart' in Text 12: 103 below.
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Text 12: 103 A man with average, or less than average,

intelligence may set his heart on being a doctor,

or girl with little more than average looks and

no acting ability may aspire to Hollywood

stardom. The results can easily be disastrous.

(C. J. Adcock: Fundamentals of Psychology)

eager could be a plausible translation for "set his heart" but (333:.1 lacks the

determination expressed by the ST collocation. The problem of loss in the translation

is inevitable in respect of such collocations.

3.2.1.7.	 Phrasal verbs

Phrasal verbs are composed of a verb and a preposition. Newmark (1993: 30)

describes phrasal verbs as less formal but sometimes neutral, less pompous and more

forceful, than their non-phrasal equivalents.

The difficulty of translating phrasal verbs lies in:

• The intricate network of relations that a phrasal verb forms with other words

and collocates.

• Idiomatic use: it may also have more than one idiomatic or figurative use.

For example, the phrasal verb "picked up" in Text 13: 104
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Text 13: 104 Canning of fruit and vegetables: fruit

lacquered cans

Store empty cans upside down in a dry place

to prevent rusting and away from strong

smells, ... which may be picked up by the

lacquer and subsequently taint the fruit.

(Marguerite Patten: 500 Recipes: Jams,

Pickles, Chutneys)

requires a different translation from that in Text 2: 84 above "only the other evening I

picked up Bertrand Russell and I said to him: Well, Lord Russell, what's it all about?-

and, do you know, he couldn't tell me".

In the case-study, 'picked up' in Text 13: 104 above was translated without hesitation

to .-1.4. With Text 2: 84, however, some effort was needed to select the right

equivalent from the available options: 0-11/1-&1/,-4.1.--.1, (see Main Study, Chapter Four,

Section Two: Results and Findings where this phrasal verb caused real problems for

subjects).

3.2.1.8. Fixed expressions

Within the category of fixed expressions, Duff (1995: 717-18) lists standard or

formulaic expressions such as 'we wish to extend our thanks to ... ', or 'in the author's

opinion', which may be fixed by tradition or determined by habit or long usage,

rhetorical or empty phrases, cliches, idioms and dead metaphors and routine

sentences. Below, fixed expressions will be discussed in general as space does not

allow us to investigate each category in detail.
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From the numerous examples of fixed expressions in the source material in the case-

study, some are discussed below. In some cases, such as the idiomatic expression

"don't play with fire", as used in Text 14: 105 below, Arabic does have a matching

expression that has the same formula and expresses the same meaning.

Text 14: 105 The latest Fire Test Certification tests on

Pilkington Glass demonstrate yet again its ability

to hold back flames and smoke for at least 60

minutes. Don't play with fire. Specify Pilkington

Polished Wired Glass, and you'll be on the safe

side.

(Advertisement for Pilkington Glass)

However, the problem remains that the idiomatic expression used here in Arabic Yai 'I

JUI-i bears a threatening tone which would not be a sensible persuasive device in an

advertisement, nor would it serve the same purpose with the same force in such a text

type in Arabic.

The problem with the idiom "strike while the iron is hot" used in Text 15: 105, below,

is that its equivalent in Arabic L.,-- .1- jA ..9 3,1..1-,31 Y.)'-:0-i is more colloquial than would be

appropriate in such a text.

Text 15: 105 The teacher can suggest the best distribution of time

for adequate training. Should learning periods be

long? Should we 'strike while the iron is hot,' or

should we do a little at a time and avoid fatigue?

(C. J. Adcock: Fundamentals of Psychology)

One solution would be to spell the meaning out in more informative words.
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As for proverbs, many do have equivalents in Arabic, and matching lists in this

respect are available as a source reference. Some do give the same meaning as in the

ST when translated literally, others, however, have to be paraphrased, as the examples

below illustrate.

Text 16: 106 You can lead a horse to water, but you can't

make him drink.

(Popular saying)

While the popular saying in Text 16: 106 above translates literally, i.e.: 4323

4.)2 	 c_.:1-1.-1 ` 1:1—C1_, cf1-411 L5-1) 	 in Text 17: 106 below the message

addressed by the idiomatic expression has to be spelled out.

Text 17: 106 THE CUP - BY THE SKIN OF THEIR

TEETH!

Coventry clinch it: Coventry City 3 Tottenham

Hotspur 2

`By the skin of their teeth' translates unidiomatically as t.i)l-i44

4-qCoventry won the cup narrowly but there is no similar idiom in Arabic with the

common elements of 'cup', 'teeth'.

What emerges from dealing with fixed expressions in general is the fact that some of

these idioms/expressions do have equivalents in Arabic, the thrust of some can be

expressed unidiomatically, some translate literally, but many are untranslatable. The

fact that Arabic equivalents tend to differ slightly from English means that it is going

to be hard to capture exactly the right tone, semantics, etc.
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3.2.1.9. Technical terminology

In the case-study, the burden of translating compounds became heavier when they

bore technical information and were employed to serve the overall structure of the

text as in Text 18: 107.

Text 18: 107 The site of the factory is low-lying with a

high water table, and lies below the high-tide

level of the Thames. The sub-soil is of poor

load-bearing capacity with an underlying

stratum of peat of varying thickness.

(Architectural Design)

While in English the meaning of the compounds in Text 18: 107 above can be

expressed otherwise, compounds are more usable in this type of text. As an

illustration, "low-lying" could be expressed as "lying at a low altitude"; "high-tide"

becomes 'the highest level the water reaches when the tide comes in', but this would

result in the text becoming rather long-winded and clumsy. When translating this type

of text into Arabic a special skill is required.

In translating a technical text such as Text 18: 107 above, the intended readership

plays an essential role in the choice of terms and the general composition of the text.

For example, in the choice of vocabulary in the text 'capacity', 'underlying stratum'

and all of the compounds, inform us that this text is targeted to a particular audience,

to people who know about building construction: builders, civil engineers, architects.

Immediately after approaching this text for translation in the case-study, problems

arose and external help was sought. Problems manifested themselves in the technical

terminology mainly in the form of compounds. The professional translator consulted
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provided an impressive translation of the text and, interestingly, the feedback included

no complaint of difficulty, which indicates that translator experience is a key factor in

this area - thus justifying its inclusion as a variable for the target population in the

multi-subject study (Chapter Four).

3.2.1.2.Grammar

The fact that English and Arabic do not have formally corresponding systems and

they do not belong to the same genetic root entail translation shifts at almost all

grammatical levels.' But this does not mean that the grammatical shift in translating

from English into Arabic always poses intractable problems. Thus, in general,

problems of translation related to grammar are seen by some as not particularly

difficult to solve:

Unless it is exceedingly complex, grammar is not usually a major

problem in translation (Newmark 1993: 31).

A grammatical void, however, may be an exception here. Jakobson (1959: 235)

emphasizes that:

It is more difficult to remain faithful to the original when we

translate into a language provided with a certain grammatical

category from a language devoid of such a category.'

Although it is a prime aim of this study to consider all problems including low

ranking ones, individual elements of grammar such as nouns, adjectives, adverbs,

preposition etc. and those of the simple sentence such as subject, verb, complement

etc, are not included in the discussion below. The reason is that none of these was a

36 About translation shift see Catford (1965: 73-82).
37 See also Jakobson's discussion on grammatical gender, (ibid. 237-238).
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concern while carrying out the case-study and no real problems were recorded or

difficulties experienced.38

Here I only discuss categories that fall squarely under the rubric of grammar and were

problematic in the case-study: articles as generic/specific indicators,

anaphora/cataphora, ST word order and passive forms.

3.2.1.1. Articles as generic/specific indicators

As the concepts of generic/specific in English and Arabic are not always expressed in

the same way, definite or indefinite articles as generic/specific indicators were

occasionally problematic to translate from English into Arabic, as the example below

shows.

Text 19: 109 Today, when a girl says she is going to be

independent, it means she is going to devote her

attentions almost exclusively to men; though not

necessarily to 'a man'.

(D. H. Lawrence: The Princess and Other

Stories)

In Text 19: 109 above the generic use of "men" translates as c.14.)11 the men; "a girl"

and "a man", on the other hand would translate differently. While the generic

meaning expressed in "a girl" is expressed by the use of a definite article in the

translation when it becomes S Liillit=1:1411 the girl, the problem with "a man" is that it

refers to 'a certain man', and the translation has to express this concept. The solution

38 However, for a detailed study of problems related to basic grammatical elements and an account of
basic errors beginner students make, see Gazala (1995: 32-82 chapter Grammatical Problems), or
consult the analysis of data gathered from subjects in the main study, (Chapter Four, Section Two).
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would probably be to retain the indefinite form in Arabic but insert identifiers such as

or 4; i.e. 4-i-..1x4 (.3-11-.4 L3-..). Both determiners specify 'one particular man', though

444, expresses certainty too.

3.2.1.2. Anaphora/cataphora

One form of grammatical marker used in English, which is different in Arabic, is

anaphora/cataphora. Yule (1996: 131) defines anaphora use as 'subsequent reference

to an already introduced entity'. What is problematic in translation, however is

cataphora (referring forward to succeeding elements: Halliday and Hassan, 1976: 56),

which is used in English to put a certain emphasis on particular details. The dilemma

in translating from English into Arabic is whether to retain the structure or alter it.

Hatim (1997: 95) suggests a half-way solution between 'complete preservation' and

'radical transformation'. With Text 20: 110 below the strategy of a half way solution

did work.

Text 20: 110 Despite his gratitude for his friendly reception there, Freud

did not go away with a very favourable impression of

America. Such prejudices were very apt to last with him,

and this one never entirely disappeared; it was years before

close contact with Americans visiting Vienna even softened

It.

(Ernest Jones: Life and work of Sigmund Freud).

To test whether cataphoric reference is a problem that has to be tackled in translating

Text 20: 110 into Arabic, it was sent to a professional translator for translation who

was not provided with a suggested translation. The Arabic version proposed by the

professional translator still starts with the same opening as in the ST but the name was
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introduced earlier than in the English text: cri Lig- c32.°1 .. 1 ,...1. 1 S 3Lia4 64.11149} L.931.1 &-.)

• ..44a ,I-S4 j.1 Despite Freud's gratitude for the friendly reception (welcoming) by

which he was received in America, he ... .

3.2.1.3.	 Word order

Duff (1989: 66) explains how even trained translators can find themselves trapped by

the wording of the original text, in that 'they follow the line of words rather than the

line of thought'. In the present study, the problem of the ST word order was felt when

after many attempts of translation, the TT still betrays the vestigial influence of the

ST word order.

Among the specific forms of word order that proved problematic in the case-study is

subject-complement inversion of the type exemplified in Text 21: 111 below.

Text 21: 111 So colossal is human egotism that people who have

met an author are constantly on the look-out for

portraits of themselves in his work.

(Somerset Maugham: A Writer's Notebook)

Meaning expressed through the reversal of the order of the grammatical elements in

Text 21: 111 above and Text 22: 111 below, is hard to render as fluently as in the ST.

Text 22: 111 Uneasy lies the head that wears a crown.

(William Shakespeare: King Henry V)

The problem with the example in Text 23: 112 below is to find a missing connector

that does not appear on the surface in the ST.
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Text 23: 112 Most films in India have fight scenes to enable the

hero to demonstrate his masculinity. Battered and

bloody, he wins through.

(Trevor Fishlock: India File)

In the translation, the link between the clause "battered and bloody" and the main

sentence "he wins through" has to be made clear by the use of j 31. although.

3.2.1.4. Passive forms

Passive forms are widely used in English, while in Arabic their use is highly

restricted."

Though, in translating scientific English into Arabic, there is more tolerance of the

use of passive forms when translated into Arabic. However, two problems related to

the translation of passive forms emerged during the case-study, the first being an

inconsistency when certain passive formulae that are characteristic of English

translate to similar passive formulae, in similar contexts in Arabic, while others

translate to active and occasionally an active form becomes passive in the TT. Text

24: 113 below illustrates this equation.

39 For a thorough investigation of the problems raised by translating passive forms from English into
Arabic and the alternatives available for the translator, see Khafaji (1996). For suggestions on
strategies in how to handle passivity in Arabic, see Hatim (1997: 114-115). Also see Rosenhouse
(1988).
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Text 24: 113 The Society of Authors: you are invited to the

society's AGM, which will be followed by an

'Any Questions' discussion. Please complete and

return the slip below. In order to save costs,

applications will NOT be acknowledged.

(The Society of Authors newsletter)

"You are invited to the society's AGM" translates to the same formula L4-11D.J.,=-1-'.

--..11 431-11t1-1. However, "which will be followed by an 'Any Questions'

discussion" would normally translate to kil-511	 Lei	 USUA a l-4:3 1 1 0.1 i—ky. or

L5 .1-11 .3• Both translations include active and passive.

They roughly translate back to discussion will follow the meeting in which a chance

will be given for questions.

The second problem is the difference in transitivity between English and Arabic. This

problem is illustrated by Text 25: 113 below, in which the English verb 'sail' can be

both transitive and intransitive, in Arabic it can only be intransitive.

Text 25: 113 To a large extent, Viking ships were sailed

within sight of land, but when ships crossed the

seas to Iceland or to America, some form of

navigational aid must have been used.

(David M. Wilson: The Vikings)

The equivalent to 'sail' in Arabic 	 is intransitive; "Viking ships were sailed"

would have to become CA.11-ill 	4:11 j4 the Viking ships sailed where the verb acts as

intransitive, or0-CAD _.)4 the Vikings sailed with their ships where the verb in the
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latter translation is compromised for transitivity by the use of the preposition 4, though

the sentence would still be in the active form.

3.2.2. Problems related to textual features

The term 'textual features' is used here mainly to designate those properties which

give the text its rhetorical and stylistic devices, and cohesion (its sequence and

continuity). Other elements which interfere and affect textuality4° are things such as

background knowledge, register and style and culture, all of which will be discussed

below using examples from the case-study (Table 4).

3.2.2.1.Rhetorical and stylistic devices

Rhetoric can generally be defined as the author's use of a variety of means in order to

inform, to achieve imaginative consent, and to engage the interests and, guide the

emotional responses of the readers to whom the text is addressed (Abrams 1988: 160).

Style, on the other hand, is defined by Abrams (1988: 181) as:

The manner of linguistic expression in prose or verse - it is how

speakers or writers say whatever it is that they say.

For Abrams (ibid. 159) style sometimes involves extensive classification and analyses

of figures of speech' .

There is no way to address all the rhetorical and stylistic devices that cause problems

in translating from English to Arabic in this study. Those discussed below and

4° For an account of the components of text, see Lyons (1995: 262-264).
41 Figurative language is a departure from what speakers of a particular language apprehend to be
standard meaning of words, or standard order of words, in order to achieve some special meaning or
effect, (Abrams 1988: 64).
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illustrated by examples are the most prominent that occurred in the texts under

investigation: metaphor and simile, repetition and parallelism and wordplay.

3.2.2.1. Metaphor and simile

The following quotation from Abrams (1988: 64-65) defines both 'metaphor' and

'simile':

While in metaphor, a word or expression which in literal usage

denotes one kind of thing or action is applied to a distinctly different

kind of thing or action without asserting a comparison, in a simile, a

comparison between two distinctly different things is indicated by

the word "like" or "as".

By virtue of their connotative nature, metaphors are difficult to translate. This arises

from the fact that the translation of metaphor is often culturally specific,' (Snell-

Hornby, 1988: 57). When translating texts that include metaphors in the case-study

the difficulty lies in the search for the best strategy to translate metaphors, i.e. whether

they will be translated metaphorically by looking for an equivalent in the TL when

one exists, or replacing it by non-figurative language, which sometimes entails using

an explicative technique.

When a literal translation of metaphor does not sound right as in Text 26: 117 below,

the problem lies in the hesitation as to whether or not an equivalent metaphor (e.g. for

"rub off the sharp angles") exists in the TL or whether it should be translated non-

metaphorically.

42 For different definitions of metaphor, see Broeck (1981: 74). Some metaphorical uses of lexical
items, which are related to culture, will be discussed under the section 'Culture' below.
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Text 26: 116 Former Prime Minister Sir Anthony Eden's main

metaphor groups are sensual and related to

smoothing, rubbing, stroking and eating. Molotov he

said 'did what he could to rub off some of the sharp

angles', but at the end of the conference they had to

admit that there were matters 'that cannot be ironed

out between us'.

(Kenneth Hudson: The Language of Modern

Politics)

The decision in this particular case was to transfer the meaning expressed in the ST

using the expression c.1,3- 1 1 ,---21,4 ease the atmosphere. However, the problem remains

in how to keep the connection in the original between 'rub' in the metaphor and

'sensuality'.

Text 27: 116 shows that a solution was only reached after a second thought. The

concept of leadership expressed by the metaphor "get into the driving seat" sounded

at first as if it could be expressed by the same metaphor in the 'IT.

Text 27: 117 'Bernard,' I said firmly, 'this government governs. It does

not just preside like our predecessors did. When a nation's

been going downhill you need someone to get into the

driving seat and put his foot on the accelerator.' 'I think,

perhaps, you mean the brake, Minister,' said Bernard.

(Jonathan Lynn and Anthony Jay: Yes, Minister)

Later a slight change seemed to be necessary: "get into the driving seat" becomes o4i.

s314i11 45i. La& sit behind the steering wheel, as people normally say in Arabic.
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Possibly less problematic is the use of simile. In translating similes into Arabic there

is no problem with the mechanism in expressing the simile itself, but potentially with

the elements involved in the simile itself. For example, in Text 28: 117 below, the

problem related to the simile is one of knowledge of the climatic nature of the

geographical place Glasgow rather than rhetorical.

Text 28: 117
	

Lima lies in the tropics, but the morning

into which we stepped was as bleakly

untropical as a Glasgow dawn.

(George Woodcock: Incas and Other Men)

For an audience unfamiliar with a Glasgow dawn, it is hard to visualize the scene.

3.2.2.2. Repetition/ parallelism 

Repetition alludes to the repetition of lexical items, while parallelism is the repetition

of grammatical or discourse structures. Like English, Arabic does employ the two

stylistic devices for rhetorical purposes, but uses them more extensively (see Dickins

et al. 2002: 59-63). The major problem arising in translating from English into Arabic

is that the two languages employ the technique differently. For example, although

Arabic uses repetition more extensively than English does 43 , transferring repetition as

used in Text 29: 118 below into Arabic without alterations would be excessive, i.e.

variation would be preferable.

43 See Dickens and Watson (1999: 541-53).
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Text 29: 118	 The trouble with tea is that originally it was quite a

good drink. So a group of the most eminent British

scientists put their heads together, and made

complicated biological experiments to find a way of

spoiling it ...

There are some occasions when you must not refuse a

cup of tea, otherwise you are judged an exotic and

barbarous bird without any hope of ever being able to

take your place in civilised society.

If you are invited to an English home, at five o'clock

in the morning you get a cup of tea. Then you have

tea for breakfast; then you have tea at eleven o'clock

in the morning; then after lunch; then you have tea for

tea; then after supper; and again at eleven o'clock at

night.

You must not refuse any additional cups of tea under

the following circumstances: if it is hot; if it is cold; if

you are tired; if anybody thinks that you might be

tired; if you are nervous; if you are gay; if you feel

like it; if you do not feel like it; if you have had no tea

for some time; if you have just had a cup.

(George Mikes: How to be an Alien)

Repetition here serves the purpose of amusement; poking fun at the English, in other

words, hence it is a humorous device (cf. Humour below). At the lexical level, the

word tea is repeated ten times, then it is used consecutively five times and 'you' is

used fifteen times. As for grammatical structures, the noun phrase 'you have tea ...' is

repeated three times, while the prepositional phrase itself is repeated three times and

the 'if' clause is repeated nine times.
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Much of what is said in this text cannot be taken literally although the facts associated

with 'tea' as a cultural aspect in the society are true or at least were true at the time

this text was written in the 1950s. The ST is meant to be amusing, with a tone of

exaggeration that is deliberately used to serve the purpose. The problem in the

translation is that, if the ST repetition is replicated, the tendency to take the TT more

seriously is high because repetition in Arabic carries the value of powerful argument

rather than humour.

In Text 30: 119 below, repetition and parallelism are used for the rhetorical purpose

of irony.

Text 30: 119 Winston Churchill was one of the few people to

get the better of the playwright, George Bernard

Shaw. Shaw invited Churchill to the first night

of his play, enclosing two tickets: 'One for

yourself and one for a friend-if you have one'.

Churchill wrote back saying he couldn't make

it, but asking if he could have tickets 'for the

second night- if there is one'.

(Quoted in an advertisement for Epson

computers)

The main concern when translating Text 30: 119 was whether the ritual of insult to

serve a humorous purpose in the ST would be properly conveyed in the TT (cf.

Humour below). When translating into Arabic, the problem lay in maintaining the

rhetorical effect of the repetition of the referent 'one', while 'one' has to be

substituted each time to the item to which it refers. The substitution of 'one' for

'friend' in the first utterance and for 'night' in the second gives a triple parallelism in

the English text which plays a key part in the rhetoric here as a whole. In Arabic,
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parallelism can only be partially preserved. 'One' for 'friend' has to be translated into

'friend' L:s.:.0--.., with the power of rhetoric lying in the repetition of the word 'friend'

within the same utterance and not in the fact that 'one' also reflects ticket and

foreshadows 'night'. 'One' in the other utterance has to be translated into another

show or performance L.).:=u-c.. The structural parallelism between the first utterance and

the second utterance is also still only partially maintained by the use of the conditional

'if' in both utterances. However, parallelism of meaning is preserved.

3.2.2.3.	 Wordplay

Playing on words is the witty exploitation of certain semantic or structural features of

the language to twist meaning for the purpose of mockery, joking, jousting, persiflage,

chitchatting etc. Playing on words is acknowledged as one of the most difficult

rhetorical devices to translate. The source of such difficulty is attributed to certain

features related to word-play, as explained by Delabastita (1994: 223):

The root cause of these special real or alleged, theoretical or

practical difficulties lies in the fact that the semantic and pragmatic

effects of source-text wordplay find their origin in particular

structural characteristics of the source language for which the target

language more often than not fails to produce a counterpart, such as

the existence of certain homophones, near-homophones, polysemic

clusters, idioms, or grammatical rules.

In translation, the difficulty of the problem lies in presence or absence of the linguistic

means to translate wordplay in the TL. While Text 31: 121 below, for example,

translates well in Arabic by employing the same kind of word play, the case with Text

32: 121 is different.
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Text 31: 121
	 In 1960 an anecdote in the form of an imaginary

dialogue circulated in the satellite countries of the

East:

'Tell me, comrade, what is capitalism?'

'The exploitation of man by man'

'And what is communism?'

'The reverse.'

(Arthur Koestler)

The implication that communism is the same, or at least as flawed as capitalism is

expressed by means of 'the reversal', which involves bringing the second 'man'

backward and moving the first 'man' forward to end up with the same equation, i.e.

"the exploitation of man by man" can be rendered in the same way in the translation

playing on the grammatical/semantic relationship between the individual parts of the

exchange in the dialogue:	 ks-4 Ziz..1:.L"'"1. (3÷_)11 44&11 (-6.)31	 co.& ZilL-A), which

is in back translation: capitalist is the exploitation of man to his brother man, and

communism is the reverse. More culturally bound and therefore problematic with

reference to the proverb 'curiosity killed the cat in Text 32: 121.

Text 32: 121	 A friend was upset at having to get rid of his cat.

Dorothy Parker suggested: 'Have you tried

curiosity?'

In the translation, the problem was that if Text 32: 121 were translated literally, it

would not make sense because the proverb does not exist in Arabic. One way to tackle

this problem might be to use a marginal note calling the reader's attention to explain

the proverb (for more on this strategy, see Nida and Taber 1969: 5).
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Two other types of word play that proved problematic in the case—study, which will

be discussed below are irony and puns.

3.2.2.4.	 Irony

Irony can be distinguished from other form of wordplay, which in other cases are the

product of a linguistic structure and are a matter of different meanings (as shown in

Text 31: 121), while irony has to do with interpretations, and cannot easily identified

merely by a set of linguistic or stylistic features but is dependent on context.

Implicitness is what gives ironic utterances a humorous effect. From our collection of

texts, Text 30: 119 is an example of the comic pleasure evoked by irony (where both

Shaw and Churchill used irony in writing to each other).

Traditionally irony has been defined as saying one thing and meaning another". For

example, the word 'authentic' in Text 33: 122, though it is not explicitly stated, from

a pragmatic point of view, is intended to mean 'inauthentic', since the authentic 'jar'

that was used in the miracle was one that is unlikely to be among them here.

Text 33: 122 We went to Cana of Galilee, where a little girl

was offering wine jars for sale. They were the

authentic ones used in the miracle. If they were

too big she had a smaller size indoors; yes, the

small ones were authentic too.

(Evelyn Waugh: Labels)

44	 •Critics generally wee that such a definition of irony is no longer comprehensive or accurate. One
reason stated by Mateo (1995: 172) is the fact of the multifarious and complex techniques that writers
use to create irony'. Also, ironical utterances only sometimes, but not always, imply the opposite of
what they literally say (see Sperber and Wilson 1981: 296).
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To test whether the irony in Text 33: 122 would be perceived by the TL audience as it

would be by that of the ST in the SL, two translations of the text were presented to

native speakers of Arabic. The first was a mere transfer of the ST and the second was

more explicative, particularly with regard to the ironic part, i.e. "the authentic ones

used in the miracle" became:

J1-41 1 Z..ki-w	 ?--%-i-1144r. - 	  	  c.52111	 .(4-0) Li j 1 J-?-11.4LI1S " the jars were

authentic, the same ones the Lord Christ (peace be upon him) 46used to give drink to

the passers by. According to the informants, domestication was used in the second

translation worked well in rendering the irony intended contrary to the first translation

which failed in getting the message across. For the translator, the problem remains in

realizing what could remain vague in the translation and how to deal with it.

3.2.2.5.	 Puns

Another type of wordplay which is classified as highly difficult to translate, indeed

and almost untranslatable, is the pun. Abrams (1988: 151) defines a pun as:

A play on words that are either identical in sound; homonyms or

very similar in sound, but are sharply diverse in meaning (ibid.).

The problem with wordplay in general including puns, as Delabastita (1994: 223) puts

it, is:

45 4-2-w is offering water to drink for the pilgrims in Mecca and also used in the context of the miracle
of the Christ.
46 'Peace be upon him' is said whenever a prophet's name is mentioned, particularly prophet
Muhammad. It is considered distasteful to mention a prophet without saying it.
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how to divorce meaning, intention, function, effect, communicative

value from verbal formulation when the former seems to be the

exclusive effect of the latter?

The following example of a pun, besides illustrating the above definition, shows how

difficult it is to translate puns.

Text 34: 124 I'M BACKING BRITAIN — but backing

Britain into what?

(A sticker at the back of a car)

In Text 34: 124 above, the joke lies in the double meaning of the word backing;

translating the text into Arabic, where the meaning of the word "backing" in the two

instances is expressed by two different unrelated words will not transfer the message

in the original. However, the question remains: when will we need to translate a

phrase like this anyway? Probably the answer to this query would be very rarely, and

this accords with the fact that omission is commonly resorted to in translating puns

(see Shurafa 1986).

3.2.2.2. Cohesion

Cohesion is the linkage of parts of the text by means of discoursal devices and

intersentential connectives. In this category of problems related to textual features I

am concerned with the differentiator presented by translating cohesive devices, theme

and rheme and graphic devices.
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3.2.2.1.	 Cohesive devices

Cohesive devices are tools which confer upon a text its logical relations and

continuity. Markers of cohesion are reference markers, substitution, ellipsis and

conjunctions amongst others (Brown 1983).

The reason that cohesive devices are dealt with here and not under 'Grammar' or

'Vocabulary' is due to the fact that some cohesive devices such as reference markers,

substitution and ellipsis may be seen as grammatical, cohesive patterns, 'general

nouns', reiteration, and others are lexical; while conjunction is on the borderline of

the two (Halliday 1978: 6). Moreover, the translation problems they raise are

components more relevant to the conceptual continuity of the text than of grammar or

structure.

One problem related to the translation of cohesive devices in general is when they are

implied but absent, or perhaps not explicit in a text when its author is actually

expressing concession, reservation, consequence (usually achieved by using words

like 'however', 'but' etc.) Lang (1995: 155). This is precisely what the researcher

encountered in Text: 23: 112 above ' ... battered and bloody, he wins through'. A

further problem, Lang adds, is that different languages have different methods of

articulating cohesion. Translating into Arabic, the problem is less one of locating a

cohesive device that matches linguistically, but rather the right one for the context.

Apart from ellipsis however, cohesive devices that are related to organizational

features used in the construction of the text, known as organizational functions, did

not pose any real problem in the case-study. Among these are references (e.g. articles,

personal references of pronouns and possessives, demonstratives, substitution nominal
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one/s and the verbal do), conjunctions (e.g. 'and', 'yet', 'so' and 'then') and

continuatives (e.g. 'now', 'of course', 'well', 'anyway', 'surely' and 'after all').

Halliday (1978: 88) defines ellipsis in relation to substitution47 : while substitution is

the replacement of one item by another, ellipsis, he says, on the other hand is the

omission of one item. So, in a way - as Halliday explains - it is a form of substitution

in which the item is replaced with nothing. What we are interested in here is elliptical

items that, in Halliday's words, leave specific structural slots to be filled from

elsewhere as in Text 35: 126.

Text 35: 126
	

The composer Stravinsky was asked by Balanchine, the

impresario, to choreograph a polka. What Balanchine had

not told him was that the music had been commissioned by

a circus.

'Who exactly will be dancing this polka?' asked

Stravinsky.

'Elephants,' came the reply.

'I see, 'said the composer. 'How old?'

'Young,' said Balanchine.

'If they're very young', said Stravinsky, 'I'll do it.' Well,

they were; and he did- hence the circus polka.

(The Listener)

The responses to Stravinsky's `wh-questions': "who exactly will be dancing this

polka?" and "how old?" as "elephants" and "young", respectively as well as "do it",

47 While nominal (e,g. 'one') and verbal (e.g. 'do') substitutions were only occasionally awkward,
ellipsis needed tackling more frequently.
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"they were" and "he did" - are elliptical, i.e. the presupposed items can be recovered

from the previous exchange between the two people.

The problem in translating the text into Arabic was that each elliptical item had to be

dealt with differently. While some inevitably became non-elliptical, e.g. "How old?"

became IA jAc• e�, the final possessive pronoun IA ha is sufficient to strip the question of

its elliptical element. 'young' on the other hand, can remain elliptical, i.e. U.19: and

The last paragraph, however, is a bit tricky and required some care in the

translation for it to sound natural. Although "If they're very young" can still remain

the same in the translation, i.e. t	 1� 1.71, it is preferable if the word

'elephants' is explicitly referred to, i.e. 	 ;LI:011 caits114 if the elephants itere very

young. In fact the whole paragraph will be more natural in the translation if it is made

more explicit, i.e. without ellipsis, i.e. 	 ,1-3÷ 411,:-.L11S

e_ai (-J.." -L.	cais	 oLs1343. 1 if the

elephants were very young, I would choreograph the music of polka, said Stravirts-ky.

Indeed, the elephants were young and so the music ofpolka dance was formulated:"

3.2.2.2. Theme and rheme

Quirk and Greenbaun (1973: 412) call the initial unit of a clause the theme. The

theme, in their words, is characterized as the communicative point of departure for the

rest of the clause. The rheme, or the 'focus', is the point of completion_ What poses

problems in translating from English into Arabic is when normal theme-theme

relations are disrupted, i.e. theme becomes marked as in Text 36: 128 below_

48	 .
ThlS text proved to be one of the most difficult texts attempted by subjects in the main study_ This

fact was also indicated by one of the professional translators whose translation, among two others, was
used as a model against which subjects' translations were assessed during the multi-subject expo:ma:it_
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Text 36: 128	 Living in a small hotel on the left bank in Paris,

moving between contacts in the working-class

suburbs and among students in the Latin

Quarter, Tito gained many left-wing

international contacts.

(Phyllis Auty: Tito: A Biography)

To begin with, two lengthy clauses in Text 36: 128 above preceding the subject as a

topic opening give emphasis to what originally should be the rheme "living ...

moving ... ... in the Latin Quarter" over the theme 'Tito". The immediate problem

the text posed was that the inevitable alteration to bring 'Tito- to the front in the

translation (to conform to Arabic thematic conventions, cf. 5.1.1.12.) would no doubt

result in the loss of the emphasis that is intended in the ST.

Despite such a loss, when two versions of the translation of the above text were sent

to a professional translator for opinion, the ST structure was preserved in the first, i.e.

111-1 and in the second all the details provided in the

English text were introduced after the main topic was cited ...4-1,4c1-111...

Tito gained ... during his stay .... The preference was strongly in favour of the latter

version.

3.2.2.3. Graphic devices

Among the graphic devices employed to serve discoursal purposes in English that

were observed in the case-study to be problematic in translating from English into

Arabic, and which will be discussed below, are punctuation, acronyms, capitalization,

and italicization as markers of emphasis.
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Punctuation

In reference to the difference between the Arabic punctuation system and the Western

punctuation system, Sa'deddin (1987: 183) refers to the Arabic punctuation system as

linguistically overt and that of the Western system as notationally codified, i.e. Arabic

tend to use lexical morphemes, e.g. ( J) and for (--i) for the codified punctuation

patterns in English.

A first attempt to translate Text 37: 129 below proved that enforcing the English

punctuation system in the translation would blur the Arabic text:

Text 37: 129	 It has been said that if society wishes to show

you its contempt, it first ignores you, then if this

does not succeed, it laughs at you, and finally, if

all else fails, it attacks you. Although this is an

oversimplification, it is true that the mildest,

most negative form of insult is a show of

disinterest.

(Desmond Morris: Manwatching)

In the revised version all commas in the above text were substituted by lexical

connectors in Arabic, namely the additive wa (J) and subsequent fa (‘-'9 after realizing

that keeping the commas as used in the original English text would result in the

distortion of the text, breaking the linkage.

'Scare quotes' using inverted commas can also work as discourse markers. They are

used to highlight the non-literality of the phrase between them; the writer does not

vouch for the meaning. Thus, in Text 38: 130, what is put between inverted commas
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is meant to give the opposite meaning. Although inverted commas are used in Arabic

to serve discoursal purposes, here the device would not work.

Text 38: 130	 When do you open your Christmas presents?

Open them only in the privacy of your own

family. Do remember to leave the receipts in

'by mistake', then everyone can change

everything next week.

(SHE magazine)

Here, 'by mistake' implies pretending to have left them in by accident. In fact 'by

mistake' virtually means intentionally here. Keeping the inverted commas in the

translation was attempted, but by themselves they would not preserve the intended

meaning as feedback from informants had shown. Stating explicitly the fact of

pretending with the adverbial t:.ic- would work better. Such an explicitation 49, as

indicated by Hatim (1997), is often needed in translating into Arabic, particularly with

pragmatic ambiguities (cf. Irony above).

Acronyms

Acronyms employ capitalization. As described by Tariki and Atari (1993: 244) in the

context of pragmatics and discourse, acronyms are potentially of a cryptic nature. In

discourse their presence can cause serious problems of interpretation and thus serious

challenge to the translator.

49 'Explicitation is a process which consists of introducing information into the target language which
is present implicitly in the source language, but it can be derived from the context or the situation'.
Vinay and Darbelnet (1958: 8) quoted in Klaudy (1996: 99).
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Apart from the rhetorical and discoursal problems related to the use of acronyms, (e.g.

puns), when they are presented with no keys to decode them, their translation can be

arduous. While with international acronyms there are lists that can be used as resource

reference, with other acronyms the translator is left unaided, as in Text 39: 131 below.

Text 39: 131 The local KOMPAS office will allocate the

reserved apartment upon your arrival at your

resort. Since KOMPAS local offices work

within fixed hours, we would not advise you

to book this type of accommodation if your

arrival in the resort is later than 20.00 hours.

(Pan Adriatic tourist brochure)

This text was shown to two native speakers of English; neither was sure about the full

meaning of the acronyms.

As a compromise, acronyms can sometimes be retained in their Roman script when

there is a sure indication that the acronym in hand is a familiar one to target readers,

however, this strategy contrasts with the purists' point of view (cf. Arabization above

and 5.1.1.1.1.).

Markers of emphasis: capitalization and italicization

Such graphic devices as capital letters and italicization used for emphasis in English

do not exist in Arabic, as Text 40: 132 illustrates.
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Text 40: 132 These special cans have a layer of golden-

coloured lacquer over the inside surface, which

prevents the fruit from coming into contact

with the tin itself. They may be used for all

fruits, and are ESSENTIAL for purple or red-

coloured fruits, such as blackcurrants and

raspberries.

(Marguerite Patten: 500 Recipes: Jams, Pickles,

Chutneys)

While the word ESSENTIAL in Text 40: 132 can only be emphasized by preceding it

with an intensifier such as T -1- voy, the case is different with NOT in Text 41: 132

below.

Text 41: 132 Please complete and return the slip below. In

order to save costs, applications will NOT be

acknowledged

(The Society of Authors newsletter)

There is simply no way to put emphasis on 'not' in the 'TT that matches the one

expressed by capitalization in the ST.

3.2.2.3.Background knowledge

Another term for world knowledge is extra-textual information, as opposed to textual

linguistic knowledge (Doorslaer 1995: 253). A key problem in translation is when

world knowledge is not shared or presupposed knowledge is implicit.

In Text 35: 126 above - Balanchine asking Stravinsky to choreograph a polka while

the music had been commissioned by a circus - the English reader belonging to a
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European culture may well have the advantage over the Arabic reader in knowing

more about an early 20 th century Russian composer of classical music than the new

targeted audience. Another problem, perhaps the greatest, is that the translator

him/herself must know the extra-textual information. As for the translator (the

researcher) in this case-study, some of the extra-textual information was supplied by

native speakers of English.

Thus, to be aware of the presupposed assumption that Stravinsky was not a mere

composer in the old-fashioned sense of the word serves a great deal towards getting

the message of how Balanchine, 'the impresario', managed to persuade him to

choreograph music for the 'circus' — a public entertainment not socially prestigious -

even if the dance was a 'polka'. Such pre-supposed shared knowledge cannot be

transferred by the mere transfer of the surface meaning." In fact this argument can

only serve to enforce that presupposed information at a textual level is the most

difficult to transfer and the most likely to be lost (cf. comments on subjects'

translations of Text 41: 132 under Text Level Errors: Chapter Four: Section Two).

To define the problem and assess its difficulty, consultation with a professional

translator was sought. His suggestion was in cases like these the translator might find

him/herself obliged to play the role of the scenarist by expanding the text with some

adjectives, even though this would add elements that are not in the ST.

However, the problem related to the question "what's it all about"? (Text 2: 84 above)

is in the assumed referent 'it', which refers to the many questions Lord Russell asks in

his writings as a philosopher. To relate that he couldn't answer this question is

" See Chapter Four where students experienced real problems in translating this text.
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intended to be a joke. Although making the question 'what's it all about?' more

explicit in the translation might help in clarifying the point, it would risk sacrificing

the joke. An element of shared knowledge between the writer and the reader is

assumed by the text. This shared knowledge - when absent with regard to the new

reader - causes a real problem in decoding the question'. But no less a problem facing

the translator in the case-study in translating such texts is the tightness of the text.

Explicitly spelling out in detail what was implied in the original is easier with texts

with room for expansion (e.g. Text 29: 118 above). However it is not possible with

what Nord (1991. 133) calls compact texts such as Text 2: 84.

3.2.2.4.Register and style

Halliday (1976: 23) defines 'register' as:

The set of meanings, the configuration of semantic patterns, that are

typically drawn upon under the specified conditions, along with the

words and structures that are used in the realization of these

meanings.

Catford (1965: 85) differentiates between 'register' and 'style' as follows: 'register' is

a variety related to the wider social role being played by the performer at the moment

of utterance, e.g. 'scientific', 'religious', 'civil-service', etc; 'style' is a variety related to

the number and nature of addressees and the performer's relation to them, e.g.

'formal', colloquial', 'intimate'. 'Style' is used by Mason (1982: 24) in a more general

sense he calls it 'the tone of the text', and is determined by what he calls the domain

of the text (Chapter Two, Section One). He refers to the five styles of English usage

51 See Chapter Four: Section Two, for difficulties experienced by students in translating this text
where the expression "what's it all about?" was the main source of difficulty, as was indicated by the
students either in the interviews or by underlining the expression as being problematic.
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distinguished by Joos (1962): frozen, formal, informal, colloquial and vulgar (see also

Nida 1976: 56-57, Catford 1965: 90, and Crystal and Davy 1969: 74).

What distinguishes one style from another is found in markers at one of the following

levels: grammatical, lexical and phonological.

In translation, problems can arise when the specific markers of different styles are

very different in the SL and TL. Apart from the risk of the inevitable 'style shift' in

translating informal English texts into Arabic, the problem is more visible when

different levels of styles are used at the same time. Text 42: 135 below starts with a

neutral style (personalized subject + active verb) while the italicized expression

towards the end is more colloquial.

Text 42: 135 The editors have aimed the book at both

engineers and lay readers, though I think the

latter would find some of it a little heavy going.

(Book review, New Scientist)

The phrase 'a little heavy going' in "though I think the latter would find some of it a

little heavy going", I only managed to translate non idiomatically in Arabic, i.e. L,--ii V)

...1-4s.)4&'1 1 "uidi 4'.!'"I''..3 LDI .134". 1 I doubt this latter category would find it digestable. Only

in such a fashion would it correlate with the formal style of the rest of the text. Here,

one asks oneself how important it is to stick to the original given mixture of styles in

such a type of text.'

"For co-occurrence between levels of style, see Crystal and Davy, (1969).
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3.2.2.5. Culture

Practitioners of translation say that practically no text is free from a cultural element.

Moreover,

In effect, one does not translate LANGUAGE, one translates

CULTURE (Casagrande 1954: 338).53

Despite the fact that this last view is opposed by those who believe not everything is

determined by the relation of language to culture and that many aspects of translation

transcend cultural boundaries (Wilss 1994: 38), culture remains a central element in

translation.

Culture is a term defined by the Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary as falling

within the context of its components such as art, literature, music, customs, social

institutions and intellectual expressions of a particular society. In this study, I borrow

Tomalin & Stempelski's (1993) three-category-classification. Elements of culture as

presented by Tomalin & Stempelski are cited in the diagram below:

53 Quoted in Ivir (1987: 35).
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DIAGRAM 1 ELEMENTS OF CULTURE

PRODUCTS

literature
folklore
art
music

.,41k_artifact 41„„

Behaviours
customs
habits
dress
foods

The above classification seems to be both prudent and convincing and handy but

probably too economic. However, from the vast categories of culture, what will be

discussed below are only representative examples: humour, religion, politics and

taboos.

3.2.2.1. Humour

Many aspects of humour remain culture-specific, where their translation depends on

the proximity of cultures: the more distant the two cultures concerned, the more

difficult the understanding of humour will be. What in one culture is intended to be

amusing, another culture simply might not find funny. Jokes, for example, are often

considered as being local and their humour too difficult to appreciate when translated.

IDEAS

beliefs
values
institutions
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A number of texts in the collection for which translation was attempted in this case-

study exhibit humour in different ways. Wordplay as a humorous device, including

irony and puns, are discussed under 'rhetorical and stylistic devices' above. However,

in this section I present a text that displays satire as an example of humour that is

culturally bound.

Satire is described by Abrams (1988:166) as:

The literary art of diminishing or derogating a subject by making it

ridiculous and evoking towards it attitudes of amusement, contempt,

scorn, or indignation.

Abrams states that, since satire occurs as an incidental element in many works whose

overall mode is not satiric, it might not be easily recognized. This is what Pontiero

calls 'veiled satire'. For someone unaware of the source culture, Text 43: 138 might

not seem as satirical at first as it is in reality, since much of what is included can also

be seen as flattering (see results of the multi- subject study Chapter Four, Section

Two).

Text 43: 138 I walked towards Pevensey (Pevensey Bay being

the spot where William landed his army in 1066)

and decided that anyone who came ashore at

Cooden Beach would find himself face to face with

quintessential England - not just coastal, seaside

holiday retirement England, but secretive, rose-

glowing, dog-loving, window-washing, church-

going, law-abiding, grumpy, library-using, tea-

drinking, fussy and inflexible England.

(Paul Theroux: The Kingdom by the Sea)
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Even if the satire is understood, the same mechanisms to recreate the effect in the

target language may not be available, or else the recipient culture might not find the

notion humorous. Besides the fact that most of the descriptions the writer presents are

local and culture bound. The main problem in translating Text 43: 138 into Arabic,

therefore, lies in the fact that it conveys a meaning that is not perceived at the first

glance by someone who is not familiar with the style of the writer or popular images

of what is seen as boring and old fashioned in English culture.

3.2.2.2.	 Religion 

Conventional English discourse is much less culturally tied to religion than

conventional Arabic discourse, where it is normal to start and end a letter, for

example, with a religious salutation, or to translate what can be described as an

English "secularism" to a religious phrase, as in Text 44: 139 below.

Text 44: 139
	

'Mrs Moore, what is this echo?'

'Don't you know?'

'No- what is it? Oh, do say! I felt you would be

able to explain it.

(E. M. Forster: A Passage to India)

In such contexts, the emphasis in do say is usually expressed idiomatically in the

Arabic, i.e. 4.1.	 vk.ii say, for God's sake.

With "Sunday" it is doubtful that the Arabic reader would need to do any homework

to know that it is a holy day in Christianity and is the day of rest in Western culture,

yet in our example below, 'Sunday afternoon' bears an additional cultural load:
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Text 45: 140
	

I remember the slightly self-conscious Sunday

afternoon, when I was nineteen, and I 'composed'

my first two 'poems'.

(D. H. Lawrence: Phoenix)

The reference to "Sunday" in Text 45: 140 conveys more than plain rest, which can

hardly be rendered in the TT. Customarily in Protestant families, Sunday was a day of

enforced rest, of which the morning was spent at church service and the afternoon at

home, rather than a day of pleasure, as observed today. In translating the text into

Arabic, "Sunday" afternoon would not connote much of that of the sense of the

original.

3.2.2.3.	 Politics

One problem related to translating political texts in particular and journalistic style in

general is that the theme of argumentative discourse differs in the two languages

Arabic and English. British newspapers have various approaches towards handling

political issue. For example, some bluntly criticize politicians, others do so mildly and

it is most problematic when it is done in a subtle way. In Text 46: 140 below there is a

remark hinting at the failure of Mrs. Thatcher's economic policy:

Text 46: 140 Mrs Thatcher has succeeded in making people

believe in her economic 'miracle', which, as we

have repeatedly argued, is largely an illusion.

(The Economist Review)

This carefully written passage is typical of political writing in British journalism.

Three elements in the text show how this type of writing proceeds in English:
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initiating the argument with a veiled positive remark 'succeeded', argued through

with concession using an ironic remark, in this case "miracle" and ending with what

turned out to be negative conclusion that Thatcher's economic achievements were

fictions — an 'illusion'. With a short text as this one, the translator left with not many

options but to follow the ST theme proceeding. This would probably lead to the TT

sounding stronger implying a sort of cunning on the part of Mrs. Thatcher and her

policies.

The problem is that the translator left with no options but to follow the ST theme

proceeding, which would how to translate without showing an influence of.

3.2.2.4.	 Taboos

The concept of 'taboo' is related to 'politeness', which as stated by Baker (1992: 234)

is in turn:

A relativistic notion and different cultures therefore have different

norms of 'polite' behaviour.

The non-euphemistic use by writers of what is considered socially and religiously

taboo can be perceived as being distasteful and in the case of translators - if they are

not 'taboo' conscious - irresponsible (Abou Libdeh 1991: 200). In the example below

the word 'thighs' is not considered as highly sexual in the source culture.

Text 47: 141 A girl I know, who prided herself on her long

slender thighs, gave up short dresses for ever

after an assistant at department store told her:

'The trouble is, Madam, you've got low knees.'

(The Sunday Times)
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In translation, the problem lies not so much in how to tone the term down to

something less obtrusive, but in how the translator is to judge accurately what would

be distasteful in the target culture. As far as this example is concerned, eventually

IOU 'her legs' seemed to be more appropriate.

The policy of deletion is one strategy that was adopted by the translators of Hamlet

into Arabic, to deal with matters considered taboo by the recipient culture (Shurafa

1986). This brings home the point raised by Delabastita (1994: 231) about the

difference between 'what must not be translated' in order not to offend the audience,

and 'what cannot be translated' because of lack of equivalence, the concept of

untranslatability. The problem exhibited by Text 48: 142 however, is different.

Text 48: 142 We can now begin to see the difference between

nakedness and nudity ... In his book on The

Nude, Kenneth Clark maintains that to be naked

is simply to be without clothes, whereas the

nude is a form of art.

(John Berger: Ways of Seeing)

Besides the fact that the notion around which Text 48: 142 above revolves is taboo in

the target culture, there are no two words in TL to express the difference emphasized

between 'naked' and 'nude', in the ST (cf. Vocabulary: near synonyms).

3.2.3. Conclusion

To sum up this section about translation problems in context and indeed the whole

chapter of the researcher case-study, it has to be emphasised that the problems

discussed here are based on the personal experience of the researcher whose main

objective was to explore the type of problems posed by the collection of source texts.
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The experience of translating the texts has generated translation problems which

appear to fall under two main categories: problems related to language features and

problems related to textual features. The discussion above has shown that although

certain individual instances can be highly problematic in and some belonging to

certain sub-categories translate straightforwardly in either category, in general

translation problems belonging to textual features are more difficult to navigate than

language problems.

During the process of material assessment, it was found that the collection of texts in

the material under discussion does indeed provide a rich source for generating

translation problems.

However, the results of this researcher case-study cannot be generalized without being

tested in a multi-subject study. This is what will be done in the main study in the next

chapter. What has to be pointed out at this stage is that the problems listed here are

not only those which were insoluble and have remained so. They include problems

which were eventually solved but entailed effort and resources to be solved — whether

or not their solutions resulted in translation loss. In the multi-subject study the main

focus is on errors, i.e. problems that were not solved; but the effort and resources

aspect is also looked at by asking students to report on difficulties in translation

process.
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CHAPTER FOUR: MAIN STUDY

4.1 Section One:

Experiment Design and Data Collection and Analysis

4.1.0. Introduction

In the previous chapter, Chapter Three, translation problems were investigated by

means of translating actual texts in a long case-study that resulted in the provisional

identification of a list of translation problems. This case-study also generated a

hypothetical framework for the classification of such problems. In this chapter the

provisional taxonomy established in Chapter Three will be tested and refined with

students in a multi-subject study using a selection of texts from the same collection.

This process is intended to complement the case-study discussed in Chapter Three by

establishing the frequency of errors made by the students. The two studies carry equal

weight, but each has its different merits: the case-study has breadth (tries to cover as

wide a range of problems as possible) but lacks depth (problem is tested only by one

translator). The multi-subject study is the converse (narrower range of problems, but

more translators) (see Flick, 1998: 71 and Doorslaer, 1995: 247).

Another difference between the two studies is their measurement of problems. In the

researcher case-study problems were measured in terms of process 'difficulty', i.e. the

amount of effort it took to search for solutions, whereas in the multi subject-study

problems were mainly measured according to the count and quality of errors. This

does not mean that problems, and the process of solving them, which were solved

were dismissed. On the contrary, the technique of underlining used by students to
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identify problem-solving, hence 'difficulty' will reveal such problems and will be

analyzed accordingly here.

If problems are to be described in a systematic way (research questions 1 and 2) and

problems are to be ranked (research question 3), we need to know which difficulties

and errors are typically encountered and made - we require a corpus. Indications from

a previous corpus which the present researcher collected from undergraduate students

during actual teaching at Al Fateh University, Tripoli, Libya, in the period 1993-1995,

and using texts used in this study (Duff, 1989) showed students experienced serious

difficulties that were manifested in errors of different types. The fact that the previous

corpus was not collected under research conditions, however, meant that a more

rigorous study had to be done to provide valid data (cf. Chapter One: Introduction).

This chapter is divided into two sections. Section One consists of Experiment Design,

Data Collection and Data Analysis. In this section, we discuss the methods of the

multi-subject study with regard to:

• Aim and objectives.

• Subjects, settings and material selection.

• Methodology (discussion of methods).

• Actual procedures of data collection and data analysis.

In Section Two, Results and Findings are presented both quantitatively (statistically)

and qualitatively (interpretatively).

4.1.1. Aim and objectives

While the general aim of the study as a whole, as stated broadly earlier (Chapter One),

was to investigate "the main problems faced by learners in translating from English
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into Arabic" and still remains the same here, this study has its own specific objectives.

The experiment carried out in the multi-subject study presented in this chapter aims to

test the translation problems provisionally identified in the case-study (Chapter Three)

against a multi-category group of subjects (undergraduates, post graduates and novice

professional translators) using a sub-set of the texts from the case-study. While the

first objective of the multi-subject study is to find out what translation problems the

subjects have encountered, the second objective of this study is to find out about the

frequency of such problems and to consider the question of their severity. A third is to

test the difference the level of proficiency makes in the learners' performance

(research question 4). In other words, how much better is the translation of the more

advanced skilled language students (post-graduate) compared to that of the

inexperienced less advanced language (undergraduate) students and/or whether their

pattern of errors is different.

One hypothesis set by this study is that while failure to comprehend the ST

(incompetence in the SL) inevitably leads to incorrect translation, the opposite is not

necessarily always true: comprehension of the ST does not necessarily lead to correct

translation.

4.1.2.	 Place and subjects

As for opportunities for the study with regard to place, Al-Fateh University, Tripoli

Libya, supplied exactly the type of students/subjects which the researcher was

interested in (Arabic-native students of English getting translation training as part of
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their English degree). (cf. Chapter One: Introduction) TM. Al Fateh University was an

environment familiar to me, where little effort was needed to create a trustful, friendly

relationship with the subjects, and to encourage and convince them to participate in

the experiment. Most of them at least knew the researcher personally as being their

former teacher or were acquainted with her through contacts in educational circles

and/or education related events. Also, face to face contacts with subjects and access to

their course grades for the purpose of selection according to a range of abilities were

made easier.

Since written consent was not mandatory, consent to participate in the study was

based on good will. Subjects are of three categories: fourth year undergraduates, post-

graduates and novice translators, all studying English or having studied English for a

substantial number of years (the choice of the first two groups was to test whether

there is any correlation between level of SL proficiency and the type of errors subjects

make — language-level errors vs. text-level errors). As for the novice translators the

aim was to test whether work experience makes any difference in terms of the number

and quality of errors made.

As for the sampling of populations, there were two phases to the study. Phase One

started with twelve subjects (six fourth year undergraduate students at the English

Department, four post-graduate students and two novice translators). While the

selection of subjects was made on a volunteer basis, for the "purposive sampling" of

different levels of ability and skills, there was an element of targeting particular

candidates to participate. Subjects (undergraduates, in particular) were therefore

54 Postgraduate students also participated from the Academy of Graduate Studies, which is an
independent institution from the university.
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approached on the basis of prior knowledge of their performance either through

access to their records or according to the recommendations of staff who knew them

closely through teaching them. The aim in the selection of subjects in Phase One was

to get students of average proficiency as well as those of a high and low ability level,

while in Phase Two the aim was to test a wide spectrum of ability with an even spread

of ability.

In Phase Two of the study - to collect more data in order to make the findings more

generalizable - a wider group of participants were targeted. However, since

preliminary analysis of Phase One data showed no significant difference between the

two novice translators and the post-graduate students, only undergraduate and post-

graduate students were approached in Phase Two. The reason for including

undergraduate students is that, since the original material to be tested is intended for

undergraduate learners, the group of undergraduates (ranging from "good" and

"weak" according to their grades) was expected to provide highly representative data.

Twenty post-graduates were approached for consent to participate; fourteen expressed

their willingness to take part and participated in the experiment. Two classes of

seventy fourth year undergraduates were asked to take part, of whom fifty' chose to

participate and completed the necessary task sheets. Although self-selection based on

volunteering might be a potential source of bias and hence act as an interfering

variable in the interpretation of the findings, students' course grades did not show any

correlation between volunteering and level of proficiency.

55 Some students took permission to leave before even the task started and some refrained from handing
in the task sheets on the basis that they would hand them in later but they failed to do so.
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4.1.3.	 Material: texts selection

Since the focus of this study is on translation products as data, a heavy emphasis was

laid on material selection. Ten main texts were used, and an extra nine were used as

back ups (nineteen in all). The main criterion was that they exhibit as many varied

translation problems as possible. However, other criteria were also observed:

Length: It was a priority not to include very long texts, which might prove tiring and

lead to boredom on the part of the subjects, which in turn could discourage them from

completing the task or prompt them to abandon other activities accompanying the

task, such as writing a commentary, or even decline attending the interview. Very

short texts, on the other hand, were only selected if they posed particular translation

problems not present in the longer texts selected. In general, texts were typically one

paragraph long consisting of four to five lines."

Problem Content: As the main purpose of the task was to test translation problems,

the selection of the texts was, on the evidence of the researcher case study, mainly

based on how many varied problems each might exhibit, and on how far the final

collection of texts as a whole was comprehensive, hence representing as many as

possible of the translation problems identified in Study One. Of course, when a text

exhibits more than one translation problem, interference between problems (cf.

Section Two, Variables) becomes more possible. This means that one problem can

create another or lead to another and/or that the presence of one problem makes

another one more difficult, hence making it more difficult to determine ranking in

terms of difficulty (cf. Chapter Five, Discussion). For practical reasons, however, not

56 For a discussion on short/long texts in translation research in the context of exhaustiveness and
representativeness, see Doorslaer (1995: 252).
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every translation problem can be tested in isolation from others, and as a matter of

principle, it may not be desirable, as problems interact in real life. Table 5 below

shows the type and distribution of problems according to which texts were selected:

TABLE (5): TEXTS USED ll THE MAIN STUDY: PROBLEM SELECTION CRITERIA.

cil)x
Language Features	 Textual Features Z
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1 x x x x 5
2 x xx X x x x 7
3 x x X x X x x x 8
4 x X X 3
5 x x x 3
6 x x x 3
7 x x x x 3
8 x x x x x 3
9 x X xxx x 3
1 0 x x x x 4
11 x x x 3
12 x x 2
13 x x x x x 5
14 x X x 3
15 x x x x x 5
16 x x xx 4
17 x x X 3
18 x x x x x 5
19 X x x 3

Key to table: CM Connotative meaning, SP Synonyms/ Polysemy, LV Lexical voids, AR Arabization, CO
Compounds, CL Collocations, PV Phrasal verbs, FE Fixed expressions, TR Technical terminology, AT

Articles, AC Anaphora/Cataphora, WO Word Order, PS Passive, MS Metaphor and simile, RP Repetition
and Parallelism, WP Wordplay, CD Cohesive Devices, TR Theme and rheme, GD Graphic Devices, RG

Register and style, BK Background knowledge, PO Politics, RE Religion, HU Humour.

These nineteen texts (see Appendix 1) were selected from a 'long list' of forty-five

representative texts, according to the above criteria. Initially ten texts were selected

and tried with twelve students, then another nine were added; the option of their

inclusion was left open when the actual experiment took place and when

circumstances allowed. The extra nine did not replace the main ten, but were added to

them to gather more data. Some subjects translated all nineteen texts whereas others

varied in the number they translated (the highest was thirty-six subjects to translate
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onetextandthelowest was eight). flovvever,aTtest(see below) showed that there

INELS no difference in error distribution between those doing ten and those doing

nineteen.

- - - t-tests for paired samples

(DETAILED CATEGORIES)

Number of	 2-tail

Variable	 pairs	 Corr	 Sig
	

Mean	 SD	 SE

of Mean

DROPOUTS	 .42	 .60

.16

14	 .96	 .00

STAYERS	 .51	 .58

.16

‘1,,,,N,M, sNS A‘,NsM .1% %,NNNNMV1VV,IAIAIN,,,,“““trn

Paired Differences
	 I/

Mean	 SD	 SE of Mean /I	 t-value	 df 2-tail Sig
NINNNAAA‘AsAANM,”,,N,M W ”NNV1*A%"*”‘AVN,MtV1..Wi

	-.10	 .16	 .04	 -2.25	 13	 .04

	95% CI (	 -.19 -.00)
	

If

*** ** ******** ** ******* ** ******* ** ******* ** ******* ** ******** * ******** *

- - - t-tests for paired samples - -

(BIG CATEGORIES)

Number of	 2-tail

Variable	 pairs	 Corr	 Sig
	

Mean	 SD	 SE

of Mean

‘,ANAWIS,, , V1A,A*A NN ANNNVV1AA NN,WWWNA,SN,Vt%NV,

DROPOVER	 1.50	 1.23

.61

4	 .95	 .05

STAYOVER	 1.80	 1.27

.63

W‘l,A%,%“1,",%AsI,NNWAIWNNWIAN‘ISNAWAN,SWW,NIN,%

Paired Differences
	 /I

Mean
	

SD	 SE of Mean If
	

t-value	 df 2-tail Sig

-.29	 .40	 .20
	 If	 -1.47	 3	 .24

95% CI (	 -.93	 .34)
	

/I
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Subject matter: Variation in subject matter was also a criterion for selection, as was

maintaining a balance between literary/ and non-literary texts.

There are two variables which might potentially have interfered with the analysis of

data. The first is that some texts were either abandoned after an initial start or were

not translated at all. These may be assumed to be the most problematic, and if the

translation attempted and the target texts had been analyzed, they would have

exhibited a high proportion of errors. The fact they were dropped from the calculation

means that the figures probably are not 100% representative. Yet, the proportion of

these texts in relation to those that were actually translated is in fact very low, thus

their effect can be disregarded.

The second variable is that text selection was purposive rather than random.

Purposive sampling might bias error-counts. In other words, error-counts reflect the

problems for which the texts were selected (cf. Table 5). However, all texts contain

myriad potential problems (not just those they were selected for) and the number of

texts used in the study is relatively large, so the actual problems encountered are

likely to be much more random than might appear from Table 5. For example, texts

14-19 in Table 5 were selected for grammar problems, but the actual figures show

more than twice as many Incorrect and Inappropriate errors of vocabulary as of

grammar. Nevertheless, purposive sampling may have resulted in some of the least

common problems being over-represented in the sample indeed, some may not have

occurred at all in a random sample of nineteen texts. So, though the relative ranking

of problems is likely to be random, the actual percentage occurrences should be

interpreted with caution, at least with the less frequent error-types.
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The collection of texts to be tested, therefore, represents the vast majority of

translation problems belonging to the main list put forward earlier (cf. Chapter Three).

All texts were translated by the researcher during the case-study; besides the

researcher's own translation, texts to be tested in the main study were also translated

by three other professional translators, so that their translations could be used as

models against which the subjects' translations were assessed (cf. Lauscher 2000:

163). Two of the three translators were professional translators who translate on a

daily basis and teach English to university students. The other was an expert in Arabic

and translates academic works - mainly literary material - from English to Arabic.

4.1.4.	 Methods and procedures

The search for the methods to carry out the investigation was targeted toward the most

appropriate for the pre-set aims, in order to identify and to rank the translation

problem/s each text poses.

Translation problems could be measured by means of either one of the following or a

combination of them: solving time, product assessment and perception of translation

difficulty. The disadvantages of the technique usually used to measure solving time

and assess students' hesitation during the process of carrying out the task of the think-

aloud technique (cf. 2.1.4. Literature Review) is its time-consuming nature for the

researcher. Problems also lie in defining the difficulty of measuring the degree of

hesitation, and when a "productive" (thinking) hesitation becomes a "problematic"

one. Besides, the think-aloud technique, being a lab technique, would pose restrictions

on performing the task on a large number of students, while a take-home task would

be the only practical way to get data. Moreover, the 'think aloud technique' can only

be used on a limited number of subjects, rendering it hard to implement in a large-
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scale study like the present one. The other way to obtain material symptomatic of

problems experienced by subjects is assigning them translation tasks. Such a method

entails imposing external norms and executing product assessment according to fixed

criteria that lead to the identification of errors as markers of problems experienced.

However, here the problems are: how do we know that standards are reliable; and

what are the criteria that separate acceptable vs. unacceptable? (Cf. 2.2.2.).

Another problem with error assessment is its assessor-centered nature: it does not

involve the subject's perception of what might be a problem and the degree of its

difficulty. Testing "difficulty", i.e. the perception of translation problems, can be

conducted by simultaneous tests in which students are asked to signal their perception

of problems on the task sheet itself and/or post-translation tests, i.e. after the task in

the form of a questionnaire or by means of an interview. This method can provide

significant information about causes of difficulty. However, in the latter case there

would be a disadvantageous time-gap between encountering and explaining problems

on the part of the subjects.

In the light of the above, the decision was made to use a combination of methods:

product assessment and perception of translation difficulty, so that one compensates

the shortcomings of the other.

4.1.4.1. Product assessment

In this multi-subject study the notion of "problems" is operationalised as "errors", on

the one hand, and "perceived difficulty" on the other. While error assessment is by

definition product oriented, perceived difficulty is more a process-oriented factor.

Errors, as symptoms of problems, are assessed quantitatively and qualitatively
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according to a taxonomy of errors (see below). In terms of figures, the more errors

made by the same students with respect to a certain category, the more it would be

considered a problem. With regard to ranking the difficulty of a problem, a system of

classifying errors in terms of severity was put in place. The system divides errors

according to certain criteria to two sub-categories: Incorrect and Inappropriate (cf.

Section Two this chapter). Errors belonging to the category of Incorrect are classified

as severe and those belong to the category of Inappropriate are classified less severe.

4.1.4.2. Perceived difficulty

It was felt that error data - though the main source of information in this study - would

be more reliable if backed by information from different sources. The idea was that

the translation product would offer the concrete evidence, but what is problematic

from the point of view of the subjects was also important, so perceived difficulty was

also assessed by means of both simultaneous and post-translation tests.

Bearing in mind that such tasks of translating the texts - each of which is chosen as

being potentially problematic at least at one instance - is already highly demanding,

any additional extra tasks should be light in their execution. Accordingly, the decision

was to make maximum use of the translation task sheet and less of external activities.

Simultaneous tests to assess perceived difficulty were done by asking students to

specify items looked up in the dictionary by writing `D' at the top of the item and

underline difficult items/sections (double underline those parts which they thought

difficult and underline once those which they thought to be less difficult) while

translating. The subjects' underlining of problematic areas helped in identifying and

ranking difficulties, i.e. problems as subjects saw them from their point of view.
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Subjects followed this instruction in varying degrees. Some also underlined their

translation they suspected to be wrong. Problem-items which were eventually solved

may be considered as lower ranking ones than those which resulted in errors. By

itself, this technique is not a reliable means of identifying all problematic areas for the

subjects, even if they recorded all the difficulties they perceived, because they might

not necessarily perceive difficulties whenever their product exhibits errors and will

almost certainly under-report difficulties. However, the researcher will get an idea of

the most salient difficulties; and the fact that there are multiple subjects means that

some subjects will mention difficulties that others may have overlooked reporting.

Students were also asked to write a commentary after translation and note down the

time each task took, but the latter was not used in the final analysis. Time spent on

each task was not an important issue, as far as the present study is concerned. A total

of thirty subjects out of seventy-four wrote commentaries or notes. While only a few

of them made use of the slot allocated for writing a commentary on the cover page, a

number of subjects wrote commentaries inside the task sheets. Others chose to write

remarks on the margin of the task sheet or jot down notes here and there. In other

words, commentaries are what subjects wrote, usually after finishing the task, giving

their impression of it and the difficulties they experienced whereas notes are remarks

subjects jotted down while they were carrying out the task, e.g. "the word 'Latin

Quarter' starts with a capital letter, it must be a noun. It would not be in the

dictionary”."

57 Failing to look up 'the Latin Quarter' in the dictionary led to errors in a number of students
translations.
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While all the commentaries (mainly about the difficulty of the task or specific

problems in the task and dictionary use) were addressed to the researcher, most of the

notes seemed to be a form of thinking aloud. For example, in reference to "Cana",

Text Fourteen, one subject wrote, "the word is not found in the dictionary. From the

shape of the word (presumably because it starts with a capital letter) the word seems

to be a proper noun, so I kept it as in the original". Such notes, though they are not

many, were useful in indicating what was going on in the minds of the participant at

the time of carrying out the task. In the commentaries, subjects either shed more light

on problems they experienced in carrying out the task or reiterated what they had

already emphasized by means of underlining. Nonetheless, information which

subjects provided in the form of the commentaries and notes is considered as a useful

part of the data.

In order to retrieve information that was difficult to extract from the written data or

underlining, post translation tests were performed by asking a random sample of

students (12 students) individually in interviews directly after the task about incidents

of "trouble" or difficulty. As most questions were triggered from the individual's

translation product, obtaining information via questionnaires would not have been

feasible. Accordingly post-translation interviews were favoured over questionnaires

and the creation of a structured questionnaire was not planned.

Interviews were intended to directly ask the students about their experience of the task

and the problems they might have encountered. In addition they answered questions

about specific instances in their production to clear up uncertainties about their

translations (such as inconsistent or conflicting information) that are difficult to

extract by mere analysis of the data. The key aim of the interviewing technique,
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therefore, was to find evidence that supports, complements and/or illustrates what the

product data can reveal about areas of difficulty. Interviews were also done to

establish subjects' comprehension of the texts since, as far as this aspect is concerned,

often one can only speculate or guess about it by the mere analysis of subjects'

product. Other questions related to evaluating the difficulty of the task and the use of

resources. Another purpose of the interviews was to identify difficult sections from

the point of view of the subjects, which they failed to indicate by means of

underlining on the task sheet. A further area that was investigated with the subjects in

the interviews was to identify slips and distinguish them from errors, i.e. when

erroneous translations were shown to the subjects, they sometimes corrected

themselves. Also in the interviews subjects clarified changes they made when copying

drafts into final versions.

The interviews were semi-structured, involving two types of question: pre-set and

open-ended. Comprehension of certain elements of the text as a whole was tested

through pre-set questions. The open-ended questions were dominated by what

phenomena the actual individual translation showed or answers students provided to

each pre-set question. Moreover, information that students volunteered was as

valuable as that extracted from them through questioning.

However, before implementing the methods in the actual study, it was decided to try

them out in pilot studies. The purpose of the pilot studies was to determine if the

methods adopted would work in achieving the aim set for this study, to investigate

translation problems.
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4.1.4.3. Pilot studies

The pilot studies were intended to prepare for the actual study by applying the

techniques to a small group of subjects and using a mock version of the actual study,

where the first five short texts of the nineteen were tested.

Initially it was carried out on two Arab postgraduate students at Newcastle University

(the two students had an advanced level of English with a good background in Arabic)

and later on two other Arab students, a translation trainee post-graduate from Heriot-

Watt University and a translation PhD student from Durham University.

The pilot studies were helpful in deriving a system of classifying errors according to

categories so that a coding system could be established. They also showed how

important the post-task interviews were in retrieving information from the subjects

about the task which was hard to extract from their written product. Also, it showed

the importance of the underlining system in measuring subjects' perceived difficulty.

In short, the pilot studies helped to clarify certain matters related to conducting the

forthcoming study, chief among which was the generation of a preliminary rater guide

(see Appendix 2) system, as will be explained below.

4.1.4.4. Data collection procedures

The plan for the multi-subject study was designed on the basis of the pilot studies.

The bulk of data was collected by means of the nineteen texts.

Below, actual procedures of data collection and data analysis will be discussed. Data

collecting was completed in two phases, both of which lasted two months, the second
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phase being carried out one month after the first. Each phase will be discussed

separately below.

4.1.4.4.1. Phase One

In Phase One the twelve subjects (six undergraduates, four postgraduates and two

novice translators) were met individually. All carried out translation tasks, and all

were interviewed (some about all tasks, some about certain tasks).

Most of the tasks and interviews were conducted in the meeting room (a few were

conducted in the students' common room) at the Faculty of Languages, Al Fateh

University, Tripoli. For the two novice translators and four post-graduates, tasks

followed by the interviews were mostly carried out at their place of work.

During the period of two months when Phase One took place, between two and four

subjects participated in sessions held every day, in which the workload of each subject

was to translate between two to four texts. A close contact was maintained with the

individual subjects as the tasks were done in a sequence of researcher-led sessions. In

each session the task was clearly explained to every participant and the written

instructions (writing comments, underlining etc.) were also emphasized verbally.

Imposing a time limit on the subjects, it was thought, would only add unnecessary

pressure on the subjects that might hinder them from carrying out the task in full.

However, a space on the task sheet was allocated to indicate the time the subject took

in carrying out the task.

Subjects were allowed to use dictionaries but were not supplied with any, they used

their own. Without being instructed to use a particular dictionary, they all used Al

Mawrid English/Arabic, but some also used English/English dictionaries such as the
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Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary. This may be regarded as a variable, but since

investigating errors related to dictionary use is not a primary objective of the study,

not much emphasis was put on this aspect here. Subjects were also encouraged to

submit their first drafts together with their final translations. The purpose was to

identify possible slips (in case students miscopied correct translations in the final

versions) through comparing drafts with final versions (cf Chapter Two, Section

Two: Literature Review).

Early translation and comment tasks were done 'on site', followed by post-translation

interviews with all twelve students. As texts are short, the interview for each text took

approximately three minutes and a maximum of five. Most interviews were recorded

and then transcribed. When recording was not convenient or thought to be a

distracting factor, notes were taken.

After a few sessions, it was felt that regular post-task interviews were strenuous and

might distract subjects from carrying out each translation task properly by

encouraging them to focus more upon the subsequent discussion. Hence, interviews

took place at the subjects' convenience after they had translated and submitted the

texts; some had even prepared written notes to mention during the interview session.

4.1.4.4.2. Phase Two

While the data initially collected from the twelve volunteers in Phase One did provide

useful information, it was felt that any findings would have to be backed by results

from a larger cohort to reduce the role of any extraneous variables (Nord 1991b: 103).

A larger number of subjects from fourth year students and post-graduate students

participated in Phase Two (see above). After being given details of the study, the
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students completed the initial translation tasks in class, while the rest (translating a set

of texts) were to be completed at home and returned later on. The in-class vs. take-

home tasks were not considered a variable that might affect the results because in

either case students were not constrained by time limit and in both cases they were

allowed access to all resources. In Phase Two, no interviews were involved but

subjects were encouraged to write commentaries about the task, underlining and

marking with a 'D those words which they looked up in the dictionaries.

Data collected in the whole study, therefore, consisted of translations of the texts,

information extracted during the interviews, and interpretation of the underlining

system and commentaries and notes students wrote on the task sheets, as will be

explained below.

4.1.4.5. Data analysis (translation product)

Although some numerical data such as percentages of overall errors will be referred to

in the text-level assessment, numerical statistics regarding errors will only be used in

assessing individual language errors. This is because of the absence of any readily

available authority for the immediate correction of text level errors so that they can be

evaluated and calculated in a similar way to individual language errors. However,

both individual language errors and text-level errors will be assessed qualitatively.

When analyzing the product data the following factors were investigated: which

translation errors occurred, their severity, and the causes of the errors made (cf.

Chapter One: 1.5. Aims and Research Questions).

As the data collected in Phase One was conducted in different circumstances to that in

Phase Two, each was analyzed separately, but combined later, i.e. in this chapter data
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from the three groups is presented combined, but notes on inter-group differences are

made when relevant. The three sets of corpora are:

Group A. The twelve volunteers representing the three categories of six

undergraduates, four post-graduate candidates and two novice translators who

participated in Phase One.

Group B: The group of twelve postgraduate students who participated in Phase Two.

Group C: The two classes of fourth year undergraduates.

The reason each set of data was analyzed separately was to see how each group

(undergraduates and post-graduates within Group A, and in Group B and C) differed

in experiencing difficulties, or identifying problems when carrying out the task.

Below, each type of data analysis (text translation, underlining, commentaries and

notes and interviews) is discussed.

4.1.4.5.1. Text translating

The majority of the data was collected from the translation of the nineteen texts. Data

analysis of text translation was based upon an analysis of the errors in the subjects'

translations performed quantitatively and qualitatively (cf. Gile, 1994: 46-48 and

Doorslaer, 1995).

During the assessment of students' translations, for assessing the translations

quantitatively in terms of language-level problems, a system of counting errors was

established on the basis of a categorization of errors (see below). Errors were

identified, examined and categorized. That is, they were first located, then classified

and logged under main categories and sub-categories and analyzed in terms of their
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total score and averages per student. In terms of ranking, an error made by more

students was counted as more prominent and consequently given a higher score, e.g.

twenty students making the same error scores 20, one student making one error scores

one.

With text-level problems, severity of the problems was measured against how many

students failed to render the ST into an adequate 'FT in the area under investigation.

The gravity of errors was measured in terms of the spread of the "damage", e.g. how

far the translation deviated from the original meaning.

4.1.4.5.2. Generating a categorization system

In translation assessment, the risk of reaching different results by different raters is

predictably high (cf. Chapter Two, Section Two: Literature Review). In this study, for

translation assessment to be accurate, a system has to be established.

While available assessment systems such as Campbell (1998: 138) 58, for example,

could be used, a preliminary reading of students' translations in the pilot studies

indicated that a more sophisticated system would be needed for the categorization of

errors. Accordingly it was decided that the system to be used in the assessment of the

whole data should be generated from the data itself. The prototype for the

classification system was the taxonomy set up in the researcher's case-study, Chapter

Three. The model of categorization after being tested in the pilot studies was

subsequently confirmed and extended through the process of investigating the types

58 Campbell's system identifies four types of edit: False Start, Bracketed Alternative, Deletion, Partial
Switch.
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of errors in a sample of the main-study subjects' translations. Table 6 below shows

the distinction between Individual Language Errors and Text-Level Errors.
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TABLE (6): CATEGORIES OF TRANSLATION ERRORS

Categories of translation errors
Incorrect Vocabulary Polysemy

Divergence
Derivation

Technical terms
Proper nouns
Compounds
Collocations
Phrasal verbs

Fixed expressions
Grammar Morphology

Prepositions
Tense

Articles (definite/indefinite)
Spelling Invention

Morphological spelling
r0 Dialect influence and
=a:e07.:10
04404.

hypercorrection
Slips

Addition Addition of wrong information
Addition of stress

Omission Omission of item
Omission of section

Inappropriate Vocabulary Connotative meaning
Synonyms

Near synonyms
Word formation

Lexical voids
Arabization

Grammar Word order
Passive

Negation
Conditionals

Addition Double/alternative translations
Expansion

Omission Omission of item
Omission of section

Rhetorical and stylistic devices Metaphor and simile
Repetition and parallelism

Satire
Irony

.-i0
a
F.,
<
1

Alliteration
Cohesion Reference

Substitution
Ellipsis

04.404
Conjunctions

Theme and rheme issues
Paragraphing

Graphic/orthographic marks
eRegister and sty

Background knowledge
Culture
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4.1.4.5.3. Categories for translation assessment: language errors

Categories for translation assessment with language errors come under two categories,

'Incorrect' and 'Inappropriate (cf. Table 6), the former incorporating errors in

'Vocabulary', 'Grammar', 'Spelling', 'Addition' and 'Omission'. The types of errors

in this main category (Language Errors) include both mismatches between SL and TL

item/s (deviation from ST meaning) and/or violation of TL norms (House 1977 and

1997, Sager 1989 and Hatim and Mason 1997). Along with many experts in Arabic,

the researcher would endorse Brunette's (2000: 180), definition of TL norms as: "The

rules and conventions of a language set out in authoritative works (e.g. grammar

books, dictionaries of language difficulties, spelling standards, standardization

notices, style guides, writing handbooks)".

Thus, under 'Vocabulary' come errors that deviate from the meaning of the ST in the

choice of either a single lexical item or a combination of words: polysemy,

divergence, derivation, technical terms, proper nouns, compounds, collocations,

phrasal verbs and fixed expressions. Morphology, prepositions, tense and articles

(definite and indefinite) are classified under the heading of 'Grammar', whether

resulting from ST influence or inadequate TL skills. 'Spelling' includes the

categories: invention, morphological spelling, dialect influence and hypercorrection

and slips, 'Addition' includes the addition of wrong information and addition of

stress. Under 'Omission', comes omission of an item or a section that results in loss of

crucial information. Definitions and examples are given in the Results Section: see

4.2. below.
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Under the second category 'Inappropriate' (see Table 6), come all errors that are

simply incongruous either in the context, in terms of conformity to normal TL usage,

or in terms of reflecting the ST style. Assessment here is largely a matter of

convention more than absolute rules. For example, what makes a respondent opt for 1-4A

11
	

(J-l) Loi-:3. that leads to wasting the fruit for the translation of "subsequently

	

taint the fruit", Text Eighteen, rather than A-41111	 ,1113-1 A-,N;I:33j! as a result of that the

fruit is tainted, is no more than the elegance of the former according to TL norms (see

Hermans, 1999 and Toury, 2000).

The first sub-categories under 'Inappropriate' are erroneous choices of vocabulary

including connotative meaning, synonyms, near synonyms, word formation lexical

voids and Arabization.

Also under the 'Inappropriate' banner comes inappropriate 'Grammar', which

includes errors at a morpho-syntactic level, namely word order, passive, negation and

conditionals.

The third category is 'Addition', where students offer double/alternative meanings

and expansion, which is similar to what Duff (1995) calls 'over-translation', i.e.

saying something in more words than required for the meaning. Excluded, however,

are:

Clarification: items intended to identify a preceded word that, culturally, is thought by

the translator to need clarification, e.g. 'polka' 1-53.3-.111 Z'-‘2:6..) the polka dance.

Explicitation: cases where Arabic tends to use explication as in the translation of

"only a fraction of Botswana meat is used to feed its people ... the rest is exported" to

Ir--	 11 vit11	 ,ri	 CJA „)+441. 5.1311/1al (Ira)
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CAP only a fraction of Botswana meat is used to feed its people ... the rest is exported

abroad/outside the country.

The fourth and final category under 'Inappropriate' is Omission, which denotes any

unwarranted deletion of information. It includes omission of item and omission of

section.

From the categorization descriptions at individual language error level a rater-guide

(see Appendix 2) was set to be used in inter and intra-rater tests for standardization

(i.e. so that different raters use it similarly), as described in the following two sub

sections.

4.1.4.5.4. Inter-rater reliability test

Inter-rater reliability refers to the extent to which two or more individuals agree on

their measurement of an item (Fink 1998: 112), so the more unanimous the agreement

reached the more reliable the system of assessment will be, and thus the more valid

are the results. In this study, for the purpose of standardization, the model for

assessment was first tested by other raters who carried out the assessment on samples

of the translations. This was done in two phases.

One rater was acquainted with the task of assessment and given a copy of a Rater

Guide containing a description of each category, a sample of subjects' translations,

and one version of a model translation for each text to be assessed. The rater would

only specify the main category and its immediate sub-categories but not sub-sub-

category, e.g. an error in grammar (misuse of morpheme: gender concord) is indicated

as (Grim), i.e. Grammar/Morpheme, but the sub-sub category (Gender-Concord) is
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not indicated'. Disagreement on locating errors was noticed in the first session. From

a total of errors amounting to 169, agreement was reached in locating only 94 errors,

an agreement percentage of 56% (cf. Bowker, 2000:195-199 for difference between

raters in identifying errors). This was overcome by a sequence of five consecutive

sessions where the disagreement between the rater and the researcher was steadily

reduced by discussing errors missed by either side and adjusting sub-category

definitions until total agreement was reached. This rater-standardization process has

shown that the results of the assessment of the data can be considered reliable since

agreement between the raters eventually became complete. However, as a double

check on the reliability issue, another test (the intra-reliability test) was carried out, as

will be explained below.

4.1.4.5.5. Intra-rater reliability test

Intra-rater reliability refers to a single individual's consistency of measurement over

time (Fink 1998: 112). In the present study, this process was undergone after the inter-

rater reliability test and two months after the data was originally assessed, and errors

were categorized by repeat-coding. In terms of locating errors, even though slightly

more errors were located the second time, the rate of agreement was considered

adequate: only 5 errors in 30 texts were previously missed and located in the intra-

rater text. One error per six texts (each averaging 35 errors) was considered

insignificant to enough to rule out repeat-coding all the texts. Comparison of the two

codings showed a 100% rate of consistency in categorizing errors, which is much

more important in this study than the location of errors.

59 1n the analysis of data only sub-sub- categories which weigh significantly will be discussed.
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According to the inter and intra-reliability tests, the categorization system was (after

some amendment), therefore, proven to be reliable for the actual analysis of the raw

data of subjects' translation.

After the inter/intra rater reliability tests, the categorization system was further

refined, though the actual low-level categories themselves did not change,' to frame

the model which was used in data assessment in Section Two of this chapter.

4.1.4.5.6. Cate2ories for translation assessment: text-level errors

Of course counting can only be applied to errors which can be signalled and isolated,

such as those of Grammar, Vocabulary or Spelling, whereas errors that belong to

Rhetorical and Stylistic Devices, Cohesion, Background Knowledge, Culture,

Register and Style must be discussed in the context of the text as a whole. Whereas

language errors were counted, therefore, text-level errors were assessed qualitatively.

To ensure reliability with text-level errors three professional translators participated in

re-assessing samples of the translations qualitatively. Their input and comments on

missing inter-sentence linkage, the omission of the cognate accusative (a rhetorical

device in Arabic) and on incoherence at the level of discourse were invaluable.

It needs to be emphasized, however, that the two-dimension-divisions, which were

made for the purpose of the analysis into small language errors (micro-analysis) and

text-level discourse errors (macro-analysis), should not be seen as absolute. Rather

than remaining entirely separate, the two types of errors often interact when being

taken into account for the overall assessment of the quality of the translation, sub-

60 i.e. the reliability test is still valid.
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categories within either main category often overlapped. For example, the data

collected revealed that long and/or combined grammatical structures, particularly

those including difficult or unfamiliar vocabulary, are bound to become text-level

problems. The reason is that such use of complicated syntactic structures, with 'big'

or specialized words, has rhetorical and stylistic repercussions, and is not confined to

specific text-types.

4.1.4.6. Data analysis (translation process)

Besides counting errors, their gravity (severity) was assessed. When ranking

difficulty, students' perception, as interpreted from their underlinings, commentaries

and notes, and as expressed in the interviews was taken into consideration.

4.1.4.6.1. Analysis of underlining

In numerical terms, the more subjects who underlined the same item/s, the more

generalizable was the difficulty.

4.1.4.6.2. Analysis of commentaries and notes

Analysis of commentaries and notes was qualitative and focused on three aspects

about which subjects gave some remarks; the ST, the TT and dictionary use.

4.1.4.6.3. Analysis of interviews

Interview analysis took the form of informal tagging of what the subjects uttered. For

example, expressions like "I am hesitant" or "I am not happy/ convinced/ satisfied/

sure", about the translation, were uttered by almost everyone at some point, all taken

to indicate that the subject, judged their translation negatively. Similarly, repeated
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utterances by the subjects like "I was confused" were understood to mean that they

found it difficult to choose between alternatives.

This section of the study was devoted to discussing the plan for carrying out the

multi-subject study, collecting the data, designing a system of analysis and assessing

the data.
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4.2. Results and Findings

4.2.0. Introduction

In the previous section, experiment design, data collection and data analysis were

discussed; here the results of the multi-subject study are presented both quantitatively

and qualitatively. Error counts are presented numerically and in averages, followed by

a detailed discussion based on qualitative analysis of a sample of errors from each

category, inclusive of its immediate sub-categories and sub-sub categories. Language

errors comprise 'Vocabulary', 'Grammar', 'Spelling', 'Addition' and 'Omission'.

Text level errors comprise 'Rhetorical and Stylistic Devices', 'Cohesion', 'Register

and Style', 'Background knowledge' and 'Culture'. Information collected during the

interviews and from subjects' underlining, commentaries and notes, which all add a

significant dimension to the numeric data, will be used as a back up to what we read

from the translation data.

4.2.1. Data assessment

The data will be assessed as to how far the translation reflects two aspects, one in

regard to the ST message and the other to conformity of the TL conventions.

4.2.1.1.Language errors

Data here is presented both quantitatively (numerically) and qualitatively

(exemplified by illustrations of the types of errors made by the subjects). Language

errors in Vocabulary, Grammar, Addition and Omission inclusive of their sub-

categories (see table 6) are classified as either 'Incorrect' or 'Inappropriate'. Errors in

spelling, however, can only be wrong, i.e. incorrect. While both categories (Incorrect
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and Inappropriate) will be discussed together below, an indication will be made as to

whether the errors are considered incorrect (unacceptable) or inappropriate (there is a

better alternative).'

Table 7 below shows the average of the errors per category (Incorrect and

Inappropriate) for all of the texts translated by all the students.

TABLE (7): TABLE OF AVERAGE ERRORS PER TEXT PER CATEGORY (ALL

SUBJECTS COMBINED)

CATEGORIES
Incorrect Inappropriate

Cr. V. Spl. Add. Om. Cr. V.	 Add. Om.
Av. Score 1.55 7.97 0.8 .71 1.64 2.00 035	 1.68 .33

Av. total score 12.67 436

What is interesting about the average number of errors shown by the table above is

that the average errors' count in 'Incorrect' (12. 67) is far more than in 'Inappropriate'

(4.36), almost triple. This result is believed to be caused by the number of incorrect

vocabulary errors in the sample, not to be an artefact of the categorization system.

Furthermore, at the level of the sub-categories, the total average errors in Vocabulary

(8.32) (7.97, Incorrect plus 0.35, Inappropriate) is far more than any other category.

Second come errors in Grammar (total 3.55: 1.55, Incorrect plus 2.00 Inappropriate).

The predominance of lexical errors (see Chapter Five: Discussion, for other similar

findings) can be attributed to the fact that vocabulary items represent the core element

around which the whole text revolves. They represent problems related to both the ST

and the Ti'. However, the errors of grammar classified above are largely related to the

Ti', though ST interference, particularly with regard to errors in word order, remains a

factor.

61
Incorrect items/sections will be indicated by (*) and inappropriate items/sections will be indicated by

(!). ! = dubious.
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This result correlates with students' underlining of difficult grammatical structures

and vocabulary items shown in Table 8 below.

TABLE (8): STUDENTS' UNDERLINING OF DIFFICULT GRAMMATICAL STRUCTURES

& VOCABULARY( SINGLE AND DOUBLE UNDERLINING COMBINED)

Total underlining per main category
Vocabulary Grammar

1076 117

Although the proportion between Vocabulary (1076) and Grammar (117) is not

dissimilar to the error ratio, it must be remembered that a lot of underlined

grammatical structures, such as passive, were most likely underlined because they

also include difficult vocabulary. For example, the stretch" ...have been particularly

hard hit just after they thought their teething problems had been sorted out", Text

Four, was double underlined by four students. The reason is most likely the presence

of the two passive forms on the one hand, and the presence of 'hard hit', 'teething

problems' and 'sorted out' which were double underlined by other students separately

from other elements in the sentence — on the other hand. This shows that problems are

often multi-dimensional — especially the severe ones.

As for Addition and Omission, in numeric terms total Addition errors (2.39) record a

slightly higher score than Omission (1.97). This tells us that the students did make an

effort to render the ST into a similar-length 'FT when they could, though they opted

slightly more often for addition to make their translation make sense through over-

elaboration of what they interpret from the ST. What is interesting, however, is that

Incorrect errors in Omission (1.64) are far more than the Inappropriate errors (0.33) in

Omission. The fact that they opted for omission as a strategy of circumventing a

problem by ignoring the problematic item/s often led to the deletion of key meaning

elements present in the ST. Contrary to the errors in Omission, errors in Addition
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(Incorrect) scoring (0.71) are far less than the errors in Inappropriate (1.68); this is a

case of over-elaboration, a less-than-ideal practice, but at the same time it is not as

"harmful" as deletion.

Understandably, the lowest score was in errors in Spelling (0.8) which are also a TT

problem. As Arabic is largely phonemic in nature, one would expect university-

educated users to make relatively few errors, if at all. However, errors in spelling tend

to be confined to certain types, as the qualitative analysis of data below shows, which

would probably make it easier for any preventative or remedial program (see Chapter

Six: Conclusion). Moreover, errors in TT production might not hinder communication

but still severely undermine the acceptability of the TT, particularly when there are

too many of them.

Below, errors in the individual language items, main categories and their immediate

sub-categories, illustrated with examples are discussed.

4.2.1.1.1. Vocabulary

Under this category come errors of polysemy, divergence, derivation, technical terms,

proper nouns, compounds, collocations, phrasal verbs, fixed expressions, connotative

meaning, synonyms, near synonyms, word formation, lexical voids and Arabization

(see Table 6).

Lexical items, whether individually or in combination, are classified as incorrect

when they deviate significantly from the ST meaning. They are inappropriate when

they are not clearly incorrect at the level of meaning, but also "not right", "odd" in the

context, or are not the most appropriate solution.
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vocabulary took comparatively much more space III an any other category Subjects

err frustration particularly when words one 11BeallaM even11showed

not find the word 'psychodrama' in the dictionary", Tins is a variable IiiI no doubt

Concern Ut vocabulary was shared by all those mterviewed_ When information

from mterviews was transcribed and grouped IIsieir their rellev .1,11 categones,

though -co-text he ps'' was said exphcitly by at least one subject_

Words that could not be found in I ic dictionary were quite frustrating for the

respondents_ For example, the utterance "sorry, I did not find some of the words in the

dictionary' is often written on the task sheet and expressed in the interviews_ Not

being able to find the word in the dictionary often led to the respondent abandoning

the translation of the rest of the text, e.g.. "I did not finish the translation because I d

interferes with the assessment of the difficulty of other elements in the text, when

insoluble vocabulary problems could have severe knock-on e ecits on e wider text,

causing other errors

Dictionary use, m fact„ proved to be a major factor in the overall 	 ems of enrols in

the subjects' translations.. When subjects (mainly the fourth year undergraduate

students) scribbled the meaning of the words !ley looked up in	 dictionary m

Arabic on the task sheet, it appeared that a good number of the 'meanings" of the

wordts concerned were in fact erroneous. For example, one subject looked up thirteen

of the twenty-one content words in Text Five in the dictionary, but seven out of

thirteen were incorrect as used in the text In fact, because the wrong meaning of the

words was chosen, Text Five was too distorted to be evaluated at any level, ie. the

text as a whole made no sense.. On the same sheet the subject looked up twelve of the
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twenty-five words and gave the incorrect meaning for five of the words.' Writing the

meaning of the words in English above those looked up in the dictionary was a feature

of the postgraduate students' task sheets. A sensitivity toward the use of the dictionary

and particularly the bilingual dictionary among more advanced students (post-

graduates) was also felt in remarks such as "I tried not to use the dictionary as much

as I could" and "I used an English/English dictionary, Collins", which were made

without being requested to provide information about their use of the dictionary. Time

spent on searching in the dictionary also seemed to be a concern among both groups.

One subject wrote that "to find the meaning of the word in the dictionary takes

twenty-five to thirty-five seconds". This indicates impatience on the part of the

subjects, which may have led to inadequate use of the dictionary and hence more

errors.

Generally, the underlining of vocabulary items can be classified in three categories:

single words, compounds, and multiple items, some of which include fixed

expressions. For illustration, Table 9 below shows the distribution of students'

underlinings and the relative difficulty of each category (shown by single underlining

as opposed to double underlining).

TABLE (9): UNDERLINING OF DIFFICULT VOCABULARY

Underlinings:
main/sub categories

Vocabulary
Individual Items	 I	 Compounds	 Multip e Items

Single Double Single Double Single Double
887 19 84 24 33 29

Total per sub-category 906 108 62

Total per main category 1076

A close look at Table 10 shows that underlinings of Individual Items, being the

majority in any text, were far more than underlinings of Compounds and Multiple

62 Words written in different meanings one of which is correct as used in the text were not counted.
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Items (e.g. fixed expressions). However, double underlining (indicating very difficult)

of Compounds and Multiple Items separately is relatively more than that of Individual

Items.

Interestingly, underlining included not only unfamiliar, context-bound vocabulary, but

also relatively common vocabulary items found in the dictionary which do not pose

ambiguity in the context, as Table 10 below shows. The latter, however, was more

frequent in the translations of the weaker undergraduate students.
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TABLE (10): UNDERLINING OF DIFFICULT VOCABULARY

Nouns Adjectives Verbs Adverb

Z Z Z Item Z
— w 0 9 (/) 0 9 C/) 0 9 (ID 0 9.-..
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g
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IN
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CD (7 >9

a
CD (7 >9

a
el-

&I

psychodrama 12 6 26 Grumpy 4 2 10 Choreograph 5 2 11 miraculously 5 11
mortgage 7 14 hard hit 5 1 32 Accommodate 2 1 26
diversion 6 14 Uphill 4 2 32 Boast 2 12

contemplation 5 14 Therapeutic 3 26 Secured 2 36
temperament 5 32 Slack 3 1 20 Embodied 2 36
auditorium 4 26 Flexible 3 28 Employ 1 26

delegate 4 26 Sliding 3 2 26 Illustrate 1 26
script 4 26 Dividing 3 26 Recount 1 28
facets 4 36 Unprecedented 3 28 Reduce 1 28
film 4 36 Barbarous 2 8 Reveal 1 36

impresario 3 1 11 Eminent 2 8 Choke 1 36
polka 3 11 Lacquered 2 11 Create 1 36

blackcurrants 3 11 Volatile 2 1 14 Survive 1 36
corporation 3 12 Stiff 2 20 Escape 1 36

miracle 3 12 Uncomfortable 2 20
flagship 3 12 Rear 2 26
terminus 3 28 Toxic 2 36
contacts 3 28 Uneven 2 28

tiles 3 28 Exotic 1 8
repayments 3 32 Spoiling 1 8
efficiency 3 36 Taint 1 11
competitor 2 36 Prime 1 12
antiquarian 2 13 Remote 1 14

abattoir 2 12 Demanding 1 14
circus 2 11 Alternative 1 1 36
scenes 2 26 Tough 1 36

application 2 28 Burning 1 36
celebrity 2 28

sums 2 32
dents 1 12
rim 1 12

chefs 1 12
diversion 1 14

development 1 26
opportunity 1 26

concrete 1 28
improvements 1 32

wit 1 36
fumes 1 36

As the table above shows, underlining of nouns (excluding proper nouns) was the

highest, almost twice the amount of underlining of adjectives and triple the amount of

underlining verbs, maybe because there are more nouns in language than adjectives or

verbs. However, adjectives get the highest average of double underlining (very

difficult). The reason could be that the adjectives underlined include adjectives that

are recognizably difficult to handle as those formed of gerund (e.g. sliding) and
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adjectives in the form of participle (e.g. unprecedented) as well as adjectives used

idiomatically (e.g. hard hit).

If we take, say, the first five in each column (except adverbs), we find the difficulty

could be ascribed to different reasons. For example with regard to nouns,

'psychodrama' is a technical term, 'contemplation', 'diversion', and 'temperament'

are literary words, while the three items are combined together into one phrase makes

them harder to translate by reducing guessing from the context, 'mortgage' is

culturally bound. As for adjectives, 'grumpy' is odd in the context, i.e. "negative" in a

"positive" context, 'hard hit and uphill' are used idiomatically, 'therapeutic' derives

from an unfamiliar noun "therapy" and "slack" is in the middle of multiple

modifiers'', one of which is a compound while the adjective does not have an exact

Arabic meaning that fits the context in which it is used in Text Seven. As for the verbs

'choreograph', 'accommodate', 'boast', 'secured' and 'embodied', which were the

most looked up verbs in the dictionary as indicated in the task sheets by writing "D"

at the top of the word, for those who underlined them the dictionary does not seem to

have helped much to capture the meaning as used in the context. One general

conclusion that can be drawn from this is that the uncommon, technical and idiomatic

types of words seem to present the most difficulties.

Below, errors in each category of Vocabulary are discussed in some detail and

illustrated with examples from subjects' translations.

63 "... only long enough to shake his hand-a damp, slack, small-boned hand", Paul Theroux: The
London Embassy, Text Seven.
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Incorrect vocabulary choice

Incorrect vocabulary choice includes Polysemy, Divergence, Derivation, Technical

Terms, Proper Nouns, Compounds, Collocations, Phrasal Verbs, and Fixed

Expressions.

A main source of error in the subjects' translations was their tendency to translate

literally. Errors resulted from failure to choose the right word from the right semantic

field (Polysemy, Divergence and Derivation) represented by far the highest frequency

(6.53 out of the 7.97). Errors of this type quite often resulted in deviation of the

meaning from the ST and led to distortion of the meaning in the TT. The errors found

in all of the other Vocabulary sub-categories average below 1.00; Compounds,

Collocations, Phrasal verbs and Fixed Expressions combined representing 0.60 and

proper nouns 0.74.

Such a high number of errors in Incorrect Vocabulary might be due to the fact that it

is a large category itself, incorporating a range of sub-categories with which students

often have problems and opt for the most frequent meaning or the first meaning the

dictionary offers. In theory, almost all those interviewed agreed that opting for the

immediate meaning (i.e. most frequent or first in the dictionary) is risky and might

result in a flawed translation. One subject who claimed she had been training for

translation for six months while studying at the university said, "I always look for the

hidden meaning, this is what I learnt in the office while training". In practice,

however, the data, or at least a high proportion of it, indicated a strong tendency

toward opting for the immediate meaning or the literal meaning and not what the

word means in the context, as demonstrated by examples in the following sub-sub-

categories.
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Polysemy

Some of the subjects fell into the trap of selecting the most common use of the word,

so that when a word has more than one meaning, the wrong one is chosen. One cause

of errors of this kind appears to be that subjects focused on the word as a unit of

translation rather than viewing it in connection with other elements in the co-text, e.g.

translating 'bank' Zi,-:=. in "living in a small hotel on the left bank in Paris, ...Tito

gained ...", Text Ten, in the financial sense as

Divergence

This type of error occurs as a result of two related meanings being expressed by one

word in English but in two words in Arabic, e.g. 'fire' J-1 and WhileWhile the

correct equivalent to 'fire' in 'fire-resistant', Text Five, is C.5.,,..), many opted for the

wrong equivalent .)-111Z4:2-A*. An error like this also tells us about the tendency among

subjects to select the most immediate meaning (uppermost in mind or first in

dictionary) unconscious of the difference the selection of one item and not the other

makes. Another example is when students use one equivalent in the TT without

realizing it does not fit in the context, e.g. both 'cans' and 'fins' in Text Eighteen

should be translated to y-la . Some students erroneously translated it to ..L1.141.-. cans/tins

(filled with processed food) and two students translated it to c:111-= sheet of metal.

Derivation

The example of using cL11-.11.-. (cans filled with products and ready for use) instead of

46 (empty cans) discussed above shows how the students concerned failed to realise

the difference in meaning between two words in Arabic that derive from the same

64 One word in English "fire" has two meanings in Arabic J-1 for heat andt:9-1..y destructive fire.
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root. In such cases, subjects who made errors seem to have become confused when

attempting to choose the right word from alternatives. Another example in this area

shows subjects' inability to distinguish between the relevant transitive and intransitive

verbs, e.g. 'choke' in "passengers are blinded before they choke on the fumes", Text

Six, should be6-11&,,. not (3-1.&,).* strangle, as in some translations, and 'uncomfortable' in

"he looked uncomfortable in this stiff and slightly ill-fitting suit ...", Text Seven, is

cUJA .).L. not Cc:U-4 ..)-�-*. This again raises the question of competence in the TL (cf.

Chapter Five: Discussion).

Technical terms

The two texts from the New Scientist (Text Six and Seven) did not include extremely

difficult or peculiar technical terms. However, the compound words, particularly in

Text Six (e.g. sound-absorbing, oil-resistant, fire-resistant), did prove difficult and

resulted in errors in a number of students' translations (see compounds below). As for

unfamiliar technical terms, students did not have problems with words found in the

dictionary, e.g. 'lacquer' in "cans should be rinsed in clean water before use ... but

should not be dried with a cloth as this might scratch the lacquer", Text Nineteen, as

all students opted for transliteration as in the dictionary. With terms not found in the

dictionary, faulty analysis of the meaning of a new word or false etymology, e.g.

'psychodrama' 4	 ° III yl-.1).:1--. 71* instead of transliteration Li_pic.:... It or paraphrasing

[J.-.111-.1J.1 *A-L-.4.,,, c %LLD led to serious problems that resulted not only in giving the

wrong translation of the term itself, but often abandoning the translation of the

remaining text. Eight texts of the thirteen abandoned were Text Four which included

'psychodrama' . and the only two abandoned by post-graduates among the eight were

the two texts that included the mentioned term. Even those who tried translating Text
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Four showed their frustration for not being able to translate it, as the word is not in the

dictionary. Looking at students' underlining of difficult vocabulary (Table 10) above,

we find the word 'psychodrama' as a technical term is at the top of the scale of

difficulty (eighteen out of the twenty six who translated Text 2 underlined the word

'psychodrama' as being difficult). Six out of the eighteen double underlined it as

being very difficult, while none of the twenty-six got it right in translation, including

those who did not underline it. As revealed in the interviews, the reason was the

inability to find an equivalent for the term. The problem seems to be one of unclear

etymology, where etymology does not point to meaning, contrary to 'oil-resistance',

for example.

Proper nouns

Twelve out of the nineteen texts included at least one proper noun. The maximum was

five per text, including adjectives derived from proper nouns such as 'European' or

'British'. That means that more than half of the texts included proper nouns, an

indication of just how often one encounters names in real practice.

One important thing to which subjects seem to have paid attention is the capitalization

of words, e.g. "the word 'Tito' is confusing, it starts with a capital letter, it must be a

name", one subject wrote down on the task sheet. They used it as an indication that

the word is a proper noun, hence it is unlikely to be found in the dictionary, which led

to errors, e.g. "Latin Quarter starts with a capital letter, we cannot translate it; it is a

name," one subject said in the interview.
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Table 11 below illustrates the sort of errors students made when translating proper

nouns. The table includes errors that involved change of meaning in the TT and not

only those of mere spelling.

TABLE (11): ERRORS IN PROPER NOUNS.

Errors in proper nouns

Text ST Erroneous
Translation

Back
Translation

Correct version

8 The Latin Quarter' 4.29:NI LL,,ill The Latin quarter ,03...iall 4__,.11

.44:111 c,.4.)..11 The Latin square

13 Cana of Galilee taz.11	 -1.;. aAl KhliliKhan (-)46-1.1 eaLb ,	 Li

L1LS ;i31._, Canaville bar
9 Austerlitz 171) 1 .51 31 Australia ....)41..)14

1 Caledonian N;1-KLi	 ul Scot 14:3_941�

5 Moscow ,31.1..,<..11 Mexico

Although 'Latin Quarter' is found in the dictionary as 4-4:Al L.,-- 11 , some students relied

on guessing and translated it as ,....4.-111 --i...)-Q11 Latin square. Those who sought for it in

the dictionary as two separate words relied on the first dictionary meaning and

erroneously translated the "common" elements of the word as .,44.3:al t--iill the Latin

1/4.

Among the names of places that seem to have caused a great difficulty to almost all of

the subjects is 'Cana of Galilee'; a combination of the assumption that names of

places are not usually found in ordinary dictionaries and background knowledge.

Although it is in an Arabic speaking country, eleven out of twelve students who

translated the text got 'Cana of Galilee' wrong. While some transliterated it, others

left it in its English form; some, presumably influenced by the general Middle-Eastern

and sales context of the text, confused it with the tourist market in Cairo, and

translated it as 4 IP' 11 (DLL* Khan Al Khalili.

In fact, only the most familiar proper nouns (e.g. USA, England, Paris and Africa)

caused no problems, while others proved to be highly problematic to the
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overwhelming majority of the subjects. A main cause of the problem seems to be

confusing similar sounding names with other, e.g. 'Austerlitz' being confused with

'Australia', though the context should have helped in telling that it is in Paris.

'Moscow' was replaced with 'Mexico' because of the similarity of sounds. While c.)1-:,

,11,1:,11 Khan El-Khalili for 'Cana of Galilee' could be a good guessing strategy as there

is no standard English translation of the sound t, 14.11:)Lj Australia for 'Austerlitz' and

	  Mexico for 'Moscow' are much less logical in both textual context and

phonetic motivation.

Other place names, however, resulted in errors in spelling only, and - in contrast to the

above cases - these did not cause any semantic problems. For example, as a brand

name 'Rolex' was transliterated by five subjects as L.›.-ssii.)* instead of USIJJ, the

standard equivalent in Arabic.

Compounds

One problem that arose from the use of compounds in the ST, in the translations of

the majority of the subjects, was a tendency to retain the ST structure in the

translation all the time, and not only when appropriate in the TT context. Within

compound forms in English, certain elements in particular seem to have caused

problems. In "the tiles are oil-resistant, fire-resistant", Text Five, for example,

"resistant" is the word that seemed to have created the problem. Among the

translations where the word "resistant" sounds forced on the Arabic translation is ti:L9-J

Li:11 .)A :A-431-4.3 c-11-1...3115-431-i4 ! tiles, resistant to oil and resistant to fire. Here, the more

appropriate translation would be d1.11:11 :d.a. ‘4.311A-...91-L 6:31IJ tiles are oil-resistant

and are not susceptible to burning.
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TABLE (12): UNDERLINING OF DIFFICULT COMPOUNDS PER TEXT.

Compounds cn
k

(7..

el
2
c.'r:

g	 ,.., 2
in. P p

Pa.'	r.' 9,

a temperament ill- adjusted to contemplation 7 5 14
Two-volume, leather-hound.. .French poetry 5 3 13

a damp, slack small-boned hand 10 2 20
rose-growing, dog-loving, window-washing, church-going, law-abiding, library-using,

tea-drinking
6 2 10

conveyer-belt efficiency 4 3 12

in-flight magazine 4 2 12
sound-observing tiles 6 2 28

uneven concrete surfaces 5 2 28

fire resistant 3 28
oil-resistant 3 28

government-owned... 3 12
machine-like efficiency 6 5 36

evening dress 4 20
ill-fitting suit 3 1 20

a filter mask 7 36
junk shop 2 13

smoke-hood 4 36

permanent guest list 2 20
left wing 1 20

As Table 12 above shows, almost all compounds were underlined as being difficult;

some were double underlined by varying numbers of subjects. The difficulty of

compounds often lies in the lengthy grammatical structure, usually constituting strings

of adjectives, as many of those underlined happened to be in long complicated

stretches of language. For example, six out of ten who translated Text Sixteen

underlined the whole string of modifiers and compounds in the text (four single

underlining and two double underlining), and twelve out of the twenty who translated

Text Seven underlined the phrase 'a damp, slack small-boned hand' (ten double

underlining and two single underlining).

In the commentaries, compounds were among those elements that gained subjects'

attention. For 'example, a comment like "I like a lot the series of compound words in

the text" by the subject in reference to "... not just coastal seaside holiday retirement
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England, but secretive, rose-growing, dog-loving, window-washing, church-going,

law-abiding, grumpy, library-using, tea-drinking", Text Sixteen, shows the

appreciation of the style of the ST. This, however, does not mean that the subject

would find compounds in the above section easy to transfer to the TT. In fact, this

subject underlined the whole section as being difficult, though in the translation there

is an obvious effort to produce a decent translation that handles the difficulty of using

a string of compounds in the ST by using genitives in the Tr in place of compounds

in the ST, i.e.	 :-‘c°11.3	 d"-6%9 `Y:15.11L..J"J.J.931 (-)aJ6

‘51-1-11	 planting of roses, love of dogs, washing of windows, going to

churches and libraries, respect of law and loving drinking of tea.

The fact that compounds are problematic was also mentioned in the interviews.

Among the comments were the following:

"Ill-fitting" is problematic; it has no equivalent in Arabic.

"Ill-fitting" is not in the dictionary.

"Ill" by itself is confusing but I used common sense to guess the meaning.

"Small-boned" is problematic and "smoke hood" is clear in English but difficult to

put it in Arabic.

Collocations

Students did not seem to have a particular difficulty in handling ST collocations. This

could be a result of the fact that, contrary to compounds, STs did not include many

collocations whose meaning was not transparent. However, some students'

translations raise the issue of faulty collocations in the TT when the two Ti' words do
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not usually collocate together in the TL. For example, *A--.A&31:+-6-?.1.511* as used by some

for the translation of 'at the rear of...' in "this development will provide an

opportunity' to build a new entrance at the rear of the Caledonian Hotel", Text One,

not only involves redundant addition but it also collocates two words that contrast in

meaning, Le:A-114 1J is in "front",'‘i .: ;1:- 11 is "back"; ,—.2-1.& by itself will do. On other

occasions, when a phrase was opted for, students were not too careful about which

words collocated together, e.g. :i--..) for "opportunity" collocates with the verb cc-1-.3.

(intransitive) and c6-.5 (transitive), i.e. (opportunity) is available and (opportunity) is

provided, respectively, but not -1..9_3-..)* supply. Another alternative in this context,

however, would have been to discard the phrasal "provide an opportunity" altogether

and use the single verb c...cy. let or c-..-9. allow, i.e. 0 1-1.4 J:.)..9-ILD13-4 c- .-.,3. 41-14.Y...")=1111:14

1-..6.34. 1S (311i.)L.,-11 d&-)....

Another type of error in this category was when students opted for "redoubling" a

two-synonym phrase whose use is constrained by that to which it refers. For example,

the translation of 'difficult' in "study conditions can sometimes be difficult for you as

well", Text Twelve, ..0-4. 1 ..9a.3-631 ..)-.`1 1-.1,=1-4.*, is wrong. C.1?-16 and .J.4-q are two synonyms

usually used together to mean "easy", with negative ,L11u,L1-1 they indicate the opposite,

i.e. "not easy". In Arabic J:.L.-4.1.3 C.)4 1 can be used with "study" but not "conditions".

The word that refers to 'difficult' in connection to 'conditions' here would simply be

in Arabic, i.e. *A-.1.--., A--.1Jall ,--.2.1)=, C..us5 si, the conditions of study could be difficult.

65 "Provide opportunity" was underlined by 6 subjects.
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Phrasal verbs

Two different issues were raised by information extracted from subjects concerning

the difficulties they confronted in translating phrasal verbs:

The first is related to the dictionary, e.g. 'sort out' is not in the dictionary, I only

know 'sore", one subject said.

A second problem is when a phrasal verb like "picked up" has different meanings in

different contexts. 'Picked up' in "only the other evening I picked up Bertrand

Russell", Text Ten, was apparently more problematic than in "strong smells, ... ... 

which may be picked up by the lacquer", Text Eighteen. This was revealed in the

written data, and further stressed in the interviews, e.g. 'picked up' is confusing, I

know it when something falls down and you pick it up. I guessed the meaning in the

text but am still not happy with the translation". This implies that when meanings are

more distant from the literal meaning of the elements, it would be harder to

understand for the subjects.

Fixed expressions

When subjects failed to realise that a fixed expression had been used idiomatically in

the ST, they tended to translate it literally, treating the components of the expression

individually and not as a whole unit. Table 13 below shows single and double

underlining of fixed expressions by subjects:
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TABLE (13): UNDERLINING OF FIXED EXPRESSIONS

Expressions Single Double No. of
Texts

What's it all about? 6 9 28
I've got an eye 6 7 28

Teething problems 6 8 32
Out of date 5 2 20
To my mind 3 2 28

I get hold of the wrong end of the stick 2 1 15
Practice does make perfect 5 36

Underlining by subjects and the actual data suggests that postgraduates are more

capable than undergraduates of identifying clusters of words as being fixed

expressions. For example, in the data collected from fourth year undergraduates the

word 'teething' is underlined as separate from 'problems'. However, the expression

'teething problems' itself resulted in errors for participants from all groups including

postgraduates, who underlined it as one unit. A high proportion of those who realised

it being an expression either got it wrong (C.:1- 1 LSI-L4* problems of teeth) or did not

translate it, which means that identifying an idiom does not assume the ability to

translate it.

However, underlining items does not always lead to unsuccessful translation, and with

regard to fixed expressions quite a high proportion of those who did not underline the

expression produced translations which were erroneous.

Failure to realise that fixed expressions do not necessarily have to follow grammar

rules worked adversely for students when interpreting fixed expressions, as in the case

of 'perfect' in "practice makes perfect", Text Three. In the interview one subject

questioned whether "perfect" in the expression is a noun or an adjective. This could

be an indication that the subject did not realise that the word is part of a fixed

expression, yet the translation she provided did result in what we might call a fixed

expression. The translation 4--11e--41c-1.-.y. ‘4.1.)-aall* practice makes healthy body, opted
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for by a different student, tells us that when she translated the English expression, she

thought of the Arabic expression ,.41--11 e--431 Lsi 4.3 Lila a healthy mind in a healthy

body.

Influenced at times by the use of idiomatic language in the ST, some subjects

unsuccessfully tried to find an equivalent idiomatic expression in the TL. On other

occasions, the ST did not use idiomatic expressions, but presumably in an attempt to

enhance the texture of the TT, the subjects used idiomatic expressions that

occasionally resulted in errors. For example, while unsurpassable,

unequaled, unrivaled for the translation of "very tough competitor indeed", Text

Three, opted for by one post-graduate student, enhanced the TT with a literary

expression, yzir. Lc-la "topsy-turvy", which many students opted for in the

translation of 'turned upside down' in "store empty cans upside down in a dry place",

Text Eighteen, is not appropriate. While in English the expression "upside down" is

used with some flexibility, in Arabic L.5-6 Li.) can only appear in restricted

contexts, usually with abstract nouns (see section concerning 'Register' below; :L.3_44

turned is the correct translation. Even among those who translated it to -4414, a

number of them also inserted yic, L5-6 LAJ too, i.e.	 LTIC'

Inappropriate vocabulary choice

Inappropriate vocabulary refers to items that are not totally wrong but other available

alternatives are preferable, but the translation should not be seen as acceptable, e.g.

leave for 'escape' in "passengers cannot see to escape", Text Six, instead of y..)+3..

With regard to severity, Inappropriate vocabulary is considered less severe than

Incorrect vocabulary because, with the former, meaning can still be traced. An

example of this is in the preference for a couplet over a word in the translation of
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'fraction' in "only a fraction of Botswana's beef is used to feed its own people", Text

Fourteen. ci,di little might seem superficially acceptable, but as a 'fraction' is

significantly less than merely "little", _04 1 J1ill is both stylistically more idiomatic

and more accurate.

Inappropriate vocabulary choice includes the following categories: Connotative

Meaning, Synonyms, Near Synonyms, Word Formation, Lexical Voids and

Arabization.

Connotative Meaning

An example of errors of this type can be found in the translation of 'argument', in "I

do not think I was ever so desperate in my life: no books, no radio, no argument, no 

pictures, no news", Text Eleven, which a number of the subjects translated literally.

Their translations ranged between :LL-s1-1.! ;A-1.4..! and sJILIA! or :41--,-.! discussion,

wrangling expostulation, which all almost connote 'dispute' while the author of the

text here seems to use the non-figurative meaning of 'logical discussion'. In the text,

the word "argument" seems to mean no more than the talk that the author was longing

for in confinement, while feeling lonely. Even among those who seem to have

assumed such a meaning, many still inserted the literal meaning together with the

contextual meaning, e.g. uti-113 j i ‘1.1:3. .1- V no talk or argument (cf. 3.2.1.1.2.). This

example here illustrates the extent of influence that the literal meaning has on the

translator over the connotative meaning.
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Synonyms

Classifying errors under this category of Vocabulary/Inappropriate depended on

whether or not a more satisfactory alternative existed than that when the students had

opted for, though the given equivalent was not wrong per se.

Most students' errors were in the inappropriate choice of TL synonym - like in the

choice of the verb for 'I know' in "I know that Rolex have been making

watches for a long time", Text three, instead of ?Ja i . ,-.2.)-ce l and ?-61 are given similar

meanings in the Hans Wehr Arabic English Dictionary, but in such contexts - 1=- 1 is

normally used. Likewise at the level of a phrase, in the case of isi..)4! to narrate, for

the translation of 'recount' in "my husband T. S. Eliot, loved to recount  ...", Text

Ten, for which many students opted instead of 	 is not wrong, but

expresses the repetition in the action of telling the story over and over again.

Near-synonyms

Some near-synonyms do not affect the text to the extent that they can be considered

wrong, as in the case of translating 'the author' in "the author is stuck in a remote

hotel in E. Africa", Text Eleven, to y-31--cill the writer instead of Others do carry

slightly or significantly different meaning, e.g. the nearest translation to 'escape' in

the context "passengers cannot see to escape", Text Six, among the five translations

provided by the subjects is yjA or y JJ-4 which are the closest to the ST word. Less

acceptable is .),Afleeing, while s_)31-i,-..* leaving is too weak for the situation and',-1)11)*

slipin away is incorrect for the context.What we can interpret from these kinds of

errors is that the subjects failed to weigh the ST items against context or equivalents

in the TL.
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The problem with other near-synonyms is that they may carry a slight extra meaning

that makes them unacceptable as a translation of the original. As can be seen in

translating 'bird' in "otherwise you are judged an exotic and barbarous bird", Text

Nineteen, as Sparrow is not only an inexact equivalent, but it also carries the

wrong connotation in the context, i.e. 'barbarous bird' is negative, 'sparrow' is

positive: small, normal and harmless.

In other cases the semantic shift is slighter but still significant, e.g. 'seats' are acArstA not

eliS chairs, 'property' is L131 .)-ic. not cjo".possessions and 'guest list' is c.),3.3e-1-411 ;Lai

rather than C.)43=-1-411 : 1*, while "A--,:)'2 has the meaning of 'agenda'. What these

examples of students' errors tell us is that students lack precision in their search for

equivalent terms.

On the stylistic continuum students sometimes chose less than succinct words or

phrases in the TT. These choices did not match the tone of the original or the context,

and students showed an awareness of this issue in the interviews. For example one

subject said, "1-6:6114 -' is not an exact equivalent for secured her place, I-A -1.5 ,L11:01

is stronger", this apparently means either high-sounding or even pompous. The

examples given in Table 14 below are amongst the items considered erroneous in this

context.
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TABLE (14): ERRORS INVOLVING EXCESSIVELY "HIGH" OR "LOW" STYLE.

High sounding errors

Text ST Erroneous translation Amended translation

9 Morning

14 Lies .to sit cross legged

(metaphorically)
CI"

14 Feed 6....) -1,.. to allay hunger
14 everyday -1:1.-a.	 (...v. JS _),,i E.934 t'''

with the break forth of dawn
of every new day

1-1-4.1.3

JS Abt-i-i.1:11, ,...v.	 ta

with the emergence of every
new day

14 Chefs 6.441, -41.

Electing to raise the formality/ literariness of the word or phrase in contexts where the

ST uses a neutral form is a tendency which, in some translations, led to the inserted

item/expression sounding out of place. An example of the opposite is translating

'chefs' as C.):.ILLk cooks instead of sl-e-L, this last example, however, was much less

frequent than the four previous ones shown by the examples in Table 14 above.

Word Formation

The preference for one form of a word over another can make a difference. With

regard to alternative forms of the same word, there seems to be a tendency among

students to use more common forms than literary forms. Of course, this could be due

to the fact that they only know the forms they opted for, e.g. yrii4 but not y-% for the

translation of 'restless' and 'volatile', Text Eleven, and (:)1 .)-1÷ but not ..) .14. for 'walls',

Text One. However, while the choice between these alternatives is a matter of style,

in the case of JI instead of Z1.4i for the translation of 'elephants', Text Fifteen, the

matter is grammatical preference in the plural formation in Arabic.
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Lexical voids

As for the two examples of lexical voids the texts happened to include, all of the

students translated 'couples' as E li.) with some reservation, but they failed to

understand 'tea for tea', when the second 'tea' is referring to the meal where tea is

drunk. Those who were alert to the problem offered translations of which some could

be said to accurately convey the meaning of the original but with a cultural shift, e.g.

.),..-.11..L.L?j --. .L.5u. tea with the As?' meal. Some opted for omission because of the

unavailability of an equivalent or because they thought it was a misprint, as revealed

in the interviews. One possible solution to handle lexical voids, clarifying things by a

footnote, was not used by any subjects.

Arabization

Words that have equivalents in Arabic which students only transcribed or retained in

their English forms, despite the Arabic form being more appropriate in the genre in

question, were considered inappropriate.'

Subjects, in fact, who were directly asked about this issue in the interviews, six in all,

seemed not to have a fixed attitude in this area. Their responses as to whether we

should Arabize words or not was that "we use an Arabic equivalent whenever one

exists, otherwise we use what is familiar to the reader". Yet, this was not always

reflected in their translations, as witnessed in the attempts made by many subjects to

Arabize "psychodrama" that often led to false etymology w-i-iill y1÷}.1-V1*, when the

term can simply be transliterated (see Terminology above).

66 i'As? is the time for the third prayer between noon and sunset (around five o'clock) among the daily
five prayers in Islam.
67 Transcriptions of names and some titles are not included.
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Subjects varied in deciding whether to Arabize or transcribe the foreign words. For

example, they transcribed tennis (..) .,--6 ! far more often than Arabized it to Y_}';''" 11-)S.

Thirty-two subjects out of thirty-eight transcribed 'tennis' and seven out of twenty-

eight transcribed 'taxi 'S! instead of translating it i.)-is.)-., while 'hotel' and

'radio' were generally Arabized much more often to (3 .1-ii and tl,i:1-4 respectively. Such

inconsistency shows variability between different students as to what they think is

acceptable, and between different words. What is important is how far this reflects

variability in Arabic equivalents for these words. According to the errors'

categorization used in the present study, however, Arabic words would be most

appropriate for the 'FT context with these words.

However, some students opted for more exaggerated forms in Arabizing ST words,

which can be seen as over-translation. One example is in the translation of 'radio' in

"no books, no radio, no argument, no pictures, no news", Text Eleven, as Zz13) ji-e-,

This form is too formal and thus does not fit the context; one word, t14, is

more appropriate (see relevant discussion in Chapter Three, Section Two: 2.1.1.1.3.

Arabization, also see Register below).

4.2.1.1.2. Grammar

Errors in morphology, prepositions, articles and tense are all plainly incorrect because

they break the rules of the grammatical (morpho-syntactic) system of the 11'. Those in

word order, passivity, negation and conditionals are inappropriate, because they are

not breaking the rules of the language, but they fail to conform to the stylistic

conventions of the TL (see Table 6, Chapter Four, Section One).
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Interestingly, in numerical terms, the errors in Inappropriate/Grammar (2.00)

represented a higher percentage of errors than Incorrect/Grammar (1.58). The

relatively high figure of errors in the former can be explained by the fact it includes

errors resulting from word order and passive forms which are largely a result of

problems related to the ST structure. The latter represents errors in the TT related to

the TL system, mainly morphology and prepositions (lack of competence in mother

tongue). However, errors which are the result of a failure to decode complex

grammatical stretches, including very long noun phrases in the ST, usually resulted in

text-level errors. This was because these errors had double impact, not merely on

grammar, but also wider textual meaning. They will be discussed in Text-level Errors

below under their respective sections.

Students' underlining of grammatical structures (total 117) seems to fall under two

main types. Total single and double underlining of passive forms is 43 and total single

and double underlining of long syntactic structures that include noun phrases and

multiple modifiers is 74, as Table 15 below shows. As will be discussed below, high

figures of errors in these two aspects correlate with figures of underlining. The

implication that can be drawn from this is that these two aspects of grammar

constitute problems in terms of prominence of errors count and at the same time are

peszeived difficult by students.

TABLE (15): STUDENTS' UNDERLINING OF DIFFICULT ST GRAMMATICAL

STRUCTURES

Grammar
Passive forms Long syntactic

Single
structures

DoubleSingle Double
,	 39 4 52 22

43 74
117
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The fact that underlining of these two categories is so high is significant. They are two

not only resulted in high percentage of errors but also were perceived by the students

as difficult; hence they could have tried strategies for solutions but failed. However,

comparatively there are more double underlinings of long syntactic structures than of

passive forms. The reason could be that the former usually include embedded clauses

and phrases whose meanings students could not grasp when punctuation did not help

too. Moreover, interference of difficult vocabulary can be another factor. In the

commentaries and in the interviews, reference to the difficulty of ST grammar was

made when the subject was confused by the function of certain grammatical items in

the text such as a noun or an adjective. One subject wrote the following statement in

the commentary and then reiterated it in the interview: "the word `blinded'" reminded

me of words that are usually nouns or adjectives, but are sometimes used as verbs,

although it is not the same case here". What this shows is the extent of confusion

between elements of grammar students experienced.

With regard to errors related to the TL system, the fact that Standard Arabic is more

distant from spoken Arabic than written English is from spoken English might have

been the cause of a lot of errors in the TL grammar. Errors related to the grammatical

system of the TL, i.e. Arabic, occurred in the use of grammatical morphemes,

prepositions, tense and articles. Average errors per student for all texts, as far as the

sub-categories of Grammar/Incorrect are concerned, in descending order are as

follows: morphemes (1.00), tense (0.23) prepositions (0.22) and articles (0.12). Since

the rules of grammar in the morphological system of standard Arabic are complicated,

errors in grammatical morphemes, which also contain far more sub-categories, are

68 In "passengers are blinded before they choke on the fumes", Text Six.
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comparatively higher than those in tenses and prepositions, whereas errors in the use

of articles are the least of all.

Below are more detailed examples of the subjects' translation errors in the areas

mentioned above (Grammar/Sub-categories). Morphologically-conditioned spelling

errors will be discussed under Spelling.

Incorrect TL grammar

Errors in Morphology (including case ending, subject-verb concord, gender concord

and adjective concord), Prepositions, Tense and Articles belong to the category of

Incorrect.

Morphology

Errors in this category include errors in case-ending such as C.J)/DLS - noun concord and

(2J)/ot-S - complement concord, verb concord, gender concord, adjective concord and

number concord and others.

Case-ending

Although errors in case-ending do not usually hinder communication, such basic

errors do give an amateurish impression, displaying apparent disregard or

unawareness of the TL grammar rules (cf. Chapter Five, Discussion: 5.4.3. Errors

Severity). Examples in Table 16 below are only a sample of a larger number of such

errors in this area.
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TABLE (16): ERRORS IN CASE ENDING

Errors in case-ending

Text ST Erroneous translation Correct version

3 These two facets

4 The buyers al..)11°11 Ci_95u1.°11

4 Facing	 an	 uphill
struggle

31,1 E1.33 c.,m1_,:i. tiu t.1 _33 Dia-1.1.,

4 They are facing 1..se-1..v. si Ü..$1,-1.11 si

7 Uncomfortable (-15.).....):.,= cli.).- _.).�-

Subject-verb concord

One example of this type of error is in the erroneous use of the dual instead of the

plural in a verb with three subjects as in the translation of "efficiency, and feminine

charm and style are... ... embodied ...", Text Three, ... Zi135/1 3 JAN1	 sptia*

Gender concord

Examples are: noun-relative pronoun concord (....s331 l'-' 111 * instead of cy- 31. :A 1" 111 , noun-

verb concordC.)1.5 ,„° — -11 t 1-i3* instead of C.r-c-a:). •- 11 t	 for "filter-mask enables",

Text Six 	 adjective-noun concord 414).11...1* instead of	 s1i for "one

evening", Text Ten. Since the relation between the noun and the pronoun, the noun +

adjective and verb respectively is straightforward and can be worked out from the

surface, it is believed that such errors could only be slips or a result of proof reading,

where the subject should have known the rule but did not pay enough attention to its

implementation.

Adjective Concord

There are three types of plural nouns in Arabic: sound animate masculine plural,

sound feminine plural, and broken plural (inanimate plural nouns). While no errors
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were recorded with regard to the first two, a number of errors were recorded with

regard to the third which concords with feminine adjectives. For example, an error

like the following .)-4 1 1_, 	 °':11 C.) 1 .3-N 1 cL113 * for the translation of "purple or red-

coloured fruits", Text Eighteen, instead of oli-o-,11 3 	 01All c-113 reveals ignorance

of this grammatical rule in Arabic; although 0.3- 1 colour is masculine, in its (broken)

plural form, 0 1..911, it takes feminine singular adjectives.

Numeral concord

The rules of the numeral system of Arabic are, admittedly, complicated. However,

errors in this area are not taken lightly by grammarians, though they may well pass

unnoticeable to the ordinary reader, e.g. l--.11* instead of :L.PW12-c.1.11

514.1 syta for the translation of "at eleven o'clock", Text Nineteen.

Prepositions

Most errors in prepositions are in the choice of the TL preposition itself, including

where the ST does not necessarily include one, as in the first two examples in Table

17 below:

TABLE (17): ERRORS IN PREPOSITIONS

Errors in misuse of prepositions

Text ST Erroneous translation Correct version

19 refuse any additional

cups of tea

(.111.1i Lii Lric. s jaall 0:.i.)

kgt:L.:.4

citLii 41 (.5.1) s jaali ();,k.i

l...1.1

6 They choke in fumes A.1:,,s/1 DA efritr.1 ki:,..%/1414.1.1.111

7 an old-fashioned kind e...1:81 j1 J.1.21 L.,..1c. N.isill _31 J.10.11 0.4

While explanations can be postulated for the first and the second examples - the first

could be confused with other instances where siza invitation takes the preposition 0-6,

e.g. obj-11,6 Si-c-a invitation for lunch, the second shows the influence of the spoken
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language and the third example stands out, as it cannot be traced to any particular

cause.

Tense

As the figures show, errors in this category (0.23) are relatively insignificant. Tense

does not seem to be a major problem since the Arabic tense-system is less complex

than the English one, and the process of translating is often one of convergence.

Generally speaking, in translating from English into Arabic, all tenses usually

translate to simple forms. However, the fact that there is not an automatic "one to

one" correspondence between the two tense systems appears to have presented the

students with the problem of trying to reproduce the subtleties of the English forms in

Arabic. The perfect tense, and particularly the perfect continuous tense, seemed to be

puzzling to a number of subjects. Among the erroneous attempts to tackle the problem

of the present perfect continuous tense and to convey the ST tense is translating

"Rolex has been making watches for long time", Text Three, to cLai V.., ,L.}4-53.9..) .1-il-S*

61,LiaL-11&,-.6 Rolex was and still making watches for a long time and (..)-,-cli..)*

dal.-11 2 zi-1-.. kri sy.1-,.. Rolex is continuing to make watches. Among the most

acceptable attempts to tackle the complexity of ST tense is adding the idiomatic

phrase J-&]. e-.11-6-1, which roughly means "it has a long stand" to the translation, i.e.

aDLiii Zal-L-.. v-i (.3-,-_,L al--.1 Ini-] U4-�3.1), Rolex has a long stand in making watches, which

indicates that Rolex has a history of making watches for which it is reputed.

Articles (definite/indefinite)

Fifteen out of a total of forty five errors in the use of articles occurred in _): ,..6- +

adjective, e.g. A-4N-...).401 instead of 'A-421.11 ..)�. or..-A-AD-4' ..)-.16 for "ill-fitting", Text Seven.
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It is a common error in which students do not realise the principle, since ..),i b- is neither

a noun nor an adjective, and thus does not take an article. The fact that no-one except

one post-graduate student translated J-..16 , + adjective correctly whenever it appeared in

the examples suggests that this is not an uncommon error by any means. A different

error related to articles, though not very common, is the omission of the definite

article as a generic marker in the TT, e.g. s3il-i ,-435 instead of 31_9-111,-4=6' for "window

cleaning°. Although such an "uneducated" mother-tongue error was not recurrent or

systematic, the mere fact it appeared in one student's translation at this level of

education (university student) raises concern and potentially rings alarms about failing

to realise basic issues in the mother tongue, though a test in writing directly in

students' mother tongue might reveal it is only ST interference.

Inappropriate choice of TL grammatical structure

Although errors in word order, passivity, negation and conditionals do not normally

violate the TL grammatical system, they result in the translation sounding

inappropriate. In the interviews subjects stressed that English and Arabic differ in

these aspects. Practically, however, their translations show there was an obvious

tendency among students to follow the ST grammatical system.

Word order

Word order was referred to by the subjects in the interviews as a problem of writing in

the IT rather than a ST problem. For example, one subject said "I took a long time to

put the right meanings and words in the right order". Within Grammar, compared to

69 Such errors are symptoms of total commitment to the ST forms regardless of the TT generic
conventions which are indicated in Arabic not only by the definite article but also by the plural form of
the noun.
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other errors, a close study of the subjects' translations at the level of sub-sub-

categories shows that errors in word order represent a high proportion, i.e. 137 out of

a total of 424 are errors in word order. In percentage they represent 32% of the total

number of errors in this category; higher than any of the other sub-sub-categories.

One area in which the translation seems to be influenced by the ST structure is in the

choice between verbal and nominal sentences. The normal structure of sentence in

Arabic is verbal, i.e. verb + subject and not the opposite, though, nominal sentences

are used for emphasis in Arabic. Examples of errors in this category are in translating

"the main auditorium will accommodate ...", Text One, to ... -1 E--ai Z..L.--iiill Zal-ill instead

of ... 1 441)11i-c- I-ill --Lia. , and translating "the recent rise in interest rates has meant ..."i

Text Four, to ... 4-1.4 ..):.L&I tlicuT instead of.. i:.1.&`/ I t u5.0

Despite the fact that this type of error is largely a result of the influence of the ST

structure, a total commitment on the part of the translator to use this structure solely

by converting all sentences begin with a noun in the ST to verbal in the TT, as in the

case of some of the subjects' translations, resulted in the Ti' sounding unnatural.

Arabic, in fact, tends to mix, or even favours variation between verbal and nominal

sentences, as long as nominal structures do not exceed verbal ones.

Another example of the influence of the ST word order in the students translations is

in the following: Lei:a-4 ,Lli:- ss. ,L.)_>,,A.) c.).-1...)� a 44.e LIU .11 1-4-41 instead of' A cLu?..il u,J.JS o).

Lr.t.1 ...141:31SA for the translation of "without doubt, Chris Evert has secured her

place", Text Three. A similar example is in the use of co-ordinated genitives :LcA-101
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(:).,..Li l ? 1 _)11 .3 instead of 4-.1..)11.J C.L0 :111:L=1-1.7° for the translation of 'law-abiding', Text

Sixteen. However, the following example 1.1-..4 t-.11 _)-1 -1.4 (.1--.'114-i c.il-S 4j 41-ta A-1,:.-...!

instead of 1.)-.. t-.11..)-`1 7I LL- 11 t.4--i -L271. C.71-S 4A taUj1 :a,:=,-2-4 for the translation of "the trouble

with tea is that originally it was quite a good drink", Text Nineteen, appears to be a

case of poor control of the TL and unawareness of its norms, rather than an influence

of ST word order.

Passive

Table 15 above shows that 43 underlinings out of the 117 underlinings of grammatical

structures were of the passive. The number of underlinings of the passive (43)

compared to underlinings of long syntactic structures (74), which include different

constructions, is significant. It shows that ST passive forms can present real problems

for students translating from English to Arabic. Table 18 below shows the type of

passive forms underlined by the students. However, not all underlined passages

resulted in errors and vice versa.

TABLE (18): UNDERLINING OF PASSIVE FORMS

Passive forms cn
E .

CrQ
co

CI
S
cr

H
0 0
?-1.	 .0

is stuck in a remote area 2 14

1800 cattle are slaughtered 3 12
had been sorted out 4 2 32

are also perfectly embodied in her watch 2 1 36

are blinded before they choke 3 36

(were the authentic ones) used in the miracle 3 12

had been commissioned by a circus 2 1 11
...have been particularly hard hit (just after they thought their

teething problems had been sorted out" )
4 32

19 8

70 Thrall ;i.allitt
) by itself is enough for the translation of "law-abiding".

71
Prepositional phrases, however, are generally flexible in Arabic with regard to word order.
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Despite the fact that Table 18 above shows that there were far more single

underlinings (difficult) than double underlinings (very difficult), the type of errors

made by students in their translation shows that passive forms represent a real

problem regardless of the fact that the passive forms underlined also included difficult

vocabulary.

Errors in the use of passive seem to be of three main types:

• The first is when there is no passive in the ST but the translator used passive

as in 4 -	 y.1.11 (.34 CJA cL3-4-179 .Lp:111 Lal...)A9(.!..31! instead of44-.-'1.- L.4 1-8-i--.,341-41J-1.5(.:-11

for the translation of "the recent use of psychodrama as a therapeutic

technique ...", Text Two.

• The second example is when the translator attempted to tackle the problem of

the passive by the introduction of and the result has not always been

successful, as in,A..):.L-a	 D-4 1-041. Li Ls-la 0:=2...91-ia3l	 L5-14-.-4.11 d! instead of the

active formt-diA .3-431C.)) for the translation of "the music

had been commissioned by a circus", Text Fifteen. Arabic rejects the passive

where the subject is known.

• The third example is in choosing between forms of passive in Arabic where

Arabic has preference for certain forms over others, as in

instead of the more appropriate form L5-4.31-)iiL passengers are

subjected to blindness for the translation of "passengers are blinded", Text

Six. The matter is not a one of preference for a verbal phrase over a single

verb but the latter shows that "blindness" is incurred by the passengers.
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Errors in passive are both a result of ST forms and a problem of poor control of the

TL. That is on one hand, the problem seems to be because both English and Arabic

have a passive form, students often tend to replicate the English form, where in

Arabic it would be inappropriate. On the other hand, they seem not aware of the

restrictions imposed on the use of passive in Arabic.

Negation

The two phenomena observed in the data analysis with respect to negation differ

greatly. The first is related to grammar proper in the mother tongue, which is a purely

formal issue that has to do with the position of the negator (after the verb and not

before, e.g.V I y-,,,i. notY4:). V). The other is related to lack of translation skill of using

strategies such as transposition.

One common error in a number of students' translations is in the use of a negator

combined with a modal verb, e.g. 1 € i..., y-,,,,. V not should be dried instead of e-La

4445 should not be dried for the translation of "cans should not be drained", Text

Eighteen. While both I d i*.-", y43. V and i d k! n -.- 1 ?-1-a Y4:1. translate back the same into

English, the negator in the first negates the modal verb not the action.

The other type of error in this area occurred when subjects stuck to the form of the ST

in terms of grammatical positive/negative structures, e.g. "I had seen him once but

only long enough to shake his hands", Text Seven. All of the subjects opted for a

similar structure to that of the ST with varying errors at different elements within the

sentence like lai LA I-44'6.W_, sJA 4.), while a translation like V) 411W 43 Ls-1-:.9 i..1

or 31---4 L.0.51 el sa., s.r. 4:41 I met him once. It did not exceed

shaking his hand is more idiomatic in Arabic and, at the same time, gives the same
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meaning of the ST. An error of this kind is, perhaps, a combination of causes: ST

influence and the lack of knowledge of idiomatic expressions in the TL.

Conditionals

In Text Twelve, which happened to include quite a number of conditional sentences,

the majority of subjects tended to stick to the same form of conditional particles in the

TT as in the ST. Excessive use of conditionals in "if you are a student and I am your

teacher...if my input is unclear. If you haven't understood.. .if I get hold of the wrong

end of the stick ...If you tell me what's wrong", Text Twelve, when strictly

transferred in the translation, would sound more forced in the TT. Moreover, most of

the students opted to translate "if' only as " 13)", while variation using different

conditional particles, e.g. (D) 'J3 413) which all mean "if' in English, would work better

stylistically in the TT' (cf. Chapter Five, Discussion: 5.3.1.1.1.).

4.2.1.1.3. Interaction of vocabulary and xrammar

The above was an account of errors in grammar. However, there is an overlap

between the two categories of Grammar and Vocabulary, i.e. errors in vocabulary

could be a result of a problem of vocabulary and grammar together and vice versa.

For example, the problem signalled by students underlining long stretches of multiple

modifiers Table 19 below could be both grammatical and lexical.
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TABLE (19): UNDERLINING OF MULTIPLE MODIFIERS

Multiple modifiers cn-.acry
Ftr

P.aa-
("F•'

'-3>4 	••-••	 0
'	 -,)

Sliding dividing walls 9 6 26

Monthly mortgage repayment 10 3 32

Psychiatrically staged scenes 8 5 26

Second biggest foreign currency earner 6 3 12

two-volume, leather-bound, early eighteenth century French poetry 6 2 13

Quintessential...retirement...secretive...inflexible...England 6 2 10

Feminine charm and style 4 36

Government-owned...meat corporation 3 1 12

Exotic and barbarous bird 2 8

54 22

Grammar problems could be worsened by these constructions often containing

difficult lexis. For example, if we take the two first underlined multiple modifiers in

the table above, we find the first including the words 'sliding' and 'dividing', both

words were individually underlined by three subjects each. The second includes the

word 'mortgage', which was underlined by seven subjects as an individual item (see

Table 10 above, underlining of difficult vocabulary).
-

Confusing 'stiff' for 'staff' in "he looked uncomfortable in this stiff' and slightly ill-

fitting suit, and it also looked forty years out of date", Text Seven, for example, not

only indicates a lack of ability to distinguish between meanings from the context at

the level of vocabulary, but also the inability to distinguish the function of basic

elements of grammar in the sentence. One subject translated this sentence to (Ir . 441)

Laa (11-Liii J-....31(.).. eig 431-S9 4-''-'4 C.)41-46-11 JA, which reads like he was looked at by the staff

as if he was forty years old. The wrong identification of grammatical class "staff'

(noun) for "stiff' (adjective) led the translator to try to impose some sort of logical
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sense on the rest of the sentence, even at the risk of ignoring other basic indications,

e.g. "looked" + "in". See "Cohesion" below.

A main cause of inability to transfer the ST constructions, as data and subjects'

underlining above showed, seems to be when subjects are confronted with long

stretches of language containing series of consecutive adjectives or genitives. The

other reason is that the difficulty of translating one item can be a result of the

difficulty of a preceding item, e.g. "I did not translate 'sort out' because I did not

understand 'teething problems'. This is an indication of how one problem potentially

leads to another problem.

4.2.1.1.4 S pellink,

Apart from spelling errors resulting from interference of ST spelling, such as those

errors leading to confusing proper nouns (see Proper Nouns above), errors in spelling

are almost exclusively related to the TL. Moreover, spelling errors are always

incorrect. While some spelling errors can be considered 'slips', as will be explained

below, others appear to be genuine errors that reveal lack of full knowledge of the

mechanism of the spelling system in the TL and lack of competence in the basic

orthographic rules of the mother tongue. Most of these errors appeared in the

otherwise weak undergraduate students, although it is interesting to note that certain

types also appeared in the translations of good students, which were considered the

best overall and virtually involved no other types of errors.

Invention

The term 'invention' is used here to refer to errors in which students invent a spelling

that does not exist in Arabic due to lack of knowledge of the rules that govern the
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Arabic spelling system. While invention might potentially include all types of spelling

errors as those discussed below, this category is singled out because the type of errors

does not involve other aspects such as interference of grammar, for example. The

most frequent and more common spelling errors in this type are in the wrong use of

/hamza/ P . 35 out of a total of 196 spelling errors fell under this category, which is

about 18%. Examples of wrong use of P are as 0 1-1=&* instead of LI.a for 'wrong', :kai5*

instead of sp LiS for 'efficiency' and LyA-S* instead of ukS for 'cup'. Although there were

more last position "hamza" errors, this cannot be judged on ratio terms as correlation

between the position of the "hamza" and frequency of errors. Other errors were

random, such as 0-201 ,..,-- 31 * instead of call cp-..11 for 'the Latin Quarter' and cLia.5-?-.*

instead of ii-..

Morphological spelling

This type of error is a "double cause" type of error: grammar and spelling. It is

discussed here because it is a spelling requirement depending on the grammatical

function or position of the item but does not affect the meaning. One example is that

when a word is preceded by a preposition, the last (.5 should be omitted, e.g. f Li and not

4:11-i* for the translation of 'remote' in "the author is stuck in a remote hotel in E.

Africa", Text Eleven. Another example is the missing of I in the past tense that

indicates masculine plural, e.g. Jail * instead of Iiiiii for 'spent'.

These errors and similar ones in case ending, when they are not persistent, are

indications of grammar rules and spelling only partially learnt. In this case, a writer

gets them wrong when his/her attention wanders. If they persist, they no doubt

indicate ignorance of the rules of Standard Arabic.
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Dialect influence 72 and hypercorrection

Some errors appear to be related to influence of the local dialect spoken in Libya or

conversely ignorance of standard Arabic pronunciation. Fifty errors out of the total of

196 spelling errors are thought to have resulted from local dialect influence, i.e. 26%.

These include errors in the omission of "hamza", which is usually dropped in local

dialect, e.g.1-1* instead of L.,--W—I for 'shore', uwl-S* instead of (..rAS for 'cup' and (..),IJ*

instead of 0,1 J for 'head'. However, the majority of errors resulting from the local

dialect influence involves the replacement of fricatives to their corresponding stops,

e.g. A/ being written as 1.)/: ,1111-1* for ,i113-1 for that, lalascLy.-1-- :3-* 1'4: for a..1.5

modernization and /1i/ as/u.',./:_,s-,-;	 foris16 appear.

With spelling errors, what is more interesting than the transfer of / 3/ to 1.11 or /a/ to

/4, as reflects spoken Tripolitanian dialect, is when the reverse happens. In the data

collected, a number of occurrences of 1.11 were written wrongly as /3/, e.g. sJ11-?.*

instead of s.)-1- competence, and ‘,3_93-La* for y_sz-i. delegate'. As the subject

pronounces all 13/ as /z/, this case of hypercorrection indicates that the subject is aware

that /a/, Nand /I/ exist "out there" in standard Arabic phonetics, but s/he is not sure

in which words.

Slips

The three types of slips are: letter inversion, e.g. A-L-A-14* instead of ;Laid. for

'competitor', missing letters, e.g.A.* instead of DA. for "be", and substitution of

similarly sounding words, e.g. aail,* instead of aN-ii. for "parties". Such errors can

72 Errors in this category, Rosenhouse 1989 lists under "register".
n 

The equivalent translation for "delegate" is .lij.
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only be a result of carelessness or poor proof reading/checking. Some miscopied the

words from the drafts. While y-1.-. ,:ta--A-1. and.3--C,.. do not exist in the language, cL3-=',:il,

on the other hand does not fit the context, where the subject matter is about 'parties'

not 'buses'. Students always corrected themselves when such errors were brought to

their notice.

4.2.1.1.5. Addition

When the addition is unnecessary as in the case of addition of information and

addition of stress, it is considered incorrect because it resulted in deviation from the

original. When the addition is simply addition of more words or phrases as in the case

of Inappropriate double/ alternative translation and Inappropriate expansion (an

explication which is not required by the TT) it is considered "Inappropriate", as

shown in Table 6.

Incorrect addition of information

Examples of this kind of error are adding a statement that is not originally given in the

ST, which adds unnecessary information that leads to wrong assumptions. An

example of this is as preceding the translation of "a smoke-hood ...enables passengers

to survive longer", Text Six, with j 	 (.1-1. cri -1-..141 J--N.11 * meaning the only

solution in these cases is..., which is not what the ST says. Another example of this is

in the translation of "Toxic fumes create a film over the eves, so that a passenger

cannot see to escape from a burning plane", Text Six, as Ls-lc. 5.51-16 ;L.Li-II:LII(.5-1&3*

jall c ..)-:,41 (:),1)1.411 ;La) C.1.9.1 J.3--,:i (:).3,.. 11 toxic fumes create a film over the eyes that

prevents passengers from seeing the plane exits. This tells us that on occasions when
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subjects take too much liberty in adding what they thought an elaboration of the ST,

their translations risk giving faulty information that does not accurately reflect the ST.

Incorrect addition of stress

Addition of stress is giving prominence by the insertion of a word that gives an extra

emphasis to an element that is not prominent in the ST, e.g...)1-ii 	 ‘,3:6" V* for

no books ... ...no news. "1-...4-V" especially gives prominence to "the news" that is not

in the ST, and so does L5*-1 , which means "even". Students used "" for emphasis

more often than"L.-..1—N", e.g. "patients not only act out parts with some effectiveness,

but employ no script in doing so", Text Two, C.r. .Lp-I-.1-)A1-1-..11Ü-41.3-?.1,..,--;=JAIISIA:3. V*

,J1 clAz yilCA11 0..ca Lsa."	 	  (.14 CA41.1.3.11 patients not only act out parts of the

scenes with some effectiveness, but do not employ even written script in doing so.

Inappropriate double/ alternative translation

Intentional addition at the level of vocabulary is giving one word in the ST two or

more alternative meanings in the Ti', one of which sometimes may be wrong, e.g.

Ica.c.I..11:%.c.11! meetings/conferences' room for 'auditorium'. There might be

an influence here from class 'display': showing the teacher the student knows both

meanings, though it gives a strange translation.

Inappropriate expansion

A different type of addition at this level is when the translator opts for the use of

phrases whereas a single word conveys the meaning better, e.g. (...);=u-.4 1._9-131 for

'offering' in the translation of "a little girl offering wine jars for sale", Text Thirteen.

Simply (..);....y6 is more appropriate.
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Some additions seem to relate to words that usually collocate together in Arabic, e.g.

0.3.4 j i 	 C.u.:ora 31 .).L4 1431Si ALP the suit also looked as if it was a model

of forty years ago for the translation of "it also looked forty years out of date", Text

Seventeen, and  tiSj ,L ! it seemed as if it was the first edition for "it

seems what I had was the first edition", Text Seventeen. ,:-)-14 in Arabic, for both

"seemed" and "looked" collocates with j-S as if but the insertion of c:its as in the

translation here gives the impression of doubt more than confirmation, though the ST

implies the latter. Unlike the previous example, the following one does not raise

doubts but merely adds an empty phrase that is not in the ST: 5.)-..4 J1 ..)?-11 L.) ,-14 I CA.145 I-4  LI)!

14 if it became apparent to you that the jars were too big for 'if they (the jars) were

too big...', Text Thirteen. 'If' can simply be translated as I 3), i.e. 1-1- cLaS 13).

The tendency to say things in a cluster of words while the ST uses a single item seems

to be common among those who have better competence in translation. This strategy

of opting for a chunk of items while an equivalent single item exists, and it is better,

usually results in the TT sounding verbose. Interestingly, students sometimes made

changes when copying from the drafts which added unnecessary words, as in the case

of translating "the trouble with tea", Text Nineteen, in the draft to .4U11 A lc. 4, which is

very close to the original, but during editing the student wrote cs1-,111 A-L.111-3 A-.39--.-11 the

difficul t y .k- tea/as far as tea is concerned.

However, inserted items such as the ones discussed above can be dealt with by merely

omitting them. Others entail total changes, "I have an eye for celebrities", Text Ten,

assJ_H-1,11 LU j	 1,331134 &L.511-il ! I enjoy a penetrating vision and a

graceful distinguish for famous figures instead of..):04. u-411 L.c.13 I have got a

discernment that distinguishes celebrities. This example of expansion also reveals

misunderstanding of idiom (double cause of error).
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At the level of clusters of words, however, redundant additions usually appeared in

form of over-loaded meanings, i.e. the addition does not carry an additional message

which is only a stylistic issue. A comparison of what is acceptable and what is not

would probably illustrate the difference. Adding the idiomatic expression 41.11J .3:111

the common saying preceding "practice makes perfect", Text Three, whose equivalent

in Arabic is not a proverb, appropriately prepares the reader for the fact that what is

coming is an expression. In a way, it is decoding the inverted commas in the ST into

words. On the other hand, one subject's insertion of ql s3--4 1 J.14:3. 1-.A.3 it is worth

noting in... Ü-c- .-1,1-C3 ,L.J-.1=11 E31-L (I- _)-i91 L.ry._)s (Di 44) 5.)-171...)-L,,,i.L.AJ! to precede the

translation of "off court, however, she reveals...", Text Three, is inappropriate: this is

an expression used in journalistic writings to introduce added information but not in

an advertisement (see Text-Level Errors below, section on "Register"). Here, we have

a problem of non-discrimination between what is appropriate for different text types.

4.2.1.16. Omission

Omission, as the data reveals, is of two types: leaving out an item or a section (a

phrase, clause or even a whole sentence), cf. Table 6. When either type of omission

results in missing information that breaks communication, it is considered incorrect. If

the missing information does not break communication but is part of the message it is

considered inappropriate. Below, different examples of omission are discussed.

Incorrect omission of item

This can appear in the form of leaving a space for the missing part or merely ignoring

the existence of the item and proceeding with the translation as if the item does not

exist. An example of the first type is from Text Two "the recent use of 'psychodrama' 
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as a therapeutic technique illustrates a further point": 	 1 'L:J....31131	 Cr-a.:23.1*

Y.31—As . The space in the middle is where the translation of

"psychodrama" should appear. This example is a case of continuing translation past

an insoluble problem, while elsewhere the strategy is one of abandoning the task

altogether.

An example of the second type is when the item in question does not go along with

the translator's interpretation, e.g. when all the qualities preceding "grumpy" and after

it in Text Sixteen, "seaside holida, window-washing,

church-going, law-abiding, grumpy, library-using, tea-drinking", appear to the

translator as positive, 'grumpy' in the middle does not fit such an interpretation. The

subject, a novice translator, used the strategy of omission of 'grumpy' to make sense

of her interpretation of the text. In fact the subject was explicitly asked in the

interview about the author's attitude, and the reply was "positive", contrary to the

reality. This last example shows that the item missing from the translation is just

dropped, as if unnoticed, because it does not fit the interpretation of the other items;

both before and after it. In the case of translating "Tito gained many left-wing

international contacts", Text Eight, as 1.4. si4& ,4,-i3SH* Tito gained international

experience does show that students experienced real difficulty that led to discarding

the troubling items in the translation. Both left-wing' and 'contacts' were also double

underlined by the student.

Incorrect omission of section

The other kind of omission is when a section that is crucial to the meaning is totally

ignored without any overt signal that it is missing, e.g. in the translation of "Noise

levels at the Austerlitz rail terminus, Paris, have been greatly reduced by the
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application of ...", Text Five, ... JI-A,CL-14 ,A113.3 S.)-..4 A-.1,-,34 cl—k},-=,11 ‘). Vax-4 c1,- .&31 * there is

no mention of where the noise has been reduced. The translator discarded the

translation of the whole difficult part 'the Austerlitz rail terminus, Paris', which he

also double underlined as an indication of being very difficult, and presented the

translation as if there were no missing information. For more similar examples of

omissions, see Text level errors below.

Inappropriate omission of item

Examples of inappropriate omission are when the general message is rendered

incomplete but the missing item/section does not hinder communication. An example

of omitting an item is in the following translation for "I bought (for a shilling) a two-

volume, leather-bound, early, eighteenth-century collection of French poetry...", Text

Seventeen, as _A-c- C.r.1j1 CJJ-111 S31 _91-.) Ls--jiill _,-,L31 cl)-4 C.P.-1-6-. C.gq 4:4.3j"/ ! I bought for a

shilling a two-volume, early, eighteenth-century collection of French poetry. In the

translation there is no mention of leather-bound'. Although leather-bound' is part of

the message, it is not the core of it. Moreover, generally speaking eighteenth-century

books were all leather-bound. This is also a problem of consecutive compounds (see

Compounds above).

Inappropriate omission of a section

At the level of sections, the translation of "it (the train) got in only an hour late, which

someone informed me was quite unprecedented", Text Nine, as A-c- l—, 1,)&1=1A ..)l-Lill c.1.,-.J

U jA j 1.-ii s-1-.1 .5 ! the train arrived only an hour late, which was considered

unprecedented, the phrase 'which, someone informed me' is missing. In fact the
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phrase is not redundant in the ST but it tells us that the information is significant as it

came from a local source.

The above was an account of language errors, where each category was analyzed both

numerically and qualitatively. Below, errors at the text level are discussed.

4.2.1.2. Text-level errors

Text-level errors are those errors whose impact goes beyond the immediate co-text to

the text as a whole. Errors in grammar such as the ones discussed above can be

blamed largely on lack of competence in the TL. In vocabulary, the errors can be

blamed largely on poor strategies of searching in the dictionary, faulty inference from

the context, or on inappropriate techniques of omission and addition (cf. Chapter Five:

Discussion). Text-level errors tend to have both ST and TT causes. A common ST

factor is the lack of comprehension at the level of the discourse of the text as a whole.

This can result from inability to appreciate irony, insensitivity to register, lack of

background knowledge or ignorance of the SL culture. TT causes can be related to the

lack of skills in the TL to produce the structures or devices of the ST or can be a result

of a process transfer problem, when the translator can write well in the TL but cannot

translate well.

In the interviews in the initial twelve case studies, six subjects were directly asked

comprehension questions about certain instances; only two stressed that the main

problem they faced while carrying out the task was understanding the ST, though they

mainly complained of the difficulty of conveying the meaning in the TL. However,

when referring to particular texts the following remarks were often uttered: "I did not

understand the idea of the text" or "I can't exactly understand the text in English" and
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"I found difficulty in understanding what the subject of the text is about". In their

commentaries, reference to the difficulty of understanding specific STs or part of it

was made by using key words or phrases such as "did not understand", "the meaning

was not clear" and "throughout this text, I felt that the understanding of the content is

very important to translate correctly".

Texts selected to manifest categories such as rhetoric, register, irony, satire and others

rarely showed such features in most of the undergraduate students' translations.

However, there were some decent attempts made by the post-graduate students to

render such aspects in their translations. On occasions, undergraduates, in particular,

were even misled by the use of certain vocabulary and grammatical structures to

understand the opposite of what was intended, as will be demonstrated below — each

under their relevant categories.

Text level errors consist of Rhetorical and Stylistic Devices, Cohesion, Register and

Style, Background Knowledge and Culture.

4.2.1.2.1. Rhetorical and stylistic devices

If we assume that any text is composed of vocabulary and grammar, an overlap

between the two-level division between language items level and text level would be

inevitable (cf. Chapter Three, Section Two). This is particularly true when we

investigate the literary style of a text and the use of literary devices. For example, at

the level of vocabulary, when we prefer the word 1,531514 for the translation of 'nervous'

in "if you were nervous", Text Nineteen, (How to be an Alien, George Mike), to

4--.-c-S114.9-.! tight nerves, which was opted for by some students, the reason is that

1.5J'ila is clearly more literary. At the level of phrase, we consider L. L:2-1.111j :01-.111_>4,16
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she reveals both charm and genteel for the translation of "she reveals both wit and

charm", Text Three, an advertisement, was more eloquent than 1.1- 4.4i Leii ! she is very

witty. Individually, such errors, according to our criteria, belong to the level of

individual language items as discussed above under the category of

Inappropriate/Vocabulary. However, collectively they become text-level errors when

there are too many of them in the text. For example, compare the following two

translations of the letter to the editor by Valerie Eliot, Text Ten,

ST
	

"my husband T. S. Eliot, loved to recount how

late one evening he stopped a taxi. As he got in,

the driver said: `Ah. I've got an eye for a

celebrity"

Translation 1 below is a typical example opted for by some subjects and Translation 2

is a model translation. Stylistically, at the level of text, Translation 1 is less idiomatic

and hence inferior to Translation 2, which is more eloquent than version 1. Although

Translation 1 does not deviate from ST semantics, it exhibits a trace of literal transfer

of the ST. Translation 2 is a well composed piece of writing in Arabic with regard to

vocabulary choice and eloquence.

Translation s..).1 S.A." L:69 1 ".24.	 4.3.):). Di ` '1. 9:11. ) .i..}41 .cp-i (4÷.9.3 ‘.71.1

(I)
Lis= :S31-11 43 dli S JI÷il 4.1_,&. .]..) .49.5 f.L.L4 c__I• 11 i_)&114

.C.):WeelAil LYA-111 3:-1,34

Translation s..A.L.. L-i.6.31 ".24. 	3..)-- slc-!-	 -.1.9 CL1.941. ) .0'1 .4-1 ‘,5-..9...) aal

(2)	 cy.II D j.lt_ s JLI....11.1,—... i..411, 31 c.l.,,.. c:Jra t_Aliasji

3:.%.45s_0-.,4 4.11 :(3_91114

Table 20 below shows the difference between the two versions in vocabulary choice

and in the use of idiomatic expressions.
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TABLE (20): ERRORS IN RHETORICAL AND STYLISTIC DEVICES.

ST items Subject's
translation (I)

Back
translation

Professional
Translation(2)

Back
translation

.,:na:
cr
E.coI,e

Loved ,...,..1 Loved (sal ... C•13 Have passion to

Recount 4.334 Tell k,.. -Lt.) Recount

As he got in 4-1_0-1 3.}7'-.4 As entering a........L.16. As soon as getting in

Said Si Said Lba., ... •Jal-.1 Initiated by saying

rif
x..o
'I
fD

4.
o
o

I've got an eye
for a celebrity"

Lr.1131 _34-4 .,-..-.) ;plc-
(:.9_).1	 's--LO

I have vision
distinguishes

famous
people

34--5;,4,-...., (s al
_est=

I have mental
vision/insight to

distinguish celebrities
the famous

One explanation of students opting for Translation 1 is that they were more occupied

by transferring the message, which led to overlooking the esthetic value.

Below, the following specific rhetorical features will be discussed: "metaphor and

simile", "repetition and parallelism", "satire", "irony" and "alliteration", as examples

of features of literary writing.

Metaphor and Simile

The difference between errors related to metaphor and simile in students translations

may be illustrated by the following examples. With regard to the former, the metaphor

'flagship' in "the Lobatse slaughterhouse is the flagship of the government-owned

Botswana Meat Corporation (BMC) ...", Text Fourteen, was not realised, as the

literal translation by those who attempted to translate it, which would not give the

required figurative meaning in Arabic, indicates. Three out of the twelve who

translated Text Fourteen single underlined metaphor 'flagship'. With regard to the

latter, all realised the simile in 'machine-like efficiency', Text Three, as all used one

of the simile markers such as 4 1. e.!: 't	 II "4215 4 (-1 1-4 4� in their translations, but it was not

translated properly. Eleven among the thirty-six subjects who translated Text Three
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underlined the phrase "machine-like efficiency" as being very difficult or difficult (six

double underlining and five single underlining, respectively). As for the metaphor

'you are judged an exotic and barbarous bird', Text Nineteen, two out of the eight

subjects single underlined the phrase, most likely because of the two adjectives

('exotic' and 'barbarous') preceding 'bird' than because of the metaphor itself. The

conclusion that can be drawn from this is that students perceive both simile and

metaphor as difficult.

Furthermore, student translations showed that simile can result in as severe errors, if

not more severe, as those resulting from metaphor. That is due to the fact that "you

are judged an (exotic and barbarous) bird", Text Nineteen, can be translated literally,

as in the majority of the students translations, giving a similar metaphoric force in

Arabic. With "machine-like efficiency", Text Three, the simile is not formed in the

conventional way, i.e. efficient as/like a machine, so it is more complicated to render

into Arabic. Subjects' use of simile markers in the TT of Text Three such as , L.114 ,�

:tu .tlt ,4-.LLi all indicate that they realised the simile in the ST and tried to render it in

the TT. However, the comparison between the efficiency of Chris Evert with that of

the machine is odd in Arabic (a living human being as a machine), as the following

translations opted for by the subjects indicate: Z11S Zil CIA as a machine A-N 1 4-.L.L1 , like

a machine. Other translations where the simile was not literally rendered but implied

are no better, e.g. ZNI 4 1-iS machine efficiency ;411 5cli-C11 machinery efficiency. In fact

none of these alternatives is structurally incorrect, but they do not make sense. It

could be a case of difference of conventions of advertisements in both languages, as

far as this particular text is concerned.
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Repetition and parallelism

One of the rhetorical devices used in both English and Arabic is repetition, but in each

language it works differently (cf. Chapter Three, Section Two). In Text Nineteen

repetition is used to amuse.

ST "If you are invited to an English home, at five o'clock in

the morning you get a cup of tea ... Then you have tea

for breakfast; then you have tea at eleven o'clock in the

morning; then after lunch; then you have tea for tea; then

after supper; and again at eleven o'clock at night",

Retaining all the repetition in the IT would not achieve the same purpose. In contrast,

abandoning the repetition and expressing the recurrence of "offering tea" by one word

LcItru as in the model translation below would serve the purpose better:

	

.L5u LA a ezij	 ,4_34,3)	 L53) 	 1:4

Z.pWl ZaL.11	 E41.111	 4.6	 c jthi71 4:e3 li

L;.)&,1	 .1243	 ;n_.,11	 1-4	 c 0 1.1.01 ax,,

411_11

All subjects transferred the same repetition "you get a cup of tea ... then you have tea

for breakfast; then you have tea at eleven o'clock in the morning; then after lunch;

then you have tea for tea; then after supper; and again at eleven o'clock at night" as in

the ST when translating Text Nineteen, which was especially selected to test this issue

(besides others). Despite the fact that retaining the repetitions in the TT would not

achieve the purpose intended in the ST, i.e. amusing, it also results in the style

appearing feeble and pallid (cf. 3.2.2.1.3). Excessive use of repetition in most

students' translations was also noticed by the two raters who were consulted about the

translations. One evaluator suggested that a solution to maintain the ironic tone
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expressed by repetition in the ST might be to vary the rendition of the word tea by

replacing it with ironic phrases such as 'the noble drink', or 'the English nectar', for

example. What is said about repetition, as exemplified by the word 'tea', can also be

said about parallelism, as exemplified by the use of the conditional structure 'if' and

the clause `then...'. One interpretation of the students opting for retaining all

repetitions and parallelism is their faithfulness to the ST at the expense of effective

rhetoric in the Ti'.

Conversely, subjects failed to use the resources of the mother tongue, as exemplified

by the cognate accusative' for rhetorical purposes as a unique feature of repetition in

Arabic. The cognate accusative is used in Arabic for emphatic assertion and could

compensate for other devices used in English (cf. Chapter Three, Section Two). For

example, ... "feminine charm and style are embodied in her watch", Text Three,

caused a lot of trouble to many students, as explained in different places above; a

solution could be the use of the cognate accusative, i.e. 1.4,5 

telD.	 %US. In the whole corpus, only two post-graduate students used it to

compensate for 'greatly' in "Noise levels ... have been greatly reduced", Text Five,

e.g....	 L.i s!7- •	 dlx-4 	 while used by one professional translator quite

generously in different text types. He used it six times in the nineteen texts, including

twice in one text. This indicates that the subjects missed the opportunity to

compensate for some of the SL emphatic usages, e.g. Ii-kiJA LaJA flexible enough.

An example of "cognate accusative" given by Hatim, (1997: 165), is: wa nafaa waziir al-khaarijiyyati
al-surii nafyan qaaTi'an an talcuuna suuriiyaa ayyata `alaaqtin bi ... (from a news report).
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Satire

The two texts by Paul Theroux, The London Embassy, Text Seven, and The Kingdom

by the Sea, Text Sixteen (see Appendix 1), were used as examples of satirical writing.

In the first "shake his hand-a damp, slack, small-boned hand. The only other thing that

I could remember was that he had been wearing evening-dress of an old-fashioned

kind" the satire is overt. In the second "quintessential England-not just coastal, seaside

holiday, retirement England, but secretive, rose-growing, dog-loving, window-

washing, church-going, law-abiding, grumpy, library-using, tea-drinking, fussy and

inflexible England" it is more veiled satire. As far as students' translations are

concerned, both texts proved extremely difficult to render. Apart from the fact that a

main source of difficulty was the strings of consecutive adjectives and compounds

(see Table 12 above), as those who were interviewed stated, the satirical tone was not

transferred as expressed in the ST.

Irony

Even when subjects showed appreciation of irony in the ST, as expressed in the

interviews, most of them experienced difficulty in presenting this feature in their

translations. The following serves as an example of transferring the factual meaning,

but not the irony itself. The rhetorical meaning of "not only did it arrive (the train),

but got in only about an hour late", Text Nine, is that one hour is actually too long,

but that this was typical for Soviet Russia. The following translation opted for by one

undergraduate student :k-1.1.S Zal--. jaall .)&1-1 the train was late a whole one hour says

this overtly rather than covertly, which loses the ironic effect. Also, the over-

explicated nature of the translation means that the implication "typical for Soviet

Russia" is missing.
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In the following fragment from George Mikes, How to be an Alien, Text Nineteen, the

ST says: "the trouble with tea is that originally it was a good drink. So a group of the

most eminent British scientists put their heads together, and made complicated

biological experiments to find a way of spoiling it". For a number of subjects it was

hard to realise the ironic tone and then transfer it. For example,

.43Jus	 -1	 Y.J14-1

the trouble with tea is that originally it was a good drink So a team of the most

prominent scientists all together made complicated biological experiments to find a

way of limiting its intake, not only shows that the exhibits no trace of irony, but

the message of "to find a way of spoiling it" is completely distorted. Confronted by an

"illogical" statement that the student did not realise as ironic, the student translator

has tried to make discourse sense, and thus has made a serious error at the level of

semantic content, though it reads well superficially applying a familiar "fight against

addiction" schema.

Another example of an inability to appreciate irony causing failure to infer the

meaning from the context is found in the translation of Text Thirteen below. It shows

how the student used the strategy of omission to go round the problematic element

that does not fit with his/her inference of other parts of the text.

ST
	

"We went to Cana of Galilee, where a little girl was

offering wine jars for sale. They were the authentic

ones used in the miracle. If they were too big she

had smaller size indoors, yes the small ones were

authentic too",
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student	 JA 	 j1_) s	 Slai 144i	 L,14:	 A.31 L.5.11 LiA3

translation
	 J 1 _)41 ib LS (L1.4 	 o:14	 Asloc.

j1 ..),N31 p ies i3t 131

.La.4411

In back translation, the text reads like this:

Back	 "We went to Canavillee bar where there was a little

translation  girl offering wine jars for sale. Those jars used in

the sale were traditional. If these jars were too big

the girl owns small jars at home".

Apart from the wrong translation of 'Cana of Galilee' as LgAiii-ilS Canavillee, the IT

has lost all ironic effect by mistranslating translating 'authentic' into 'traditional' and

the omission of 'the miracle'. Even those who translated it right were unable to show

in the interview that they caught the subtle meaning intended (see religion below).

The translation of the text as a whole raises a question of comprehension, as key

words not understood (cf. Chapter Five, Discussion).

Alliteration

Five out of the thirty-six who translated Text Three single underlined the expression

'practice does make perfect' while the overwhelming majority translated literally, as

the following examples show, e.g. 	 2-131.3.411 ,(.11 -c11	 Sj4:N•11 ‘Jusil	 (3.!:1-111

s..)41 . All translations say the same thing but literally with no attempt to preserve the

ST alliteration, though it is widely used in Arabic for the same purpose.

4.2.1.2.2. Cohesion

A central problem in students' translations at the text-level is when the whole passage

is often no more than a succession of sentences. This is evident in the number of
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distorted passages which tended to show lack of cohesive progression and coherent

linkage. The problem of lack of cohesion is prominent in a high proportion of

subjects' translations, though it is more prominent and frequent in the undergraduate

students' translations. Post-graduate students, however, tended to show more

sensitivity towards inter-sentential linkage with regard to the cohesive progression of

ideas.

To test perception of Ti' cohesion, a sample of the translations of six texts was shown

to native speakers of Arabic who had no previous knowledge of the ST. Their reaction

was that from the vocabulary used, they could tell what the topic of the passages was,

but they could not make any logical link between different sequences in the passages.

In the interviews, although the term cohesion itself was not mentioned, inability to

write coherently in the Ti' was reported by the subjects in different ways. This,

however, indicates an awareness of the importance of the cohesion of the text. The

pattern of utterances to emphasize this problem was as follows:

• "my problem is in the structure of the Arabic, I cannot connect the sentences

together",

• "I could not put the sentences in an organized way",

• "the difficulty is in connecting sentences together, the result is a literal

translation",

• "It is easy to find the meaning in the dictionary but the difficulty is in

connecting the sentences",

• "connecting the ideas in Arabic is difficult",

• "the most important thing is when the meaning is connected",
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Abandoning the translation after an initial attempt 75 because the meaning would be

interrupted when one word or expression in the middle was too difficult to translate as

was occasionally stated, also points at awareness of cohesion issues.

The following is an example of such a problem. Despite the weak grammatical

constructions and the inappropriate use of cohesive devices, however, one still can

make sense of the text:

ST

Student

translation

Toxic fumes create a film over the eyes, so that a

passenger cannot see to escape from a burning

plane. Passengers are blinded before they choke on

the fumes. A smoke hood - or the alternative, a filter

mask - enables passengers to survive for longer in

toxic fumes.

v jiL.,411 L..4.31 1:41.3 4cji...101 ulc.. S ...9U6. cd,..04 el.4,11 (:).&.111

S.51111(DA

j1.511 t 1:111 .3 j?..1.111 j i „.31.&.. yl..?.. ".).&..1114 m_s-Li11 j.ii OL4c.

.4...4UI C-11 .31.01 L.,..i jiLl S.1.41 1..1 lii..9 cjt.? al jiL.111 j _g:,.)

At the level of the choice and use of cohesive devices, the use of the causative ('-i) so

in k-J.:Jilt C.).35.91---ac,4-1-.: Xi_ (194a ,...6-1c. 5.31-LE el-a CJI-&.1-11&,-.Y. toxic fumes create a film

over the eyes, so that a passenger cannot see to escape would make a more logical

link here than the additive (j) and, as used in the subject's translation above. At the

level of punctuation, a full stop after kill-1,11(:)-. L.-U-471) (S-)71. Cil C.: L.;. '.: V .A""11,4.L.-J11:43.3

1-Vi-,Al1 and for this reason passengers cannot see to escape from the burning plane

and starting a new sentence C.A3-11-.3 ,41.1-1I (.1-.61,LAr- C.)3591--.-.11 ..)+,-..73. passengers become

75
Thu-teen texts were abandoned after initial translation; eleven by undergraduates and two by post-

graduates.
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blinded before they choke on the fumes interrupts the flow of the TT. In such linked

meanings Arabic usually uses the cohesive device (4) .. ) as between sentences, i.e. V

01.11.,, N.it_aii j_45- u..4.,LILcji41.....=_,I. ',..*i_4... ',i_i jia..411 5.511_1231 ci—a JI j_i11;L,Ij.)11 cjiiil...411 	

passengers cannot see to flee the burning plane as they become blind before they

choke on the fumes. On the other hand, putting the phrase tr-A-41-4S3 4-k. C/1-1-) ji or an

alternative like masks between two commas, thus giving 4-k. C13.1-4 ji 4(.9-&-a-11 c.r. u-il 3 ;ILE-

LIU' dil-iiil (.43 Jibi 1.Q.4,11,14a21 4 Ia 1-i-.111 C..)-4 L13531—.411 USA:). 4,:-.1,14S11� would have shown it

is an embodied explanatory phrase: in the subject's translation, this emphasis is not

clear.

Cohesion is maintained by the use of cohesive devices. Below, some of the cohesive

devices are discussed with reference to students' translations. Among the sub-

categories of Cohesion that will be discussed below are: Reference, Substitution,

Ellipsis, Conjunctions, Theme and Rheme issues, Paragraphing and Graphic and

Orthographic marks.

Reference

Pronoun reference in Arabic is more specific and detailed than in English. For

example 'you' in English can be either singular or plural, and bears no gender marker;

in Arabic different forms of the second person bear singular, plural and gender

markers. In Text Twelve, the addressees in "study conditions can be difficult for you"

are a group of students, as the reference between the two brackets (Informal Briefing

to New Students) at the end of the text shows (cf. Orthographic markers below).

Fourteen out of the fifteen subjects who translated the text translated 'you' as a

second person singular', 131 instead of the plural ej.
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As for the dummy 'it', as used in Text Nineteen, in "you must not refuse any

additional cups of tea under the following circumstances: if it is hot; if it is cold", the

problem was the inability to distinguish between the dummy and anaphoric "it"

(referring to the weather and "tea" respectively) when only context can tell them

apart. Seven subjects out of eight translated "it" as referring to "tea" and not to the

weather, e.g. b	 DIS j i ti&L.4	 111 ;111 Lja

An error in the use of passive involving the wrong referent reveals the extent of

deviation from the ST, e.g.	 CJ:.L.1A	 Lj-c. 4(. " l .):Lu. t:.)--1-431 C_J-4 Y1L

1- 1.3 11:A--.1.) for "the composer Stravinsky was asked by Balanchine, the impresario, to 

choreograph a polka, Text Fifteen. 64.JL Ü-c- through (via) says that Balanchine was

only a mediator and not the prime party who initiated the deal.

Substitution

The three types of substitution, i.e. nominal, verbal and phrasal (Halliday and Hassan

1976: 91) were tested against students in the multi-subject study, as exemplified in

Text Thirteen, Text Eleven and Text Four respectively below:

They (jars) were the authentic ones used in the miracle. If they were too big she

had a smaller size indoors; yes, the small ones were authentic too;

Nobody turned up. Until, the fourth day, somebody did-

Patients not only act out parts with some effectiveness, but employ no script in

doing so.

Among the three types illustrated above, students managed to handle nominal

substitution best by bringing in the substituted referent 'jars' (despite the

inappropriate choice of the TL equivalent in some of the translations when students
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opted for other alternatives such as _.)?._) I) flasks, cliii glasses, 0.-3131 pots instead of ..)1)÷

jars).

The translations of the verbal substitution proved most difficult among

undergraduates in comparison with the other two groups, as no undergraduate got it

perfectly right. Students' translations with respect to verbal substitution fall under two

categories. The first is literal transfer of the ST structure: b -1-=1 /c.4.1-=1 Lsii c-4 1) e 34. I i

e).1.1(.1,ti /3.1 on the fourth day one of them came/ one of them did/and did one of them.

The second is more explicit but still not explicit enough: Ma) (.3-.i1-. u..:,-.,1 t41_)11 e.34.1 ,..,-i

4 u-=.&-t ,.Li on the fourth day one person did that. Both translations do not sound

right in Arabic, which normally opts for total explicitness: e.g. u-- c4 t:Iiille.341.1vi

on the fourth day somebody came.

Phrasal substitutes such as 'so' can still be retained in Arabic when translated to

that as in the translation of "patients not only act out parts with some effectiveness, 

but employ no script in doing so", Text Four, a translation which was opted for by one

of the two novice translators, who translated the phrase to i.17..C231 -1:10. L.)-.6 Li l (1-1.01

... ,E3-.) without using any script when doing that. Other translations were erroneous

because of the wrong choice of the preposition for the context, e.g. 0..-1 41 (.1 1 ---; ,A

c111.1 axi Lrla . However, no one opted for the omission of 'in doing so' which would

have worked better in the translation, i.e. c:)-. f. k.,3-14 .1AU-4.11 CJA 1 3.1 (11'1412 -Lii Le-kiAll e.54 V

Yi-i-CA 0.2-i csi-i Zit.:1.," VI Oizi-d-ijA):). (.8 1Cli Soti-C1 1 patients not only act out parts of the scenes

with some effectiveness, but they perform them unaided with a written text script.
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Ellipsis

The dummy verb 'do' is used in English as a stylistic device, but when translated

literally into Arabic the same ellipsis often distorts meaning. In Text Fifteen, "If

they're very young, 'said Stravinsky, 'I'll do it.' Well, they were and he did - hence

the circus polka", the problem was a combination of alternating between substitution

and ellipsis, which complicated matters further. The text proved one of the most

difficult texts students attempted to translate as most of their translations did not

render the message properly. Among the erroneous translations is the following, Cal

Lcli,111 k:a3LS 4.31.749 AI4 eLi j S.)...li—c, Ca3IS alia Ali oiL ,4<..?1 .5 Jli cla÷ Sj..*-2 c'A.ilS . what

students failed to realise is that the elliptical items have to become non-elliptical as

they are recovered from the previous exchange in the dialogue, i.e. s...):13--. A-k.ill ,=1-ils Ii)

t-;c9 e_5e u..4 j s _.)......:L.1...1:111cJis LL.:111.4_9 „‹..;.lalji. ()Li ,LC13..111 Lal..9„ cx -.11, 0.-31 LI.1„,3 ,T.,_

csi:". JA if the elephants were very young, I would choreograph the music of

polka, said Stravinsky. Indeed, the elephants were young and so the music of polka

dance was formulated (3.2.2.2.1.).

Conjunctions

With regard to ST, data analysis shows subjects do not seem to have problems with

ST additive (and, also, 00 76 and causal (so, because, for) conjunctions. However,

adversative conjunctions (yet, only, but, however) were occasionally problematic.

Subjects tended to constantly use (psi for "but" and Ü1 V) for "however" and "yet"

instead of using other devices such as L:J i _p.a. , for example, which did not appear in any

76 Interestingly Arabic additives as paragraph and inter-sentential linkage were either dismissed

in the TT or misused, see below.
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of the students' translations despite the fact it is frequently used in Arabic. This

indicates that subjects tended to look at the relation between ST and IT cohesive

devices as a case of one-to-one correspondence.

At the level of the TT per se, data analysis shows misuse of even basic TL cohesive

devices such asi and i. In addition there is evidence of the absence of other devices

such as J-.. , 1-41 4.1-i 43) 441.a.. where they should have been used. The implication is

unlikely to be unawareness of the available range of conjunctions in the TL, but it

could be a combination of ST influence and being unskilled in using the TL patterns

cited.

Theme and rheme

Among the twenty students who translated Text Eight: "Living in a small hotel on the

left bank in Paris, moving between contacts in the working-class suburbs and among

students in the Latin Quarter, Tito gained many left-wing international contacts", only

two (one post-graduate and one novice translator) managed to realise the problem of

theme/rheme. They solved it by bringing `Tito', which carries the theme of the

passage, to the front, i.e 	 43 .u.." 1-i) J--)1-& (:):3..),,...)-4,,-S C.)-. 34 D--Caz Tito was able to gain

supporters during his stay in ...(the postgraduate), and (Ir. i-i-a... `U-4. 1-i) cUl..941.<4..ILISI

•.•eLlriid Tito gained while staying ... many relations .... The novice translator also

provided a lengthy commentary on the text. The other subjects followed the ST

structure and provided erroneous translations in which the opening sentences started

with either ut4.3. 1 living or tap.? by staying.
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Paragraphing

A comparison between students' translations and one of the model translations with

regard to Text Nineteen, the only text composed of more than two paragraphs (four),

shows that scarcely any of the students maintained paragraph linkage using devices

such as and i, the conventional devices among others in Arabic to maintain

paragraph linkage. Table 21 shows the difference between the professional

translator's version and typical students' translations:

TABLE (21): DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PROFESSIONAL TRANSLATOR'S AND

SUBJECTS' TRANSLATIONS IN TT PARAGRAPH LINKAGE.

Paragraph ST professional translator Subjects' translation

1 The trouble with tea ... ... kil

2 There are some occasions ... •..c.4.,31.1.1I 0;....4 ALIO ...DI 014_,til Li...? vi yl..-:.6 Si

3 If you are invited ... ...,4c.	 di ...c4F...1 111

4 You must not refuse ... ...c›..a.51Cii A LA2 ...u.�.ii 4l=-

As Table 21 shows, the professional translator proceeded from one paragraph to the

next using the two connective markers., and i, as would normally be done in Arabic,

though he/she kept paragraph breaks in accordance with the ST. On the other hand,

even the subject whose translation was the best of all (a novice translator) preserved

ST paragraphing structure without using paragraph linkers. Another subject's is that

he translated the whole text in one paragraph but with no link between the final

preceding paragraph sentence and the initial next paragraph sentence, besides

confusing the use of _9 and in inter-sentential linkage, i.e. using instead of i and

vice versa.
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Graphic/ orthographic marks

Orthographic markers include acronyms, capitalization and italics as markers of

emphasis, and brackets, direct speech and quotation marks, "scare quotes", commas

and semi colons as punctuation marks.

Acronyms

With regard to the use of familiar acronyms (e.g. USA) and acronyms accompanied

with their referents in full (e.g. BMC Botswana Meat Corporation), data analysis

shows there does not seem to be a problem. Students simply replaced them with their

referents in their translations, i.e. 131 .1,- ei--.1:1.3..563. and ..Li-c:,.-At"-1--,1.1. IL:L.4'4331

respectively.

Capitalization

With regard to capitalization for emphasis, only three out of the eleven students who

translated 'ESSENTIAL' in "these special cans (with a layer of lacquer) may be used

with all fruits, and are ESSENTIAL for purple or red-coloured fruits such as

blackcurrants and raspberries", Text Eighteen, seem to have realised the importance

of the emphasis intended by the use of the capitalization and offered the following

translations: l.. 	 li-?..J..3.),-;= very very necessary.

Brackets

The problem with brackets is when brackets pass unnoticed and embedded clauses are

understood to be part of the text, as in the example from Text Sixteen below.
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The translation of'

it is William who'

'decided" as .)_)-I he decided instead of LJ.)-1 I decided indicates that

'decided", not Paul Theroux, the author.

ST
	

"I walked towards Pevensey (Pevensey Bay being

the spot where William landed his army in 1066)

and decided that anyone who came ashore at

Cooden Beach would come face to face with

quintessential England",

The subject of 'decided' was mistaken by seven subjects out of the ten who translated

the text:

TT	 4-14?. e-.2.9 1-64 J.331 .Liii/ .`21.11/ it°9 6 r"ii44C7.31& .)°-.1 ‘11.+'1A

elm-1066 4-,,i-i -1.?:). C.)-5.9� L.4-1141(333:3. L.)•= -'1 4i CJ1 J--)S-9

11 .=; -' 111 .51.W) --44÷9i tki-.

Quotation marks

Similarly, failure to decode quotation marks denoting direct speech resulted in total

deviation of meaning in translating "European chefs know all about prime Botswana

meat', boasts a full page advertisement on the cover of Air Botswana's in-flight

magazine", Text Fourteen. The majority of the subjects failed to realise that the whole

preceding quotation works as the complement for the verb 'boasts'. Such an error in

recognizing object-fronting resulted in serious deviation of meaning at the level of the

text as a whole, as the following translation reveals: L:)..944 1 0.3.&1-.LWItei...)D ,=11-43.1.T-a 631*

411 :A-1- 31 lila-1111-6-4 ‘-.0%1- ()a .1.3.411 CiNr-%11 4-61.51. L-N-& CJA this information knew

it the European cooks through their reading of the advertisement found on the cover

of the Botswana Airlines magazine. In another translation there is no reference to 'Air

Botswana'. Instead the translation of the second half of the sentence gives totally
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wrong information: L3-..3_)1. (:)-c. ‘11-13.5 5..PAA.11 Z.131 ,.4.94.11 (...9- 111 (3-c. L5-1 L3-S	JJ 11,1451.11 el.-..1*

a j4.11 4...)411 L.5_' ,u.):, C j--C. 1 8 1. — 1 ccj- I Asi1 .3.5.341 cL)—?-411 . 	 .,..11 ci3N.c.71 . in back

translation the Arabic says: European chefs know everything about the excellent

Botswana meat through the advertisements that fill the pages of Botswana's

magazines that arrive to them by air-mail. This shows how a combination of

punctuation and grammar object-fronting has caused comprehension problems that

resulted in discourse errors. Moreover, it shows how low ranking errors at the level of

language elements (subject/object) can lead to high-ranking errors at the level of the

text.

Commas

Errors in subjects' translations with regard to commas and semi colons are of two

types. The first type is when students failed to decode the ST punctuation, as in the

translation of "noise levels at the Austerlitz terminus, Paris, have greatly been

reduced", Text Five. The translation li,la. Jilll 6 j-1.11	 j 	 (..1: c.:- . --- 1 1 c-1" Va.. ca,:.,:tLil

.4.-,1...)-.%11 _, 1. 1 .5L-V I Noise levels have been greatly reduced in the subsidiary Australian

and Parisian roads shows that the comma preceding the word 'Paris' seems to have

created the confusion. Also the subjects who provided erroneous translations did not

pick up on the journalistic convention here "..., Paris,..." in the use of commas.

The second type is the inappropriate use of comma in the TT, either because of the

influence of the ST punctuation or the lack of awareness of the TL conventions. The

extract below shows how ST punctuation influences students' translations. One

sentence in English would probably work better as two sentences in the translation of

"I had seen him once, but only long enough to shake his hand - a damp, slack, small-

boned ...", Text Seven, i.e. 7,..9-&..).3..) A4-:.-11 a .14 CallS .A11- 1- 6 . =1.41 Lii ,i-C:t L.4 '6a.li s JA -4411.
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Here, two sentences solve the problem of the separation between cal---)and .. All

subjects opted for a similar punctuation to that to the ST with regard to the commas,

i.e.i.3-0j A-.11._)11 cl-kt.:' ;" 11 o "1:-3 .A--1-'= 2 -/Lii LA 1-44 D-Cli‘ S 'I- 13 ki.° .4-11411. This translation is not

erroneous, but in Arabic in 'shaking hands', the word .14 hand is not normally

mentioned but implied. The problem here is one of inter-relationship between

punctuation and semantic problems.

Semi-colons

One of the reasons for selecting Text Nineteen among the other texts was to test how

far the ST punctuation can influence the TI' in the subjects' translations. While the

semi-colon is rarely used in Arabic, in the translation of Text Nineteen, "if you feel 

tired; if anybody thinks that you might be tired; if you are nervous; ...", thirteen out

of fourteen semi-colons were retained by one subject, which is considered excessive.

Substituting these semi-colons with commas, i.e. ,ILISI3! ,t4.5.4 ,--51ii :1.1 C)h I3) ct423-4. calS 13)*

bl_914 was also a common en-or in a number of subjects' translations. What is needed

here is the connective3 and, i.e. 15333%.S131.9 4.14- d1231 '.1- 1 (DJ& qj ,t-ixla c:-LIS 13). The

reason is that in Arabic, neither the semi-colon nor the comma can replace the

connective 3 in additive serial chunks of language.

On the other hand, when a semi-colon is not used in the ST but would be appropriate

in the TT, students do not seem to have the confidence to use it in the TT. For

example, among the rare uses of the semi-colon in Arabic is when connecting two

related sentences, such as sentences involving the meaning of "not only, but also" as

in the translation of "patients not only act out parts with some effectiveness, but they

employ no script in doing so", Text Two, L.-1) C.J..,:14. V (34 aiii Z..16114 0 1 ,.. 1 Ls--;=,..)All Lri.,9 V

,-I'L c./..c. vi ,-,1 'J.& 0....1 ?1 .1&1.,i. 1 . None of the students used it as in the translation here.
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4.2.1.2.3. Register and style'

Although the term 'register' itself, who talks about what, was not mentioned in the

interviews, an awareness of the requirement of certain texts to conform to the register

of the original in the translation was apparent, at least among those who were

interviewed. One subject claimed in the interview that 'tennis' should remain

`tennis'L. because the text is an advertisement and 'tennis' goes better with the text

than the Arabized equivalent of it. Though this argument might not be completely

convincing, nevertheless it is an indication of register awareness.

Examples of errors in register involve conventions of register being violated, as in the

use of spoken language in a literary text, e.g. L.1_9 1 (:)-4 4j1cpull -A-15-ta* the problem of tea

is from the start, for the translation of "the trouble with tea is that originally...", Text

Nineteen. Examples of register deviations are found at all levels: individual

vocabulary, as well as phrases or whole sentences or fixed expressions. Table 22

below shows just an example of each type of errors made in this respect.

77	 .
In this section, 'register' refers to the conformity between the language and field and mode, 'style' is

confined to the degree of formality/informality of such a language in the given setting.
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TABLE (22): TYPES OF ERRORS IN 'REGISTER' IN SUBJECTS' TRANSLATIONS.

Text Source Text Subjects'
translation

Back translation of
subjects' translation

model Trans.

12 if I got hold of the
wrong end of the stick

‘-libil-.1c-..-C-J1:51
1--m.-11 0.4 L.,-1.1-:,11

WI got hold of the wrong
end of the stick

C.P. c--...,441,=.1&-,13)
1€41Y1

12 because I do not know vii#3 because of my ignorance ,_:_).1 y 43Y
17 told me L1. vi.1.1_,1 made me aware ,nri..)*1/ 4.1 Jli

19 you are judged Ls, 41c ja......, be sentenced 4,1c es_,„

11 the author was stuck in
a hotel in a remote area

vi 64 Lid:y.1131=
fe3 13-11i

the author
crouched/bunkered down in

a remote hotel

ii.,i ,..i4.11

EY: u Fil.41 (.3-1:a vi

4 a long time 041 0-- t-.) a span of time' d.ub c)-.3
18 store empty cans upside

down
:+ jull ,,,1.11,:.:A:i

Lrik. L53.. t_..I j
store empty cans "topsy-

wry),"
:i.E..jtili yla

13 if they (the jars) were
too big

JO JU.41cLaS 13)
,...3)111 cy,

if the jars were bigger than
they should

il_pil cLaS 13)
1-11.-L-9S

3 Charm eali Zi:, Amiability

Even when a degree of register appreciation was shown in the interviews, there is a

problem of inconsistency among subjects in their use of register markers. A good

example to illustrate this problem is in one version of the expression 'I've got an eye'

and 'do you know, he couldn't tell me', both in Text Ten. For the translation of the

expression 'I've got an eye for celebrities' one subject rejected _):.gb

on the basis of register constraints, i.e. such a phrase, as she claimed, would not

normally be uttered by a taxi driver in Arabic and she preferred 	 _LFI for Z 5116 k.p3.

On the other hand, for 'he couldn't tell me', she used an expression ,=644u4y. (DI 	

113-,1, an expression which not only would not be used by a layman, but which would

also require the reader to be highly literate to recognize it in the first place.

As for 'style', who talks to whom, Text Twelve Informal Briefing to New Students,

given below, was especially selected to test style shift in translating the text into

Arabic.
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ST	 Study conditions can sometimes be difficult for you

as well. If! get hold of the wrong end of the stick

because I don't know what the problem is, I can't

help you. If you tell me what's wrong, then it's my

job to help you sort it out.

The three subjects, who were directly asked about style shift as manifested in their

translation, said that a shift in style is inevitable because of the big difference between

the two varieties of spoken and written Arabic. Two students said the style of the ST

is informal and one said it is a mixture of formal and informal, but all stressed they

made no attempt to preserve the style of the ST. One imagined the whole situation in

Arabic where, as she said, the setting in Arabic would be more formal anyway, as

teachers usually tend to maintain a degree of formality with students. However, her

solution ...(:)t-	 LA.-) ,,,i;n-..,-AJ-111,-kuJall (.11.3.1-li the study conditions might represent

sometimes ...for "study conditions can sometimes be...", appears too formal even in

the given context.

In contrast, one main problem that seems to have confronted the students in

translating Text Ten, Letter to the Editor from The Times is the mixture of style:

Valerie Eliot's narrative and the taxi driver's actual words. The translation of 'as he

got in, the driver said...' as ciiiil- 3l-,11 b.)-L.1,s.)-..L.J1 .1.--. 	 as he got on the car, the

driver made the initiative by saying provided by the professional translator would be

preferable to the more spoken translation SA-a a-i si4-.31 J-&3 cJi .1.)-?-44 once he entered

the car, the driver said, as the former is what would have been written in a similar

highly prestigious newspaper similar the Times of yesteryear. On the other hand 131-4

ALLIopted for by one student for the translation of 'what's it all about', is too formal
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and belongs to a more classic Arabic mode unlikely to be uttered by a taxi driver,

besides, it is not the equivalent to the original.

4.2.1.2.4. Background knowledge

Lack of background knowledge was a real problem that resulted in serious errors that

affected the text as a whole in a quite a number of subjects' translations. One reason

that fifteen subjects out of twenty-eight underlined the expression 'what's it all

about?' as difficult and very difficult (6 single underlining and 9 double underlining,

see above) is the reference to life-existence in Russell's writings as a philosopher.

A translation of "on the left bank in Paris", Text Ten, as (.)-..9)-P C.),L-J1 Jill :1--..145.-11a,;..31*

the west bank of the Seine river in Paris, opted for by three students, reveals lack of

background knowledge. The River Seine in fact runs east to west in Paris. What this

shows is how lack of background knowledge can lead to errors that result in

conveying wrong information.

Proper nouns such as Chris Evert, Rolex and Tito, for example, seem to have created

real problems with respect to background knowledge. Among the four subjects who

were asked whether they had heard of Chris Evert, two said they knew she was a

well-known world champion tennis player and two said they had never heard of her.

Some of those who managed to infer from the text that she was a tennis player, failed

to realise that "Rolex" in the same text "without doubt, Chris Evert has secured her

place in the Tennis Hall of Fame. ...I know that Rolex have been making watches for

a long time, and "practice makes perfect" is something I agree with", Text Three, is a

brand of watch.
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Errors related to lack of background knowledge of course only show when the

relevant element is presented incorrectly in the TT, as in the case of translating "she

(Chris Evert) reveals both wit and charm" to Le-..L.I3 (..)4--C19..) (.1)1-S* Rolex was witty, Text

Three. Such a translation was apparently triggered by the assumption on the part of

the subject that Rolex was, as revealed in the interview, the other player Chris Evert

was going to play against. Other translations revealed, as confirmed in the interviews,

that Rolex was thought to be Chris Evert's secretary or bodyguard. As a result, two

subjects gave this translation: *A-1.)...,J. 1,1-41A-4)-,11-., ,.,.9-k) c)--C , L.34"C1.9* Rolex has been

guarding Chris for a long time.

On some occasions, when an error does not result, then there is no way to detect from

the translation that some background knowledge is lacking. This was seen when the

student asked during the interview whether 'Tito' in Text Eight, was a Chinese leader.

Another student said "I do not know who 'Tito' is, but he must be a famous person".

A generation problem, it seems, arises when figures of earlier eras are unknown to

student translators. The question then becomes whether it would matter if the trainee

translator knew just that Tito was a famous person and not necessarily a former

president of Yugoslavia, as long as the translation is correct.

Lack of background knowledge is mainly a result of cultural disparity, as will be

explained below.

4.2.1.2.5. Culture

In their commentaries, subjects made reference to culture as a translation problem in a

general remark rather than pointing at certain instances, e.g. "The understanding of

English culture is so difficult that I can't understand the text in English exactly. This,
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of course, hinders my translation of such texts" and "not to understand the text is due

to my ignorance of the culture". Below some culture problems that were manifested in

students translation as errors are discussed. These problems are: SL culture-bound

items, TL cultural values interference, humour, religion and politics.

Despite subjects' repeated mention in the interviews of the problem of cultural

differences between the SL and the TL as a source of difficulty in understanding the

ST, some showed a reasonable awareness of some SL cultural aspects, but the

majority made errors because of the lack of cultural background.

SL Culture-bound items

Among the highly confusing expressions for subjects was the expression 'you have

tea for tea', Text Nineteen, as the second 'tea' refers to the evening meal in the British

society, which led to the strategy of omission by some (cf. Chapter Three: Section

Two, 3.2.2.5.: Culture). The words 'couples' and 'mortgage' in "the recent rise in

interest rates has meant that many couples are facing an uphill struggle to keep up

their monthly mortgage repayments", Text Four, also caused difficulty. The burden of

mortgage, whatever its form, is more the responsibility of the man of the family in

Arabic social life. Moreover, the whole idea of mortgage, with all its associations,

relates to the cultural system of British life. This was pointed out in the interview by

at least four subjects who were directly asked about the word. As for 'couples', the

concept of 'couples' in British cultural life does not have an exact equivalent in

Arabic that covers the whole semantic field of the word including its cultural aspect

(cf. Chapter Three, Section Two, 3.3.1.1.2. Lexical Voids).
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TL Cultural values interference

An error that raised a question of target culture influence was in the translation of 'but

he was seldom a guest' in "he was usually invited to our embassy parties. He was.,

somehow, on the permanent guest list. But he was seldom a guest", Text Seven.

While in the text the last sentence means "he rarely came", i.e. _.),;.-/,.;31 L. 1...PLi, some

translated it literally as ti:. ,-;=. ciLS 1-4 1j.Li ! rarely he was a guest. By implication, as used

by a good number of the students and as revealed in the interviews, this translation

means 'he felt at home'. This interpretation derives from the Arabic formula 'you are

not a guest' said to guests as a gesture of extreme hospitality meaning 'you are a

member of the family', i.e. 'feel at home'. This translation can also be attributed to a

literal translation of the original, an error combining different causes. However, such

a translation reveals a serious comprehension problem of the ST. For example, when a

subject was asked about how often he thought the guest came to the parties of the

embassy, he said, "a lot".

Humour

A number of texts used in the study exhibit humour in one way or another, but what

students seem to have missed is how to grasp such an aspect of STs, let alone transfer

it into their translations. In all the texts, they seem to have been occupied by grasping

the meaning of the individual items and the information conveyed rather than the

overall message, i.e. they were after a precision of meaning which quite often led to

literal translation in which the humour was lost. Moreover, the inability to decode

certain key elements in the text was a main cause of the lack of appreciation of the

intended humour, e.g. the fact that Lord Russell couldn't answer the question of the

taxi driver 'what's it all about', intended to be a joke, was not thought "a big deal";
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what was important to the subjects was rendering the components of the fixed

expression and the rest of the text.

Religion

Six out of twelve students underlined 'the miracle', Text Thirteen, as being difficult,

three as a single noun-phrase and three as part of the passive. Furthermore, those who

translated it do not seem to have been aware of the reference to the miracle performed

by Jesus in Cana, as the different translations given to 'Cana' revealed. Failing to

realise that 'the miracle' is a key word behind the whole paradox in the text (see Irony

above) indicates that the students did not grasp the religious aspect of its inclusion.

Polities

Data analysis and information gathered during the interviews reveal two types of

problems related to politics. The first is that of political terms, e.g. two students

underlined 'left-wing', Text Eight, and one of them double underlined the term.

Sometimes the term was dropped altogether or translated wrongly, e.g. &1)-411.4441 the

left side and A4._)1-4.11,=311 the left groups.

The second problem is one of awareness of the general discourse. For example, Text

Eight (Memoirs by Noel Coward), did not alert students towards the western attitude

against Soviet Russia at a certain period. Moreover, the question by one student "Was

Tito a Chinese leader?" while another could not give a clue of who he might be, apart

from being a prominent figure (see Background Knowledge above) does indicate lack

of political awareness and a generation problem, as stated above. In contrast, a

comment by one postgraduate student about Text Seven, The London Embassy in

which she said "the text reminded me of the secret police and intelligence service"
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shows awareness of the general discourse of contemporary politics. Moreover, the

inclusion of 1Ji1 the Conqueror to precede "William" in "I walked towards Pevensey

(Pevensey Bay being the spot where William landed his army in 1066)", Text Sixteen,

by some post-graduate students indicates how important it is to be aware of historical

figures of the past to decide about the strategy of addition for clarification.

To conclude this section of Text-level errors, one outcome of the discussion above is

that errors in this category usually resemble a combination of more than one aspect,

e.g. an error which involves misunderstanding irony can also involve a lack of

background knowledge and insufficient awareness of cultural dimensions.

4.2.2.	 Conclusion

From the above analysis, we conclude that students faced a number of translation

problems which vary in type and difficulty. Students' underlinings show that fixed

expressions, compounds, passive forms, culturally bound elements and long stretches

of language that include consecutive modifiers and embedded phrases are viewed as

among the highly problematic. Among all these, the latter two: culturally bound

elements and long stretches of language that include consecutive modifiers and

embedded phrases, were signalled as 'very difficult' by double underlining.

In terms of error counts, figures show a significantly high proportion of errors

resulting from wrong vocabulary choice. The main reason seems to be wrong

inference of vocabulary items or improper dictionary use. At the text-level, errors

often resulted from failure to decode long embedded phrases that embody discourse

elements. This is supported by information extracted during the interviews where

answers to questions concerning these issues revealed serious comprehension
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problems. In such cases, students were led to opt for strategies such as addition to

compensate for their wrong interpretation in an attempt to make sense of their

translations, or omission to get rid of the troubling elements. The outcome in such

cases was always the production of an erroneous or inadequate translation. Inevitably,

the result was errors in transferring the ST message.

Finally, quantitative and qualitative analysis of the data collected from both the

translation product and retrospection of the two groups, undergraduate students and

postgraduate students, reveal that the latter group performed much better than the

former regarding less crude errors, better handling of text-level problems and better

choice of translation strategies.

In Chapter Five, Discussion, I present an interpretation of the results and findings.
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CHAPTER FIVE: DISCUSSION

5.0. Introduction

In this chapter, the results obtained from the two studies, researcher case-study (pre-

study) and multi-subject study (main-study), Chapters Three and Four respectively,

will be discussed with reference to the literature.

To summarize, the aim of the present project is to establish a detailed taxonomy of

translation problems in translating from English into Arabic (research question One)

and classify them into categories (research question Two) while trying to provide a

tentative ranking to the problems according to difficulty (research question Three, cf.

1.5). Also, while trying to trace errors to their causes, I investigated what role

proficiency plays in translation performance with regard to committing only certain

errors but not others and adopting certain strategies and techniques (Research

question Four).

I begin this discussion chapter by presenting the outcome of the research as a whole in

the form of a model of classification of translation problems in translating from

English into Arabic as developed through the study.

5.1. Classification model of translation problems

This model of translation problems is a combination of the results obtained from both

studies (researcher pre-case-study and multi-subject main study). It largely reflects the

errors categorization described in Chapter Four. The distinction "incorrect vs.

inappropriate error" however, is not used as a level of categorization, but rather as a

severity measure that will be a key input for ranking the translation problems.
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Table 23 below illustrates the final taxonomy model as evolved in the three stages of

the study from a simple, non-hierarchical categorization (Chapter Three) through a

hierarchical system incorporating severity (Chapter Four) into the present taxonomy

(Chapter Five), which is based on error types.
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TABLE (23): A TAXONOMY OF TRANSLATION PROBLEMS.

Categories of translation problems
Supra-categories Main categories Sub-categories Sub-sub-categories

-1o
o-
f7D"

3
o
"
r)o
5

-o-I
e-rb
=

=
OD=
a

no-1oo-
fT
5
o..,
-o
o
o..en

vi
r-i
kt
.i

o

e
ay
Cco

ao
cn
-o
8cr
Fr

Grammar Morphology
Prepositions

Tense
Articles

Word order
Passive

Negation
Conditionals

Vocabulary polysemy
Divergence
Derivation

Technical terms
Proper nouns
compounds
Collocations
Phrasal verbs

Fixed expressions
Connotative meaning

Synonyms
Near Synonyms
Word formation

Lexical voids
Arabizanon

Spelling Invention
Moiphological spelling

Dialect influence and Hypercorrection
Slips

e
.o-...
>t
CD<
CD

..pio
cr

Rhetorical and Stylistic
Devices

Metaphor and simile
Repetition and parallelism

Satire
Irony

Puns and Alliteration
Cohesion Reference

Substitution
Ellipsis

Conjunctions
Theme and rheme

Paragraphing
Graphic /orthographic marks

Register and style

Background Knowledge
Culture SL culture-bound item/s

TL cultural values interference
Humour
Religion
Politics

.oo-

0.4...
.0

PD
0

n
-o-tonet.r.,

Strategies Problem realisation and mental search for solutions
Physical search for solutions

Drafting and editing
Back translation

Techniques

Addition Addition of information
Addition of stress

Alternative translations
Expansion

Omission Omission of items
Omission of section/s

Analogy and coining
Other process factors
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The above taxonomy of translation problems includes four category levels: supra-

categories, main categories, sub-categories and sub-sub-categories. One supra

category combines problems of ST comprehension with problems of TT production;

the other involves problems related to the transfer process. The areas that compose the

two supra-categories have long been referred to in the field of translation (cf. Chapter

Two, Literature Review), were suspected to be causes of errors in this study and will

be discussed here. However, what the findings of this study add to previous studies is

details of problems in the main categories, the sub and sub-sub-categories, illustrated

by means of real examples using authentic materials that have been empirically tested

against two multi abilities groups of undergraduate and postgraduate students.

ST comprehension and TT production cover the two main categories Micro/

Language Problems (individual language items or small language units) and

Macro/Text-Level problems (long stretches of language or the text as a whole).

Problems of the Transfer on the other hand, refer to faulty procedures (Strategies and

Techniques) opted for by the translator while carrying out the task of translation.

Problems of the Transfer Process inclusive of the main and sub-categories were

derived from a re-examination of the Chapter Four taxonomy (Table 6). Each of the

category levels - supra-categories (ST comprehension and TT production and transfer

processes), main-categories (micro-language problems, macro-text level problems and

strategies and techniques) their sub-categories and sub-sub-categories - will be

discussed below after comparing the present taxonomy with other existing ones.

5.2. The taxonomy: resemblances to and differences from others

The developed taxonomy of translation problems presented here shares certain

features with those previously reported in the literature with reference to translating
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between different languages and in translating from English into Arabic. In

comparison with other empirical models, this taxonomy combines what some (e.g.

Lam 1995: 912-913, Fang1959: 110) in the field of empirical research in translation

call problems of comprehension, problems of production (re-expression in Bastin's

terms — 2000: 231-245), and strategies of transfer. In this respect, it has some

similarity with Newmark's model of "typical and global translation problems" (1980,

where he combines content/language problems and methodological problems, though

Newmark's system is anecdotal in nature rather than strictly empirical. Its division

into individual language problems and text-level problems bears resemblance to

Wilss's (1995) classification of macrocontextual vs. microcontextual problems (cf.

Literature Review chapter). However, the present one adds more details than Wilss's.

In fact, in its detailed classification, this taxonomy bears more resemblance to Blight's

topically structured taxonomy "Translation Problems from A to Z" (1992), though

Blight gives more space to categories specifically related to Bible translation (e.g. old

testament quotation and key biblical term) (cf. 2.2.3). The same occurs with Nida's

classification of problems of content and problems of form (1976). The four

categories proposed by Nord (1987 a, 1991: 151):

(a)text-specific translation problems,

(b)pragmatic translation problems,

(c)cultural translation problems,

(d)linguistic translation problems,

on the other hand, correspond roughly to sub-categories of language and text level

problems in the present model, though usually under different labels.
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An added value of the present taxonomy is its sophisticated, multi-level hierarchical

structure, which stems from a very thorough empirical testing looking at a wide range

of genres.

With regard to translating into Arabic, in Gazala's (1995) categorization of

grammatical problems, lexical problems and stylistic problems, though they are

comparatively comprehensive, many of the high ranking problems identified in the

present project are missing and the examples to illustrate problems are fabricated and

out of context (cf. Chapter Two, Sec. Two.). Shaheen (1997), on the other hand, in his

empirical study in relation to teaching translation in the Arab world, refers to what he

calls "text-related problematical areas", namely "connectivity", "punctuation",

"paragraph organization" that are limited in concept. He looks at them as occurring in

the 'FT situation. The present project, by contrast, looks at ST and TT problems, and

high and low ranking problems, using authentic examples.

This study, although comprehensive, has not addressed what Nida and Taber (1969)

call personal problems in translation (cf. Chapter Two, Section Two) as it focuses on

issues of text rather than on the translator. Nevertheless, it does reveal, as a key issue,

deficiencies in writing skills in one's own language, referred to by Newmark (1981:

9) as "the problem of how to write well in the target language" (which is usually one's

own language) and which Masoud (1988: 11) regards as a "personal problem" (see

Chapter Six, Conclusion).

However, the key merit of the present taxonomy is the thoroughness of its empirical

base. It is generated by empirical research based on findings relying on self-reflection

(Chapter Three) and statistical data from multiple users (Chapter Four). Moreover,

what this study has revealed is not only the type of errors made in translating from
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English to Arabic, but also the relative importance of the various categories (in terms

of error-count and difficulty rating). This issue will be discussed below, but first I

present the taxonomy of problems.

5.3. The taxonomy: categorization of problems

Below, the main categories in Table 23, Problems of Comprehension, Problems of

Production and Problems of Transfer Process, inclusive of their sub-categories, are

presented and discussed.

5.3.1. Problems of comprehension and problems of production (ST/TT)

While using the think-aloud technique may well be feasible to distinguish between ST

and TT oriented activities (Breedveld, 2002: 97), it is only occasionally that one can

signal an error as exclusively SL or TL. For example, compounds, phrasal verbs and

fixed expressions may present ST problems that can result in errors in the 'IT.

Moreover, the interference factor in subjects' translations, which indicates their

inclination to treat the two languages similarly, involves transferring SL properties to

II (e.g. punctuation), and again shows an inter-relationship between ST and TT

problems.

Results from the qualitative analysis of the data show that many of the errors at the

level of individual language items and some of those at text level are due to lack of

competence in SL and/or TL which that can be attributed to inadequate command of

the languages per se more than to translation skills.

Contrary to Bastin's (2000) suggestion that errors in students' translation should be

largely attributed to what is called re-expression rather than comprehension, findings
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from the present study show lack of comprehension representing a significant cause of

errors. In the products of a number of the subjects, there are clear indications of

misunderstanding, sometimes complete lack of comprehension of the text as whole

and sometimes partial misunderstanding of parts of it. Total lack of comprehension

often resulted, in the worst cases, in subjects abandoning the task after having started

the translation or not even attempting translating it, leaving a note saying, "very

difficult" in the space provided for the translation. On other occasions, it resulted in

an almost complete alteration of the text in the translation, as in the case of the texts

dropped from the evaluation for being too distorted to be assessed at any level. In

particular, serious comprehension problems arise when students fail to decode and

disentangle long series of elements that comprise a long complex sentence, i.e. the

problem is one of understanding the function of complex syntax (e.g. "European

chefs know all about prime Botswana meat', boasts a full page advertisement on the

cover of Air Botswana's in-flight magazine") or the interaction of difficult lexis and

complex syntactic strings (e.g. "Psychiatrically staged scenes", cf. Chapter Four).

Features of partial misunderstanding at the level of individual vocabulary items were

manifested in leaving parts of the text untranslated, while indicating the missing part

by a space within the translation (cf. Chapter Four, Section Two: Omission).

Sometimes, partial misunderstanding resulted in errors, as in the case of confusing

"stiff' for "staff', for example (cf. 4.2.1.1.2, where spelling interferes with meaning).

Even with some of those who stated that the problem was not in understanding the ST

but in how to convey the idea in the TT, when asked specific questions about certain

instances, their answers actually revealed serious comprehension problems, as the

examples cited later show.
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When comprehension is not a problem, the reconstruction phase is not necessarily

without pitfalls. Indeed, defects in first-language literacy — the TL in our case — are a

key cause of errors in the TT. Findings from the study revealed that the assumption

that native speakers automatically possess an excellent command of their native

language will not invariably be true. For example, errors, resulting from inability to

distinguish between y—si transitive and‘4,, ,5" i intransitive for 'gained',(.3-1:,:i. transitive

and Ciz :). intransitive for 'choke', and v._)-..)-..16, transitive and clzi.)...)-. �- intransitive for

'uncomfortable', which led to serious errors at the level of the text, is a basic TL issue

that has to do with understanding how transitivity works in the system. Even when

competent in general topics, they might not be necessarily well-versed in specialized

areas of language. Moreover, as data shows, even those student trainees who might

have full control over sentence-level grammar of the language and a considerable

lexical repertoire may have problems deploying grammar and lexis to meet specific

stylistic requirements.

Regarding incompetence in the mother tongue in the case of Arab students,

Rosenhouse (1989: 132-133), however, blames many errors related to incompetence

in TL on `diglossia'. Analysis of the data obtained does not reveal support for such a

claim, as apart from few instances such as sound mixing (e.g. 'fricatives' with 'stops'

as like in the case 3 vs. a, (which is no more than "a local vs. standard" problem that

could occur in any language), no interference from colloquial Arabic forms was

78 Ferguson, (1959: 323), who is regarded as the inventor of the term `diglossia', defines the term as: "a
relatively stable language situation in which, in addition to the primary dialects of the language (which
may include a standard or regional standard), there is a very divergent, highly confined ... superposed
variety, the vehicle of a large respected body of written literature, either of an earlier period or in
another speech community, which is learned largely by formal education, and is used for most written
and formal spoken purposes, but is not used for most written and formal spoken purposes, but is not
used by any sector of community for ordinary conversation". He describes such situation as: "one
particular kind of standardization where two varieties of the language exist side by side throughout the
community with each having a definite role to play" (ibid. 232).
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recorded. Moreover, Rosenhouse's claim could be counter-argued by the high quality

of the translation of some students, implying that the problem is one of literacy in

mother tongue, which can be considered as a worldwide general educational problem

rather than specifically one for Arab students (cf. 6.5. Recommendations for Further

Research). Lack of Ll competence, for example, is often anecdotally remarked on

from a modern-languages point of view as a problem affecting student translators who

have studied the L2 rather than the Li for many years. According to Brunette (2000:

179) a trainee translator who can write an original TL text perfectly well, but cannot

provide a decent translated TL text faces an interference problem.

The above was a discussion of ST comprehension and TT production as sources of

errors. Below, the two main categories that are directly linked to this stigra-catepcy

will be discussed: Micro-Language Problems and Macro-Text Level Problems (Table

23).

5.3.1.1. Micro-lanzuaR-e and macro-text-level translation problems

The division between individual language units and text-level units is well established

in the literature. In the present study, while numeric information was obtained in the

case of language errors, in the case of text-level problems no exact figures to calculate

errors were possible. However, indications of general trends based on qualitative

analysis of the data show a tendency among students to focus on small units (words

and phrases) of language at the expense of larger sections of the text. This agrees with

Olk's (2002: 121) finding on translating culture, for example:

Students' main problems in translating culture was fixation on

questionable word-level parameters at the expense of text-level

processes.
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Such fixation Olk attributes in some cases to teaching practice, which focuses

students' attention in translation on small text units (ibid).

Below, problems belonging to the main, sub and sub-sub categories (see Table 23) are

discussed category by category with reference to the type of errors committed and

students' perceptions of what is problematic. The types of errors in subjects'

translations discussed below range from very basic language errors to highly subtle

text-level errors that often can hardly be detected without a prior knowledge of the

ST. Examples of the former type of errors are those such as wrong interpretation of

simple, frequently used ST words/expressions or basic spelling, or grammar errors. As

for the latter, they appear in errors such as translating irony at face value or disrupted

text cohesion.

5.3.1.1.1. Micro/ language problems

Language problems include grammar, vocabulary and spelling, inclusive of their sub-

sub categories, each of which will be discussed below.

Grammar

At the level of segments or small units of grammar, what the numeric data show is

mainly basic grammar errors in the TT where the rules of the TL grammar were

breached. Such errors of morphology, prepositions, tense, and definite and indefinite

articles might not cause a serious communication problem, though as indicated earlier

they "undermine" the surface quality of the translation, making it appear defective

and flawed. As argued earlier, errors which violate the system of the target language

but are not manifestations of the lack of translation skills per se, should be seen as an

indication of problems in mother tongue literacy. A close look at some TL errors in
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grammar/spelling discussed below would probably also reveal a problem of poor

proofreading skills. However, besides text-level syntactic problems, which also often

ST-based, a number of errors in word order, passive forms and negation, as the data

show are no doubt caused by ST influence and are a symptom of translating over-

literally (with regard to ST interference in Translation and other related issues, see

Steinbach 1981) 9 Moreover, analysis of the error data and students' underlining

shows that the major ST grammar problems, though classified as language problems,

became text-level ones when the ST contained long structures that involved

embedded clauses or strings of adjectives.

Below, the sub-sub categories of grammar are discussed while referring to evidence

from the data analysis that pinpoint the nature of the problem.

Morphology

As the data show, errors in the TL grammar, e.g. a.L,-;.51-11A1 l aut il L:P..30 instead of 01:1A

01...�..g.a.li di g l:. -11 for the translation of "these two contrasting facets", extended to

include areas of case-ending, subject-verb concord, gender, adjective and numeral

concord. These are considered basics of Standard Arabic grammar, which are taught

at a very early age, even though Standard Arabic is not the language at home.

Arguably, university and post-graduate students should not be making such errors. A

number of errors in these areas could be only slips, but for lack of concrete evidence

79 Steinbach (1981: 258) explains the phenomenon of basic errors in grammar in the translation of
university students as follows: "One must assume that a university student of English is aware of the
rules concerning subject-complement concord. Now it seems to be obvious that for some reason he is
unable to apply his knowledge of these rules under all circumstances ... In our opinion this sort of Li-
interference constitutes a type of error that can neither be regarded as a systematic deficiency of
competence nor as an unsystematic lapse of performance" (cf. Corder 1967: 166). Such errors could
perhaps be explained by a context-dependent inability of the learner to apply his linguistic competence,
a systematic loss of cognitive control over linguistic performance due to interference of the base
language (cf. Burgschmidt 1997: 135 f.).
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such as that shown in errors of spelling, it was not always possible to isolate slips

from genuine errors, even in the case of variable use of grammatical rules, e.g.i..3-€41_N

and J-6-.,13,1 for "face" in the sentence "many couples are facing an uphill struggle to

keep up their monthly mortgage repayments" (cf. 4.2.1.1.2.).

Prepositions

Prepositions are recognizably problematic in translation between Arabic and English

in early training because there are no one to one equivalents between English and

Arabic. Though rough near equivalents to prepositions are given in English/Arabic

dictionaries, this seems to have contributed to some of the errors in students products.

Although some of the errors detected in the data indicate that students fell into the

trap of translating prepositions literally, others also appear due to local dialectic

influence (e.g.A-111(..)A 	 -1-d&I they choke in fumes instead of i.4

Tense

Since tense is less "detailed" in Arabic than in English, it is not a major problem in

translating from English to Arabic, as the figure of average errors (0.23) shows.

Comparatively, to average errors in other sub-sub-categories the figure is relatively

insignificant. However, students' failure to translate the effect of perfect present

continuous in "Rolex has been making watches for long time" is an indication of its

difficulty. Moreover, some complex tenses, like the present perfect, tempted students

to overtranslate (making too strong what's relatively unimportant in the ST/SL).
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Definite/indefinite articles

The high percentage of errors in adding the definite article J to_)-�- and not to the

adjective, e.g. Z.Lai-4 instead of -A-.L-A-WIj for "ill-fitting", Table 16, Chapter Four,

is not surprising. It is a common error that appears even in the writing of highly

educated individuals but, strictly speaking, it is still breaking the rules of grammar.

However, more serious is the missing of the definite article as a generic indicator in

the translation with many students failing to realise the difference between English

and Arabic in this respect.

Word order

Although Arabic shifts word order fairly freely (Dickins et al 2002:115), it is

sometimes strict (see also Yusuf 1983). In comparison with English, Arabic differs in

word order even at the level of the arrangement of some phrases.

This difference caused several problems in the excessive use of nominal sentences in

student's translations, e.g. ... A4,4)1 kcal instead of ...34-4):_)11:t-c.1111 &Jai for "the

main auditorium will accommodate ...", which other researchers have also reported

(e.g. Alghussain, 2003), as being an influence of the ST structure. Students who used

nominal sentences indiscriminately do not seem to realise that nominal sentences are

marked in Arabic and more prominent in certain text types (mainly journalistic texts

as an influence of English journalistic style). In many cases, transferring ST word

order to the TI' resulted in the wrong positioning of the adverb. Another case of ST

influence, which is not only a phenomenon among students but among writers in

general, is in the use of the coordinated genitives, e.g.a9 31-111Zathilik 1 for the

translation of "law-abiding", instead of kaa' 114.3632-a el.): 1 (cf. 4.2.1.1.2.). This
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phenomenon is becoming more common in Arabic journalistic style as an influence of

English word order, as emphasized by Bader (1994: 95). However, in terms of

grammar proper, it is still considered erroneous though it could pass unnoticed as far

as many ordinary readers are concerned.

Passive

What students seem to lack, as the data collected show, is knowledge of the

differences in the use of passive between the two languages and the availability of

alternative devices to tackle passive problems in Arabic. In the literature, a distinction

is often made between agentive and agentless passive. For agentive passive, Cantarino

(1975: 53) points out that "Arabic has found a way to express the agent in passive

constructions; and that is by using a prepositional phrase with instrumental meaning".

By this he means the use of one of the following:Y-. L.-q ,41. Lsia a-1,-,1 .34 ' Y 4 i...Pa 'J (DA and

others" (cf. Khalil, 1993: 172). Among all these devices students only used J-li Ü-4. In

any case, students' tendency to stick to the use of passive whenever used in the ST

indicates that they are unaware of the fact that when the agent is known, Arabic

prefers an active structure (cf. Rosenhouse, 1988: 101). Similarly, Khalil (1993)

found that more experienced translators tend to render English agentive passive

sentences into Arabic agentive passive sentences far less often than less experienced

translators (ibid. 172). To avoid the use of passive verb forms, two major forms of

active verbs which govern nominalized complements /... / y + ?Li and ei literally

meaning "conducted" and "completed" respectively may be used. These two verbs are

80 One more common device is increasingly in use is 01 .).?, e.g. 0.=11-.-0..}1 44,-4 c.1 ..) 4 ;.: 1-•-14 t.,11-,:i Ca'
vi:u: l.)-41 ot.4-41 . The sentence is roughly translated to: a Palestinian youth was killed (as a result) of

being shot by the Israeli army.
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used as "dummy" verbs while their nominal complements serve as nominalized

passive verb (ibid, 98). Findings from the present project, however, show that

over/mis-use of these two devices also leads to errors in students' translations, as will

be discussed below.

Negation

Of the two phenomena observed in the data analysis with respect to negation

(4.2.1.1.2.), the first related to the degree of literacy in mother tongue (i.e. the negator

in Arabic comes after the verb and not before, e.g. V I ‘,144. not ‘,14:). V, as in the majority

of students' translations) and the other related to failing to adopt the right technique in

translating (i.e. what is expressed by positive forms in the ST is expressed by negative

in the Ti' and vice versa, Fawcett, 1987); both reveal the diversity of translation

problems even at the level of sub-sub-categories.

Conditionals

While excessive use of conditionals should not be a problem, as in Arabic one can use

as many conditionals as one chooses (see Dickins et al, 2002: 176), the problem in

many of the students' translations is the literal rendering of conditionals, sticking only

to one conditional marker 13) and ignoring other alternatives such as d and .3-1.

However, the fact that one postgraduate student opted for the omission of the

conditionals and used a hypothetical opening statement 4.1-k- LAU. A-II o k...)333 : suppose

you are my student for "if you were my student" means he had an awareness of how

to manipulate the language to serve the purpose, which others lacked.

The above was an account of problems related to segments or units of grammar.

Below problems related to vocabulary are discussed.
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Vocabulary

Numeric count of individual language errors in subjects' translations (cf. Table 11)

revealed a significant prominence of vocabulary issues as compared to other

problems. This finding agrees with similar findings by Rosenhouse (1989: 130-131)

and contrasts with Shaheen (1997) who gives priority to "connectivity",

"punctuation" and "paragraph organization" rather than to lexis and syntax. Errors in

vocabulary can be both a ST and a TT problem. Findings from the assessment of the

data show that a major cause of this high proportion of errors in this category is the

tendency to translate over-literally".

A root problem of all translation is the fact that the semantic field of a word, the entire

complex network of meanings it signifies, rarely if ever matches exactly the semantic

field of any one word in any other language (Holmes 1988: 9). Translating over-

literally seems to be the most common problem in students' translations. The literal

meaning of words, it seems, strikes first in students' minds, with the consequence of

errors in meaning. The findings from this study show that errors relating to over-

literal translation result in deviation of the meaning from the ST, and represent a far

higher frequency than any other sub-category. This correlates with Bastin's (2000:

235) finding. In the researcher case-study too, criticism in the feedback from

professional translators also focused on the occasional tendency to translate over-

literally in a number of the translations sent for 'a second opinion'. Where defects in

mother tongue competence were related to vocabulary choice, problems manifested

81 The term 'over-literal' is used here as erroneous translation. It differs from 'literal translation': a
translation strategy identified by (Delisle et al. 1999: 154) as "retaining the formal features of the
source text, but conforming generally to the grammar of the target language" (quoted in Bastin
2000:235).
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themselves in inability to distinguish meanings expressed by different words and in

the inappropriate use of certain expressions.

Below, each of the sub-sub categories is discussed. Some that share similar problems

are discussed under one heading.

Polysemy, divergence, synonyms and near synonyms

Analysis of the data shows that the impact of errors was more trivial with synonyms

(SL synonym and TL synonym) than with polysemy. For example, in the researcher

case-study, choice between TL synonyms to reflect the ST synonyms would result in

slight differences in meaning in the Ti' (e.g. y-xi and 3-4_)! for "tiredness" and

"fatigue" respectively, cf. 3.2.1.1.2.). In the multi-subject main study, on the other

hand, TL polysemy resulted in serious divergence errors in the TT (e.g. ..)- 1 for fire

instead of (34.)- and	 for bank instead of	 (cf. 4.2.1.1.2).

In the case of errors based on TL near synonyms, students often gave a non-literal

equivalent where a literal translation would be more appropriate, i.e. "seats" should be

translated to -1-cA-La not chairs as chosen in some students' translations. It is

interesting as many errors resulted from students' tendency to often translate over-

literally. The underlying cause might be that they do not pay much attention to fine

lines that differentiate between one word and another belonging to the same semantic

field. In other cases students replaced a hyponym "barbarous bird" with a misleading

hyponym (44-44, )	 sparrow instead of(-?-) .3)U.. On some other occasions,

they replaced a specialist register "chefs" Sk-esio with common register C.)*1-.11 Cooks (cf.

4.2.1.1.2).
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Derivation

The fact that Arabic derivational morphology is often highly systematic should

facilitate matters in finding equivalents. However, data analysis show that a number

of students, when they do not know or they do not pay attention to the derivational

changes, tend to confuse forms that look superficially similar. An example often

quoted to explain derivation in Arabic is the three-letters stem form wrote and its

derivations belonging to the same semantic field, e.g. ;.%- 'US writing.1-; book, k4i-C4

library, YL-CA office,	 manual and so forth. The examples of errors shown in some

students' translation c-'31-.11.-. tins (filled cans) instead of y-la cans (empty), CY--)-4

comfortable (inanimate) instead of cU.). comfortable (animate) and (.51&4. strangle

instead of (3-15.:,4. choke, means that those students lack basic knowledge of the

derivational mechanism of their mother tongue.

Technical terms

In translating into Arabic the problem of translating terminology is by no means new.

Bahumaid (1994: 135) refers to it as going back to the Abbasid era. One complaint

which persists concerns inconsistencies in the use of terminological equivalence, a

problem not unique to Arabic (cf. Nkweuti-Azeh, 1995).

Although translating technical terms is an area that is gaining the special attention of

researchers, this study was not designed to fully investigate this area. Texts used in

this study were mainly selected to test general features of English rather than features

related to specific text-type, though, a significant minority of texts did contain

specialist terminology, e.g. Text Five and Six which come from New Scientist.

Accordingly, no large numeric data was obtained to generate findings about specialist
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or scientific terminology. However, evidence from the data which included scientific

terminology or specialist professional terms (e.g. 'psychodrama') shows that such

terms can cause serious problems, but with available resources and expertise these can

range between very difficult and easy to solve, as feedback from a professional

translator shows (cf. Text 18: 107, 3.2.1.1.9).

Proper nouns

Findings from the analysis of the data show that most problems related to proper

nouns are either related to background knowledge or spelling. Whether errors are a

manifestation of a lack of background knowledge, e.g. translating "Cana of Galilee"

as Y:- 11 (.9- Khan El-Khalili or a case of "false friends" in which spelling partly plays

a part in the confusion, e.g. translating "Austerlitz" as 1,111iLl Australia and "Moscow"

as 	 c . Mexico (cf. 4.2.1.1.2.), proper nouns undoubtedly pose problems in

translation for trainee learners, as emphasized by Newmark (1993: 15) "proper names

are a translation difficulty in any text".

With regard to translating proper nouns, information obtained during the retrospection

phase and from students' notes indicates that spelling was attributed importance. The

distinction made by students in this study between 'untranslatable' proper nouns

starting with a capital letter and common nouns correlates with Olk's (2002: 125)

finding. The impact is sometimes students' inclination not to look proper nouns up in

the dictionary or make errors in spelling. However, this attitude was not always

consistent as students sometimes attempted to translate proper nouns. When they did

not consult the dictionary, their translation was literal and often did not make sense,

e.g. "Latin Quarter" co-i:u."V i t-ull . However, this is also a case of lack of world
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knowledge (areas of Paris), see below, compounded by lack of vocabulary knowledge

("Quarter" referring to part of the inner city).

Compounds

Findings from the data analysis confirm that compounds constitute a real problem for

students in translating from English into Arabic. More importantly, the number of

underlinings (both single and double) of various forms of compounds indicates that

students perceive them as being so. Also, the fact that compounds gained special

attention in students' commentaries and in their verbal reporting in the interviews is

revealing in this respect. What is significant about this is that students might have

tried strategies for reaching solutions but often failed. What is interesting is that,

despite the frustration compounds caused when students were carrying out the task of

translation, compounds were among the few categories that gained students'

fascination as being unique and SL specific.

Collocations

Translating collocations is a well known problem in translation. In translating into

Arabic, Heliel (1997: 286) claims:

On the whole, the translator's dilemma is not with understanding the

English collocation, which more or less may go smoothly, but with

the speed of finding an appropriate Arabic collocational equivalent.

What findings from the analysis of the data add is the fact that in a number of cases

students were unable to realise which words do not collocate together in their mother

tongue, e.g....1.9i-.-c. sparrow does not collocate with ‘,0-4-4A barbarous and -A44.1.3 front

does not collocate with :LA& back.
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Phrasal verbs

A number of instances of defective translations of phrasal verbs in students'

translations show an inability to realise the difference between an ordinary verb

and a phrasal verb, as this quote shows: "I only know "sort" but not "sort out",

one student said. Students also found difficulty in distinguishing between

meanings of phrasal verbs in different contexts, e.g. "pick up" (lift up by hand)

and "pick up" (give a ride in a car). A related problem in translating phrasal verbs,

as indications from the data analysis show, is the fact that students rely heavily on

the dictionary while, as Heliel (1997: 287) emphasizes, English-Arabic

dictionaries often suffer from shortcomings in phrasal verbs. The fact that phrasal

verbs are often missing from dictionaries is also emphasized by Newmark (1993:

30).

Fixed expressions

"Idiomatic expressions are notoriously difficult to translate" (Duff 1989: 237), though

there have been some attempts, working within a contrastive approach mostly based

on trainer intuition rather than research, which have succeeded in providing lengthy

bilingual lists of idiomatic expressions. See, for example, Al Kenai (1985). Awwad

(1990: 66) and Hawas (1990: 64-65), who also acknowledge that English and Arabic

idioms constitute a major area of difficulty for translators and interpreters.

The heart of the problem in translating fixed expressions, as the analysis of the data

shows, lies in students translating the individual elements literally, not realizing that

the expression is a fixed one. This was shown by single underlining or double

underlining of only parts of the fixed expression as being difficult or very difficult.
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However, as Table 21 (Chapter Four, Section Two) shows, a good number of students

did realise that the expressions were fixed and used idiomatically, though only some

of them managed to translate them properly.

What is also striking from the data collected is the clear difference between students,

both undergraduate and postgraduate, on the one hand, and professionals on the other,

as exemplified by one of the translators whose translation was used as a model against

which students translations were checked. For example, all students translated "If I

get hold of the wrong end of the stick" literally while the professional translator

expressed the ST meaning using an equivalent fixed expression: J-.. 1.6. C,r. ,134..L11 ,=1-1.&.1 C.))

1-v1 .34 1. This literally translates back to English as: If I entered homes not via their

doors. A different problem experienced by the researcher during the case-study is

when a non-idiomatic expression could be translated idiomatically in the TL but such

a translation can only be reached after a number of attempts and consultations with

informants (cf. 3.2.1.1.1.).

Connotative meaning

Among the types of connotative meanings listed and discussed by Dickins et al (2002:

66-74) - attitudinal, associative, affective, allusive, collocative, reflected, and others -

associative meaning is signalled here as being the most prominent problem. In the

researcher case-study, the researcher was aware of the loss of the connotative

meaning associated with the word "circus" with regard to social perception, i.e. a

socially low perception can be inferred from "what Balanchine had not told him was

that the music had been commissioned by a circus" (cf. 3.2.2.3.). There is similar loss

of the connotative meaning associated with "Sunday afternoon" in religious Protestant

families (to which D. H. Lawrence belonged) when translated to .1.- ri s.)4.4-3a (cf.
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3.2.2.5.2.). In the multi-subject study, on the other hand, subjects do not seem to

realise the associations of the word "mortgage" (cf. 4.2.1.2.4) in the source culture

that are likely to be missed in the translation because of cultural distance. Apart from

the difficulty experienced by students to understand and find an equivalent for the

word "mortgage", the dictionary meaning provided and opted for by some, i.e.

Li_A-Lli &au-11.):2.z does not carry the connotative meaning associated with the word, i.e.

the burden and uphill struggle faced by a large portion of society in the source culture.

Word formation

In the case of word-formation as a IT problem, students might be excused for not

realising the difference in the effect of emphatic adjectives formed from the same root

as ordinary adjectives, such as y-li 6_91 for "restless or volatile" over y-1-43 LP on the

rhetoric of the text. But to select d 14.ii elephants instead of'- shows a lack of basic

knowledge in differentiating between alternative forms of plurals in the mother

tongue.
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Lexical voids

As far as void words are concerned, results from the multi-subject study generally

correlate with findings from the researcher case-study with regard to the inevitable

loss in the translation. E.g. "couples" in English include both married, and not married

but living together. c liii , the only choice available in the translation, exclusively

refers to married people (a man and a woman) in Arabic. Also "tea", as the third main

meal in English, is void in the target culture in which the third main meal is supper.

This can by no means serve as an exact equivalent to the ST word. A. difference

between the two is that in the case of the former, students were aware of the inevitable

loss in the translation, in the case of the latter the majority did not realise the meaning

intended in the context. They thought it was a misprint, a case of lack of background

knowledge. The implication is that, despite the fact that lexical voids are hard to

manage in translation, realizing the problem first is a pre-requisite.

Arabization

Arabization is mainly a problem of attitude towards the concept itself. In translating

into Arabic, there are two views: that of the 'purists' and that of the 'innovators'

(McArthur, 1992: 79). The former is strictly against importing any foreign items into

Arabic, rejects the mere conversion of the foreign word to the Arabic script

(transcription) and calls for total replacement to an Arabic substitute whenever

possible. The latter allows borrowing and does not mind using familiar foreign

language vocabulary in Arabic or even importing items with their Roman script.

In theory, most students seemed to agree with the former view, as shown by

statements in the interviews. In practice, however, their translations reveal
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inconsistency, i.e. they sometimes Arabized words, no matter if the word that entered

Arabic through daily use and cultural contact is familiar, e.g. "taxi" s_pi s_AL.... not LAU,

and sometimes transliterated the word, e.g. "tennis" Lriii instead of the Arabized

equivalent L.-1.)-;=-. s.)-s (cf. 4.2.1.1.2.). (See also Drafting and Editing below). This, no

doubt, reveals the tension that exists between theory and practice in this area.

Nevertheless, data analysis shows that desperate attempts made by many subjects to

Arabize words which do not have ready equivalents often led to false translations (see

below). What else the data analysis revealed is when students opt for exaggerated

forms of the Arabized words, they almost become paraphrases, e.g. "radio"

ka..ru -4 instead of merely t i-..L. . In the case of Libyan students this could be an

influence of local Arabization programmes, hence a unique example that may not

necessarily be generalizable to other Arab students.

Spelling

Despite the fact that some ST spelling did lead to errors in the TT, e.g. "stiff' was

understood as "staff', and some proper nouns were mistaken for others because of

their spelling, e.g. "Austerlitz" was understood as "Australia", not all these type of

errors were logged under the spelling category. One reason is recurrence, i.e.

confusing "stiff' with "staff', for example, was not typical. Another reason is that

some involved other factors such as lack of background knowledge, as in the case of

confusing "Austerlitz" with "Australia", which was logged under proper nouns.

Hence, the numeric data represents errors exclusively related to 'rT production, i.e. a

mother tongue problem. In fact, errors in spelling, including all the four sub-

categories of spelling (invention, morphological spelling, dialect influence and

hypercorrection and slips) are generally viewed as unacceptable, particularly from
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postgraduate-trainee translators — prospective translators would be unlikely to get

translation work due to poor TT quality. What is of concern, however, is the low

priority students gave to errors in spelling when their attention was drawn to them.

Their remarks indicated that they saw spelling as a marginal issue, as data collected

during the retrospection revealed. Such a view contradicts with that of the trainer and

those of the professional translators who consider spelling rules as important as those

of grammar.

Invention (breaking the TT orthographic conventions)

The high percentage of errors in the use of "hamza" o Table 24, Chapter Four

indicates that it represents a real problem in mother tongue. This phenomenon can be

explained by the fact that the o rules are one of the few irregularities in Arabic's

otherwise quite regular orthographic system. It is a fact that the o rules are complex

and may seem arbitrary, especially in a language with an otherwise close sound

orthography relationship. Some of the o errors are related to the graphology of the

mother tongue where o is written in different forms (o zs :3 I ) and to the grammatical

function of the word in question as when the word is preceded by a preposition, e.g.

c.0 L3 vi not L.,:)Li Lri for "in a remote hotel". Others like instead of zri3L-1

shore, Ac instead of LAS cup and 'I j instead of L.)4) head are properly due to the

influence of local dialect (see below). Moreover, with regard to the 0 errors, students

seem to deal with the o less vigorously, as if it is marginal, that is, not a main letter in

the Arabic alphabet. For other less frequent errors under this sub-sub category (such

as the use of the final verb gender indicator	 instead of the final noun gender
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indicator, ;, e.g. c---u• .. instead of sii-,,-. for "slaughter house" 82) there is no

explanation rather than lack of competence in basic spelling rules in the mother

tongue.

Morphological spelling

In some cases in Arabic the grammatical function of the item affects its spelling, Diiiii

becomes 1...9-ii4. when preceded by u l . Errors in this area (see Grammar above), indicate

that students do not pay much attention to such detailed morphologically—conditioned

orthographic rules of their mother tongue, though the possibility of some being only

slips cannot be ruled out, or perhaps they have not learned them.

Dialectal influence and hypercorrection

What is interesting about errors related to local dialectal influence, i.e. replacement of

one sound for another, e.g. 14 instead of /3/ .)-..43 for 34.6 wine (cf. 4.2.1.1.2.), is that,

apart from very few instances, it appears almost exclusively in spelling but not in

grammar. One reason for this could be that the confused sounds with regard to

spelling are very close in pronunciation, while Arabic standard grammar is relatively,

if not considerably, different from dialectal grammar.

The hypercorrection phenomenon e.g. 5j13÷ instead of sJia÷ competence seems to be

directly related to the issue of local dialectal influence as it was also more frequent in

texts that manifested errors related to such influence.

The above was an account of problems related to micro language items/units. There

now follows an examination of macro text-level problems.

82 The right translation for "slaughter house" is ICA-LL-0 while S..15?-4 is massacre.
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5.3.1.1.2. Macro text-level" problems

As the analysis of the data shows, individual language errors' effects can lead to

errors at the co-text level and, more drastically, at the level of the whole text. This is

particularly true when subjects go too far in trying to make sense of their

misinterpretations by inserting information that does not exist in the ST (a case of

addition) or omitting items/sections that are crucial for the meaning (a case of

omission), see below.

Most text level problems are caused by lack of comprehension of ST and lack of skill

to produce TT. Below, Text level problems are discussed by sub-category, namely:

rhetorical and stylistic devices, cohesion, register and styles, background knowledge

and culture.

Rhetorical and stylistic devices

In the context of teaching English to Arab students, Khanna and Hajjaj (1989: 177)

state that problems arise from the fact that English and Arabic differ greatly in what

they call the 'mechanisms of discourse', including literary devices, rhetoric and

thought patterns, see also Jabr (2001). This can be generalised to translating from

English into Arabic. In translating between English and Arabic the search for

"rhetorical equivalence" is recognizably a difficult task, as the potential problems in

this area are vast. In the present study, neither the groups, nor individuals in the two

groups participating in translating the texts showed ability for stylistic fine-tuning of

their translations, although post-graduate students showed a better feel for ST style. In

general, students seemed to be more concerned about reproducing informational detail

83
Some, e.g. Munday (2001), call this discourse level.
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than about creating a viable target text. This could be a case of inadequate

rhetorical/discourse skill resulting from focusing on the vocabulary and grammar

details rather than the whole-text textuality. Alternatively, the problem could have

resulted from time pressure. Perhaps if the subjects had more time for revision they

would provide better TTs that exhibit skill in transferring the ST rhetoric. This general

finding does not exclude, however, the harsh fact of poor literacy skills in the mother

tongue (inability to manipulate mother tongue tools properly) which manifests itself

in students missing the opportunities to make use of TL potentials such as cognate

accusative, to compensate for SL devices or to solve problems.

At the level of word choice, there is a tendency among students to use more neutral

words than words with a literary tinge. Below, three main sub-sub categories of

rhetorical and stylistic devices will be discussed, namely: metaphor and simile,

repetition and parallelism, satire, irony and puns and alliteration.

Metaphor and simile

Metaphors were generally difficult to translate. Many subjects, for example, failed to

translate the fairly standard English metaphor "flagship" and opted for the literal

meaning, ignoring the non-figurative possibilities available. This is also a dictionaries

use related error (see below). The implication that can be drawn from this is that

students might well be unaware of dictionary limitations and the fact that dictionary

can be a hindrance not a helper (Larrien 1984: 22). What is interesting about findings

from the multi-subject study, however, is when one unfamiliar simile proved to be

more difficult to translate than a metaphor, contrary to the general belief and the

experience of the researcher in the case-study when metaphor proved more difficult to

translate than simile.
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Repetition and parallelism

Findings from the data analysis show three types of errors in students' translations

due to mishandling of ST/TT repetition: the first is translating ST repetition literally,

the second unnecessarily imposing repetition on the TT, and the third missing the

opportunity to use the potentials of the TL when required, as in the case of cognate

accusative.

In the first type of errors, subjects seem to lack the knowledge that, despite the fact

that repetition at all levels is a pronounced feature of Arabic literary writing (which

manifests itself in a variety of forms), one cannot assume that translating repetition as

employed by the ST straightforwardly would achieve the same purpose intended, i.e.

amusement, in Text Nineteen, for example (cf. 4.1.1.2.1.). The problem lies in the fact

that while English employs repetition in a certain context, Arabic, in the same context,

might opt for variation (Hatim 1997: 7).

The second error (that of imposing unnecessary repetition on the TT) is a

manifestation of how one problem leads to another, i.e. misunderstanding the opening

sentence leads to opting for the strategy of addition. That in turn results in

unnecessary repetition.

As for the third, missing the cognate accusative from all subjects' translations, except

two, while it was used by one professional translator quite generously in different text

types, raises the question of students' skill to opt for techniques to compensate for ST

rhetorical devices. Also, it indicates students' failure to immediately link to their

mother tongue potentials in their quest to solve translation problems.
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As for parallelism, data from both the researcher case-study and the multi-subject

study show that it is less tricky to handle than repetition at the level of structure. It can

be maintained by straightforward transfer, though in the researcher case study

parallelism was only partially recovered in the TT mainly because parallelism in the

ST was represented by the use of the reference "one", which has no equivalent in

Arabic (3.2.2.1.3). At the level of serving a particular purpose (e.g. for irony and

amusement) the matter might be different.

Satire

Problems related to the translation of veiled satire Lendvai (1996: 301) regards as

being "tortuous", i.e. extremely difficult to render. In our case here, the satirical style

of Paul Theroux in the extract from The London Embassy is overt while in the text

from The Kingdom by the Sea, Text Sixteen, it could be considered veiled. The

difficulty in rendering both texts, as experienced by the students, was further

complicated by the use of compounds and consecutive adjectives, a case of overlap

between language problems and text-level problems. The fact that neither veiled nor

overt satire was rendered adequately in any of the subjects' translations shows how

difficult it is to transfer satire from one language to another

Irony

The fact that none of the subjects mentioned the term irony when asked about certain

ironic instances, but used the term sarcasm instead, means they confuse the two

concepts or probably only know the latter (see Hatim, 1997 for a similar finding). The

two concepts are indeed very close in meaning:

Irony is the use of words to convey a contradiction between the
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literal and intended meaning. Sarcasm is very like irony except that

it is more stinging. Where the primary intent behind irony is to

amuse, with sarcasm it is to wound, (Bryson 1987: 92).

One explanation of this would probably be that 'irony', as pointed out by Hatim

(1997), can relay 'sarcasm' when translated into Arabic due, as he explains, to the fact

that Arabic is an 'explicative' language while English is more 'implicative'. This issue

of implicit/explicit was a main source of problem in almost all students' translations

either because they failed to notice ST irony (too implicit) or they converted ST irony

into harsher TT sarcasm (too explicit).

However, the fact that "irony often remains intended but not understood, or

unintended but imagined" (Newmark 1981: 23) adds another dimension to the

difficulty in handling it. Analysis of the data has shown a serious lack of

understanding of irony and severe errors in its rendering, particularly when the irony

does not seem to be understood. What makes the translation of irony difficult is that

its interpretation is not based on signals of intention stated by the sender but more on

common values and context, and also that any explicitness in conveying the message

violates the conventions of the rituals of irony (Mateo 1995: 174). Moreover, the

power of irony lies in its ambiguity, and any expansion of meaning or elaborating on

it risks harming the playfulness of the language and its effect, as in the case of

translating "authentic" in "they (the jars) were the authentic ones used in the miracle",

Text Thirteen, to mean authentic. In the context it means the opposite (cf. 5.1.1.1.2.).

Furthermore, without elaborating on "the miracle" in the TT, a literal translation of

"authentic" risks the irony not being adequately transferred, i.e. the translation has to

convey the subtle meaning intended.
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One half-way solution adopted in the researcher case-study for tackling the problem

of rendering irony, when an intervention is necessary to get the message across to the

average reader, is to place any necessary clarification in the translation outside the

two utterances concerned in the correspondence between Churchill and Shaw, (Text

14: 105, 3.2.2.1.4.). It could be placed in an introduction for example, or in the co-text

(e.g. "Churchill replied jestingly") Z4-14 LLIJ-ti .1.). None of the students, however, used

such a technique with texts that exhibit irony.

Puns and alliteration

The fact that in the researcher case study no solution was reached in translating the

pun in "I'M BACKING BRITAIN — but backing Britain into what?"" confirms what

has always been emphasized in the literature, i.e. that puns are barely translatable (cf.

3.2.2.1.4.). The problem with translating puns is in the double meaning of the word

(e.g. "backing") and the difficulty lies in how to divorce meaning, intention, function,

effect, and communicative value from verbal formulation when the former seems to

be the exclusive effect of the latter.

As for alliteration, in the example tested in the study, alliteration of the sound 'p' in

"practice makes perfect", Text Three (advertisement for Rolex), is the core of giving

this fixed expression its appeal. Neither the students nor the three professional

translators managed to reproduce the alliteration in the Ti'. However, alliteration LyA-1?.

(ciladl.1) can be compensated for in the translation by rhyming .?---. in the final sound

of the two main words in a translation, as(:) 112-)7 1 ...)--, 0 1 ..)-.11 practice is the secret of

84 A sticker at the back of a car.
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efficiency, provided by the professional translator. This is another example of the need

to look for mother tongue potentials to solve rhetorical problems.

Cohesion

Differing conventions of cohesive structures from one language to the next is one of

the sources of difficulty encountered in translating texts that has been emphasized by

many writers, e.g. Yule (1996: 141) and Hatim and Mason (1989). The problem in

translating from English to Arabic arises from the fact that the components which

connect a sequence at the surface (De Beaugrande and Dressler, 1981: 3) in English

are different to those in Arabic.

In this study it has been found that one of the central problems manifested by errors in

subjects' translations is lack of cohesion, which often leads to failure to transfer the

ST message, as shown by TT recipients' reactions (cf. 4.2.1.2.2.). This results in the

text losing one of its main factors, which is acceptability" (De Beaugrande and

Dressler, 1981: 7). The outcome could well be the result of a combination of literal

transfer of ST patterns with a lack of command of TT patterns. A lack of

understanding of the ST item/s (e.g. where such an item/s is/are left untranslated, as in

the case of "psychodrama") also contributes to TT cohesion problems.

Below, Reference, Substitution, Ellipsis, Conjunctions, Theme and Rheme,

Paragraphing, plus Graphic and Orthographic marks, as sub-categories of Cohesion,

are discussed."

85 Acceptability is defined by Sager (1994: 90) as "the reader's or listener's acceptance of a message as
being a unit of communication".
86 See 3.2.2.2.1 for reasons why cohesion is discussed under Text-level problems and not Grammar
orvocabulary (lexis) according to Halliday and Hassan (1976).
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Reference

Among the reference devices used in English and reputed for not being easily handled

in Arabic is cataphoric reference (Hatim 1997: 95). Difficulty arises, as Hatim

emphasises, from the fact that Arabic does not really favour such a structure. Both in

classical and modern times, grammarians of Arabic strongly advise against the use of

cataphora, while stylisticians and rhetoricians also discourage its use. Only those uses

of cataphora deemed to possess a high degree of stylistic informativity are allowed,

and these are only a handful (ibid). The problem of cataphoric reference, like the case

of thematic fronting (see below) lies more in realizing its oddity when transferred as it

is into Arabic, since Arabic prefers anaphoric reference, than in finding a way to

express it in the translation. That is, once the problem of the cataphoric reference is

realised, its solution is immediately available and not difficult to implement, as in the

case investigated in the researcher case-study (cf. 3.2.2.2.2.). For convenience, the

example is cited again here: "despite his gratitude for his friendly reception there,

Freud did not go away with a very favourable impression of America" becomes ?-6%)

t LILL.) 1-4... ia-11-54J-41 4:3 41 (.3472:". I (..5:111 11-0-11 -III} C.M141 despite Freud's gratitude for

the friendly reception he received in America, he did not leave it with a very

favourable impression.

What seems more problematic than cataphoric reference for a number of subjects is in

differentiating between exophoric and endophoric reference (Halliday and Hassan

1976: 33). Apparent confusion between these two manifested itself in students'
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translating "if it is hot; if it is cold" to 1.).)-.) S	 sLilt	 1:1) if the tea was hot or

cold' while the reference in the ST is more likely to the weather.

As Arabic is a more explicative language than English (a fact many students do not

realise), another recognizable feature of translating from English into Arabic is often

the need to repeat the presupposed item referred to by using the cohesive element in

full instead of translating the cohesive device into its equivalent in Arabic (Al Kenai,

1985: 230). However, the case demonstrated by Text Nineteen, is, in fact, the

opposite, i.e. to avoid awkward repetition of "tea", it can be substituted by the referent

( a), i.e. 4-.).),Li a sip it, drink it. The fact that all students, unduly, opted for

retaining "tea" is influence of the ST regardless of stylistic preference in the TT.

Substitution

One explanation for students handling nominal substitution better than verbal and

phrasal substitution (cf. Chapter Four, Section Two: 4.2.1.2.2. Cohesion section on

Substitution) is that retaining "ones" as a nominal substitution for "jars" (as used in a

number of examples in the study), for example, would not make sense in the

translation while retaining the other two (do and so) would not obstruct understanding

though they would sound odd.

Ellipsis

Ellipsis aims for compactness and efficiency. As far as Arabic is concerned, although

it does use ellipsis, it uses it less extensively and differently than does English:

87 Cold tea" is not drunk in Britain. This shows how a combination of background + grammatical
knowledge is needed to disambiguate certain statements, because the referent of "it" could
granunatically be either "tea" or "weather".
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There are, of course, very evident differences in the ellipsis

mechanisms of English and Arabic; Arabic, for example, has a very

limited auxiliary verb system, and no do-support, these being

structures at the heart of ellipsis in English (Campbell 2000: 216).

One of the professional translators whose translation was used as a model against

which students' translations were tested stated that Text Fifteen reproduced below

was the most difficult to translate, apparently because of the use of ellipsis.

Who exactly will be dancing this polka?' asked Stravinsky.

'Elephants', came the reply.

'I see, 'said The composer. 'How old?'

'Young', said Balanchine

'If they're very young', said Stravinsky, 'I'll do it'. Well, they

were; and he did - hence the circus polka.

While most students managed to tackle the first elliptical references ('elephants', 'how

old?' and 'young), the majority struggled with the last section that represents the

conclusion: "well they were; and he did — hence the circus polka" mainly, it seems,

because of the existence of the auxiliary and the do-support referred to by Campbell

(ibid.) above. However, Campbell agrees with Halliday that:

It is always possible to 'reconstitute' the ellipsed item so that it

becomes fully explicit. Since ellipsis is a lexicogrammatical

resource, what is taken over is the exact wording (Halliday 1985:

302).

What students seem to lack is searching for strategies/techniques to cope with ellipsis,

i.e. explicating the reference implied by the ellipses in Arabic.
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For example, the last section of the above extract can be solved by merely explicating

the elliptical items: U.134 ', 1-AS LiA D-4.9 6 L5:2:". JAI ‘22:1.I. 1:14 44 C '" 1141 _)1" rCii °.):.	 qdll .‘LIIS "III

the elephants were young, so Stravinsky composed the music — hence the circus

polka. The implication is that ellipsis should be handled with special care in

translating from English to Arabic.

Conjunctions

Data analysis has revealed lack of confidence among the majority of the students,

especially the undergraduates, in varying their use of conjunctions, as when they

translated "but, however, yet" to C.r-CI but and not ,D1 ..)-� Ü1 tl. Moreover, no attempt

was made to use a conjunction when the ST does not use one, as in the researcher

case-study when the researcher added the missing connector ?Lill-i although, which

does not show on the surface in the ST: "Battered and bloody, he wins through" (cf.

Chapter Three, Section Two).

Theme and rheme

With regard to theme/rheme issues, "English and Arabic both have a tendency to start

with the most thematic element and end with the most rhematic element" (Dickins et

al 2002: 119). However, in translating from English into Arabic the problem is when

rheme information becomes thematic. Moreover, what is revealing from the data

collected, as the following translation of the extract from the Tito Biography "living

in a small hotel on the left bank in Paris, ...Tito gained many left-wing international

contacts", Text Ten, (cf. 4.2.1.2.2.) shows, is that the difficulty lies in realizing the

problem more than in how to solve it. This assertion is supported by the translations

of two post-graduate students and that of the researcher in the case-study, as the
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solution was merely bringing the delayed theme to the front as ... 4-1.11) Sdt& .34.35 ‘4,-..S. I

Tito gained during his stay ...

From a different perspective, since inappropriate use of independent first person

pronouns ei=-11-31 I know, as a point of departure (cf. Baker, 1992: 128), instead of using

inflected verbs 3.c- 1 (as customary in Arabic) was not widespread among students, it

did not constitute a worrying phenomenon. In fact it only appeared in a number of

undergraduate students translations. For example, 'we went' in "we went to Cana of

Galilee", Text Thirteen, was translated LA li* :1 (:)-- instead of L,--1) U:143 • However,

inappropriate use of independent pronouns as in 4-2-4 (3-iii Ul 7) J1-4.4.11 &-•=173. Lry.Jaill for the

translation of "practice makes perfect' is something I agree with" instead of ‘79...)-1:111

1+1-4 6-i:31 1.‘3_9:" .°)-ii-431 t-i--=,,.., should not appear in the speech of adult users of the mother

tongue, as it is a matter of basic principle.

Paragraphing

Besides being a discourse feature, paragraphing, has a rhetorical function (El-Shiyab

1994). Data analysis indicates two factors with regard to students handling of

paragraphing. First, a tendency among students to preserve the ST paragraphing,

which is an indication of ST influence. Second, either lack of awareness or

carelessness, when TL conventions of paragraph linkage using linkage devices such

as., and i are not observed.

Graphic/orthographic marks

Orthographic markers include acronyms, capitalization and italics as markers of

emphasis, brackets and quotation marks, "scare quotes" and punctuation.
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The fact that acronyms were never reproduced in students' translations, e.g. BMC was

translated to uly-,:14 ?_,-- 11.431-.5 Botswana Meat Corporation and USA ,L).1,13.511 was

translated to li-..6:)..y3')11 s-1---.3- I United States of America, indicates that students were

aware of the fact that acronyms are a source language feature and not a TL one.

However, with regard to capitalization for emphasis, students were credited over the

professional translators for acknowledging the importance of capitalization in

"ESSENTIAL" and retaining the emphasis through lexis, e.g. 1.14 1.14..)..9.Y° very very

necessary. None of the three professional translators tried to add any extra emphasis.

As for brackets, the fact that seven subjects out of the ten who translated "I walked

towards Pevensey (Pevensey Bay being the spot where William landed his army in

1066) and decided that ..." considered the subject for "decided" as being William and

not "I", the author, shows how easily students fail to notice graphic signals. The

reason could be they pay all their attention to individual vocabulary neglecting

punctuation. Such errors in reference, which happen when brackets pass unnoticed,

and clauses embedded between brackets are considered part of the text, have serious

implications for whole-text meaning.

With regard to quotation marks for direct speech, what is important is that students

failed to decode the object—fronting where the object is signalled or defined by its

punctuation (i.e. two factors combine to cause the problem), e.g. "European chefs

know all about prime Botswana meat', boasts a full page advertisement on the cover

of Air Botswana's in-flight magazine", it is also a genre issue: journalist texts often

begin with: "quote", says subject.
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With punctuation in general, the contrast between the researcher in the case-study and

the students in the multi-subject study is that in the case of the former, punctuation

was not a ST comprehension problem, while in the latter it was a serious one that

resulted in TT text-level errors caused by inability to decode ST punctuation. With

regard to the 'TT production, due to the fact that punctuation in Arabic is a fluid area

that lacks standardization, in the case of the researcher in the case-study, it

occasionally led to hesitation in the process of TT editing. Students' data, on the other

hand, shows obvious influences of ST punctuation in translation, as some do not seem

to realise that cohesion in Arabic is maintained more through text syntax and

semantics than through punctuation, and that when English uses punctuation marks,

Arabic often uses lexical morphemes (Sa'deddin 1987: 183, Hatim 1997: 137 88 , and

Kharma and Hajjaj 1989: 107). The fact that even those who pointed out that the two

languages differ in this area did not apply it in practice shows how far students are

unable or unwilling to risk distancing themselves from the ST, even when importing

ST punctuation would lead to fragmentation of the TT. As the data shows, transfer of

ST punctuation to TT leads to problems at the level of TT cohesion, short sentences or

phrases with no lexical or syntactic linkage, etc. (cf. 4.2.1.2.2.).

Register and style

Cohesion and register together effectively define a text.

A text is a passage of discourse which is coherent in these two

regards: it is coherent with respect to the context of situation, and

therefore consistent in register; and it is coherent with respect to

88
See Hatim's criticism of manuals trying to impose a Europeanized system of punctuation on Arabic,

p: 136.
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itself, and therefore cohesive. Neither of these two conditions is

sufficient without the other, nor does the one by necessity entail the

other. Just as one can construct passages which seem to hang

together in the situational-semantic sense, but fail as texts because

they lack cohesion, so also one can construct passages which are

beautifully cohesive but which fail as texts because they lack

consistency of register — there is no continuity of meaning in

relation to the situation (Halliday and Hassan 1976: 23).

One main problem in translating from English to Arabic is how to match the register

of speech to the situational context when standard Arabic is a means of showing

popular speech in writing, not local dialect. The variety of student's errors related to

register (Table 22) shows the extent of the problem. The problem is further

complicated when in a similar situation in Arabic standard Arabic is used, while in

English the local dialect is used. Similarly, in the case of style shift, when English

uses informal style in the case of a text written to be spoken, while Arabic uses formal

style. The most drastic errors in terms of inconsistency between register and style,

however, are those of using colloquial vocabulary such as i.. ;Li& for "charm" in a more

or less formally written text.

Furthermore, the TI' may suffer loss of meaning when the significance of ST

reference to places or persons representing social status is not transferred or not

realised by the TT audience (e.g. "working-class", "students", "left bank in Paris" as

opposed to the rich other side of the river, "suburbs" as opposed to the heart of Paris,

and "Latin Quarter" as opposed to more elegant Parisian places).
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Background knowledge

The difference between the researcher in the case-study and students in the multi-

subject study is that world knowledge problems consisted mainly in the first case of

knowing how many of them that are implicit in the ST have to be made explicit in the

TT, as stressed by Schdffner (1991: 2) "TL should compensate knowledge

differences". Schdffner (1991: 10) emphasizes that how much presupposed world

knowledge implicit in the ST has to be made explicit in the Ti' must be based on what

she calls the relevance principle, which can be decided on the basis of functional,

situational and text typological criteria. This shows how crucial is background

knowledge in solving translation problems. In the case of the students, it was lack of

background knowledge in the SL that led to errors in the TT. Despite the fact that a

number of subjects, mainly post-graduate, realised the fact that sometimes some

presupposed ST background knowledge has to be spelled out in the TT, e.g. eq,

(clull) William (the conqueror)ic.1--.3 '‘ ,..94.) .u.4 .‘,... , T. S. Eliot (the poet) ,s j.41a.....L.1i

the West bank of the river (Seine), ...etc., the problem relating to assumed

ST shared knowledge in the case of students remains largely and primarily in spotting

it in the text in the first place.

On the other hand, while lack of background knowledge would not necessarily result

in error in some cases, as the context would not reveal such lack of knowledge, e.g.

"whether or not Tito was a Chinese leader", in other cases it did lead to drastic errors,

e.g. Rolex was understood as being the other competitor playing with Chris Evert, her

secretary or body-guard, and not a watch brand name. An error of the latter kind goes

beyond a mere problem of background knowledge to the inability to grasp meaning

from context and using the concept of text-type (an advertisement about Rolex) to
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infer text theme. Also, to believe that the Seine river runs North-South in Paris, as

inferred from the translation A43.....iaki,;.-11 the West bank instead of L.s_.)-4.1:u.;.%-11 the left

bank reveals a lack of background knowledge that extends beyond the geography of

the location to the social status of each bank of the river.

These examples and others, as data analysis and information from the retrospection

revealed, show proper names caused a real problem, a fact also confirmed by other

scholars (e.g. Newmark, 1993: 15).

Culture

Due to the fact that culture is a vast concept that includes many aspects, not all

cultural aspects were tested but only those that occurred in the selected texts.

Moreover, as texts investigated in the researcher case-study are more wide-ranging

than those used in the multi-subject study, more categories were tested in the case-

study than those tested in the multi-subject study. Below, some key sub-areas under

culture will be highlighted, namely SL culture-bound item/s, interference TL cultural

values, humour, religion and politics.

SL culture-bound item/s

Culture as a translation problem is usually referred to as a ST/SL problem, which is a

type of background knowledge. For example, inability to decode "tea for tea" in "...

you have tea for breakfast; then you have tea at eleven o'clock in the morning; then

after lunch; then you have tea for tea; then after supper; ...", Text Nineteen, was a

source culture background knowledge problem that proved hard to tackle. However,

merely acknowledging that there is difference between source culture and target

culture is not sufficient to solve a problem. Data collected both from the translation
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product and information during the interviews revealed SL culture-bound items, e.g.

couples, mortgage, etc. that proved difficult to translate even when students realised

they were problematic.

Interference of TL cultural values

Culture based translation problems, can also result from target culture interference, as

the analysis of the data and information from retrospection shows. For example,

understanding "he was seldom a guest" in Text Seven, as "he should always have felt

at home" (cf. 4.2.1.2.4.). Such an inference seems to result from the connection in the

target language culture between "guest" and "hospitality".

Humour

Failure to appreciate ST humour may also be prevalent within the source culture; in

translation, as revealed during the researcher-case-study"' target audience

appreciation of a translated "humorous" text in the target language would probably be

more difficult to attain. Moreover, as students on the whole did not differentiate

between what is intended to amuse (irony) and what is intended to hurt (sarcasm) in

the source culture, their translation inevitably manifested such misunderstanding.

None of the texts used in the multi-subject study included what we might call

apparent jokes (overt) such as those referred to by Lendvai (1993b: 206). However,

examples in this study illustrate the humour of incongruity, which is universal, but

also depend partly on culture-specific knowledge — Stravinsky as a serious composer,

miracles at Cana as happening 2000 years ago, Lord Russell being a famous

89 As an example, a text by Clive James, TV presenter, triggered different attitudes; what some thought
was an over- heavy joke, made others laugh.
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philosopher. According to Mateo (1995: 174), "universal jokes will be the easiest to

translate, if they do exist". Nevertheless, the problem with these examples is that

while they triggered laughter among native speakers when approached with the texts

during the researcher case study, they did not make students react, nor make them

laugh. For example, they seemed to have missed the points intended in "elephants

dance polka" in the case of Stravinsky, "the wine jars in Cana of Galilee were the

ones used in the miracle" and the fact that Lord Russell couldn't answer the question

of the taxi driver "what's it all about?", nor did they manage to transfer the humour. It

is a case of ST comprehension blocking TT production.

Religion

The tendency to translate what can be described as English "secularism" to religious

language, e.g. "Oh, do say!" 46. AA-.11..0 say, for God's sake (cf. 3.2.2.5.2.) in the

case-study was also observed among students in the multi-subject study, e.g.

translating 'tea for tea' to .)--.-.11:i-i-  t--4 41-,t tea with the Asr meal ('AR' is the time for

the third prayer between noon and sunset, cf. 4.2.1.1.1. section on Lexical Voids). The

difference, however, is that in the case of the former, the researcher was aware of the

shift taking place as well as of the translation loss resulting from translating "Sunday

afternoon" in traditional Protestant families to merely -1-' n s_.)-..341. In the case of not

getting the message implied in the mention of the biblical reference to the "miracle"

in the case of the students, the students' process of translating did not extend to the

step of searching for a strategy to find a best fit translation, as managed successfully

by the researcher, e.g. opting for explicitness for general Arab readers without
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subverting the vagueness intended in the ST, i.e. c.:---Ils_3,N.-." the miracle of Jesus (cf.

3.2.2.1.4).

Politics

None of the texts tested in the multi-subject study include any of what we might call

politically sensitive political texts (Schdffi er, 1997) or political "taboos", jokes or

epithets (Vall6 1996: 143). However, as indicated by Khudeir (1991: 70), political

terms can be potentially problematic, as shown in translating a fairly well known term

such as "left-wing". In translating from English to Arabic, Khudeir lists seven

problems in translating political language: political terms with or without "cultural

equivalence", eponyms, administrative terms, history-bound terms, terms with

different interpretations, euphemisms and acronyms. As far as the present study is

concerned, reference to historical figures in the past did not seem to have caused a

problem, e.g. William (the Conqueror), though political figures in the near past seem

to have caused difficulty e.g. "is Tito a Chinese leader?". Indirect display of political

attitudes were also occasionally problematic, e.g. missing the point Noel Coward is

trying to make in his memoirs during the peak of the cold war when referring to the

arrival of the train in Moscow "only" one hour late (cf. 4.2.1.2.1. Irony). While "left-

wing", as a political term, falls under the first category in Khudeir's list, the other

examples mentioned above cannot be linked to any of the categories. They seem to

reflect a generation problem in global world knowledge in the area of politics, on one

hand, and a generation gap imposed by the generation of the text compiler influencing

which texts were chosen (cf. 4.2.1.2.3. Background Knowledge).

9° For cultural reasons, one would probably need to add eN.11 4 4.6 peace be upon him, as a gesture of
respect.
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5.3.2. Problems of the transfer process

As this study aimed to investigate problems related to language features that result in

errors in students' translation product, investigating students' transfer processes was

not the prime aim. However, as product is the result of process, the two are

interrelated and inevitably problems related to the transfer process will show as in

errors in the product. This is what was revealed in the course of analysing the data,

and during the interviews when students volunteered information concerning their

strategies and techniques in the process of transfer. Problems of the transfer process, it

was found, weigh almost as strongly in terms of making errors as those of ST

comprehension and TT production discussed above.

The transfer process refers here to the operation in which the translator undertakes

certain actions to convert a SL item, segment, or text to a TL equivalent (cf. 2.1.3).

While 'Addition' and 'Omission' as two techniques belonging to the transfer process

were discussed in Chapter Four as separate sub-categories, other strategies and

techniques such as 'back translation', 'dictionary use', 'analogy' and 'coining' for

example, were only referred to in isolated examples.

Errors resulting from opting for the wrong strategy were such as those caused by

refraining from consulting the dictionary and opting for analogy instead, e.g.

"passengers" for s.)-.11 passers by. Errors also resulted from opting for the wrong

technique, as in the case of choosing to preserve a ST passive form while in the TT an

active form would be preferable, e.g. "the music had been commissioned by a circus",

Cr.1-s-42 Lsla u;=uuill e	 LS.1.11
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Below, strategies and techniques used by students in their transfer process that

resulted in errors as observed in the data analysis and revealed in the retrospection

will be discussed in more detail.

5.3.2.1. Strateies

Strategies discussed below do not cover all those classified by Krings (1986),

LOrscher (1986) or Sager (1993), (cf. 2.1.3.), but are those that seem to have led to

errors in at least some of the translations.

Although results from the multi-subject study do not show a correlation between

consciously perceived problems and the use of certain strategies, the fact that post-

graduate students' underlining of ST item/s (double and single) did not always result

in errors in their product is an indication of their making more effort (and/or using

more successful strategies) to solve problems. On the other hand, even when a

problem was realised and identified, students, especially undergraduates, often tended

to produce a wrong translation apparently without making any effort to try solve the

problem, e.g. by turning to available resources such as dictionaries.

Data analysis revealed, again particularly among undergraduate students, that

automatic transfer of the ST to the Ti' tended to be at the level of individual items or

chunks of items but not with longer stretches of language. Furthermore, the strategy

of ST analysis appeared often to be absent, as evident from the type of errors that

could have been avoided if the ST had been analysed at certain levels, grammatically,

for example. The relative scarcity of the process of text analysis is another indicator

that students tended to proceed 'word-for-word', paying little attention to context.
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However, other mental and physical processes were common among students in this

study.

5.3.2.1.1. Problem realization and mental search for solutions

Mental search for a solution comes after problem realization. Problem realization was

mainly inferred from students' notes and comments or interviews, e.g. "the word

starts with a capital letter, it is a name, then it is not translatable" was a note written

next to "Latin Quarter". A note like this indicates that the name was not looked up in

the dictionary, even though the standard dictionaries (e.g. Al-Mawrid) contain

frequent proper nouns, particularly those made up of common elements which will

not translate word-for-word. On the other hand, a mental search for an equivalent

when the students did not realise it was a name, or that it might be in the dictionary,

often led to giving an equivalent to each item separately, e.g. .4 .1=t.11 t-iJil the Latin

quarter. Another example of strategy related problems is when the mental search does

not come up with an answer after defining the problem. The result is abandonment of

the search, e.g. "practice makes perfect' I know it is a fixed expression but I can't

think of a proper equivalent", as one student said during the interview.

5.3.2.1.2. Physical search for solutions

As observed, the most frequent and often the sole physical search for solutions was by

looking up words in the dictionary, though occasionally, as reported by some

students, using human resources. In translating from English into Arabic Heliel (1997:

284-288) blames the problem of translating vocabulary on shortcomings of

dictionaries (English /Arabic dictionaries). Indicating items looked up in the

dictionary by means of writing D on the top of the item/s in question was more
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frequent among undergraduates than postgraduates. This is an indication that

undergraduates encountered more lexical problems than postgraduates. The case

might also be that undergraduates were more willing to tell about item/s looked up in

the dictionary than post-graduates.

Various errors in students' translations are related to dictionary use, e.g. relying on the

common general use of the word without checking other possible meanings in the

given context, and picking up the wrong meaning from alternatives in the dictionary.

For example, translating "flagship" in "the Lobatse slaughterhouse is the flagship of

the government-owned Botswana Meat Corporation (BMC) ..." to :k÷.)1-.3 battleship,

(see Metaphor and simile above), is almost certainly a dictionary use related error

where the student opted for the first meaning in the dictionary and not the second:

"the most important of a group of products, projects, services, etc." (Oxford

Advanced Learner's Dictionary 1995: 443) 91 . A large number of errors also seem to

be a result of relying solely on a bilingual dictionary and not using monolingual

dictionaries for double checking (only two postgraduate students used monolingual

dictionaries). At the comprehension level, research has shown that good users

obtained better results with monolingual dictionaries than with the bilingual one

(Laufer and Melamed 1994: 575)92.

While common errors related to dictionary use are to be found in choosing between

alternatives, other errors are the result of not consulting the dictionary at all. Students

underlining very common words that have an immediate meaning in the dictionary as

91 Almawrid English Arabic Dictionary only gives the first meaning but not the latter.
92 Quoted in Heliel (1997: 285).
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difficult (see Table 19, Chapter Four, Section Two) and errors related to such words

in their translations, reveal that they had not looked the words up in the dictionary.

Adopting the policy of "dictionary stays shut", as indicated by the remark written in

the commentary "I tried not to use the dictionary as much as I could", appears to

reflect the advice usually given to translation students or language learners, especially

in non-traditional classrooms, to keep the dictionary as a last resort on the assumption

that relying on the dictionary slows students down. It is interesting how pedagogical

advice like this leads to adverse results which result in errors in the translation.

However, the dictionary cannot be the sole factor in producing errors, as will be

illustrated below.

5.3.2.1.3. Drafting and editing

The idea behind investigating the drafts that subjects produced and submitted together

with their final versions was to detect how far subjects were able to correct

themselves. Interestingly enough, while drafting and editing could be expected to

improve the translations, occasionally students either miscopied translations from the

drafts or made "corrections" in their final versions that resulted in erroneous

translations, whereas their original draft translations were more appropriate. Such a

tendency was more obvious in adding unnecessary words or phrases, a case of

expansion (Duff, 2000: 169-181, see also back translation below). One interpretation

of this is that students were not always able to assess their translation and then

improve it.

Moreover, apart from the cases when re-drafting translations led to improving the

final product, the worst outcome was when subjects were discouraged from finishing
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their translations. When a text was abandoned altogether, the reason, as some revealed

in the interviews, was that the translation did not make sense in the first draft. This is

supported by a number of half-translated texts on the task sheet that were fully

translated in the first draft, i.e. sometimes students failed to edit the translation to a

final version at all. One subject said "I did not edit the translation because when I

showed the draft to a relative, he could not understand it'''. This might not be the

fault of the editing process per se but with ST/TT comprehension/production at first

draft stage. In process terms, a better strategy in the last example would have been to

"debug" the draft until it did make sense to the second reader, "the relative" in this

case.

Alterations showing words being Arabized in the draft and not Arabized in the final

version or vice versa showed hesitation and uncertainty as to whether to adopt the

strategy of Arabizing or not. Findings in this respect were supported by information

obtained during the retrospection. Examples of whether or not to Arabize words

included alteration of the word 'lord', which in one case was transliterated a.)..,-1 in the

draft and Arabized AP- in the final version, and transliterating the word 'taxi' in the

draft and Arabizing it to *iii i s_A.L.- in the final version (cf. 4.2.2.1.1.), also, see above.

5.3.2.1.4. Back translation

In a number of instances subjects apparently used the back translation technique to

check on their initial translations, but changes made accordingly in "I've got an eye

for celebrities", were erroneous. What is interesting about this finding is that it shows

the limits of back translation — while a good idea for checking individual word-

93	 •	 •An indication of turning to human resources as a strategy, see above.
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meanings with potentially unreliable dictionaries, it won't unpack idioms, for

example.

5.3.2.2.  Techniques

While translating literally was the main source of errors in students' translations,

additions and omissions were the most common non-literal techniques used by

students. When addition manifests in translating a ST word to a TT phrase and not

adding information it shows merely a tendency to say things in more words, a case of

expansion that leads to the translation sounding verbose but does not amount to actual

error. In the case of omission, in most cases the result is often errors, as both numeric

and qualitative data (cf. Chapter Four, Section Two: Findings and Results) show.

Analysis of the data revealed that some techniques known in the field of translation

have not been used by the students when they could have been tried to solve

problems. For example, while transposition was used as a technique to change

grammar classes (e.g. verb —> noun or adverb —> verb) due to the difference between

the two languages, modulation (e.g. negative —> positive or passive —> active and vice

versa) was rare, particularly among undergraduates. Refraining from using this

technique does not seem a matter of translator style and preference, but more an

indication of being restrained by the structure of the ST. Other techniques such as

reordering, compensation and adaptation were also rare or often absent. Below,

addition and omission, as the two most prominent non-literal techniques used by

students that resulted in errors, will be discussed.
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5.3.2.2.1. Addition

Different types of addition, the ones discussed below, are a frequent phenomenon

in students' translations. This often leads to adding surplus information or padding

with unnecessary vocabulary resulting in deviation from the ST. Trying to make

sense of what they translate seems to be the reason behind most instances of

addition in translations. Students appear to implement this strategy to make

discourse sense of the TT that often reflects a wrong interpretation of the ST's

actual propositional content.

Addition of information

Addition of unnecessary information is such as preceding the translation of "a

smoke-hood ...enables passengers to survive longer", Text Six, by the phrase J--,11

.1...1...3ilmeaning the only solution in these cases is..., is a sign of

wrong interpretation and/or lack of judgment.

Addition of stress

Students often do not seem to realise the impact of adding stress in the Ti' that is not

in the ST. In fact there is no particular explanation of students' tendency to add stress

in the IT other than the fact that in similar situations when numerous things are

mentioned, the last is usually emphasized by certain expressions in Arabic such as

kL. 4 especially/ in particular/ mainly and Lga. even, which they often used in the

translation regardless of whether their equivalents are present in the ST.
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Alternative translations

Giving alternative translations is not used by the students as a transparency strategy in

Olk's (2002) terms, i.e. elaboration on ST elements or cultural reference for the target

culture readers. It is either a sign of hesitation or a reflection of pedagogic translation,

as the intention of the student could be to give the impression to the teacher that

he/she knows other alternatives (e.g. c-11 .i”I1 /c.A..c.i.vi :k.ali for "auditorium", i.e.

meetings/conferences room).

Expansion

Expansion differs from adding information in that the former is an explanatory

procedure, i.e. saying things in more words (over-translation, Duff, 2000: 169-181),

(e.g....L?S.)-i4� JI .J4-11  (Di Al a.,-.35 L313), i.e. if it became apparent to you that the jars were

too big ... for "if they (the jars) were too big...") whereas Adding Information is

telling what is not in the ST message. Examples like these can be interpreted as

students' failure to know about/use the translator's maxim of conciseness (Krings

1996), i.e. the guiding principles of not letting the Ti' expand too much.

In summary, many of the additions and in fact other types of errors resulted from

adopting what we might call a "beating about the bush" approach, in which students

complicate what can be translated straightforwardly in Arabic. This finding is similar

to Steinbach's (1981: 258) conclusion regarding wrong choice of grammatical

structures: "it is interesting to note that one quarter of the grammatical mistakes

would have been avoided if a direct transfer pattern (a one-to-one translation) had

been chosen": The problem is that students do not seem to have developed the

sensitivity towards when proximity to the ST is appropriate and when it is not. One
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explanation of the high tendency to opt for addition among students is that they were

not sure of their translation and aimed for maximum clarity, and did not seem to be

aware of the fact that this might be communicatively problematic and disrupt the flow

of the translation so that the text becomes more long winded.

5.3.2.2.2. Omission

By Comparison with Addition (2.39 average total errors per student), errors in

Omission are relatively fewer (1.97 average total errors). Subjects used the former

trying to make sense of their translation through over-elaboration of what they

interpret from the ST, while opting for the latter problem by ignoring it. Omission is

often used by the subjects as an avoidance technique to escape the risk of a wrong

translation, with abandonment of the translation shown by an overt gap ( 	

that is different from a translation technique proper where omission would be a type

of "message reduction". Thus, omission is being used when comprehension of a ST

element is blocked, or when a knowledge gap exists: in either case, the result is

missing information in the T'T.

Below the two types of Omission as observed during the data analysis are discussed.

Omission of items

There are two types of omission at the level of single items: omitting unknown items

vs. semantically discordant items. An example of the former is the missing of

"psychodrama" in many translations, indicated by a space (overt omission), because it

was not found in the dictionary. An example of the latter is in discarding the

translation of "Paris" with no indication of the missing item (covert omission) because

it does not go with the context, where "Austerlitz" has been understood as

.),
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"Australia". It is similar to the case of omitting "grumpy" when other adjectives

("rose-growing", "dog-loving", "window-washing", "church-going", "law-abiding",

"library-using", "tea-drinking") in the text were understood to be positive (cf.

4.2.1.1.2). In cases of both overt and covert omissions, when omission involves items

that were central to the meaning, they often resulted in breaking communication, as in

the examples above.

Omission of section/s

The problem of omission is more severe when it goes beyond single items to section/s

of text. The tendency to abandon large sections of a text is usually due to one difficult

item leading to difficulty with what comes after. When a single item is ignored

without any overt signal that shows there is a missing part, it can pass unnoticed; with

the omission of a large section of the text, it is bound to be noticed as the loss of

information will inevitably have a wider implication.

5.3.2.2.3. Analogy and coining

One phenomenon worth paying attention to is when subjects turned to analogy to

translate a word blended from two parts such as "psychodrama" whose meaning is

not immediately found in the dictionary, or was not looked up as in the case of

"miraculously" or "mortgage". Such a strategy, when unsuccessful (e.g.

4,,,s111 for "psychodrama"), sometimes led to non-convincing coinages. The fact

that dictionaries will not enable the user to generate new compounds (which are

taken here to cover blends such as "psychodrama") by analogy has been

emphasised by Jacobsen (1992: 134). In the case of "miraculously" or

"mortgage", analogy led to the invention of new words based on similar features
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,i-

with others in the mother tongue, (e.g.4.,..,-.,r-i and respectively).respectively). Errors of

this type are an indication of lack of knowledge of what word-forms exist and

what do not, a problem of mother tongue literacy.

5.3.2.3. Other process factors

Other process factors which affected students' errors are difficult to link to any of the

above-mentioned strategies or techniques. Among them are the habits which subjects

acquired during work or skills they practiced during early training for work and

transferred as a result of over-generalization to their translation.

This was obvious in the case of one of the two novice translators who participated in

the study and who worked for UNESCO (National Libyan Commission).

Inappropriately, she used a word often found in UN publications (i.e. LI"':: to

compose/pose). Also, she opted for a technique which is more noticeable in news

broadcasting when sentences are too long and contain embedded clauses, i.e.

repeating the verb ,,L-L. i gained in the same sentence (...,,-L-.:6 I ... 4-14 01-ti _9:1-..6 ‘4.-S1).

Such a technique was apparently acquired when training at work, as she herself

emphasized in the interview.

Certain errors in the same subject's translations seemed to result from over-

generalization of training in translation classes, such as those related to solving

problems related to the use of passive forms using e 5,1. to be completed. This type of

passive form is used more with expository text types and news reporting than in

literary texts as occasionally used by the students, e.g. "He was usually invited to our

embassy parties" 1-11J-L. ,=1-Li` '-, L51) Ai ja .1 ell cLa-S instead of ,,L41,:1-N-i-,11,,,. (.) A-1.-.11C.). (DIS

u-, j.i.., t4.44.3-.
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The above was a discussion of the taxonomy of the translation problems as presented

in Table 23 above. I now discuss the ranking of these problems.

5.4. Ranking of problems

A lot of effort was devoted in this study to investigating difficulty of translation

problems (research question Three, cf. 1.5) both at the level of main categories and at

the level of sub-categories, but no claim can be made that all problems were tested.

For example, although this study does include some scientific/technical texts and

extracts from well composed literary texts, it has not tested the difference between

what Snell-Hornby (1988: 41) calls "universal texts of modern science" and "literary

texts embedded in a culture of distant past" where she suggests the latter are far more

difficult to translate than the former. However, older literary texts are not what real-

life translators usually have to translate.

Moreover, ranking problems according to a difficulty scale is not without obstacles,

not least because there is no existing model to measure difficulty. Besides, there does

not seem to be an agreement among researchers about classifying categories of

problems according to a scale of difficulty. For example, problems of collocations are

recognizably difficult in translating between many language pairs although Bowker

(2000: 204) classifies them as non-binary, i.e. not difficult. In general, research in the

area of difficulty in translation generally focuses on the link between difficulty and

availability of translation equivalents (e.g. Tirklconen, 2002, Awwad 1990, Saraireh

1994).

As far as the present study is concerned, a detailed scaling of translation problems

similar to Saraireh's and Awwad's with regard to translating technical terms and
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idioms, respectively, would not be possible here at higher levels such as vocabulary,

grammar, rhetorical and stylistic devices, for example, as within each category

difficulty varies. For example, it would be difficult to say whether vocabulary is more

difficult than grammar or grammar is less difficult than rhetorical and stylistic

devices, as within each category there are aspects that can be either more difficult or

less difficult. The model of classifying categories according to a scale of difficulty

from maximum difficulty to least difficulty (high, moderate and low) was, in fact,

tried and eventually abandoned after being tested with different raters who differed in

their assessment as they each gave different scores to the same categories (cf. Chapter

Four, Section One). This implies that intuition in ranking difficulty is unavoidable.

Moreover, investigation in this study also showed that ranking problems according to

"text-type" (Sager 1993: 131) was difficult due to the hybrid nature of texts (cf.

2.2.4.2.1.). Thus, despite the fact that some findings do hint that certain problems are

more related to text-type (e.g. technical terminology), the scale of ranking adopted

here is according to language features that can be present in any text-type (see Table

23).

The guidelines to measure problem difficulty here, whether at the language level or

text-level, then, are imposed by the data itself. They include: process difficulty, error

frequency and error severity although they are three different ways of describing the

same phenomenon that can be looked at independently. Each one confirms the other/s

and any model of problematic rankings would have to take the three into account.
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5.4.1. Process difficulty

In the researcher case-study, difficulty was measured mainly on the basis of the

number of attempts at translation, how often the task was temporarily abandoned for

later trials and the use of different resources. In the main study, difficulty was

measured in part by what students expressed in the interviews. It was also measured

from students' underlining of problems and the comments either in writing or in the

interviews. Some students seemed to link what is 'easy' and what is 'difficult', to the

length of the text: "although the text was short, it was a little bit tricky" and

"although, the text was long, it was easy to translate". This, of course, represents a

short-sighted view, as in reality often there is no con-elation between the two.

Moreover, data show that there are fewer underlinings comparative to errors made.

Two explanations can be speculated to explain this phenomenon: under-reporting and

underestimation of difficulty. In the case of vocabulary, under-reporting could be

linked to the belief among students that a dictionary would eventually provide the

solution. However, many of the errors relating to vocabulary, the largest among all

other categories, are related to dictionary use (as indicated by the number of words

looked up in the dictionary). In grammar, underlinings show that many grammatical

structures singled out as difficult include vocabulary items either signalled

individually as being difficult or resulting in vocabulary-related errors. As for

underestimation of difficulty, findings from the present study based on comparison of

students perception and product manifestation (errors) correlate with Pontiero's

(1992: 300) suggestion that what might initially seem to be easy turns out to be

difficult, as in the case of polysemy, divergence, proper nouns, collocations, and

certain grammatical aspects such as transitivity and word order.
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However, according to the data gathered by different means, difficulty seems to be

associated with certain categories more than others. Findings from the case study and

those obtained from students' data, for example, agree with Sager's (1993) ranking

that word play comes at the top of the scale of difficulty. Also, structural/semantic

complexity (i.e. complex grammatical structures that include embedded phrases and

consecutive adjectives) and non-transparency of meaning appear to present the most

perceived difficulties. Among other problems causing difficulty for students is

unfamiliar vocabulary with different meanings or meanings unavailable in the

dictionary, compounds, fixed expressions, mixed register, lack of background

knowledge and culturally bound references.

5.4.2. Error frequency

Although errors often exceeded difficulty reporting in raw numeric terms (e.g. a high

proportion of vocabulary-related errors do not match students underlining), they do

correspond to subjects perceptions of what they found difficult with regard to

categories they mentioned or underlined (e.g. compounds, fixed expressions, technical

terms and passive forms) and what they found least difficult (e.g. tense, negation and

conditionals). The high frequency of errors resulting from failure to choose the right

word from the right semantic field classified under 'Incorrect Vocabulary Choice'

compared to 'Inappropriate Vocabulary Choice' shows that problems of polysemy,

divergence, derivation, technical terms, proper nouns, compounds, collocations,

Phrasal Verbs, and Fixed Expressions classified under the former are more difficult

than problems of Connotative Meaning, synonyms, near synonyms, word formation,

lexical voids and Arabization classified under the latter. In contrast, errors in grammar

scored a higher frequency in word order and passive forms, negation and conditionals
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classified under 'Inappropriate/Grammar' than in morphology and prepositions, tense

and articles classified under Incorrect/Grammar. What this shows is that problems of

grammar associated with the ST are more difficult than those related to the Ti'.

Moreover, despite the low reporting factor, complex grammatical stretches, including

very long noun phrases in the ST, scored a high frequency of errors that usually

resulted in text-level errors, mainly cohesion and rhetorical and stylistic devices.

5.4.3. Error severity

Findings show that problems tend to result in more drastic errors when they pass

unnoticed and students do not realise that they should have tackled them. Criteria

generated by the present study to measure error severity, whether at the individual

language items level or text level are as follows:

• Deviation from the ST.

• Altered meaning.

• Loss at the level of the message.

• Violating the TL grammatical system and, maybe, also encroaching on

cultural norms.

• The spread of the effect of the error (co-text or text level).

• Repetition of the same errors, including basic ones", made by many

subjects.

Despite the high proportion of vocabulary related errors, taking into consideration the

above criteria, qualitative analysis of the data shows that text-level errors are more

" As for assessing severity of errors, the basicness and intelligibility criteria for the gravity of errors in
language learning investigated by Hughes and Lascaratou (1982) can be borrowed here.
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severe than individual language errors. In figures, only a few students managed to

achieve transfer of text-level features at the level of cohesion, rhetoric, register etc. in

their translations. As for transferring the message of the ST, while findings do show

cases of communication breakdown at the level of co-text as a result of language

errors, the more severe disruption was at the level of the text as text-level errors cause

complete breakdown of communication or communicate wrongly.

Hence, the hypothesis put forward earlier, that macro/text-level errors are far more

serious than language errors', appears a valid one for the following reasons:

• Firstly, language errors usually affect co-text elements but text-level errors

affect the text as a whole. This is particularly true when students try to make

sense of what they misunderstood by turning to certain strategies to make

discourse sense.

• Secondly, when it comes to amendment, while language errors can be

signalled and amended on the spot, text-level errors usually entail rewriting of

the text as a whole or extended portions of it.

• Thirdly, although a language error in vocabulary, grammar or spelling could

have an impact on the whole text, when it is only a manifestation of poor

manipulation of the tools of the TL (mother tongue in our case) it does not

usually block communication or miscommunicate, e.g. 31 instead of

spent, hence should be seen as less severe. Text-level errors in most cases

either break communication or communicate wrongly. This is in accord with

95 The same is said by Shaheen (1997: 10), though with different labels, "It is in the area of cohesion
and coherence of texts, rather than in their grammar or vocabulary, that Arab students' translations
most suffer".
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Brunette's (2000: 180) suggestions that language errors are less severe than

text level errors, because the latter jeopardize the comprehension of the IT

(see also Pym (1993) and Chapter Two, Section Two: Literature Review).

Since errors at the text-level can sometimes pass unnoticed, especially if the

IT sounds convincing, and any manifestation of errors can only be detected

by a comparison of the to the ST, the reader who only has access to the TT

may well not be exposed to the information that was originally intended by the

author but to what was invented by the translator. These errors Masoud (1988:

10) also describes as "worse" because, in her terms, they do not show when

the renderings are comprehensible but in fact convey a meaning that is quite

different from the one originally intended.

However, as revealed in this study, individual language errors would only cause slight

misunderstanding when there are not too many of them but too many language errors

can collectively become text-level errors. When they manifest poor SL competence

such as inability to decode long stretches of grammatical structures or interpret

orthographic marks meaningfully, they risk becoming serious as they are bound to

distort or obstruct the meaning. When they manifest TL incompetence, they severely

undermine the quality of the Ti'. The underlying assumption, therefore, is that users

find surface errors disturbing even if they do not disrupt meaning.

Moreover, while many of the language errors could have been avoided by simply

turning to basic translation strategies, many text-level problems needed more than

mere transfer, but rather, highly sophisticated strategies, background knowledge, wit

and skill and often also theoretical backing.
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With regard to the sub-categories within either individual language problems or text-

level problems, errors at the level of word-play, figurative speech, cohesion,

background knowledge and culture seem to result in the most drastic errors. Errors

resulting from these problems often distort meaning and break communication

(Chapter Four, Section Two).

According to the above, applying a model of problematicity that encompasses process

difficulty, error frequency and error severity, this study reaches the following

conclusion: text-level problems are more difficult to solve than language problems

and errors at the text level would be more serious than errors at the level of micro

language items/units. The reason is that the former represent problems of language in

use while the latter are more related to the mechanism of the language system

working at the co-text level. Using the relative difficulty (process) and relative

severity/frequency of errors (product) as a source of data for ranking, evidence from

the main study shows that subjects did wrestle most vigorously with text level

problems when they could detect them. When they passed unnoticed, the impact

produced severe errors. However, within each category at either level, problems vary

in difficulty according to the linguistic environment in which they appear, bearing in

mind that one problem can lead to another or to the difficulty of another, availability

of resources and degree of expertise. For example, in one instance a simile proved

more difficult to translate than a metaphor. Nevertheless, this is an exception not a

recurrent phenomenon that can change the fact that in general metaphors are more

difficult to render than similes because in metaphors the comparison between the

factors involved is more implicit. In contrast, for satire, both overt and covert satire

proved to be difficult to render. Similarly with jokes, both veiled and non-veiled jokes

proved to be difficult not only to transfer but also to comprehend.
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5•5•	 The impact of proficiency on translation performance

With reference to research question Four, what difference proficiency makes in

translation performance, the question refers largely to the quality of the translation

product of the two groups of subjects: postgraduate students and undergraduates.

Occasionally, reflections from the researcher case-study, insights from professional

translators used as informants in the case study, and translations from the three model

translations of the texts used in the multi-subject study have been used in previous

chapters as references representing the more professional side in the equation of

experienced vs. inexperienced, but these will not be discussed here. Not surprisingly,

level of proficiency did make a difference in terms of the adequacy of the translation,

realizing problems, and looking for strategies to solve and master them, whether SL

or TL.

Although some basic errors are not only confined to undergraduate students but also

appear, to a lesser degree, in post-graduate students' translations, this study reveals

post-graduate students performed much better than their undergraduate counterparts.

This is mainly because post-graduates are more advanced in SL comprehension, and

more experienced in handling language issues, as many of the postgraduates

participating in this study, if not all, had some experience either in translation,

language teaching or other related fields. They also have richer repertoires in both SL

and TL and more and better strategies. This is shown by the quantitative and

qualitative analysis, Chapter Four, Section Two. It was at the undergraduate rather

than postgraduate level where basic errors of different types such as the ones

discussed above manifested themselves. In strategic terms, postgraduate students

showed more efficient search techniques than undergraduates, e.g. looking up items
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they did not know in monolingual dictionaries. Moreover, it was post-graduates who

turned to back translation as a checking technique, though this occasionally led to

errors. Post-graduates were also more conscious of TL audience perception than

undergraduates, as the interview utterance "this is what Arab speakers expect"

indicates. With regard to editing, only one of the undergraduate students provided

drafts with his final version, while a number of post-graduates provided drafts of all

texts. Furthermore, the only student who provided two versions of the same text was a

postgraduate student. He called the first "direct translation" and the second "free

translation: meaning and style"; an indication of the ability to consciously adopt

different approaches to translation.

With regard to self-monitoring, from the data collected during the introspection,

commentaries, and notes, there is no evidence that either group, or individuals within

the groups, had particularly strong self-monitoring skills or high orientation of their

processes to solve problems. However, self-monitoring was more evident among

postgraduates; they were more aware of their failure to comprehend, making errors,

and the need to try other solutions, as was apparent from utterances like "I could do

better with more context". Such an utterance suggests that these students were aiming

for something better. In contrast, there was tendency among undergraduates to be

content with their performance. "That was all I could manage" was a frequent

utterance among undergraduates, even though there were no time-constraints that

might be overriding for both groups. Also, abandoning translation was common

among undergraduates but not among post-graduates. This result conforms to the idea

that the postgraduate students were more confident and more prepared to endeavour —

and not be put off by incidental difficulties or lack of perseverance.
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Moreover, interviews with post-graduates were more an interaction between subjects

and the researcher as students took the liberty to ask questions, never mind if some

were only a matter of curiosity (e.g. "Was Tito a Chinese leader?", cf. 5.1.1.1.2.,

Politics above). Relative to translation, this reveals a more exploratory attitude among

post-graduates towards the task.

Although data collected from the two novice translators was eventually analyzed as

part of the post-graduates' data, their performance is, unsurprisingly, the best of all

(fewer errors count, more conformity to TL system and more coherent TTs). The only

one TT free from any errors was translated by a novice translator. Also, in terms of

realizing problems, underlining and interviews showed that post-graduates and the

two novice translators were more able to identify problems, hence made mare effort

to solve them and the result was fewer errors. Moreover, in general, when

undergraduates were able to identify problems, usually they did not move on to the

stage of diagnosis, i.e. using techniques of analysis to establish the nature of the

problem. One explanation of such an admittedly unsurprising finding, i.e. of the fact

that post-graduates produced better translations is that through experience one learns

how to weigh things more efficiently and, in a wider sense, learns a more

sophisticated set of strategies.

5.6. Summary

This chapter was devoted to discussing translation problems and interpreting findings

and results obtained in the multi-subject study (Chapter Four) to address the research

questions put forward early on (Chapter One). Findings were also compared to others

in the literature (Chapter Two) while reflections of the outcome of the researcher

case-study (Chapter Three) helped to enrich the argument here.
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The main goal of this study was to examine translation problems encountered by

students in translating from English into Arabic. The outcome of the investigation was

a comprehensive taxonomy (Table 23 above) of a bundle of problems manifested in

the translation product of a large number of students (undergraduates and

postgraduates) in the form of errors of different types and process difficulties.

This study also managed to reach some conclusions with regard to students'

behaviour in translation performance. Root problems in many students' poor

performance in translating from English to Arabic are the lack of strategic skill and

strategic awareness, lack of linguistic expertise in handling issues of differences

between the two languages, English and Arabic, and lack of TT standard Arabic

expertise at the levels of both lexicogrammar and textuality.

The study also addressed other issues such as the degree of difficulty of the problems.

Despite the fact that there is no absolute agreement in the literature about what is

difficult and what is easy, in terms of difficulty ranking, availability of equivalence

seems to be one criterion seen as crucial. What this study adds with regard to students

is that availability of equivalence is of no use if the student is not aware of its

existence or lacks the skill to search for it.

The discussion above also addressed the issue of the role of proficiency in translation

performance and the difference proficiency makes in the quality of translation.

In the following chapter (Chapter Six, Conclusion) results reached in the whole study

will be evaluated. Suggestions for translation course designers will be offered and

implications will be discussed for further research.
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CHAPTER SIX: CONCLUSION

6.0. Preamble

The prime aim of this study, as stated in the introduction (1.5.), was to investigate

problem areas in translating from English into Arabic and try to rank those problems

in terms of frequency, difficulty of problems and severity errors. This was achieved,

within the capacity of this project by means of the two main studies (the researcher

case-study, Chapter Three, and the multi-subject study, Chapter Four). The researcher

study, through a case-study in which 270 texts were translated, mapped the areas of

difficulties and generated hypotheses as to what might be problematic in translating

from English into Arabic for trainees (Table 4, Chapter Three: Section One, p: 54). In

the second and bigger study (Chapter Four), the assumptions of what might be

problematic were tested in a multi-subject study.

6.1. Overview

While summarizing the achievements of the study below, what is important here is

how the findings in this study improved our understanding vis-à-vis the existing body

of knowledge. Of course, it would not be possible for a study like the present one to

produce a complete catalogue of all translation problems in translation. However, in

the areas of enquiry assigned for it (investigating translation problems, classifying

them and ranking them in terms of their difficulty), this study has reached conclusions

which are worth taking into consideration in courses designed for translation training,

see below. What this study offers, as its contribution to the field, is the taxonomy

which was generated from empirical data and from real users. The key contribution of

the present study is then in the detailed analysis of the problems rather than just listing
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them, the general points coming out of the discussion of the problems, the analysis of

the errors, e.g. the prominence of vocabulary problems, and the empirical evidence

even when some findings reflect the intuition of earlier scholars. This study is also

unique in the way it weighs different problems, e.g. in the ranking aspect. Of

particular usefulness is the fact that in the course of investigating the impact of

proficiency on students' performance while carrying out translation tasks, this study

has managed to pinpoint the main sources of errors in students' translations. In other

words, while this study relies on its outcome, its real value lies in its detail.

Moreover, while the model does accommodate some of the translation problems that

have been stated in previous models, it adds some more, particularly those uniquely

related to translating into Arabic (problems related to the TL). Also, in relation to

translating into Arabic, the material used here to test the translation problems

provided unique examples that have not previously been tested. Other problems can

be generalized in translating into other languages (cf. Chapter Four, Section Two, and

Chapter Five). Discussion was backed with theory whenever possible and problems

were compared to precedents in the literature, when available.

Some of the detailed findings generated during the course of investigation accord with

previous research adding, firm empirical confirmation of what is already known;

others are, however, innovative. In a number of instances, findings in this study

revealed that some well established facts in the literature need revising as students'

products have shown phenomena that differ from what scholars have been taking for

granted, as the summary of the findings of the study shows below.
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6.1.1. Translation problems

To establish a taxonomy of translation problems was the main achievement of this

study. Comparing the present taxonomy with the existing ones shows, although it

shares many of their principles, it is more comprehensive in the way it combines

different levels of problems in one taxonomy. The four categories division (supra,

main, sub, and sub-sub categories) allowed the inclusion of previously scattered

problems in one hierarchal model descending from the more general to the more

specific. For example, various problems such as process transfer problems, which

were dealt with separately from text product problems, and ST problems, treated with

no direct link with TT problems, are integrated in the model. Among its other merits,

the present taxonomy allows for dealing with overlaps between language problems

and text level problems, whether ST or TT. It also addresses what could be

collectively or separately causes of problems, namely, ST comprehension, TI'

competence or transfer process. Combining all these factors in one framework

provides more solid grounds for finding solutions in translation courses, as will be

discussed later.

Despite the fact that some findings seem to confirm others' findings such as the

significant prominence of vocabulary issues as compared to other problems (cf.

Rosenhouse 1989: 130-131, Hawas 1990: 60 and Holmes 1988: 9), "students' fixation

on questionable word-level parameters at the expense of text-level processes" (01k

2002: 121) and serious problems in the areas of "connectivity", "punctuation" and

"paragraph organization" (Shaheen 1997), this study made some discoveries in other

areas. For example, in the area of Arabization, findings revealed contradiction

between what students believe and what they practice. In theory, most students
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seemed to agree with the 'purists' view more than with the 'innovators' (McArthur

1992: 79), i.e. Arabizing all items that do have equivalents in Arabic and avoiding

importing foreign words. In practice, however, their translations revealed

inconsistency in adopting this approach. Furthermore, while some knew that Arabic

often uses lexical morphemes when English uses punctuation marks (Sa tdeddin 1987:

183, Hatim 1997: 137 and Kharma and Hajjaj 1989: 107), only a few ventured to

apply this in practice. In the area of technical terminology, this study acknowledges

the previously established fact that problems of teclinicacal terms are chronic in

translating into Arabic (Bahumaid 1994: 135). What it adds to the current problem of

inconsistency of standardization addressed by Saraireh (1994: 79-82) and

discrepancies of forms and usages addressed by Hasan (1966: 219) is the fact that

some transfer processes such as analogy and coining can lead to terminology errors

such as false etymology in students' translations.

While some problems reported in this study are also problems previously reported in

translating into many other languages, e.g. void words (Dagut 1981), idiomatic

expressions (Duff 1989), proper nouns (Newmark 1993), wordplay (Sager 1993),

veiled satire (Lendvai 1996), local jokes (Lendvai 1993b), irony (Mateo 1995),

cohesive structures (Yule 1996), and sensitive political elements (Schäffner 1997), the

important and innovative finding this study reports is the fact that problems related to

the mother tongue (target-language) are a key source of errors. Findings in the present

study revealed a worrying lack of mother tongue control and skills in crucial areas

such as transitivity in Arabic, distinguishing meanings expressed by different words,

meaning expressed by the same word, synonyms and near synonyms, words that

collocate together in the mother tongue and inappropriate use of certain expressions,

differentiating between alternative forms of plurals or different forms of ordinary
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adjectives and emphatic adjectives. Furthermore, investigation revealed breaching of

rules of the system of the language (conventions of grammar proper) in the mother

tongue and norms of cohesion, poor command of rules governing generic and specific

issues, disregard of basic rules of spelling, inability to manipulate mother tongue tools

properly, e.g. missing the opportunities to make use of mother tongue potentials to

compensate for SL devices, poor proofreading skills and insensitivity to theme/rheme

issues, word order and main clauses and sub-ordinate clause distribution.

Among the problems that have hardly been addressed in relation to translating into

Arabic and are stressed here is the hypercorrection problem with regard to spelling, as

a local dialect influence. This could be unique to Libyan students, and ungeneralizable

to other Arab students speaking different dialects.

6.1.2. Causes of errors

With regard to causes of errors, the finding of the relative severity of errors in

different areas has a significant implication for watching students' performance and

what we can read from their error behaviour. For example, the high figure of

vocabulary errors is an indication that the problem is more than mere lack of transfer

skills and/or Ti' skills; it is in fact a manifestation of limited vocabulary knowledge in

the first place. Bearing in mind that one comprehension problem might potentially be

a direct or indirect cause of another problem, what is a priority is pursuing a

programme for enhancing the stock of vocabulary in the SL.

Another major cause of a number of errors was when students still treated the two

languages similarly despite the fact that English and Arabic differ greatly in the

'mechanisms of discourse' including literary devices, rhetoric and thought patterns
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(Kharma and Hajjaj 1989). Students' inclination to transfer a SL property to the TL

on the basis of one to one relationship was a phenomenon largely found among low

level students. It reveals lack of knowledge both with regard to the two languages

concerned and translation skill per se, e.g. Arabic uses ellipsis less extensively and

differently than in English (Campbell 2000: 216), and it is always possible to

'reconstitute' the ellipsed item so that it becomes fully explicit in the translation

(Halliday 1985: 302). Similarly with passive, when the agent is known, Arabic prefers

an active structure (Rosenhouse 1988: 101) and Arabic has found a way to express the

agent in passive constructions (Cantarino 1975: 53 and Khalil 1993: 172). This

contrasts with repetition, for example, as Arabic uses the device more extensively than

English (Johnstone 1991 and Dickins et al 2002: 59-63 and 100-111), but also

differently, i.e. while English employs repetition in a certain context, Arabic, in the

same context, might opt for variation (Hatim 1997: 7). In other areas students seem do

not realise that there are fine lines distinguishing between irony, sarcasm, satire, etc.

(Mateo 1995: 174). What are needed to clarify ambiguities where there are grey areas

are insights from instructors, frequent exercises and knowledge backing. However, a

number of errors such as those in word order and conditionals, for example, are no

doubt caused simply by ST influence and are a symptom of translating over-literally.

Furthermore, dictionary shortcomings in certain areas do add to the problem; here

seems almost a consensus that English-Arabic dictionaries suffer from shortcomings

(Holes 1994: 161-179 and Heliel 1997: 286). Heliel further stresses that "no

collocational Arabic dictionary is available" and shortcomings are apparent in phrasal

verbs (ibid. ,287), a complaint shared by Newmark (1993: 30) with regard to

dictionaries in general.
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6.1.3. Ranking

With regard to the ranking of problems, unlike previous attempts which rank

translation problems according to difficulty intuitively, this study managed to set

criteria based on both perceived difficulty and translation errors, though the

intuitive aspect is also retained in problem severity. The system provided here

could be generalized for pedagogical purposes. However, findings in this respect

are in line with previously established thought in many areas, though, occasionally,

indications from this study revealed contradictions to long standing dictums like

"metaphor is more difficult to translate than simile". Findings from this study show

that simile can be as difficult, if not more difficult, when the simile device is not

overt or the comparison is not conceivable in the TL. Moreover, the problematicity

of metaphor/simile cannot be separated from other possible problem-aspects in the

co-text (e.g. long lists of compound adjectives). Nevertheless, according to

findings gathered by different means, this study agrees with others' judgements that

"idiomatic expressions are notoriously difficult to translate" (Duff 1989: 237),

wordplay is at the top of the scale of difficulty (Sager 1993), English and Arabic

idioms constitute a major area of difficulty for translators and interpreters (Awwad

1990: 66 and Hawas 1990: 64-65) and compounds are treacherous formations

(Jalcobsen 1992: 129). What it adds to the fact that difficulty in translation is linked

to the availability of translation equivalents (Tirkkonen-Condit 2002: 115, Awwad

1990 and Saraireh 1994: 79) is that awareness of such availability is equally

necessary.

What this study adds to the last point is that, in the case of students, availability of

equivalence is of no use if they are not aware of its existence or lack the skill to search
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for it. Moreover, while the most obvious problem related to vocabulary is when the

meaning is referential, the subtle and more drastic problem is when the meaning is

connotative at the level of the text, figurative or ambiguous, as in the case of many of

text level problems. Another point with regard to an error's gravity is that the

conflicting aspects of basicness of error and seriousness of the impact remain an issue,

i.e. one target language error in grammar or spelling may not be serious when it does

not break communication in the TT. The present study draws attention to the fact that

when there are too many such errors, they could seriously undermine the coherence

and/or quality of TT.

With regard to measuring problem difficulty and error severity, this study found that

the three scale parameter used by Saraireh (1994: 79) in classifying terminological

terms and the four scale parameter used by Awwad (1990) in translating idioms can

only work at the lower-level categories. Hence, it is not feasible to classify translation

problems related to rhetorical and stylistic devices, for example, as being more

difficult than problems related to cohesion. The reason is that the former contains

problems that vary in difficulty (e.g. metaphor appears to be more difficult than simile

and parallelism appears to be more difficult than repetition) and the latter includes

categories that also vary in this respect (e.g. problems related to conjunctions appear

to be easier to tackle than those related to reference and problems related to theme and

rheme appear to be more difficult to realise than the ones related to substitution).

6.1.4. Strategies

As findings from the study show, turning to the right strategy or resources to solve

translation problems would naturally entail realizing and identifying the problem in

the first place. Findings from the study show that a high percentage of errors would
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have been avoided had proper, basic and not necessarily professional, strategies been

used such as transposition (e.g. verb to noun and adverb to verb) modulation (e.g.

passive to active, Munday 2001), ST analysis and a minimum degree of mental search

to choose between alternatives. Students' underlining of familiar general vocabulary

as difficult does reveal a disinclination to perform the basic physical search technique

such as looking up words in dictionaries notwithstanding the shortcomings of

dictionaries as a main resource to solve problems.

Furthermore, some techniques often regarded being effective in tackling translation

problems led to adverse results when used improperly by the students, e.g. 'back

translation'. The question is why a technique like 'back translation', usually a

checking strategy (Sainz 1992: 70-71) 96, did not effectively check the translation in

the cases reported.

With regard to students' performance at the level of undergraduates, and to a lesser

extent postgraduates, findings disagree with Bastin's (2000: 237) suggestion that the

problem is neither linguistic nor meaning-based but it is typically a re-expression

issue. On the evidence of the present study, it is a combination of all three factors to

varying degrees between the two groups (postgraduates and undergraduates) and

between individuals in each group. However, findings do correlate with his in that a

major cause of errors is the tendency to translate over-literally (ibid. 235), as errors

related to over-literal translation that result in deviation of the meaning from the ST

represent a far higher frequency than any other sub-category.

96 Sainz (1992) suggests 'back translation' among six techniques that develop students' skills of
translation.
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In accord with other scholars' findings, the present study reveals that one source of a

great number of errors in students' translations was the tendency in students'

performance to process at small units of language rather than textual material;

students' performance was limited to what Wilss (1994: 43) terms local (lower-order)

processing and not global (higher-order) processing, i.e. working at smaller language

units in the process of comprehension and translation production (Gerloff 1987 and

Liirscher 1993).

Among the strategies that could have saved many of the students' errors are revision

and pre-drafting, as normal techniques in almost all translation processes. Findings

show, that while subjects were often able to identify their errors and made corrections

(Hieke 1980), interestingly, on occasions, subjects made erroneous corrections in their

final versions that were originally right in their drafts.

6.1.5. Translating proficiency

With regard to the impact of translating proficiency, comparing students'

translations with those of professional translations showed the real difference

proficiency makes in manipulating the tools of language or using strategies (cf.

Toury 1986 and Bastin 2000). However, at least one instance has shown non-

professional translators (students) realised a ST issue (emphasis by means of

capitalization) and tried to tackle it in the translation while professional

translators dismissed.

With proficiency, we are confronted with two different aspects: translation expertise

and target-language manipulation. With regard to the former, students, particularly

undergraduates, might not be blamed for inefficient skill to translate adequately as
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they lack the experience on which they can draw strategically to solve problems, i.e.

turn to the right strategy, but with language tools manipulation students at this level of

education, in the view of many, are expected to handle TL language aspects with

adequate efficiency. The case of lack of competence in the TL (mother tongue)

reported in this study is not unique; case-studies carried out in different institutions in

different countries reached similar findings, see, for example, HOrmann (1992).

University lecturers world-wide know that not all undergraduates, especially in a

world of wider participation in higher education, write without faults in their mother

tongue. The present study has shown how this regrettable reality impacts on

translation, resulting in inadequate performance in the task in hand. The implication is

that Ll writing proficiency really does need tackling in translator training, especially

at undergraduate level. A profession like translation which presupposes linguistic

competence and a thorough command of the languages involved should not

compromise on deficiency in ST text comprehension and TI' text production such as

that reported in this study, if students are to enter translation as a profession.

The following sections provide a description of implications for teaching translation

and further research.

6.2. Implications for teaching translation

The issues as stated in the aims of this study are of concern to both professional

translators as well as academics. However, since the idea of researching in the area of

translation in this study was originally inspired through years of experience in

teaching translation to undergraduates and recently to postgraduates, its outcome is

primarily intended to benefit teachers and translation course designers. Accordingly,

the discoveries this study made with regard to students' behaviour in translation
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performance should enlighten people in the field of translation training to guide their

trainees for a better training outcome. Below, I give some suggestions arising from

this study's findings in this area.

6.2.1. Translation activities: 'preventative' and 'remedial' approaches

In the area of teaching translation at the university level, many report flaws in

translation curricula in their institutions, but only a few offer suggestions for

remedies.

The fact that translation in undergraduate language courses in general, and in Libya in

particular, is usually introduced as a peripheral subject, overshadowed by other

subjects that are considered more important, means that translation courses tend not to

get the attention they deserve at this level. This attitude ignores the fact that it is at the

undergraduate level where students normally discover an aptitude for translation and

this should be taken in consideration when designing courses for undergraduates.

However, many undergraduate translation modules look only at remedies after the

event, i.e. a common current practice is giving students texts to translate and then

simply correcting and/or discussing what errors happen to come up. Relatively, only a

few are based on coherent syllabus design for translator training (prevention), unlike

the case of dedicated postgraduate courses. 'Preventative' and 'remedial' approaches

to translation training both ideally aim at translation free from errors. While the

former aims to preventing errors from happening, the latter aims at learning from

errors by mending them. When it comes to suggestions put forward by each approach,

another distinction may be added: 'institutional' (translating for the market) vs.

'pedagogical' (teaching translation) respectively. Moreover, some suggestions such as

upgrading the student's knowledge of the target language through parallel courses and
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providing trainees with all the necessary tools for understanding the ST and all the

guidelines for the end-product, as put forward by Bastin (2000: 236) can work both

ways: preventative and remedial.

As an initial preventative measure, this study suggests that foreign language

curricula at universities should give more emphasis to the subject of translation at

the undergraduate level for students aiming to become translators (translation

majors) or English-language majors, who make the bulk of people entering the

profession. The situation at the "moment is that courses of translation are

undervalued comparative to other subjects. For example, at Al Fateh

University/Tripoli, the site of this case-study, the subject of translation was

introduced far more lately than other subjects. More detailed "preventative"

suggestions are given below as bullet points.

• Among the prevention approaches are the proposals put forward by Larson

(1987: 46) for accepting students to enter the major of translation. Larson

suggests some sort of measure (language proficiency examination) that

will aid in screening applicants, giving a reliable and universally

understood ability or proficiency score in language. Experience in some

translation courses (e.g. Duisburg) shows how effective it would be to

begin translation work only when the students have reached a high level of

proficiency in the foreign language (cf. Klein-Braley 1996: 25). The

requirement of sufficient reading and writing ability in the SL and/or the

TL would enable students to pursue technical training without language

itself retarding their progress. In that case, the preparatory language

program as a transitional phase between school and university and not part
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of the degree course proper suggested by Snell-Hornby (1992: 12-14)

would serve the purpose well and perhaps better than assigning slots in the

training program for elevating language standards both in the SL and the

TL (where either can be the mother tongue). An example would be one

year of language work only in the first year of a university course, and

bringing in translation in the years after. This would be more practical than

language work prior to a translation degree, which would probably be

more feasible in a translation MA, where language work is assumed to

have been covered at BA level. This of course, applies only to translation

majors. For language majors, who traditionally make up the bulk of

translation at undergraduate level, the subject of translation should gain

more attention at all levels: material selection, teaching methodology and

integration with other subjects.

• Turning now to teaching techniques, one activity that can probably work

well is exposing students to already translated material for investigation so

by comparing the ST with the TT they draw conclusions for themselves

regarding different strategies manipulated by the translator.

• This approach can aim at developing the skill of investigating translation

critically. The technique of contrastive projects for training students that

involve the target language and source languages proposed by Khalil

(1993: 178) works in this preventative direction and could be effective, see

Critchley, Hartley and Salkie (1996: 108-111) for examples of parallel

texts and analysis using the contrastive approach. "These projects", Khalil
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says, "would open the students' eyes to linguistic interference problems

and thus help guard them against such problems in translation".

• Khalil also calls for training students in translation strategies such as

transposition (e.g. changing grammar class) to overcome translation

problems that arise as a result of the non-equivalency between syntactic

structures in the source and target languages. Such translation procedures,

he says, should form an integral part of translation instruction. In addition,

trainees should be exposed to critical studies in the mother tongue that

show different points of views, e.g. the "purists" vs. the "innovators"

(McArthur 1992: 79).

• Another preventative measure is adopting the strategy of 'text analysis'

(recommended by Nord (1992-1993) and used in the researcher case-study

here) before students embark on translating the material in hand.

• Another important issue in the context of error prevention is the need for

attention to textuality and whole text issues in translator training.

• Finally, from the two novice translators case, I came to the conclusion

that exposure to just one type of translation material, while benefiting the

translator to become competent in the specific area of work, can influence

him or her negatively whenever assigned a different type of material. A

risk of transferring translation techniques and using the jargon language of

work material for other types of material can be high, and may even lead

to serious errors in translation. Since our aim in training students at

university is to help them choose their careers, they should be alerted to
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this fact. This goes in line with Snell-Hornby's (1992: 15) suggestion of

the need for multifaceted expertise. Thus, the need for multiple types of

translation material and also whole texts of different types (e.g. Duff s

mini-extracts focusing on micro-issues supplemented with whole texts),

with explicit appropriate translation techniques in class.

• Experience in translation training (e.g. at the Academy of Graduate

Studies, Tripoli, Libya) has shown how beneficial (insightful and scope-

widening) or even crucial (providing special direct contact opportunities) are

the 'stay abroad' programs similar to the ones suggested by Snell-Hornby

(1992: 18), summer courses, research or professional practice as with

university programs, research scholarships, temporary posts as teaching

assistants or practical training, etc. However, with regard to the options of

whether the student should go abroad before the intermediate examination or

towards the end of the degree course, the Academy of Graduate Studies,

Tripoli, Libya, after feedback from students and reports from the supervisors

of the courses, reached the conclusion that the latter option (an initial visit

before the degree and an extended stay before the final examination) is more

rewarding when the dual program is not attainable.

As for the remedial approaches, the variety of techniques for mending errors are vast

Below, however, some suggestions based on the findings of the study will be

presented.

• Findings related to sources of errors in the present study tell us that what is

needed when training translators is a program based on criteria that form

the basis for a comprehensive system that involves all aspects of translation
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including strategies for translation. While this could also work as

preventative, depending on whether it comes before or after translation

tasks, in both cases it is likely to be highly effective. Training in strategies

of translation would naturally include training in dictionary use, drafting

and proof reading, checking on the accuracy of translation through means

such as 'back translation'. Strategies' literature implies there are no bad

strategies per se. However the fact that students committed errors due to

using these strategies mentioned above implies what is needed is proper

training in using them effectively.

At the time of technology revolution today, one might argue that in the present

time and in the time to come technology might help in overcoming problems of

spelling and grammar so we should not bother much about student's performance

on paper with no machine aid. This cannot always be true because in most cases a

machine gives options while one has to be fully aware of the rules and the norms

of the language to be able to make the right decisions in selecting between

alternatives. What a machine can help at is reminding one of superficial slips

committed but almost certainly it would not be of much help in genuine errors.

However, word-processor spell checkers can pick on non-existent spellings very

well, but not on the use of wrong existing words; and grammar-checkers, though

they may be a useful additional proof-reader, are notoriously unreliable.

Nevertheless, since professional translation is nowadays exclusively done on

computers, there should be a role for computer translation work in even

undergraduate courses, not only word-processors, but also integrated "translator's

workbench programs" like TRADOS.
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• No doubt pointing out errors related to the mother tongue as TL in students

translations alerts them to their inadequacies in their mother tongue. This should

not be understood as advocating the remedial approach as what is needed is more

than that: training in mother-tongue writing competence. Moreover, competence

in the mother tongue should be looked at alongside other aspects such as ST

comprehension and translation strategy together with translation tasks.

• Since it is often hard to separate language problems and problems at the text level

(multiple language problems can cause text-level problems), a multiple role is

needed: SL/TL support, but also the combination of language and text- problems

(e.g. issues of textual coherence) being tackled in the translation class. For

remedies or prevention both types of errors (text-level errors and language errors),

as symptoms of problems, should be treated with equal seriousness; however,

each type of error entails different strategies. Text-level errors should be treated in

relation to the whole context and to the wider discourse that the text belongs to

while language errors would be treated in relation to the immediate elements of

their co-text more within the mechanism of the language system. In the treatment

of such problems, teacher/trainer input and feedback should aim at the

development of students' own awareness and problem-spotting abilities.

The suggestion put forward here, then, is that during translation training any course

should cater for all these factors no matter whether at a high level of the language or a

basic level, and students' attention should be drawn to ways of solving problems or

getting round them.
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6.2.2. Syllabus design

Most existing translation courses design their syllabus with the advanced translator

trainee in mind; presumably, course designers design courses for their students. At

present, while post-graduate translation programs do gain some attention in terms of

assigning special syllabuses, undergraduate courses in general seem to run on

haphazard bases particularly in the selection of teaching material, with little emphasis

on co-ordination between one year and the next. Moreover, a survey of institutions

teaching translation at the undergraduate level pointed to the fact that in many cases

"coordination of the translation courses is such that it does not enable texts to be

chosen according to any coherent policy, such as grading texts according to difficulty,

or grouping them according to subject matter" (Sewell 1996: 137). Thus the model

suggested by Hatim and Mason (1997: 178) for selecting, grading and presentation of

teaching material for the training of translators, which adopts a text linguistic

approach to the classification of texts, is oriented towards advanced students while

what we need is teaching material catering for low level students too. In this study,

while postgraduates and novice translators in general terms did better in their

translation than the undergraduates, nevertheless, they still made basic errors at the

level of interpreting ST material as well as basic grammatical and spelling mistakes in

the mother tongue. The fact that all subjects made errors at all levels at some point in

their translation means we need a comprehensive system of training with input from

the error taxonomy discussed in this study, for example, to cater for all aspects of

translation in translation courses.

At the undergraduate level, overall course/ programme aims are often more lucid and

cogent than specific modules (e.g. 21d year translating class). For example, in the two
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sites where the present study was conducted, at the Academy of Graduate Studies

there are explicit aims and objectives which are documented and routinely checked

while one major problem in designing translation syllabuses in Al Fateh University is

the vagueness surrounding the aims and objectives of many modules. Because maybe

only a few see university undergraduate level as the place to develop professional

translation skills, not many would claim it is for translation training per se; see the

survey of "translation in the curriculum at undergraduate levels in 21 institutes"

carried out by Sewell (1996). However, a frequent implicit aim is promoting linguistic

proficiency (e.g. by ST analysis which inevitably leads to discussing rules and

conventions that govern the SL) and providing a minimum of training in translation

skills (e.g. such as strategies and techniques) as the two are seen as inter-related.

Nevertheless, to emphasize one more, the other often depends on whether the syllabus

at the undergraduate level is designed for a department of languages or a department

of translation.

Whether the former or the latter, another main conflict surrounding syllabus design in

teaching translation is a result of the tensions between theory and practice. Ideally,

many call for combining theory with practical work in teaching translation; and with

terminology, for example, Sager (1992: 113) emphasizes "an understanding of

terminology requires a minimum of theory". But, only a few (e.g. Klein-Braley, 1996:

26) outspokenly call for discarding the theory. Findings from this study show how

lack of theoretical knowledge backing combined with factors such as dictionary

shortcomings created a vacuum that led to errors resulting from opting for strategies

that should have been effective, e.g. neologism, coining and paraphrasing. If we

recognize the importance of theory in offering us "a chance to rise above grass-root

level" (Ingo 1992: 49), the question then is how we apply it. As realistic examples are
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more convincing, Sager (1992: 114-116) suggests introducing theory by examples and

Pym (1996: 100-101) calls for an inductive rather than deductive approach to teaching

translation; i.e. starting from the translation process rather than the theory. In his

words "it's no good starting with rules and applying them. And it's no good starting

with a theory and then looking for examples to justify that theory" (ibid.). From my

experience, teachers get more attentive ears when starting a class, a first encounter

with a translation lesson, with a sentence to translate than with a question: "what is

the definition of translation?". The purpose of teaching theory to translation students

is in fact to help practice. This implies a sequence of practical examples, theory and

practical applications.

Inability to apply theoretical knowledge in solving real translation problems is what

prompted Critchley, Hartley and Salkie (1996: 103) to invent what they call "a skills-

led approach to translation teaching".97 In this direction, translation workshops where

students work on translation projects in groups and assign students readings for

presentations in which they can relate concepts to practical instances seem to work

well in combining theory with practice.

Finally, findings from this study indicate any syllabus design in teaching translation

should cater for ST comprehension (tasks of text analysis, paraphrasing, summaries,

etc.), process exploration (e.g. workshops for insights) and TT "sift" (discussion of

students' works that brings out and pinpoints pros and cons for feedback) and assign

slots for that.

97 This approach is based on five skills: abilty to target a document, specifying the text-type, subject
expertise, technical terminology and the ability to design effective documents.
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6.2.3. Teaching material

One easy way of selecting potential materials Klein-Braley (1996: 25) suggests, is to

use anything which actually has been translated. If we assume that any

training/teaching programme stands on a number of pillars, one important pillar in

teaching translation is the material selected. Present textbooks are often criticized:

• As adopting either too "micro" an approach, or too "macro" while what is needed,

as stated by (Critchley, Hartley and Salkie 1996: 107) is an organizing principle

somewhere in between. Such a criticism could also apply to Duff (1989), the

source material in the present study. The extracts in the book made an ideal

research tool, but students also need experience with longer texts.

• What is lacking in most text books in translating from English into Arabic is the

activity side. With this respect, Duff (1989) offers useful ideas.

• Most books are author based, i.e. they are written from the point of view of

author intuitions instead of the material selected being based on research that

shows students' needs at each stage of their learning.

The old tradition of merely assigning students tasks of translations based on tutor

intuition (e.g. an artificially high preponderance of literary texts) and correcting them

by the teacher can no longer be adequate. What students actually need at all stages of

learning is translation teaching material that:

a) explores suspected problematic areas such as those listed in the model

(Chapter Five), whether language problems or text-level problems.
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b) combines all three factors of problems related to the SL, the TL, and strategies

of transfer.

c) caters for undergraduate students, postgraduates and in-house training

programmes, ranging in degree of difficulty and variety of topics, each as

appropriate.

Moreover what this study has really shown is the importance of having a syllabus

based on a range of text-types and a range of problem-types.

With regard to translating from English to Arabic, this study has surveyed a large

selection of texts, which proved to be challenging but useful at both levels

(undergraduate and postgraduate). Duff (1989), though intended to translate from

English into any language and not particularly Arabic, provides very good source

material based on the activities approach. Someone familiar with the texts finds many

examples in the book that can be generalized to find solutions to other problems in

different contexts.

6.2.4. Training methodology

While there is a vast scholarly literature about different aspects of translation,

guidelines for teaching material selection and general outlines of approaches to

teaching translation, little is offered with regard to practical procedures teachers can

follow in the process of translation training, i.e. method of teaching is left to the

teacher, and "the result is inevitably highly subjective" (Mauriello 1992: 64).

In teaching translation, while teacher experience and his/her natural inclinations to

tackle classroom situations are important, a systematic and structured approach is
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indispensable. Tips based on theory should be the cornerstones that provide students

with points of reference when they do things spontaneously in practice. Sewell (1996:

138) suggests offering what he calls "fair versions", i.e. more than one version, of the

target texts, to lessen the gap between two extremes among students. The two

extremes are, adopting the "play safe" approach and remaining as close as feasible to

the ST, i.e. the tendency among students to translate literally, on one hand, and on the

other, opting for what I call "beating about the bush" strategy in which students

complicate what translates straightforwardly. One way to train students to balance

between these two extremes is to provide them with explicit classroom discussion of

issues of how to navigate between them.

However, what lower-level students need is acquiring the technical skill to tackle

specific translation problems. In this regard, raising questions during the task similar

to those presented to the students in this study during the interviews that focus on

certain aspects in the translation would be stimulating, enlightening and inspiring for

students to translate more skillfully.

In the translation class, the teacher solution, model or alternative translation should be

to inspire further thinking and reflection to evaluate options and only given after

students exhaust all means to find a solution. Teacher intervention should work as a

reminder of what students seem to have forgotten and stimulate discussion. An

example drawn from past experience related to the present study in which Text

Sixteen was used illustrates this: as a teacher I know four alternatives for the word

"towards" in "I walked towards Penvensy Bay...". Students only thought of the

immediate first two: .3-.3 and b4-1 14, the more neutral frequently used words. my

third alternative, initially gained admiration among students but immediately raised a
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'register' issue questioning whether the word is archaic (comes from old literature),

on one hand, and spoken (used at least in one Arabic dialect, the Lebanese with

slightly different pronunciation), on the other. Eventually, the introduction of the

fourth alternative .)=.-,1, a Qur'anic word, gained a round of applause; the most

approved alternative, since borrowing from the Qur'an would fit in all registers. This

is not meant to imply that translation skill involves learning from the teacher the

"correct" TL equivalent for any bit of SL, but the fact that such a class activity, in

which the teacher instigates discussion and debate while declining from giving final

verdicts, inspires students to evaluate solutions themselves and then generalize them

for particular instances in other situations, and also put theory in context.

Moreover, what else should be advocated is training students in resource-based

strategies. From the results of this study, one comes to the conclusion that in

translation, what can be ranked as highly problematic, with the right resources may

often become not problematic but may easily be handled. During training, students

should be encouraged to use all possible resources including human resources. In the

researcher case-study and, also, in the experiment conducted on subjects, human

resources proved to be significantly valuable. At the same time students should be

trained to develop the skill of using all available resources and turn to the right ones

when they need to resort to external help to solve problems they encounter. While,

sometimes, conventional dictionaries, encyclopaedias and an expert in language or in

subject matter can all together give rich suggestions that help the translator to make

decisions about a tricky part in the material, very often a web search can serve the

purpose well.,The wider implication of this crucial skill, then, is to encourage students

to develop the habit of searching in their convenient time and provide them with easy

access to computers at site, in class.
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In order to elevate students' standards, besides training in translation process

strategies and techniques including self-help and help from peers, students should also

be taught tips to do things more accurately and "short-cut" 98 techniques that help in

times of pressure to do things more easily and quickly.

6.3.	 Implications for further research

Despite the fact that this study has tackled diverse and various topics, it would not be

in its capacity to adequately cover all related issues or address every single aspect.

But what it can offer is some suggestions about what is worth investigating further.

Firstly, variables of background, motivation, subject matter, gender, environment,

psychological factors such as pressure of time or any other form of pressure and many

others, no doubt influence the quality of translation product. Further research in these

areas is most needed.

Since the concern of this study was to investigate deviations from the original and

trace errors in subjects' translations, unfortunately, one aspect is left out, i.e. when

students performed well; another area worth investigation. On occasions while I was

counting errors there were on the other side of the mirror quite a few instances of

brilliant translations that charmed me and for which I thought subjects should be

praised. However, it might be here in this final part of the study where I can do the

participants some justice and acknowledge that quite often subjects have shown skill,

expertise, wit and competence in handling some of the texts or at least parts of the

text. In any case, it would be useful for the study of translation to investigate the

98 Similar to Newmark's (1980: 137/138) "20 hints for translation exams".
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circumstances in which subjects manage to perform well when translating so that

results can be used for reflection in future courses.

Below, are some suggestions for further research in the area of translation problems

and in using what is called the "acceptability test" to reach a verdict on long standing

controversial areas such as passive, nominal verbal clauses, punctuation and

Arabization among others that are worth investigating or investigating further.

• First, it would be enlightening if a further research is carried out to

investigate whether translating from Arabic into English would create

parallel or different problems for both Arabic and native speakers of

English. While some studies in this respect do exist (e.g. Campbell, 2000

and Dickins et al, 2002) more research is still needed.

• It might be worth investigating what Nida and Taber (1969) and Masoud

(1988) call personal problems (see Chapter Two). Since the focus in the

present study is on material of translation but not the translator, such

problems have not been investigated per se.

• It has always been emphasized that a good translator should be a good

writer but there does not seem to be any empirical research done to

investigate a correlation between competence in the mother tongue and

skilful translation. Related to this last point, another area worth

investigating is how far inadequate performance in students' translation

tasks is due, or at least partly due, to the specific phenomenon of diglossia

in the case of Arab students (Rosenhouse, 1989), and how far it is a wider

mother tongue literacy issue not specific to Arabic.
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• Another area that is worth investigating in detail is the variability in

student's use of TL grammar which results in serious errors at times and in

none at other times. Similar studies to those of Ellis (1994) and Johnson

(1994) in SLA are needed in translation into Li. The same can be said

about the frequent recurrence of slips in students' translations. These two

areas are worth investigating further, which may in turn offer solutions to

reduce the incidence of such slips.

• A few incidental cultural instances in students translations and in the

retrospection revealed a tendency among students to favour the

"domestication" approach in translation rather than "foreignization",

Venuti (1995). This phenomenon is worth further investigation.

• Finally, I recommend similar studies to be done with other language pairs

to see how far this one is Arabic-specific.

In three main areas in Arabic, namely, the use of passive (frequency and agenthood),

the use of nominal and verbal clauses (frequency and preference) and punctuation

(frequency and distribution), despite the reasonably conducted research in these areas,

the verdict on all aspects (frequency, preference and distribution) remains indecisive.

I suggest further research to be done to investigate these three areas in search for what

alternatives are available when translating from English into Arabic. An acceptability

test like that conducted by Khalil (1993), would determine the presence or the lack of

presence of precedents in the Arabic language and the tolerance or rejection of Arabic

of the newly imported features in these three areas.
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Moreover, I suspect that fuzzy areas of language usage like Arabization with

preferences depending as much on the evaluator's age and home region as on the

items themselves can never be exhausted by research. This is an area which needs

constant attention, and, in my view, it is better looked at in the framework of similar

trends of linguistic identity and language planning world-wide instead of isolating it

as a phenomenon unique to Arabic. For example, despite the fact that borrowing vs.

Arabization of lexis has been subject to extensive attention and investigation, this

quickly changing area in which findings for the acceptability of an item might be

outdated as soon as they are published needs more constant and sustained efforts to

point out elements of controversy and set criteria for acceptability.
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1: 19 Texts used in the multi-subject study

Text 1
The main auditorium will accommodate 1300 delegates, but sliding dividing walls
will enable the area to be divided into three, with seating for 300, 600, and 400
people. This development will provide an opportunity to build a new entrance at the
rear of the Caledonian Hotel.

(Building Design)

Text 2
The recent rise in interest rates has meant that many couples are facing an uphill
struggle to keep up their monthly mortgage repayments. Buyers who acquired
property needing modernization, and who may have spent large sums on
improvements have been particularly hard hit just when they thought their
teething problems had been sorted out.

(Property Review)

Text 3
PRACTICE REALLY DOES MAKE PERFECT
Without doubt, Chris Evert has secured her place in the Tennis Hall of Fame. On
court, Chris Evert is a very tough competitor indeed. Off court, however, she reveals
both wit and charm. These two contrasting facets of Chris Evert - machine-like
efficiency, and feminine charm and style - are also perfectly embodied in her watch. 'I
know that Rolex have been making watches for a long time, and "practice makes
perfect" is something I agree with.'
(Advertisement for Rolex)

Text 4
The recent use of 'psychodrama' as a therapeutic technique illustrates a further point.
In these psychiatrically staged scenes patients not only act out parts with some
effectiveness, but employ no script in doing so.

(Erving Goffrnann: The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life)

Text 5
Noise levels at the Austerlits rail terminus, Paris, have been greatly reduced by the
application of sound-absorbing tiles of synthetic rubber. The tiles are oil resistant,
fire-resistant, and flexible enough to be applied on uneven concrete surfaces.

(New Scientist)

Text 6
Toxic fumes create a film over the eyes, so that a passenger cannot see to escape
from a burning plane. Passengers are blinded before they choke on the fumes. A
smoke hood-or the alternative, a filter mask-enables passengers to survive for longer
in toxic fumes.

(New Scientist)
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Text 7 
We knew him vaguely. He was usually invited to our embassy parties. He was,
somehow, on the permanent guest list. But he was seldom a guest. I had seen him
once, but only long enough to shake his hand-a damp, slack, small-boned hand. The
only other thing that I could remember was that he had been wearing evening-dress of
an old-fashioned kind. He looked uncomfortable in this stiff and slightly ill-fitting
suit, and it also looked forty years out of date.

(Paul Theroux: The London Embassy)

Text 8
Living in a small hotel on the left bank in Paris, moving between contacts in the
working-class suburbs and among students in the Latin Quarter, Tito gained many
left-wing international contacts.

(Phyllis Auty: Tito: A Biography)

Text 9 
Early next morning the train arrived, to my mind miraculously, in Moscow. Not only
it arrived, but it got in only about an hour late, which, someone informed me, was
quite unprecedented.

(Noel Coward: Memoirs)

Text 10 
My husband T. S. Eliot, loved to recount how late one evening he stopped a taxi. As
he got in, the driver said: `Ah. I've got an eye for a celebrity. Only the other evening I
picked up Bertrand Russell and I said to him: "Well, Lord Russell, what's it all
about?"- and, do you know, he couldn't tell me.'

(Valerie Eliot, letters to The Times)

Text 11 
(The author is stuck in a remote hotel in E. Africa.) I am not by nature a restless or
volatile person, forever demanding diversion, yet I do not think I was ever so
desperate in my life: no books, no radio, no argument, no pictures, no news. I have a
temperament ill-adjusted to contemplation. Nobody turned up. Until, on the fourth
day, somebody did.

(James Cameron: Point of Departure)

Text 12 
If you are a student and I am your teacher, it's up to you to let me know if my input is
unclear. If you haven't understood, tell me.

Study conditions can sometimes be difficult for you as well. If I get hold of the
wrong end of the stick because I don't know what the problem is, I can't help you.
If you tell me what's wrong, then it's my job to help you sort it out.

(Informal briefing to new students)
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Text 13 
We went to Cana of Galilee, where a little girl was offering wine jars for sale. They
were the authentic ones used in the miracle. If they were too big she had a smaller size
indoors; yes, the small ones were authentic too.

(Evelyn Waugh: Labels)

Text 14
In the Southeast of Botswana, lies the town of Lobatse, the country's main cattle centre.
The pride of Lobatse is its abattoir, the biggest beef factory in Africa. Every day, within
its gleaming and sterile interior, 1800 cattle are slaughtered and processed with conveyor-
belt efficiency. The Lobatse slaughterhouse is the flagship of the government-owned
Botswana Meat Corporation (BMC), and the only abattoir in the country. The cattle
business is still the country's main employer and second biggest foreign currency earner.
Only a fraction of Botswana's beef is used to feed its own people - more than half of
whom are receiving food aid from the USA. The rest is exported. 'European chefs know
all about prime Botswana meat,' boasts a full page advertisement on the cover of Air
Botswana's in-flight magazine.

(The Sunday Times)

Text 15 
The composer Stravinsky was asked by Balanchine, the impresario, to choreograph a

I polka. What Balanchine had not told him was that the music had been commissioned
by a circus.
'Who exactly will be dancing this polka?' asked Stravinsky.
'Elephants,' came the reply.
'I see, 'said The composer. 'How old?'

I 'Young,' said Balanchine
'If they're very young, 'said Stravinsky, 'I'll do it.' Well, they were; and he did-
hence the circus polka.

(The Listener)

Text 16
I walked towards Pevensey (Pevensey Bay being the spot where William landed his

army in 1066) and decided that anyone who came ashore at Cooden Beach would find
himself face to face with quintessential England-not just coastal, seaside holiday'

retirement England, but secretive, rose-growing, dog-loving, window-washing,
church-going, law-abiding, grumpy, library-using, tea-drinking, fussy and inflexible

England.

(Paul Theroux: The Kingdom by the Sea)
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Text 17
Many years ago I bought (for shilling) a two-volume, leather-bound, early eighteenth-
century collection of French poetry in a junk shop. When I showed it recently to an
antiquarian book dealer, he told me it was a sensational find. I knew, of course, that it
was an early edition, but I hadn't realized its full significance. It seems what I had was
the first edition ...

(The Antiquarian)

Text 18
Canning of fruit and vegetables: fruit lacquered cans
These special cans have a layer of golden-coloured lacquer over the inside surface,
which prevents the fruit from coming into contact with the tin itself. They may be used
for all fruits, and are ESSENTIAL for purple or red-coloured fruits, such as
blackcurrants and raspberries. Before use, the lacquer should be examined to make
sure there are no scratches on its surface. Store empty cans upside down in a dry place
to prevent rusting and away from strong smells, such as soap and onions, which may
be picked up by the lacquer and subsequently taint the fruit. Cans should be rinsed in
clean water before use, and any dents in the rim should be removed if good results are
to be secured. After the cans have been rinsed, they should be inverted to drain, but
should not be dried with a cloth as this might scratch the lacquer.

(Marguerite Patten: 500 Recipes: Jams, Pickles, Chutneys)

Text 19
The trouble with tea is that originally it was quite a good drink. So a group of the
most eminent British scientists put their heads together, and made complicated
biological experiments to find a way of spoiling it ...
There are some occasions when you must not refuse a cup of tea, otherwise you are
judged an exotic and barbarous bird without any hope of ever being able to take your
place in civilised society.

If you are invited to an English home, at five o'clock in the morning you get a cup of
tea ..

Then you have tea for breakfast; then you have tea at eleven o'clock in the morning;
then after lunch; then you have tea for tea; then after supper; and again at eleven
o'clock at night.

You must not refuse any additional cups of tea under the following circumstances: if
it is hot; if it is cold; if you are tired; if anybody thinks that you might be tired; if you
are nervous; if you are gay; you feel like it; if you do not feel like it; if you have had
no tea for some time; if you have just had a cup.

(George Mikes: How to be an Alien)
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Appendix 2: RATER GUIDE FOR ERRORS CATEGORIZATION

Grammar (Gr): Errors in Grammar include those resulting from ST influence and

inconformity to TL conventions:

• Misuse of grammatical morphemes concord Grim': This includes the

following sub-sub-categories:

• Case ending: e.g. "these two contrasting facets" 	 Clue 1-"11 C.23-16

(:). 51114312 instead of_a--:4-1.L.I. dielAll J.

o Subject verb concord, e.g. "machine-like efficiency, and

feminine charm and style — are also embodied in her watch" 	 sclit-c11

A-51-3V1i c53-1N 1 j---.111 .3 instead of 

ZsMI tsSINI.

o Gender concord: e.g. "the moment that"	 (sill A 1:-- 111 instead of

Lszig A L.- 111"a filter-mask enables" 	 L.,; —11 tLii instead of tUill

D-CY. 	

o Adjective concord: e.g. "purple or red-coloured fruits"

	  ACil. instead of0.).-113 	
	

-c_11

o Numeral concord: Gr/nc, e.g. "eleven o'clock at night"

instead of W. 	

< Misuse of prepositions: Gr/prep, e.g. "old-fashioned kind"

ega 3_>1.1 	 instead of e:).ssil 	 D. "before they choke on fumes"

Ad&-N I	 J-.6 instead of- MI-.3 4-5 .1-"1 JA3

'Codes only applied to main and sub-categories but not sub-sub categories.
2 Examples come from texts not used in the inter-rater reliability tests.
3 These could also be seen as vocabulary.
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4 Misuse of articles definite/indefinite: Or/art, e.g. "who may have spent

large sums"	 0.33A.1-4-.3.)C.1)311 instead of 1 .5161 D.33.3s41-4.?..)

	  "ill-fitting"	 Z.:01-...).-.101 instead of 11-..a.a 

4	 Tense: Grit, e.g. "Rolex has been making watches for long time",

c=i1S, i.e. Rolex was making watches and

still making for long time.

Word order: Gr/wo. One type of word order error is when the

sentence in Arabic requires the form of verb + subject but the translation gives

subject + verb, e.g. "the main auditorium will accommodate"

	 instead of kL.95.)11 kat-a /L-1' 	Errors in word order can also apply

to other items within the sentence: e.g. "the trouble with tea is that originally it

was a good drink"	 (1-41VI 	 DIS 431 4 1-2 :41.-:=n2-4 instead of

1	 141 .).t)	 pis 4.31

Passive: e.g. "Stravinsky was asked by Balanchine" 	 L,‹	

D:.1,13\11-.) (34 DA instead of ,,,c -V4ji-

Negation, Gr/ng. Violating TL conventions of negation, e.g. "you

must not refuse any additional cups of tea"

	 t_sUlt DA instead of (.5-4 	c51	 P3-c"

cL111 .3 instead of

4 Conditionals: Gr/con. Excessive use of conditional clauses

without variation in the conditional markers or proper use of cohesive

devices, e.g. "If you are a student and I am your teacher... if my input

is unclear. If you haven't understood, tell me. ... f I get hold of the

wrong end of the stick ... If you tell me what's wrong ...

40531	 4Jl2 	 t:ZIS

	  v.4
	

L.	 1lii
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Instead of:

3,	 144 _,J.13_61 „Ai	 L,;,1=1 j LB	 JA	 ALL. Uli t4111. 'cz6

t‘ ,11	 Lfisl. ..)..1;.1 I j.	 pli Ai? (03

Verbal vs. nominal sentences: Gr/vn. e.g. "the main auditorium will 

accommodate ..."	 J	 A.-1:131 instead of... J A-c1:211

Vocabulary (V)

Errors in Vocabulary include those resulting from translation over-literally or choosing

the wrong word from the wrong semantic field:

• Homonyms/Polysemy: V/p An example of Polysemy is when

"bank"	 or Ai? instead of	 "film"	 A.1-i instead of

bJL

< Connotative meaning: V/c. e.g. "argument"	 U-1.4 CA-11,-4

while in the text it means "talk", i.e.

< Divergence: V/d. Choosing the wrong word from the right

semantic field, as in the case of where the meaning of one word in

English is divided between two related words in Arabic and the

wrong one is chosen, e.g. "fire" 	 j13 instead of"

	 instead of

< Derivation two words or more derive from the same root but

have different meanings, and the wrong meaning is chosen: e.g.

"modernization"	 instead of c:-A..):1.3-1=6, "choke on the

fumes" 	 	  instead of CJIL.lik-i i ..91-11&4, "empty cans"

instead of
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< Compounds: two words joined together to give one meaning.

e.g. "the tiles are oil-resistant, fire-resistant" 	 C-)4_511 A-4.9114 6:11-ii

651 .)- -11:t...)-14,) instead ofclii-=' A-V-s 	 '24011 Zailic,

• Fixed Expressions: Misinterpreting of fixed formulae. e.g.

"practice does make perfect" 	 y:)..)-1:311 instead of

-c11 ç(1.611-.)

4 Phrase errors: V/ph. translating a ST word to an incorrect the

TT word while the correct equivalent is a phrase e.g. "survive"

instead of z,L.11	 L„-L otiA Or when a ST word would translate

to an equivalent word in the TT but is translated to an incorrect

adjectival phrase, e.g. "exotic" 	 J.3-L:Y1 y-.).,)E-, which means

"changeable", instead of y:)..)6., or to a wrong verbal phrase e.g.

"modernization"	 L.-0.311 instead of

< Faulty collocations: Vic]. When the components of the

collocation do not work together, e.g. "the rear" :42°1"•11 ;L44.0

instead of L-ik.

<	 Technical terminology: V/t Faulty analysis of the meaning of

a new word or false etymology, e.g. "Psychodrama"

cr.-.1311 instead of transliteration 1-1_,-1.3<2.-11 or paraphrasing

..) 411 LAI ja

4	 Proper nouns: V/n Names of people, places, companies.. .etc.

e.g. "Cana of Galilee"	 	  DU or c5-1:.111---A.$121 instead of La

"(161.), the Latin Quarter "	 111 E--.3.)-411 instead of" ,03:0-11 v-,31 and

Rolex"	 u•A'1_9_) instead of Lya-C1...u.

< Choice between synonyms: V/s. "Escape"	 L.-us, instead

of "..bi or "I know"	 ,-,)=-1 instead of
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< Choice between near-synonyms: V/ns. E.g. "Lobatse lies"

5431 1,-.)..)-13 instead of Ail and "his army"	 instead of-

and "chefs	 (.1.3&1-..1- instead of -d-L.

.< Word formation: V/wf. On rhetorical grounds the preference of

one derivational form of the word over another, e.g. "volatile"

instead of L.-Lit, which is more emphatic, or "elephants" 	 (3149.1 instead

of

• Arabization: AJar. The ST Words that have common Arabic

equivalents, but which the translator keeps in their English forms or

transliterates except nouns, e.g. "tennis"	 Lyai instead of	 .

Addition: (Ad) Addition can appear in the form of the following:

< Addition of inappropriate or unnecessary information that might

lead to style shift in a particular register, e.g. "you are T. S. Eliot"

4-2	 you are Mr. T S. Eliot. Excluded from this

category are additions which genuinely clarify "difficult" items to the

reader, e.g. "you are T. S. Eliot" 	 c.:J31 you are the

poet T S. Eliot.

• Giving two explicitly-marked TT alternatives for one word in the

ST either one of which is between brackets, after / or j i, "or", etc. e.g.

"auditorium"	 ,  J.4).11 / 	 4c1i or "toxic fumes create "

caL,.111

< Addition of stress markers that gives prominence to an element

that is not prominent in the ST "no books ... ...no news"

or _)1-,1.&1 	 	 V Instead of.)W	 ...

,< Unnecessarily expanding the ST word into a TT phrase, e.g. "a

little girl was offering wine jars for sale"	 cL61.-C
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t-.41Jj(..)°.)24 instead of , 11 .JA. J.)? U°.)25 	 634 ,:-.61-cor

the translation of "if' in "if they were too big the jars 	 0-1-1 cLi4.31...

s...)44s ..)34 j where "if' simply translates to III, 1,..)--14	 131

1..)÷. Excluded are phrases that enhance the TT literary texture, e.g. "he

replied "	 31,311,-"soi.

<4 Addition of redundant pronouns, e.g. "I know" 	 '-k).=11-31instead

of'-k.)=.1.

Omission  (Om)

Leaving out a section or a part of a text, leaving a space for the

missing part overt omission, e.g. in the translation of "purple or red-

coloured fruits, such as blackcurrants and raspberries",

(24.9-L11 (13-111, where the translation of

"blackcurrants" is missing. Or, simply ignoring an item or a section

that is crucial to the meaning (covert omission, e.g. "Noise levels at

the Austerlitz rail terminus, Paris, have been greatly reduced by the

application of sound-absorbing tiles of synthetic rubber"

11:L4 	

-There is no mention in the translation where about the noise

has been reduced.

• Spelling (Sp): Errors in "spelling" are those which result in breaking the Ti'

orthographic conventions:

• Invention: the wrong use of /hamza/: e.g. "rusting"

instead of	 Errors in the transliteration of names, e.g. "Rolex

(..Y6VJJ instead of (..4.9i

• Spelling errors that are related to morphology, e.g. "spent"

instead of Ji3I.
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< Errors that can be blamed on local dialect influence, e.g. "suit"

instead of A-134, or in the case of "over-compensation", "delegate"

yi3-1. instead of

.< Errors resulting from hypercorrection: e.g. "competence" 	 7,..1.1-?-

instead of sil ,"delegate"	 LA3:13-. instead of y."1:L. and "modernization"

4. 1 -, 3 instead of

.< Slips: These are like in the case of letter inversion, e.g.

"competitor" Zi--ÜA for A--61-14, "court"	 ,,-1-6-. for ,Y-.I. missing

letters, e.g. "be"	 .3-5:1. for CJA. substitution of similarly sounding

words, e.g. "parties" cail- instead of cL3N-i . The criteria for the

first examples to be included under "slips" are that such erroneous

words do not exist in the language (TL); in the last example, in the

context the translator can only have meant c=a-Lvarties not c-aitJ ,

which means buses.



Appendix 3 TASK SHEET PAGE 29: CONTEXT AND REGISTER

TASK SHEET In each of the passages below, certain words are marked off by inverted commas, for
A instance 'Cape Wrath doesn't mean "angry"; Mr Mathers said. Why do you think attention

is drawn to these words? Is it because they have more than one meaning? Or because they
are unusual in the context? Or perhaps because special emphasis is intended?

With a partner, discuss the examples in you set, and suggest translations for each expression
in inverted commas. Also decide whether the inverted commas are needed in the translation.

1. 'Cape Wrath doesn't mean "angry"; Mr Matthers said. 'It's from a Norse word that means

"turning-point". This is where the ships turned south.'

(Paul Theroux: The Kingdom by the Sea)

2. When do you open your Christmas presents?

Open them only in the privacy of your own family. Do remember to leave the receipts in 'by mistake', then

everyone can change everything next week.

(SHE magazine)

3. An actor cannot merely imagine a given situation but can 'feel' what it would be like in such a

situation. Art without feeling is dead.

(C. J. Adcock: Fundamentals of Psychology)

4. Well into this century it was usual for 'free' patients at the big hospitals to have their teeth

extracted with no anaesthetic. They didn't pay, so why should they have an anaesthetic - that was

the attitude.

(George Orwell: Collected Essays)

5. (From a report on the opening of new Civic Hall) When the word 'civic' was revived in the

nineteenth century it got off to a bad start. Intended to inspire memories of the Roman Republic,

it in fact came to mean 'pompous', 'small-minded' and 'parochial'. A building of this sort (the

new Civic Hall) should help to set the word off on a new and more hopeful tack.

(Architectural Review)

6. In West Germany, researchers have implanted artificial bone, made from the tiny skeletons of

algae, into the jaws of laboratory animals. They say that algal 'bone' behaves better than the

synthetic material surgeons currently use to mend damages to bone tissue in human.

(New Scientist)
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